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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this study was to generate information to clarify the

actual functioning of program specialists and resource specialists compared

-to intended roles as currently defined in law and other policy documents.

Multiple types of data were collected to'address the questions of the

study. Specifically, questionnaires and interviews were utilized to measure

perceived role functioning by school personnel who work with, or have an

inte est in, special education programs; and the perceptions of program and

reso rce specialists actually filling the roles with regard to the tasks

they 'perform. Data from the various sources were triangulated and con-

vergent validity assessed.

The questionnaire sample included all program and resource specialists

and a stratified random sample of other school personnel from 20 Special

Education Services Regions (SESRs) throughdut California. Data from 97

program specialists,, 1006 resource specialists, and 257 other school per-

sonnel were collected and analyzed. A stratified random sample of personnel

in six Special Education Services Regions operating under the Master Plan

was drawn for the on site ethnographic phase of the study. Case study

interviews were conducted with six program specialists, 20 resource spe-

cialists and 69 other school personnel and parents in the six SESRs.

Summaries of results are presented for each respondent group.

PROGRAM SPECIALIST - SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Personal Demographics

o Program specialists are predominantly female (74%) and Anglo (89%).

o While 36% of the program specialists frequently encounter non-English
speaking handicapped students in their work, only 13% are bilingual.
Program specialists identified 30 different languages spoken by students,
but reported only 6 languages that they themselves speak in addition to

English.
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aole Demographics

o Nearlty half of the program specialists have no supervisory responsibility.
Of th e who do supervise others, the largest percentage report respon-

sibility for special class teachers (29%), resource specialists (26%)
and ins ructional aides (20%).

o Over half (56%) of the program specialists serve only 1 district; 32%
serve betw en 2-10 districts. They work in many schools in these
districts, with 10 being the most frequently reported number. Twenty-

six percent work in 11-20 schools; 10% work in more than 40 schools:

o Program specialists travel an average of 134 miles per week; 10% travel
between.251-500 Wdles per week for job related activities.

o Over half (52%) of the program specialists work more than 40 hours/per
week on the job.

o Nearly half (43%) of the program specialists work on a teaching salary
schedule, with 38% on an administrative salary schedule. None of the

specialists makes less that $15,000 per year; 45% are in the $25,000-
-10,000 salary range.

Training and Experience

o Program specialists hold a variety of regular and special' dmcation
credentials including: elementary credential (37%), secon W(13%
administration/supervision (33%), Pupil Personnel Services (10%),'

LH (37%), CH (5%), SH (14%), PH (2%).

o Over a third of the program specialists (39%) hold a master's degree;

5% have a doctorate.

o Nearly half (49%) of the specialists have experience as a special

education teacher, 21% have taught in regular education programs.

o In general, program specialists feel they have received either formal

training or job related experience which provided them with the skills
they need for their job.

Role Functioning

o Nearly half (43%) of the program specialists believe they have major

responsibility for the overall management of a student's case from
referral through placement and review of progress.

o While more than half (55%) of the specialists have major responsibility

for coordination, consultation, and/or program development in the LH

area, many fewer have major responsibil ty for CH (19%), PH (10%), and

SH (18%) programs. About half have at east some responsibility in
career-vocational (53%) and preschool andicaW (44%) areas.
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o A majority of program specialists re0Ort having daily contact with
handicapped students (53%) and special class teachers (67%) About

half have daily contact with,resource specialists (49%)/and special edu-
cation administrators (42%).

Very few specialists work with handicapped students either one at a time
(I%) or in small gro6572%).

o Program specialists have contaCt with an average of 3I handicapped
students, 6 resource specialists, 7 parents, 6 D1S instructors, 5 prin-
cipals, 4 regular teachers, 6 school psychologists, and 8 special class
teachers during a typical week.

o Over the course of the school year, program specialists spend most of
their time in placement, student review, instructional planning and
staff development activites. About half spend less/ than 5% of their

time on assessment, on program development, or on program review. Thirty-

one percent spend no time in instruction; 41% spend no time in research.

o Ninety percent of program specialists engage in developing 1EPs 1-2 days

per week.

o Routine activities such as completing forms, writing reports, travel and
phone communications occur very frequently as part of program specialists'
ork.

o Over half of the program specialists feel they should be spending more
time in ongoing consultation with teachers (56%), in modifying regular
education programs for ineligible students (53%), in working with other
personnel to develop and implement innovative programs (71%), and in
research activities (51%).

o Program specialists view their role and responsibilities as distinctly
different from most other personnel. School psychologists and special
education administrators are the individuals with whom there is the most
perceived overlap, and with whom program specialists perceive role
conflict.

Job_Satisfaction/Problems

o A majority (54%) of the program specialists are at least quite satisfied
with their work; only 2% are dissatisfied.

Program specialists see themselves as extremely effective with special
class teachers (36%), resource specialists (31%), handicapped students
(33%), and parents (27%).

o Program specialists view the most significant barriers to carrying out
their job requirements as lack of time, lack of authority and too large

of a caseload.

o While 27% of program specialists are satisfied with the current defini-
tion of thelrole and responsibilities, 44% would make changes in the
program spedialist role. The most Significant changes include increased
authority and better definition of responsibilities.
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o Nearly three fourths (73%) of the program specialists think there should
not be a speCial credential for program specialists.

RESOURCE SPECIALIST - SOMARY OF RESULTS

Personal Demographics

o Resource specialists are predominantly female (80%) and Anglo (92%).

o Seventy-nine percent of resource specialiits have at least occasional

contact with non-English speaking orjimited-English speaking handicapped
students; 14% are bilingual. Forty-eight different languages are spoken
by LEP/NEP handicapped students with 21 languages being spoken by
bilingual resource specialists.

Role Demographics

o Most resource specialists (86%) have one aide. Three percent have no

aide.

o The majority of specialists work in one district (98%) And one school
(89%), with 1% serving between 3-10 schools and 1% serving 11-20 schools.

o The Majority of resource specialists- are full-time; 7% are employed

half,time. Twenty-two percent indicate they spend an additional ten
hours per week on the job.

o Virtually all resource specialists (97%) are on a teaching salary
schedule. Forty-three percent earn $20,000-24,999 per year and 35% are in
the $15,000-19,999 bracket. Twelve percent make $25,000-30,000 per year

an4 only 1% have a salary under $10,000 per year.

o Many resource specialists have non-instructional duties, such as, play-
ground supervision (41%), bus/lunch supervision (20%) and building
committee assignments (42%).

Training and Experience

o Resource specialists hold a wide range of regular and special education

credentials including: elementary credential (78%), secondary (28%),
administration/supervision (11%), pupil personnel services (7%), reading
specialist (7%), general special education (12%), LH (81%), SH (8%).
Fewer than one percent hold PH, CH or speech credentials.

o Over two-thirds of the resource specialists (69%) hold a masters degree;

1% have a doctorate.

o Nearly all the resource specialists (95%) have experience as a special
education teacher. Seventy-seven percent have been regular education
teachers.

o Most resource specialists feel that their formal training and job related
experience has adequately prepared them with the skills they need for
their job.



Role Functioning,

o The average resource specialists has contact with 24-28 handicapped stu-
dents a week; has 5 or more sessions per student, with each session
lasting 46 60 minutes. Sikty-eight percent indicate that their monthly
caseload is between 24-28. TWentylpercent work with fewer than 24 stu-
dents a month and 11% mirk with move ilban 28 students. Eighty students

is the largest number reported to be served by resource specialists.

o In addition to daily contact with students, a majority of resource spe-
cialists have daily contact with regular class teachers (81%) and prin-
cipals (63%) and have contact 1-2 time per week with parents (62%),
psychologists (59%) and DIS instructors (49%).

o Over half of the resource specialists (55%) have contact with a program
specialist during a typical week, while a third (35%) have no weekly
Contact with a program specialist. The average resource specialist
interacts with 2-4 parents, 10-15 regular class teachers and 1-2 DIS
instructors per wlek.

o The majority of resource specialists say they have either full (62%) or
major (35%) responsibility for the overall management of a student's case
from referral through placement and review of progress.

o Over the course of the school ,year, resource specialists spend most of
their time in assessment, instructional planning and instruction. A

third (35%) spend more than 50% of their time in instruction.

o In the referral process, two-thirds of the resource specialists are
involved at least 1-2 days a week receiving and screening referrals made
by other school personnel (66%) and coordinating and monitoring referral
procedures (69%).

Eighty-nine percent of resource specialists engage in conducting formal
and/or informal assessments of students at least 1-2 days per week.
Seventy percent are involved at least 1-2 days a week in coordinating
assessment procedures, 85% frequently assist parmts and others in inter-

pretation and utilization of student asSessment Vidings.

o percent of resource specialists are involved at least 1-2
days a we:k in coordinating the development of IEPc for handicapped
studentsand 69% spend that much time participating with the IEP team
in making(placement recommendations. Ninety-five percent provide direct
instructibn at least 1-2 days a week, 88% daily, and 94% at least
frequently supervise instruction by resource specialist aides. During
their instructional time each day, 48% work with students one at a time
(another 23% Work one-to-one at least 1-2 times a week) and 86% work
tvith small grhups of handicapped students.

o Three-fourths of the resource specialists (77%) engage in review, of stu-
dent progress and revising of IEPs at least 1-2 times a week.

o A third of the resource specialists frequently engage in informal staff
development activities with regular teachers. However, 73% rarely or

never coordinate inservice workshops.
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o Most of the resource specialists engage in routine activities as part of

their daily and weekly functioning. Ninety-four percent say they complete
forms and write reports at least 1-2 times a week, 54% engage in these
activities daily. Nearly half (47%) have telephone communications as

part of their daily professional activities. Thirty-eight percent
report participating in meetings not directly related to th ir classroom
responsibilities at least 1-2 times a week.

o Resource specialists are generally satisfied with the way jn which their
time is distributed over various activities related to rolè fugptioning.
However, 51% would like to spend more time consulting wit teaChers in

the utilization of evaluation data for modification of in truction. A
third (36%) would like to spend 'more time consulting 'wItIj regular class-
room teachers in the identification and assessment of le rning and behav-
ioral patterns of handicapped students, as well as coor inating the
implementation of the activities of the resource specia ist program
with the regular classroom curriculum. Thirty-five per ent would like

to spend more time working one-to-one with handicapped students. Forty
percent would like to spend more time in the developme t of vocational

plans for handicapped students.

o Nearly half of the resource specialists would like tofspend more time
providing both formal and informal staff developmentactivities, and par-
ticipating in innovative program development activities. Additionally,
they would like to spend more time assisting parents, both in understand-
ing the program being provided to their children and in the effective
utilization of other community resources besides the school. Fifty-

eight percent would like to spend less time on paperwork and 33% view
less time spent in meetings not directly related to classroom respon-
sibilities as desirable.

o Resource specialists view their responsibilities as distinctly different
from adminittrators. However, many perceive overlap with PIS personnel
(50%), school psychologists (58%) sPecial class teachers (41%), and

regular class teachers (60%). Some role conflict is seen as existing

with regular class teachers (38%) and with school psychologists (24%).

Job Satisfaction/Problems
,

o Nearly three-fourths (74%) of the resource specialists are at least
quite satisfied with their work; only 5% are not satisfied.

o Resource specialists perceive themselVato be extremely effective with

handicapped students (48%), principals (27%) and parents (24%). They

feel they are least effective with special class teachers.

o Problems which are perceived to impair fulfillment of job requirements

focus primarily on lack of time and too large of a caseload.

o Seventy percent of resource specialists would like to see changes in the

role and responsibilities. Primarily, reCommendations focus on less
paperwork, smaller caseload and moretime for instruction and curriculum

development as well as a better definition of responsibilities.
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o Thirty-five percent of resource specialists agree the requirements

of the Resource Specialists Certificate of Competenie. Twenty-six

percent disagree with the requirements and 31% are not familiar with the

requirements.

SCHOOL PERSONNEL - SUMMARY OF RESULTS

(School personnel include elementary teachers, special education teachers,
DIS personnel, instructional aides, school psychologists, principals, and
special education administrators.)

Contact/Familiarity with Special Education

Nearly half (45%) of the school personnel reported being very familiar
with PL 94-142; 31% are very familiar with AB 1250 and 33% are very

familiar with SB 1870.

o Sixty-four percent of the school personnel have daily contact with handi-
capped students and only 7% never have contact with such students. Forty

percentrhavedaily contact with special education personnel other than
program and resource specialists.

o Very few professionals reported daily contact with program specialists.
Over half of the respondents never or very rarely see program specialists.

When there is contact, it is most frequently during referral (17%), place-

ment (18%) and review (16%) activities.

o In general, school personnel reported more contact with resource spe-

cialists than program specialists. Referral activities are the area of

more frequent contact, with 51% reporting interaction with resource spe-

cialists at least 4-2 times a week during the referral process.

Placement and review are other areas of frequent contact. Twenty-five

percent reported they never have contact with resource specialists

during assessment, 22% never interact &ring instructional planning, and
20% never interact with resource specialists when instructional plans
are being implemented. 4

Views on Work of Program and Resource Specialists

o In general, a larger percentage of professionals are unfamiliar with the
work of program specialists than with resource specialists' work.

o School personnel view resource specialists as having ma'or responsibility
for delivery of a va
thirds (69%) view re
bility for the over

iety of services to handicapped stu ents. Two-
ource specialists as having major to full responsi-

1 management of a student's case. Instructional

planning (76%) an review (75%) are the areas where the largest percentage
of resource specialists are seen as having major to full responsibility.

Instruction is the area where the largest number of school personnel
(30%) view resource specialists at having full responsibility.

4

o Program specialists are viewed as having at least some responsibility in

all service delivery areas. The areas where program specialists are
most frequently seen as having major to full responsibility are placement
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(43%) and review (32%). Twenty-seven percent of the school personne

perceived program specialists as having major tofull responsibility for

the overall management of a student's case.

o Program specialists are viewed as having responsibillties which overlap

with most other school personnel. The most frequently identified over-
lap is with special education administrators (44%) and resource spe-

cialists (38%).

o Resource specialists are sew) as having overlapping responsibilities
with most other instructional personnel including regular classroom
teachers (62%), DIS instructors (44%), and special class teachers (49%)..

The roles of program specialist (41%) and school psychologist (41%) are

also viewed as overlapping with the resource specialist role.

o Perceived overlapping responsibilities do not seem to relate to major,

role conflict. For program specialists there is °some" perceived con-
flict with resource specialists (28%), special education administrators
(26%) and school psychologists (25%). For resource specialists', school

personnel perceived °some conflict with regular class teachers (40%),

school psychologists (30%), DIS personnel (27%), program,specialists
(26%), and special class teachers (24%).

Effectiveness/Satisfaction

o In general, both program and resource specialists are perceived as being

effective in providing needed services.

o Over half of the,school personnel feel that program specialists provide

leadership, and effectively coordinate the programs for which they are

responsible. Program specialists are seen as providing useful input in

the development of IEPs, and as playing a beneficial role in providing

appropriate educational services to handicapped' students. Frogram_spe-

cialists are viewed as most effective with resource specialists (42%),

special class teachers (41%) and handicapped students (41%).

o Criticism of prOgram specialists includes: efficiency of services, not

enough time spent evaluating effectiveness of programs for handicapped

students, and not enough inservice provided to keep staff updated on
educational changes. Nineteen percent of the school personnel view

program specialists as not effective with regular classroom teachers.

Sixty-one percent of the school personnel think that program specialists

should be advocates for the educational rights of handicapped students.

o A.large majority of school personnel feel that resource specialists are
extremely effective with handicapped students (70%), parents (70%), and

regular classroom teachers (65%). In addition to expertise in instruc-
tion, resource specialists are seen as providing helpful consultation,

resource information, and materials. Resource specialists are seen as
providing services which regular classroom teachers do not have time,
opportunity, or skills to provide.

o Forty-four percent of school personnel think resource specialists should

not work only with students who are placed in special education programs.

ix
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In terms of barriers to tarrying out job requirements cited by program
specialists, 29% of school personnel agree that program specialists do
not have enough time to perform their duties,'38% agree that program
specialists should have smaller caseloads, but only 15% think that these

specialists do not have enough authority.

o Fifty-three percent of the school personnel agree with resource spe-
cialists that they should have smaller caseloads and 39% -agree that
resource specialists do not have enough time to perform their duties.

o Sixty-three percent of the school personnel are. personally satisfied
with program specialists services, and 50% think program specialists
are needed for the successful implementation of the Master Plan.

o Seventy-eight percent of the school personnel are personally satisfied
with services received from resource specialists, and 79% think resource
specialists are needed for the successful implementation of the Master

Plan.

SUMMARY OF POLICY AND PROGRAM REdOMMENDATIONS

Separate policy and program recommendations concerning the program and
resource specialist roles were made. For program specialists, recommendations
primarily focused on the need for greater clarity of responsibilities re-
quired for the role. Variation in actual functioning of program specialists

throughout the state made generalizations difficult. Such variation, however,
highlighted the necessity for the determination of appropriate role func-
tioning to be made at the local SESR level to meet unique needs present in
differing educational situations. The state department should provide
guidelines to the SESRs for conducting an analysis of their own service

delivery needs. In addition, guidelines for options in program specialist
functioning, including requisite training appropriate for different role
responsibilities, should be provided.

Resource ecialists thrOughout the state functioned in a similar manner
across sites,-Withough there wes some local variation. Recommendations for

resource specialists focused on clarifying the nature of specific functions

and prioritizing the responsibilities for the role. Specifically, the
assessment and staff development functions need to be more clearly defined,

and determination of the appropriate combination cif instruction and other

responsibiities (such as coordination) delineated. Other recommendations
include the need for the state department to conduct analyses of appropriate
caseload requirements; of possible difference in functioning at elementary
and secondary levels; and of hiring practices for resoUrce specialist aides.
Suggestions are made for clarifying instructional responsibilities of
various personnel for handicapped students, including coordinating scheduling
requtrements as part of IEP team responsibilities% Finally, specific pre-
service and inservice training opportunities to improve resource specialist
functioning should be provided.
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PART I

Introduction

California has a long history of commitment to providing innovative

programs and services to meet:the educational needs of handicapped children.

Since 1860, with the establishment of programs for deaf and blind children, a

variety of programs has been implemented and modified. The growth of special

education was frequently on an "as needed" basis resulting, by the early

1970s, in the existence of 28 separate programs to meet the needs of handi-

capped children (CSDE, 1980). This categorical approach did not include

mechanisms for coordinating eligibility requirements and services, nor were

there requirements for evaluation of programs toward improvement in services.

Assembly Bill 4040, enacted in 1974, represented the culmination of efforts

sof the educational community to change the service delivery system in

California. This innovative pilot program - the California Master-RA#n for

Special Education - was implemented by 6 local organizational units un

1975-76 and an additional four were added during 1976-77.

In 1977, Assembly Bill 1250 (amended in 1978 by A.B. 3635) authorized state

Wide iMplementation of the Master Plan by 1981-82. Then, in response to Assem-

bly Bill 8 of 1979 (a "sunset law"), a review of special educatiom'Programs was

cOnducted by the legislature. The results of that review are embodied in SB

100 and its various trailer bills passed in 1980. SB 769 (signed into law

ili October, 1981) is the most recent legislation which modifies the. !Oster Plan.

The California Master Plan represents a comprehensive service delivery model

that meets federal requirements contained in P.L. 94-142 and P.1. 93-112. In

niany areas the Master Plan exceeds federal requirements in specificity or

Scope. One such area is the establishment of important new roles in special

thication such as the roles of thel'esource specialist and program specialist.

Oese personnel are designated in the original Master Plan "...to assist in the
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development: implementation, and review of individualized educational plans so

as to ensure that the educational program for each pupil is appropriate to that

individual's needs and abilities." (C.S.D.E., 1976, p. 3) While current law

provides more detailed descriptions of intended services to be provided by

these individuals, comprehensive review of the resource specialist and program

specialist roles separately and in relation to each other is lacking. Questions

concerning efficiency, effectiveness and appropriateness of these two roles have

been raised as part of the legislative review process (Legislative Analyst,

1977; Auditor General, 1980; C.S.D.E., 1980). It is towards the provision of

information concerning the functioning of program specialists and resource

specialists to assist state and local decision makers that the current study was

undertaken.

The mandates of P.L. 94-142 and the California Master Plan represent a

national commitment to equality and quality of educational services for handi-

capped children. The translation of the "promise" into "reality," however, has

created considerable requirements for organizational change in local educational

agencies from administrative through service delivery levels.

Study of educationdl change and adoption of innovation has generated both

enthusiasm and controversy in the past decade. After many unsuccessful research,

development, adoption, and diffusion efforts in the 1960s, professional educa-

tors from a variety of perspectives have begun to address questions of the con-

ditions that facilitate or impede effective educational change. Rodgers and

Shoemaker (1971) have considered the differential consequences and patterns of

mandatory as opposed to voluntary participation in change efforts and have

noted that in the case of comprehensive policy change (such as the implemen-

tation of a legislative mandate), the only options involve the method of

implementation.
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Many writers have focused on obstacles to change in the schools with

emphasis on the role of such variables as: (1) formal and informal social

structure and role regularities in the schools (Sarason, 1971; Lortie, 1975);

(2) bureaucratic structures (Lipset, 1961; Lipsky, 1976; Pincus, 1974)

including the incompatibility of prior organiptional arrangements with the

requirements of the innovation; (3) state of skills and knowledge on the part

of implementation personnel (Fullan & Pomfret, 1977; House, 1974; Gross et

al., 1979); and (4) clarity about the nature of the proposed innovation

(Pincus, 1974; Gross et al., 1979).

Emrick and Peterson (1977) report findings from several studies suggesting

that implementation of innovations is futile unless efforts are initiated at the

local level. However, for the most part,..service delivery personnel have not

been involved in determining the course of official special education policy

through passage of federal and state legislation. Findings of i recent study

conducted by Weatherley and Lipsky (1977) suggest that school personnel are

actually constrained by legislation rather than directed in their work. These

investigators propose that service delivery personnel are really "street level

bureaucrats"--setting policy by their own interpretation of what has come from

above and of the realities of their current personal-professional situations.

While it is important that studies on the implementation of the California

Master Plan focus on the extent to which these implementation activities are

congruent with legislative requirements, an exclusive focus on compliance issues

precludes consideration of local variations in actual functioning which may be

adaptive for providing quality educational services and which may form a basis

for changes in policies which reflect practitioner concerns. Thus, in the pre-

sent study, extent of congruence of current functioning of program specialists

and resource specialists with legislative requirements is only one of several
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indicators of the success of implementation efforts. Credence is also given to

variations in functioning which can be demonstrated to have operational signi-

ficance.

The literature on role theory provides a rich framework for analyzing how

professionals conceive of the program and'resource specialist roles, singularly'

and in conjunction with others in the implementation of Master Plan requirements.

Deutsch and Krauss (1965) suggest several aspects of role which have been

modified for the present project: 1) prescribed or intended role, 2) enacted or

perceived, role, and 3) subjective or idealized role. The "intended" role is

defined as the system of expectations which exist for the occuliint of a

position. In the present study these expectations include the following: 1)

legal requirements for qualifications and responsibilities is specified in the

Education Code and through administrative regulations, and 2) "policy" reviews

conducted by the Special Education Commission of the State Board of Education

and the State Department of Education.

"Perceived" role functioning includes both the understanding of a role by

individuals who work with, or have an interest in, special education programs

and the perception of those actually filling the role with regard to the tasks

they perform. The "idealized° role is a statement of what individuals believe

should be the responsibilities of those in particular roles. The analytical

scheme for the present study includes determining the nature of the match be

tween intended and perceived roles and the extent to which an idealized role as

proposed by the specialists differs from intended and perceived functioning.

Study Questions

Questions addressed in the study focus on role definition and appropriate-

ness of role performance. The general question of the study is:

Does perceived role functioning of program and resource specialists match



intended role functioning? Specific questions include:

1s0 Do perceived activities and functions of program and resource specialists

match intended activities and functions.

2.0 Are the intended recipients being served?

3.0 How well prepared are program and resource specialists to perform the

intended roles?

4.0 How is each specialist role perceived to relate to other professional -

roles in the educational system?

5.0 What specific organizational, personal, or role demographic variab es

influence perceived role functioning?

6.0 How effective is the perceived functioning of the specialists?

7.D, What problems are perceived as impeding effective role functioning a,

specialists?

8.0 What changes in the specialists' roles and responsibilities are needed

to increase effectiveness?

The following section describes the methods used to answer the eight

questions which served as the focus of the study.

Method

The study was designed to compare the role requirements for intended

functioning of program and resource specialists with actual role functioning

of these specialists. Intended role requirements were identified through'

descriptions in various policy documents (Education Code Sections 56333,

563340 56336 of AB 1250, Education Code Sections 56368, 56362, 56363, 56341

of SB 1870, California Administrative Code Title V proposed regulations;

Advisory Commission on Special Education's Personnel Development Committee

report on program specialists, the Commission for Teacher Preparation and

Licensing regulations for the Resource Specia ist Certificate of Competence



and the California State Department of Education "sunset" review of special

education). RequireMents for functioning have been analyzed in two ways.

First, the five areas necessary for delivery of services to individuals with

exceptional needs (referral and identification, assessment, IEP planning and

placement, implementation, and review) were identified and translated into

specific statements of direct and indirect services to other profess4onals,

parents, and handicapped students. Secondly, the functions prescribed for

each role (e.g., consult, assist, coordinate, etc.) and activities supporting

eacii function were identified and operationalized.

The Measurement of goal attainment tNelated to effective role performance

involves determination of the degree of congruency between requirements for

functioning and actual functioning of program and resource specialists.

Measures used in this study relate to six broad criteria proposed by Suchman

(1967) and Scriven (1967). An effort criterion is typically concerned with

the assessment of input (e.g., hours, numbers served, etc.), regardless of

output; performance or effect criteria measure the results of effort rather,

than the effort itself; adequacy of performance criteria refers to the degree

to which effective performance is adequate to the total amount of need; effi-

ciency is concerned with the evaluation of alternative methods in terms of

costs (e.g. , a ratio between effort and performance), process refers to the

attributes of a program which contribute or detract from the effect of the

program; and value relates to the satisfaction of those delivering and

receiving the services. Specifically, effort, adequacy of performance, pro-

cess and value criteria were used for the present stu'dy.

Data have been collected on the role as perceived by others who wOrk

with the identified professionals, and of the services each specialist per-

ceived him or herself actually delivering. Specialists were also asked to

provide information on idealized role functioning. In addition, demographic
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information concerning the role and the background, training, and experience

of practicing professionals (program specialists or resource specialists)

was collected. Based on these-data, discrepancies or variations in intended

and perceived functioning were identified (strengthsiand weaknesses of alter-

native modes of functioning were delineated) and recommendations for policy

and program measures which could be taken to improve the effectiveness of the

program and resource specialist roles were offered.

The study design Includes a multiple sources data collection system to

allow for different lls of analysis. Specifically, a questionnaire survey

research paradigm modejed after Dillman (1978) and ethnographic procedures

derived from the work of Glaser and Strauss (1967), Patton (1980), and

Schatzman and Strauss (1973) were used in the study. Two questionnaires were

developed which identified the background, training, experience, and percep-

tions of functioning for both program specialists and resource specialists.

These instruments were distributed to nearly 2000 program specialists and

resource specialists from the Special Education Services Regions (SESR) func-

tioning under the Master Plan during the 1979-80 school year. A similar

questionnaire was distributed to over 500 administrators, teachers and

ancillary personnel in these SESRs. Nearly fourteen hundred questionnaires

were returned. Analysis of these data permit description of similarities and

differences among these professionals and their perceptions of the activities

and functions of program and resource specialists.

In order to address the more complex issues related to variations in

actual functioning, ho)Aver, a case st'udy analysis of variables influencing

such functioning has been conducted. This analysis included a subsample of

Special Education Services Regions (SESRs), selected on the basis of geo-

graphic location, urban/rural, consortium/single district, length of time

operating under Master Plan, and other pertinent variables. A sample of

0 (



ninety-five program specialists, resource specialists, administrators,

teachers, ancillary personnel, and parent were intervieWed, on site, con-

cerning perceived problems and successes in implementing the legislative

intat related to the roles of program specialists and resource specialiSts.

Variables such as organizational Structure, interface with other professionals,

specialization of functions and activities, differences in functioning at

elementary vs, secondary levels, and ongoing training opportunities which may

influence service delivery operations have been identified and studied.

While generalization from rOsults of the study of a limited number of SESRs

must be made with caution, analyses allow inferences concerning personal-

professional variables and local factors Aich are related to degree of per-

ceived successful functioning in these various settings. Using a triangula-

tion of evidence model (Denzin, 1978), comparisons were made between.the

intended (prescribed) role functions and data collected through question-

naires and interviews on the self-role perception and perceptions of others.

Sample Selection for Questionnaire Data

The target sample for the study included all twenty-one SESRs operating

under the California Master Plan for Special Education during the 1979-80

school year. Initial sample selection activity focused on gaining access

to the entire population of program and resource specialists in these SESRs

in order to request their participation in the questionnaire phase of the

study. After contacting RLA Directors personally and by letter, demographic,

organizational, and program information about the SESRs was collected. This

information was used for sample selection in both the questionnaire and case

study facets of the study.

Information was collected on the total number of school personnel in

each SESR who had contact with children with exceptional needs, including
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special education teachers, designated instruction and-services personnel,

aides, school psychologists, special education administrators, principals,

regular class teachers resource specialists, and program specialists. After

tallying all the numbers-received, it was decided that a representative

sample would be five percent of the individuals in each category, selected

randomly. There were three exceptions to this 5% criterion. Special educa-

tion directors were exempted due to the small number in their category and

their influence on district policies; 10% of this group was contacted. All

program and resource specialists were cOntacted. Their limited number made

this feasible. This procedure resulted in the identification of a sample

including 228 program specialists, 1710 resource specialists, and 533 other

school *personnel.

Although the project began with the intention of studying all tWenty-one

SESRs, only 20 were subsequently included. One SESR declined to participate

because of the numbersIff studies they had been part of in the past. They

felt "over-studied."

Questionnaire Development

The first task in instrument development was an analysis of roles and

functioning of resource specialists and program specialists as described in

law, the Personnel Development Committee's report on program specialists and

the Commission for Teacher Preparation and Licensing regulations for

resource specialists (see Appendix C). This analysis resulted in a set

of descriptors both of activities and functions which have been used to

frame item development for questionnaires and interview schedules. The

next task included a series of informal discussions with practicing program

specialists and resource specialists regarding their roles and functioning

to validate the role descriptors which had been developed. Three preliminary
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forms of a questionnaire were developed for collecting data on the roles and

functioning of program and resource specialists. One form was designed for

program specialists, another for resource specialists, and a third for all

other school professionals thought to have contact with program and/or

resource specialists.

The writing of the items for the questionnaires was organized through

use of an analytical scheme for conceptualizing the roles and functioning

of program and resource specialists. The analytical scheme was derived in

general from Suchman (1967) and Scriven (1967) and includes the criteria

areas of effort, adequacy of performance, process, and value.

The three forms of the questionnaires were piloted in three counties

with program specialists, resource specialists and other school personnel.

In addition, researcher/colleagues provided detailed feedback about.the

quality of the questionnaires as research instruments. Based on the data

obtained from the pilot activities and colleagial feedback, the questionnaires

were each revised and piloted again. Forms were submitted to the state

department Data Acquisition Review Committee (DARC) for approval and were

again modified (see Appendix D).

Data Collection.Procedures for QuestionnaireData

Each RLA Director was requested to distribute questionnaires to special

education personnel in his/her SESR. A set of postcards was sent with the

questionnaires. They were to be sent by the RLA Director to the same re-

spondents, approximately a week after the questionnaires had been delivered.

The postcards thanked the respondents for their participation in the pro-

ject and reminded those who had not already done so, to return the question-

naires.

Questionnaires for regular education personnel--including principals and



regular classroom teachers were distributed in a different manner. AP

letter was sent to the Superintendent of each district, informing him o

her about the project, and requesting authority to contact principals.

This letter was followed by telephone contact, approximately a week latek, in

11

order to obtain formal permission to send the questionnaires directly to

schools. Some districts preferred that their special education director

receive the package and disseminate the materials, others gave permission tot,.

.1z-

send the questionnaires directly to the sites.

In order to minimize subjectivity and to insure as much diversity as

possible, a principal was requested to distribute questionnaires to a prede-

termined stratified list of classroom teachers (e.g., third grade, fifth

grade, etc.). There was an attempt to sample a range of grade levels in the

elementary districts and as wide a variety of subject teachers as possible

in the high schools.

Two thousand, four,hundred and seventy-one questionnaires (2,471) were

sent and approximately half, of all respondents in each category replied

including 97 program specialists, 1006 resource specialists and 257 other

school personnel for a total response of 1360 (55%).

Sample Selection for Case Study Interviews and Observations

In the interview and observation phase of the study, school personnel

were interviewed and observed in six geographic areas of California to pro-

vide in-depth information to augment the questionnaire data.

From a total of 20 Special Education Service Regions (SESR), six were

selected as a representative sample, based on the following criteria:

geographic location (Northern California, Southern California), population

per square mile (rural, suburban, urban), type of SESR (single district,

consortium, county), length of time operating under the Master Plan, and
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classification of program specialists (Administrative Pupil Services,

Instruction, Management, etc.).

RLA Directors in each of the six (selected) SESRs were requested to parti-

cipate in the case study interviews. The final sample was comprised of

SESRs with the following characteristics:

1. Rural, North, Consortium, 4 years, Other Certification.

2. Rural/Urban, South, County, 2 years, Instruction.

3. Urban, South, Single, 2 years, Management.

4. Suburban/Rural, North, Single, 3 years, Mixed Credential.

5. Rural, North, County, 4 years, Administrative.

6. Urban, South, Consortium, 1 year, Pupil Services.

Participating SESRs were: Humboldt, Riverside, San Diego, San Juan,

Stanislaus, and West Orange.

RLA Directors were asked to select the schools in their areas where the

interviews and observation would take place: The schools selected were to

reflect the general characteristics of the SESR as a whole, but with varying

SES and ethnic composition. In this way, the interviewers were able to gather

data about rural and urban, high and low wealth sites, as well as schools with

differing proportions of minority students.

Case Study Interview Schedules Development

Two interview schedules were developed based on an analysis of the

intended roles and functioning of resource specialists and program specialists

as described previously (see Appendix E). One was designed for both resource

and program specialists and another for other school personnel and parents who

have professional contact with resource specialists and/or program special-

ists. The interview schedules were designed to elicit the respondents' views

of these professionals in the areas of qualifications and assignment, activi-

ties, job definition, efficiency/effectiveness, training, and recommended changes.

Ut
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Data Collection Procedures for Case Study Interviews and Observations

Two interviewers spent two days in each of the six SESRs. Typically,

one interviewer spent one day on-the-job with a program specialist while

the other interviewed and observed school personnel at a school site. On

the next day, both interviewers observed and interviewed at a second

school. Interviews lasted between 20 and 9P minutes; the lengthier ones

generally being with resource and program specialists.

In a total of 11 elementary schools, two high schools and one continuation

high school, 96 people were interviewed in the six SESRs; they included:

Child Advocate 1.

Diagnostic Teacher 1

Director of Special Education 3-

Designated Instruction and Services 11

Parents of Handicapped Students 4

Principals, Vice Principals 11

Program Specialists 6

Psychologists 3

Regular Class Teachers 20

Resource Specialists 20

Resource Specialists Aides 4

Special Day Class Teachers 11

In addition to those individuals formally interviewed, informal discuss ons

were held with a number of school personnel and parents.

Case study reports for each SESR were written by the two researchers

after reviewing the information collected and observations made at each site.

The reports are organized to provide a summary of perceived'role functioning

by the specialists and other school personnel as well as idealized role

functioning.
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PART II

Results

Results from the study are presented in three major sections. The first

section summarizes the perceptions of school personnel who work with program

and resource specialists. The second and third sections summarize the per-

ception of program specialists and resource specialists of their own role

functioning. The results sections are organized to present a summary of data

pertaining to the questions of the study. Findings from the two data sources

(questionnaire and ethnographic) are generally consistent. Ethnographic data

provide elaboration and rich detail concerning specific questionnaire findings.

With the exception of length of time operating under the Master Plan, none of

the ethnographic sample selection variables were determined to influence per-

ceived role functioning of program and resource specialists, so these data

are not reported separately. Rat6r, they are incorporated into the presenta-

tion of results to clarify or augment quantitative data or to present a

divergent perspective.

Complete case study reports are not included it the body of the text but

can be found in Appendix B. A summary of interview respondents perceptions

of pro4ram and resource specialists functioning across the 6 SESRs in the

ethnographic sample can be found in Appendix A.

School Personnel

The questionnaire sample of school personnel included 59 regular class-

room teachers, 73 special class teachers, 28 DIS personnel, 24 aides, 15

school psychologists, 47 principals, and 11 special education administrators;

a total of 257 questionnaire respondents. In addition, 65 school personnel

were interviewed as part of the case studies. Data reported in this sec-

tion are based primarily on questionnaire respondents. Information from

3 3`
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case studies is included to clarify specific points or present divergent

views. Unless otherwise noted, all tables are based on an N of 257.

Because of rounding, all percentages may not total 100%. Percentages for

respondents who did not answer or who felt they were too unfamiliar with

the work of either program or resource specialists to provide in informed

opinion are reported as Don't Know/Blank (DK/B).

Personal Demographics

Questionnaire respondents ranged in age from 25 or younger (2%) to 56

or older (9%) with roughly 30% in each ten year interval between. Sixty

percent were female, 36% male. The majority were Anglo (86%) with small

numbers of American Indian (2%), Asian (2%), Black (4%), and Hispanic (6%)

pr'ofessionals responding.

Contact/Familiarity With Special Education

In terms of laws pertaining to special education, only 13% of the school

personnel were not familiar with P.L. 94-142. Forty-two percent were some-

what familiar and 45% reported being quite familiar with P.L. 94-142. A

fourth of the respondents (25%) were not familiar with AB 1250 (Old Califor-

nia Master Plan) but only 10% were not familiar with SB 1870 (the New

California Master Plan). Thirty-one percent reported being very familiar

with AB 1250, and 33% are very familiar with SB 1870.

Sixty-four percent of respondents reported daily contact with handi-

cagpild students and only 7% reported never having eontact with such students.

Forty percent reported daily contact with special eduation personnel other

than program and resource specialists. Table 1 provides information on the

nature of the contact that s.chool personnel have with program and resource

specialists. Very few professionals reported daily contact with program

specialists. Over half of the respondents never or very rarely see the

program specialists. When there is contact, it occurs most frequently
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Table 1

Frequency of contact with Program and Resource Specialists

in Referral Through Review Process

(N = 257)

% having contact with; Program Specialist Resource Specialist

*N R 0 F 0 DK/B NROFOOK/B
Referral 22 32 23 17 3 4

13 15 18 28 23 4

Assessmerit 37 31 18 9 2 4 25 14 21 20 14 6

Instructional 25 33 24 13 2 4 22 13 20 26 14 5

Planning

Placement 23 27 24 18 4 5 15 13 22 26 18 6

Instruction 34 30 22 10 1 4 20 18 18 22 17 5

Review 23 27 28 16 3 4 16 16 21 28 13 6

*N = Never - no contact whatsoever
R = Rarely - contact 1-5 times per year
0 * Occasionally - contact 1-2 times per month
F = Frequently - contact 1-2 times per week
D = Daily - contact more or less daily\\

during referral (17%); placement (18%); and review (16%) activities.

Many individuals interviewed for the case studies felt program spe-

cialists were "spread too thin." Program specialists were seen as typically

assigned a geographic area or specific grade levels. Because of time

constraints, which were for the most part a consequence of the number of

"units" and individuals to be contacted, program specialists were viewed as

having the most frequent interactions with personnel who had "overlapping

responsibilities," or employees they were required to supervise. Principals,

vice principals, psychologists, resource specialists and parents were more

likely to encounter a program specialist, because of their participation in

some aspect of the referral to review process.

t I



Program specialists were not perceived as available on a daily basis in

any SESR visited, although in one Master Plan area program specialists

visited local high schools twice a week. One of these program specialists,

assigned to the school visited by the interviewers, worked more closely

:*

with the vice principal than other personnel. The vice principal was in

charge of curriculum in general and the resource program in particular. He

found the program specialist very helpful in areas of compliance and program

development. On the other hand, a speech therapist at the same school never

saw the,orogram specialist assigned there, but was very enthusiastic about

an inserviceirogram introduced by a categorically assigned (e.g., com-

municatively handicapped) program specialist who specialized in working

with CH personnel across the SESR. Clearly the "needs° of professionals,

and their access to the services of an "available° program specialist can

make a difference in both the amount of contact and degree of satisfaction

expressed.

In general, school personnel reported more contact with resource spe-

cialists than with program specialists. Referral activities seem to be the

area of most frequent contact, with 51% reporting interaction with resource

specialists at least 1-2 times a week during the referral process. At

least a third of the school personnel reported contact at least 1-2 times

a week during all other phases of delivery of services. Twenty-five per-

cent reported they never have contact with the resource specialists during

assessment, 22% never interact during instructional planning, and 20% never

interact with resource specialists when instructional plans are being

implemented (see Table 1).

Views on Work of Program Specialists and Resource Specialists

In general, a larger percentage of professionals are unfamiliar with

the work of program specialists than with resource specialists work. This
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fact became apparent in the interviews as well. Each person interviewed

had at least some degree of knowledge of the resource specialists role,

but only some knewat program specialists' work involved. Teose who were

familiar with the roles of program specialists were generally special edu-

cation staff or administrators (i.e., people who have continual and Vrect

responsibilities for handicapped students). This group generally did not .

include regular education staff. This finding seems understandable, in

light of the fact that program specialists are generally assigned to work

with staff in a single specialty area (e.g., CH) or with a specified number

11, of special education programs (e.g., resource specialist, learning handi-

capped). On the other hand, resource specialistS are intended to interact

with an entire school staff, plus special education administrators.

Program speclalists are viewed as having at least some responsibility

in all service delivery areas. Table 2 illustrates the perceived extent of

their responsibility in specific areas. The areas where program specialists

are most frequently seen as having major to full responsibility are place-
,

ment (43%) and review (32%Y. Twenty-seven percent of the respondents per-

ceived program specialists as having major to full responsibility for the

overall management of a student's case. From interview data, the overall

management activities are usually described as compliance oriented (i.e.,

assuring procesSes occur) rather than coordinating the flow' of services in

each individual student4s case.

School personnel view resource specialists as having major responsibility

for delivery of a variety of services to handicapped students. Two thirds

(69%) view resource specialists as having major to full responsibility for

the overall management of a student's case. Table 2 illustrates the per-

ceived responsibilities in specific areas. Instructional planning (76%),

review (75%), and assessment (71%) are the areas where the largest percentage
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Table 2

Perceived Extent of Responsibility of Program and Resource Specialists

for Delivery of Services in Specific Areas
(N II 257)

Service Delivery Areas

Program Specialist
Extent of Responsibility

(%)(%) Resource SRecialist

*N S M F DKal_ S M F DK/8

Referral 19 35 17.47 22 7 30 37 16 11

Assessment 23 38 15 5 20 3 16 50 21 10

Instructional
Planning 18 40 16 4 22 4 11 SO 26 10

Placement 6 32 35 8 19 4 27 46 12 11

Instruction 41 28 7 2 22 5 14 39 30 11

Student.Review 8 42 27 5 19 3 11 54 21 11

Overall Management of 17 36 21 6 20 6 13 47 22 12

Student's Case

*N = No responsibility M a Major responsibility

S Some responsibility F a Full responsibility

of resource specialists are seen as having major to full responsibility.

Instruction is the area where the largest percentage of school personnel

(30%) view.resource specialists as having full responsibility.

Table 3 provides information on the views of school personnel regarding

Nib* each specialist's role and responsibilities differs from other personnel

roles. At least 20% of program specialists are viewed as having respon-

sibilities which overlap somewhat with most other school personnel except

regular class teachers. The most frequently identified overlap is with

special education administrators (44%) and resource specialists (38%).

Resource specialists are seen as having overlapping responsibilities with

most other instructional personnel including designated instruction services

instructors (44%), and special class teachers (49%). The most freq6ently



Table 3

Specialists' roles as seen as different, overlapping,
or identical to other personne roles.

(N=257)

Role Relationships
,Resource Specialist (X)Program Specialist (%)

Personnel Roles *0 0 I DK/B

Designated Instruc-
tion and Services

48 23 0 29

Instructors

Principals/ 56 21 1 22

Vice-principals

Program Specialists 14 12 38 36

Regular Class 62 17 0 21

Teachers

Resource Specialists 39 38 1 22

School Psychologists 50 30 1 19

Special Class 51 29 1 19

Teachers

Special Education 28 44 2 26

Administrators

20

D 0 I DK/8

38 44 2 16

72 17 0 11

27 62 1 9.

9 15 49 27

51 41 0 7

36 49 2 12

60 23 0 16

*0 = Distinctly Different Roles and Responsibilities
0 = Overlapping Roles and Responsibilities
I = Identical Roles and Responsibilities

perceived overlap is with regular classroom teachers (62%). Th les of

program specialist (41%) and school psychologist (41%) are so viewed as

overlapping with the resource specialist role.

Perceived overlapping responsibilities do not seem to relate to major

role conflict however. Table 4 illustrates perceived conflict. Fpr

program specialists there is "some" perceived conflict with resource spe-

cialists (28%), special education administrators (26%), school psycholo-

gists (25%), principals (22%) and special class teachers (22%). In the

, 4
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interviews, some program specialists also spoke of confliq, 1,-between prin-

cipals and themselves. In one SESR, where program speoAsts are hired'on

a management contract (at the same level with principals), a program spe-

cialist reported that some principals seem to resent the mlount of authority

program specialists have and tensions existed between them. In the same

area, a principal who was interviewed, said program specialists were not

well enough informed to be making the placement decisions they do, they

should be held more accountable to the schools they serve, and they ought-

to act as a consultant to the building principals. For resource specialists

many_of the school personnel perceived "some" conflict with regular class

teachers (40%), school psychologists (30%), DIS personnel (27%), program

specialists (26%), and special class teachers (24%) (see Table 4).

Such conflict, where minimally reported in interview data usually was

related to scheduling problems, overlapping responsibilities, and personality

clashes.

Effectiveness/Satisfaction

In general, both program and resource specialists are perceived as

being at least somewhat effective in providing needed services. Program

specialists are viewed as "quite to extremely" effective with resource spe-

cialists (42%), special class teachers. (41%) and handicapped students (41%),

possibly because these are the individuals to whom they are perceived as most

consistently providing services. But in the interviews it was apparent the

program specialists also spend time with principals, vice principals, special

education directors and parents on compliance matters. In general, this

assistance with compliance issues is viewed favorably. Nineteen percent of

respondents said program specialists were not effective with regular class-

room teachers (see Table 5).

Table 6 provides information on perceptions of school personnel regard-

Of_



Table 4

Perceived Extent of Role Conflict Between Specialists and Other Personnel

(N=257) -

Personnel Roles *N

Program Specialist
Degree of Role Conflict

Specialist (%)(%) -Resource

_S M E DK/B. NSMEDK/B
Designated Instruc-
tion and Services

52 14 3 5 26 44 27 4 4 21

Instructors

Principals/ 51 22 3 4 20 68 15 2 1 14,

Vice-principals

Program Specialists 42 10 3 2 42 46 26 5 2 21

Regular Class 60 14 3 2 21 42 40 5 2 11

Teachers

Resource Specialists 41 28 5 3 23 51 11 3 0 35

School Psychologists 48 25 3 4 21 51 30 5 1 13

Special Class 49 22 5 3 21 56 24 3 1 16

Teachers-

Special Education
Administrators

35 26 4 4 31 19 4 2 22

*N = No conflict
S = Some conflict
M = Much conflict
E = Extreme conflict

ing the specific activities of program specialists. Over half of the school

personnel agree that program specialists provide leadership, and effectively

coordinate the programs for which they are responsible. Program specialists

are seen as providing useful input in the development of IEPs, as being

effective in observing, consulting with and assisting resource specialists,

DIS instructors, and special class teachers, and generally, as playing a

beneficial role in providing appropriate educational services to handicapped

students. Sixty-one percent of the school personnel agree that program spe-

cialists should be advocates for the educational rights of handicapped

22
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Table 5

Perceived Effectiveness of Each Specialist

Personnel *N

(N=257)

Degree of Effectiveness
Program Specialist (%) Resource Specialist (%)

S Q E DK/B NSQEDK/B
Designated Instruc-
tion and Services

9 25 20 9 37 5 23 27 15 31

Instructors

Handicapped Students 5 25 25 16 29 0 18 23 47 12

Parents 7 23 26 10 34 2 15 35 35 13

Principals/ 9 25 25 10 31 3 19 37 21 20

Vice-principals

Program Specialists 1 9 14 12 64 5 15 25 16 39

Regular Class 19 29 14 7 31 2 22 33 32 11

Teachers

Resource Specialists 5 LS_ 29 _13 34 1 8 14 22 55

School Psychologists 7 26 23 9 35 4 20 38 18 20"

Special Class 7 23 25 16 28 8 27 23 18 '23-

Teachers

NSQEDK/B No NSQEDK/B No

Personal satisfaction Interact . Interact.

of specific respon- 7
dent in his/her role

24 23 16 15 15 3 24 23 31 10 9 .

*N = Not effective Q = Quite effective

S = Somewhat effective E = Extremely effective

students. Some criticisms were noted however. Less than a third of the

school personnel agreed that program ipecialists provide services more effi-

ciently than other special education-personnel. In addition, program spe-

cialists are seen by 27% of the school personnel as not spending adequate

time in evaluating the effectiveness of programs for handicapped students, or

in providing sufficient inservice ta keep the staff updated on educational



Table 6

School Personnel Viems on Work of Program Specialists

(8.257)

SA means you strongly agree
A means you somewhat Agree
N means neutral . youilfher agree or disagree
0 means you somewhat disa ree

SD means you strongly dliiqree
DK means you don't khow (10

1. Program Specialists introduce innovative MethOdS and approaches.

2. Program Specialists demonstrate adequate leadership for personnel
involved in Special Education Programs.

3. Program SPecialists Provide services more efficiently than

other special education personnel.

4. Program Specialists provide useful input in the develOpment of
Individualized Education Programs (IEP) for Students.

5. Program Specialists play a beneficial role in providing appropriate
educational services to handicapped students.

6. Program Specialists effectively coordinate those programs fos_

which they are responsible. 1,

7. Program Specialists currently have sufficient authority to perform

their duties.

8. Program Specialists emphasize Services which Resource Specialists

do not have time ar opportunity to provide.

9. Program Specialists would do a better job if they had smaller

caseloads.

10. Program Specialists are a valuable resource for teachers
and other school personnel.

,

11. Program Specialists are effective in observing, consulting With
and assisting Resource Ipecialists Designated Instruction and ,

Services Instructors, end Special class teachers.

12. Program Specialists spend adequat4-time in valuating effectiveness-
of programs for handicapped students.

13. Program Specialists *re effective in planning programs, for

handicapPed students.

14. Program Specialists have enough time taperfgrm their duties.

15. Program Specialists should all become school superintendents
if they do a good job.

-,

16. Program SPecialists effectively coordinate curricular resources

far use with handicapped students.

17. Program Specialists provide sufficient inservice to keep staff

updated on educational chanoeS.

18, Program SPecialists are effective in assuring that students have
full educational opportunity regardless of district of residence.

19. Program Specialists are given inadequate support from other SchOol
_personnel to perform their duties.

20. Program Specialists should be advocates for the educational rights

of handlcapPed students.

21. PrograM Specialists effectively provide leadership on the
Educational Assessment Service (EAS) team.

22, Program Specialists are needed for the successful implementation of

the Master Plan.

23. The work of Program 5decialists results in the imoroved school
performance of hand capped students.

24, Program Specialists are effective in insuring that handicapped
students are placed in the regular claSsroOkrthenever possible.

4 .4,7i

SA A N 0 S0 DK Blank

15 27 16 7 12 20 3

23 30 11 10 7 16 3

7 16 25 14 16 20

20 34 12 6 9 16 3

23 34 12 6 7 15 3

19 36 14 5 5 18 4

13 23 16 11 4 31

11 18 15 10 9 34 4

20 18 18 6 7 29 3

20 28 17 10 8 15 3

19 27 13 11 9 19

_ __ _
16 18 95 19. 30 R

10 28 16 12 7 23 4

6 12 13 18 11 37 4

2 1 9 11 49 23

5 29 19 9 9 27 3

5 27 15 15 12 24 3

10 27 15 8 4 34 3

2 12 16 21 11 34 4

34 27 14 4 3 14 3

20 36 10 7 4 20 4

25 25 10 5 10 21 4

17 25 16 11 8 21

17 30 11 10 7 22 4
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changes. Some personnel interviewed resented the program specialists' assumP-

tion that they ari appropriate "child advocates" suggesting that all school

personnel are child advocates.

A large majority of school personnel believe that resource specialists are

quite to extremely effective with handicapped students (70%), parents (70%),

and regular classroom teachers (65%) (see Table 5). Table 7 provides infor-

mation on perceptions of school personnel regarding the specific activities

of resource specialists. In addition to expertise in instruction, which

results in improving the educational performance of handicapped students,

resource specialists are seen by 71% of the school personnel as providing

helpful consultation, resource information, and materials to students,

parents and regular staff. They are perceived as providing valuable input in

development of IEPs (82%) and as regularly making valid assessments of stu-

dent progress (77%). Generally, resource specialists are seen as providing

services which regular classroom teachers do not have the time and opportunity

(86%), or skills (60%) to provide.

Criticism of resource specialists included only two items. Forty-four

percent of the school personnel did not agree that resource specialists

should work only with students who are placed in special education, and

only 36% agreed that resource specialists provide services more efficiently

than other special education personnel (see Table 7). Very little criticism

of resource specialists was noted in interview data. Where criticism was

reported, it typically was related to a particular specialist, not the role.

Related to perceived barriers to carrying out job requirements, 29% of

school personnel reported that program specialists do not have enough time to

perform their duties, 38% agreed that program specialists should have smaller
-

caseloads, but only 15% reported that these specialists do not have enough

authority. Fifty-three percent of the school personnel agreed that resource

Ut



Table 7

School Personnel v eta on Work of Resource Specialist
(N-257)

SA means you strongly agree
A means you somewhat mit

oN egs neutral - you ne her agree or disagree
0 means 3617-iimewhat disagree

SO means you strongly disagree
OK means you don't know

1. Resource Specialists are effective in improving educational
performance of handicapped students.

2. -Resource Specialists provide services more efficiently than
other specialists.

3. Resource Specialists provide valuable input in the development
of Individualized Education Programs CIE10) for students.

4. Resource Specialists are effective in keeping teachers up to date
on curriculum innovations.

5. Resource Specialists provide helpful consultation, resource infor-
mation and materials to parents.

6. Resource Specialists havol sufficient knowledge and experience in
assisting students andior parents.

7. Resource Specialists provide services which regular classroom
teachers do not have time or opportunity to Provide.

8. Resource Slecialists would do a better Job if they had smaller
caseloads.

9. Resource Specialists are a valuable reseurce for regular staff
members.

10. Resource Specialists provide useful information to handica0Ped
students and their parents regarding instructional programs.

11. Resource Specialists effectively coordinate the special education
services for handicapped students.

12. Resource Specialists provide services which regular classroom
teachers do not know how to orovitte.

13,. Resource Specialists have enough time to perform their duties.

14. Resourte Specialists mike useful revisions of IEPs.

15, Resource Specialists make it easier for regular classroom teachers
to work with their bankers.

16. Resource Specialists are needed for the successful implementation
of the Waster Plan.

17, Resource Specialists
in special education

18. Resource Specialists
personnel to perform

19. Resource Specialists
Progress.

20. Resource Specialists
of regular classroom

21. Resource Specialists
with students.

22. Resource Specialists

should only work with students who are placed
programs.

are given inadequate support from other school
their duties.

regularly make vil d asseSSmentS of student

have suff tient understanding of the problems
teachers.

do not spend enough time in direct instruction

provide effective nstruction and services for
handicapped students.,

23, Resource Specialists effect
progress to the IEP team.

vely refer students w410 dO not make

24. Resource Specialists are effective in insuring that handicapped
students are placed in the regular classroom whenever Possible.

SA A N D SD DK Blink

45 38 5 2 2 t 1

11 25 26 14 8 14 2

43 39 7 2 1 8 1

16 33 18 12 8 12

30 41 8 5 2 13 1

32 39 9 7 3 8 2

51 35 3 2 2 6 1

28 25 16 14 6 11 1

45 35 7 6 1

29 45 8 2 2 13 1

25 40 9 7 6 11 2

24 36 16 9 7 7 1

7 25 11 20 19 16 2

17 43 13 5 3 17 3

2 5 6 1 20 56 10

47 32 7 10 1

11 24 14 27 17 7 1

4 16 14 30 20 16 1

28 49 6 4 2 9 1

20 $2 7 8 3 9 1

9 17 16 23 19 14 2

28 42 13 2 4 10

19 33 15 5 2 25

27 39 12 4 3 13
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specialists should have smaller6aseloads and 39% felt that resource-spe-

cialists do not have enough time to perform their duties.

Sixty-three percent of the school personnel are personally at least

somewhat satisfied with program specialists services (see Table 5), and 50%

agreed program specialists tre needed for the successful implementation of

the Master Plan (see Table 6). However, mixed reactions were felt by those

who were interviewed as to how satisfied they were with the services of

program specialists. pome thought the role of program specialists was

unnecesary, or 'at least, unhelpful as it is currently conceived. Some

others felt program specialists were important in assuring compliance under

the law, providing resource materials, informing others of special education

placement options, and equalizing the delivery of services to handicapped

students. In almost all cases, it was felt that the effectiveness and cre-

dibility of a program specialist was enhanced when the person in the role

spent a great deal of time at the school site, working with teachers and

students. The necessity of more uhands_onu experience was stressed.

Seventy-eight percent of the school personnel are personally at least

somewhat satisfied with services received from resource specialists (see

Table 5),4and 79% agreed resource specialists are needed for the successful

implementation of the Master Plan (see Table 7). An overwhelming number of

those who were interviewed were also quite satisfied with the services of

resource specialists. They believe that resource specialists provide many

worthwhile services such as coordinating all special education resources at

the school level; acting as educator/consultant to school personnel and

parents; and giving handicapped students the extra help they need in order

to eventually succeed in the regular class program.

The following sections of the report detail the perceptions of program



and resource specialists concerning their own role functioning. Comparisons

of self-role perceptions and perceptions of other school personnel are also

presented in these sections. Results for prograM specialists will be pre-

sented next.
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Program Specialists

Questionnaire data are available from 97 program specialists and an addi-

tional 6 program specialists were interviewed during the case study phase

of the study. Data reported here primarily reflect the responses-of the ques-

tionnaire respondents, with perceptions of the 6 interviewees inserted where

they clarify or expand information obtained through the questionnaires. Per-

ceptions of 257 school personnel regarding the program specialist role and

functioning have already been presented. These data are summarized and

incorporated in the program specialist report where relevant to allow for

comparisons of intended role functioning and perceived role functioning by

program specialists and these other ,:shool personnel.

Demographic data concerning the questionnaire respondents and their pro-

fessional role are presented first to provide the reader with an overall

description of the sample. This is followed by a presentation of the data

organized around the questions of the study. A summary of case study infor-

mation concerning program specialists can be found in Appendix A and complete

case study reports in Appendix B Unless otherwise noted, all tables are

based on N a 97. Percentages for respondents who did not answer or who felt

the question was not applicable are reported as Blank/NA.

Personal Demographics

None of the sample of program specialists is 25 years of age or

younger. Forty percent are 26 to 35 years of age, 29% are between 36 and

45, 28% are 46 to 55 and 2% are 56 or older. Nearly three fourths of the

program specialists are female (74%). These professionals are predominantly

Anglo (89%) with a very small number of Black (4%), Hispanic (3%), Asian (2%)

or American Indian (I%) respondents. While 36% of the respondents reported

51,1
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frequently encountering non-English speaking or limited-English speaking handi-

capped students in their work (62% reported occasional contact with LEP/NEP

handicapped students), only 13% of the program specialists are bilingual.

Program specialists identified 30 different languages spoken by students, but

reported only 6 languages that they themselves speak in addition to English.

Role Demographics

Eighty-four percent of the individuals sampled reported that their pre-

sent job title is "Program Specialist." Other titles included Coordinator

of Designated Instruction and Services, (1%); School Psychologist/Program

Specialist (2%); and Area Resource Teacher (9%). Over a third of the

program specialists (39%) viewed the Director of Special Education.(whether

District, Area, or County) as their immediate supervisor, while 42% reported

to a supervisor or coordinator of specialized programs (e.g., supervisor of

LH, SH, CH, PH; supervisor of identification, assessment, and placement;

supervisor of program specialists; program manager for staff development).

Forty-four percent of the program specialists reported that they themselves

have no supervisory responsibility. Of those who do supervise others, the

largest percentage reported responsibility for special class teachers (29%),

followed by resource specialists (26%) and instructional aides (20%). A

few program specialists (3%) supervise regular class teachers. Ten percent

reported other supervisory responsibilities, primarily for assessment or

IEP teams (see Table 8).

Over half (56%) of the program specialists serve only 1 school district.

Thirty-two percent serve between 2 and 10 districts. Six percent serve

between 21 and 30 districts. Program specialists usually work in several

schools, with 10 schools being the most frequently reported number.' Twenty-
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TABLE 8

Perceived Supervisory Responsibility of Program Specialists

(N=97)

Personnel Supervised Percentage*

No Supervisory Responsibility 44

Regular Teachers 3

Special Class Teachers 29

Resource Specialists 26

Designated Instruction and Services Instructors 9

Instructional Aides 20

Other 10

*Percentages do not total 100% since a Program Specialist
may supervise more than one type of individual.

six percent of the sample reported working in 11,20 schools, and 16% between

21 to 40 schools. Ten percent reported working in more than 40 schools,

with 86 being the highest number of schools reported. In traveling to

their assigned schools, program specialists reported covering an average of

134 miles per week. While 14% reported traveling at least 100 miles in a

week, 42% indicated they traveled more than that, with 10% reporting between

251-500 miles per week to cover their geographic area of responsibility.

More than half of the respondents (55%) reported that their primary_

worksite is the district or county office while 25% work out of a special

room in a school building. None of the program specialists reported working

primarily in a regular classroom.

During a typical week, the average program specialist works slightly

over 40 hours. Forty-eight percent reported working between 41-50 hours per
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week, while 4% reported from 51-65 hours of work per week.

Program specialists in the sample serve all grade levels. While most

of the sample serve primary (84%), elementary (85%), and middle level (87%)

programs, over half (57%) reported working in pretchool programs, and 76% .

serve secondary programs (a program specialist might serve all grade levels,

hence percentages exceed 100%).

Forty-three percent of the program specialists in the sample work on a

teaching salary schedule, with 38% on an administrative salary schedule.

None of those sampled earns a salary of less than $15,000 per year, with 5%

in the $15,000-19,999 range, 38% in the $20,000-24,999 range, 45% in the

$25,000-30,000 range and 9% reporting over $30,000 per year as their

salary.

Questions of the Study

1.0 DO PERCEIVED ACTIVITIES AND FUNCTIONS OF PROGRAM SPECIALISTS MATCH

INTENDED ACTIVITIES AND FUNCTIONS?

The intended role of Program Specialist was described in AB 1250 and

modified in SB 1870 to include all of the following functions:

(1) Observe, consult with, and assist resource specialists, designated

instruction and services instructors, and special class teachers.

(2) Plan programs, coordinate curricular resources, and evaluate

effectiveness of programs for individuals_with exceptional needs.

43)---Participate in ear.h_school's staff development program develop-

ment, and innovation of special methods and approaches.

(4) Provide coordination, consultation and program development pri-

marily in one specialized area or areas of his or her expertise.

(5) Be responsible for assuring that pupils have full educational

opportunity regardless of the district of residence. (EC 56368)
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This description was operationalized into specific activities by an Ad Hoc

Committee appointed by the Advisory Commission on Special Education. As pre-

viously discussed, questionnaire items were developed based n Education Code

requirements and activities specified in this Ad Hoc Committee Report (see

Appendix C). For purposes of the present study, the data have been collected

and organized to analyze intended vs. perceived actual role performance bbth

in terms of the functions described in law and specific activities relating

to the entire process of education of individuals with'exceptional needs. A

comparison of intended and actual role performance of program specialists

will first be'presented in terms of the specific responsibilities of program

specialists in referral, assessment, instructional planning and placement,

instruction and review activities.

Role functioning. Nearly half (44%) of the program specialists indicated

they have Major responsibility for the overall management of a student s

case from referral through placement and review of progress. Sixteen per-

cent reported having full responsibility and only 3% said they have no

responsibility for the management of individual "cases." As described

through interview data, "overall management° Might include a major respon-

sibility for overseeing an assessment team for multiple schools, receiving

referrals from schools for initial placement or reviews of placement holding

pre-assessment meetings, coordinating all responsible parties (parents,

school personnel), reading documents on students, and generally pulling a case

together. When assessment iSCOMpleted-a-PrOgram-spectallst-might-chair

the 1EP meeting and take responsibility for helping the group come to a con-

sensus on a placement decision. Student review meetings might be attended by

a program specialist. Nearly two thirds (63%) of other school personnel

perceived program specialists to have at least some 'case management respon-

sibility but only 21% perceived this as a major responsibility for the
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specialists.

Table 9 illustrates the degree of responsibility program ipeciaiists

ireported having n specific special education areas. Over half (55%) of the

program specialists reported major responsibility for coordination consulta-

tion and/or program development in the learning handicapped area, with con-

siderably fewee having major responsibility for communicatively handicapped

(19%), physically handicapped (10%), and severely handicapped (18%) programs.

About half of the program specialists have at least some responsibility in

career-vocational development (53%) and preschool handicapped (44%) areas.

TABLE 9

Perceived Degree of Program Specialists' Retponsibility for Coordination,
Consultation, and/or Program Development in Special Education Areas

(N.97)

Area Degree of Responsibility (%)
Major Some None Blank/NA

,

Career Vocational Development 6 53. 31 10

Communicatively Handicapped 19 34 32 15

Learning Handicapped 55 27 12 6

Physically Handicapped 10 32 41 17

Preschool Handicapped 14 44 29 12

Severely Handicapped 18 34 34 14

When asked how they distribute their work time over the course of a

school year, program specialists reported most of their time is spent in

instructional planning and placement, and student review. Thirty-one per-
.

cent reported spending no time in instruction; 41% spend no time in research.

Many indicated less than 5% of their time is spent on program development (56%),

assessment (46%), or program review (46%). Since involvement in these areas
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TABLE 10

Perceived Distribution of Program Specialists' Time
Between Major Areas of Work (Over a School Year)

' (N=97)

Area of Work 0 1-10

Percentage of Time

Spent in Activities

11-20 21-30 31+ B/NA Fall

Time of Year When
Activities are Heaviest (%)

Winter Spring Summer

Referral 5 61 12 7 1 13 64 17 32 1

Assessment 10 53 13 5 3 16 35 19 40 4

Instructional 4 50 23 7 2 14 43 31 30 6

Planning

Placement ,- 1 41 27 13 7 13 57 26 34 8

Instuction 31 43 4 2 0 21 1 16 13 4

Student Review 1 33 24 17 15 12 21 28 68 12

Program Review 4 65 14 6 0 13 1 23 41 9

Staff Development 1 65 10 9 7 10 51 32 38 9

-Research 41 39 0 0 0 20 3 10 16

Program 6 63 10 4 1 16

Development

of work might vary throughout the year, program specialists were.asked when

activities in each area were heaviest. Referral, placement and staff

development activities are perceived to be heaviest during the fall.

Activities are fairly evenly spread through the winter, but student and

program review as well as assessment activities are more demanding in the

spring (see Table 10).

Perceptions of the frequency of specific, professional activities in each

of these areas of work are found in Table 11. Perceived role functioning

across the activities it operationally defined as the frequency with which

the majority (over 50%) of program specialists reported they engage in these

activities. A majority of the program specialists (57%) are involved 1-2 days



TABLE 11

Perceived Distribution of work Time Across Specific Activities (Over a School Year)

Specific Activities by Area *Never

(N.97)

Rarely

Amount of Time (%)

Daily B/NAOccasionally Frequently

ww
Referral
ATFITt7Chool professionals in

implementing referral proce-
dures

1 13 12 4130 38 I

Monitor overall referral process 1 16 23 1 31 26 4

COOdinate referrals of
community agencies 14, 14 1 11 33 3/1

Assessment
Assist in coordination of
assessments conducted by
other professionals 3 13 22 3

Assist other personnel in
the selection.and utilization
of appropriate aSsessment in-
struments and techniques

6 3 3

Instructional Planning
1 6 2Participate in development of 161 Z9 I

Individualized Education
Programs tIEP)

Assist IEP Team in using assess-
ment data for developing and/or
modifying IEP's

1 0 14. 3159 231

Assist teachers in selecting
materials and activities to meet
goals and objectives of IEP's

2 14 I 39 35 1 7 2

Consult with parents regarding
the educational planning process

0 9 127 501 13 1

Consult with other personnel in
modifying regular education pro-
grams for students who are
ineligible for special education
services

-6 20 4 41 23 43 1

Placement
Atsist IEP (SAT/EAS) teams and
Other Personnel in pre-'
paration for and follow-up of
placement

0 1 8 3
1_49

J41

Participate in the placement
Of students in non-public and
state school programs and
monitor progress of these
students as requested

23 6 2I 43- 24

Participate in Placement and review
meetings in an advocacy role
for students

19 20 6 41 17 35 I

Assist in assuring appropriate
Placement fOr each student 4 7 I 59

*Never never engage in this activity
Rarely 1-5 days per year
Occasionally. 1-2 days per month
Freouently * 1-2 days per week
Daily more or less daily

_

OD.

I I categories of frequency,in
which the largest majority .

(over 50%) of program spe-
cialists reported engaging
in the activity

35



TABLE 11 (continued)
Perceived Distribution of Work Time Across Specific Activities (Over a School Year)

8/NASpecific Activities,by Area Never Rarely Occasionally Frequently Daily.

Instruction
Provide ongoing consultation with

teachers regarding pew and
innovative methods, approaches,
and materials

2 7 221 29 35 1

Monitor to see that IEPs are
appropriate and fully imple-
mented

1 8 191 3U 351

Coordinate.use of curricular
resources required for success-
ful IEP implementation 6 9 3

I 49
Z91

Work with students one at a time 20 11 1
I 4U

271

Work with small groups of students 26 9 2.1 32

Coordinate instructional program
between the home and school 16 10 1139 341

Student Review
Assist teachers and others in

documenting student progress 1 13 4413

Assist teachers and other pro-
fessionals in preparing for
annual or requested reviews

0 9 21.31 53 1

Assist in assessing Program
effectiVeness for students 5 10 2La 401

Program Review
Observe resource specialists,

designated instruction and
services instructors, and
special class teacherS

2 7 23 1 39 Zb 1

COordinate informal and formal
program reviews at school site
and/or SESR level

5 30 7132 zzf

Consult with,teachers, adminis-
trators, and parents regarding
the operational aspects of a
program

0 6 131 30 45 1

Assist in identifying need for
program change 3 8 21 36 51 1

Staff Development
Design staff development

activities based on needs
assessment

7 20 11 37 31 1

Provide inservice on sdecial
topics as requested 0 17 2

Coordinate implementation of
staff developmknt activities 13 21 3

1-33 231

Program Development
Assist in development of the local

comprehensive plan 30 6 21 25 36 1

Work with other school personnel
in development and implementation
of innovative programs 14 1

Assist in upgrading existing
programs 4 17 111 33 33 1

Assist in development of handbooks
and materials 10 18 21 32 36

Research
Participate in research in SESR 1 29 46 1 17 0

write research reports 4 0 01 53 391

Routine Activities
1 9 11 r-51-21Complete routine Forms

Write reports 3 13 1 32 32 1 18

travel fOr job related activities 1 23 14 1_16 -44 1

Enttage.in telephone communication I 0 I 5 90 1

2

4

4

1

2

1

2

4

4

5

4

2

'1

8

4

2

36

5 5
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'a week in monitoring the overall referral process. Sixty-eight percent

reported spending betweem1-2 days a month and 1-2 days a week assisting

school professionals in implementing referral procedures. During assessment,

y,

59% reported assisting between 1-2 days a month and 1-2 days a week in coor-

dination of assessments conducted by other professionals, while the majority

(81%) reported rarely or only occasionally assisting in the selection and

utilization of appropriate assessment instruments and techniques.

Under iffstructional planning and placement, ninety percent of program

specialists reported they participate in developing IEPs 1-2 days per week.

Eighty-seven percent spend this much time in assuring appropriate place-

ments are made for each student. Two thirds (66%) rarely or occasionally

consult with other personnel in modifying regular education programs for

students who are ineligible for special education services.

Under instruction, 78% reported being involvAd between 1-2 days a month

and 1-2 days a week coordinating curricular resources required for successful

IEP implementation. The majority of specialists rarely to occasionally work

with students one at a time (67%), and never or rarely work with small

groups of students (63%). Over three fourths of the program specialists

are involved at least 1-2 days a month in student review activities such as

assisting in documenting student progress (83%). Involvement in program

review activities differs for many program specialialists; for example--

roughly equal numbers reported rarely (32%) and frequently (30%) coordinating

informal and formal program reviews at the school site and/or SESR level.-

A majority of program specialists indicated that they spend at least 1-2

days per month providing inservice on special topics (84%) and coordinating

the implementation of staff development activities (65%). However, another

34% rarely or never coordinate staff development activities.



TABLE 12

Perceived Distribution of Work Time Across Functions of the Roln,(01ver a School Year)
(N.97)

Specific Activities by Function Never Rarely

Amount of Ti/00 (%)

Daily 8/NA0ccasion/111i Frequently

Observe
567;747 resource specialists,

designated instruction and
services instructors, and
special class teachers

2 21 139 eq

Consult
1,1757INF ongoing consultation with

teachers regarding new and
innovative methods, approaches
and matsrials

2 7 22 21 29 38 1

Consult with other personnel
in modifying regular education
Programs for students who are
inelegible for special education
services

11.1 43 1 20 4 4

Consult with teachers, administrators,
and parents regarding the opera-
tional asPects of a program 0 6 13 11 30 45 1

Consult with parents regarding the
educational planning process 0 9 13I 2/

Assist

1 13 12 4
writ schbol professionals in Imple-
menting referral Procedures 1 30 38 (

Assist IEP (SAT/EAS) teams and other
Personnel in preparation for
and follow-up of placement

0 1 8 3

Assist teachers and other profes-
sionals in documenting student 1 13

Progress

Assist with coordination of assess-
ments cOnducted by other pro-
fessionals

3 13 2232 1

Assist IEP Team in using
assessment data for developing
and/or modifying IEPs 1 0 14

Assist teachers and other profess onals
in preparing for annual or re-
quested reviews 0 9 2 5) 31 13 I

Assist in upgrading e st ng
programs

4 17 11 2133 33

Assist in assuring an appropriate
Placement for each student 0 4 1 59 281

Assist other personnel in the
selection and utilization of
appropriate assestment instru-
ments and techniques

0 9 1 44

Assist teachers in selecting
materials and activities to
meet doals and objectives 2 14 39 35 1

in tEP

Assist in assessing program
effectiveness for students 5 10 2 43ff 40 1

Assist in identifying need for
Program change 3 a L35 51 1 2

*Never mover ngage in twil 4ctivity
Parely 1.5 lays per year
Octasionally. 1-2 days Per month
Frguently 1-2 days oer week
Oally mOre or 15 s Jail).

categories of frequency in
which the largest majority
foyer 50%) of Program spe-
r:ialiSts repOrted ennaninn
in the activity

38



TABLE 12 (continued)

Perceived Dist ibution of work Time Across Functions of the Role (Over a School Year)

Spec ;' c Activifies by Function

Plan

lirqn staff development activities
based on needs aSsessment

Work with school Personnel in
development and implementation
of innovative programs

Assist in development of the local
comprehensive plan

-Assist in development of hand-
books and materials

Coordinate
COordinate formal and inforMal pro-

gram reviews at school site and/or
SE5R level

Coordinate use of curricular
resources required for successful
IEP implementation

Coordinate imOlementation of staff
dvelopment activities

Coordinate the referrals of
cOmmunity agencies

Coordinate instructitral program
between home and school

Montitor
monitor to see that IEPs Are appro-

priate and fully implemented

Participate in the placement of stu-
dents in non-public and state
school programs and monitor
progress of these students as
requested

Mohitor overall referral process

*Never Rarely Occasionally Frequently Daily UNA

7 20 1 4
L37 311

14 1 235 401

25 6 2

10 18 2 2I 32 15 1

30

6 9 3 4
1_49

29 1

13 21 31_33 Z9

14 14 0

16 10 139 341

1 8 19 4L30 , 3af

23 6 2

1 16 23 1 31 261

39
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In terms of provam development, the majority (75%) rarely or only

occasionally work with other school personnel in the development and imple-

mentation of innovative programs. However, an equal number of specialists

(77%) see themselves as spending at least 1-2 days per month assisting in

upgrading existing programs. The majority (75%) of specialjsts never or

rarely participate in research in Vie SESR.

In addition to activities in the specific areas of delivery of services,

routine acti,vities such as completing forms, writing reports, travel, and

phone cofflnuiications occur very frequently as part of the majority of

program specialists' work.

If the specific activities of program specialists are grouped according

to the functions described in law (observe, consult, assist, plan, coordinate,

monitor/evaluate) rather than by.area of work, it can be seen that the

majority of program specialists see themselves spending at least 1-2 days a

month observing, consulting, assisting, and monitoring; while the majority

see themselves_ as only rarely or occasionally involved in planning activities

or engaged in some coordinative functions (see Table 12). From interview

data a similar view emerges. While program specialists perceived themselves

as engaging in all functions, they talked more of playing an assisting and/or

consulting role than a coordinative one. Observing usually occurs as part

of the specialist's supervisory responsibility and is done for purposes of

program review or curriculum development. Monitoring generally involves

checking for compliance in IEP implementation. Coordinatfon of assessment/IEP

teams seems to be the most frequent example of a coordinating role.

Summary of questionnaire and case study datat Program specialists per-

ceive themselves as being involved in all aspects of the delivery of services
4
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to individuals with exceptional needs, with instructional planning and

placement, and student review activities accounting for the largest amount

of time over the school year. Perceptions of other school personnel fairly

well validate the program specialist's own perceptions in that placement

and student review are the areas where the specialists are seen as having

the greatest responsibility. Case study data corroborated the findings

from questionnaire respondents.

Related to the functions of the intended program specialist role, the

majority of program speo.ialists perceive themselves to at least occasionally

play an observing, consulting, assisting, or monitoring role and less fre-

quently to engage in planning or coordinative activities. Very few program

specialists reported never performing the specific functions required by SB

1870. Other school personnel corroborate the program specialists self per-

ceptions and a majority agree that program specialists are effective in

observing, consulting with and assisting resource specialists, DIS instruc-

tors and special class teachers, as well as in coordinating those programs

for which they are responsible.

While it appears that the functions and specific activities engaged in by

program specialists are generally congruent with the intended role, there

are several areas in which perceptions are discrepantz. Staff development

and program development are two of the general areas in which the specialists

reported spending the least amount of time and yet these are clearly delineated

as important functions for the program specalist role. Many other school per-

sonnel (42%) think that program specialists do introduce innovative methods

and approaches, but 27% do not think program specialists provide sufficient

inservice to keep staff updated on educational changes. From case study

data, program specialists speak of implementing rather than initiating
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programs, but they say that they engage in considerable staff development

activities. It seems that many specialists are involved in improving,

existing programs but not in program or curriculum development or innovation.

Program specialists do provide or coordinate staff development activities,

but apparently not enough to meet the needs perceived by other school personnel.

2.0 ARE THE INTENDED RECIPIENTS BEING SERVED?

In the course of their work, program specialists interact with a

variety of individuals. Table 13 lists the perceived,frequency of these pro-

fessional contacts. A majority of program specialists reported daily contact

with handicapped students (53%), other program specialists (68%) and special

class teachers (67%), with about half reporting daily contact with resource

specialists (49%) and special education administrators (42%). About half

reported contact 1-2 times per week with DIS instructors (56%), principals

(42%) and school psychologists (52%), with 61% reporting frequent contact

with parents. About half have contact 1-2 times a month with community agen-

cies and regular class teachers. The nature of this contact varies, however.

For example, while 53% reported daily contact with handicapped students, very

few reported working with students daily either one at a time or in small

groups (2%).

Table 14 illustrates the number of individuals program specialists have

contact with during a week. The most frequently reported number of handi-

capped students seen was 5 (28%), while the number ranged from none (2%) to

200 (1%). Program specialists interact with an average of 31 handicapped

students, 6 resource specialists, 7 parents, 6 DIS instructors, 5 principals,

4 regular teachers, 6 school psychologists, and 8 special class teachers

during a typical week. They have contact with quite a few special class

teachers - 25% reported seeing between 11-20 per week.
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TABLE 13

Perceived Frequency of Program Specialists'Professional
Contact with Other Individuals

(N*97)

Frequencxof Contact (%)

Individuals *Never Rarely Occasion- Frequently
ally

Daily B/NA

Coordinators of Non-Special
Education Programs 6 38 37 11 3 4

Community Agencies 2 13 56 26 2

Designated Instruction and
Services Instructors 0 3 3 56 35

fr

Handicapped Students 1 0 9 36 53 1

Parents 0 2 16 61 21 1

Principals/Vice-Principals 0 2 20 42 35 1

Other Program Specialists 0 1 4 26 68 1

Regular Class Teachers 3. 14 44 30 9 1

Resource Specialists 1 6 17 26 49 2

School Psychologists 0 1 11 52 34 2

Special Class Teachers 0 0 7 24 67 2

Special Education Adminis-
trators

1 0 6 49 42 2

*Never means no contact whatsoever

Rarely means contact 1-5 times per year
Occasionally means contact 1-2 times per month

Frequently means contact 1-2 times per week

Daily means contact more or less daily
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TABLE 14

Perceived Number of People Program Specialists Have Contact With Per Week(%)
(N=97)

Role of Person

0 1-5

Number of People

31+ B/NA6-10 11-20 21-30

Designated Instruction and
Services Instructors 2 59 25 6 3 0 5

Handicapped Students 2 28 11 14 8 35 6

?arents 1 42 29 11 1 0 5

Principals/Vice-Principals 0 65 26 4 0 0 5

Other Program Specialists 1 44 37 11 0 3 5

Regular Classroom Teachers 7 68 11 7 1 0 6

Resource Specialists 5 52 30 7 1 0 5

School Psychologists 1 72 15 2 0 3 6

Special Class Teachers 1 41 28 25 0 1 5

Summary,. The role of program specialist as described in SB 1870

clearly'specifies resource specialists, DIS instructors, and special class

teachers as primary recipients of their services. However, program spe-

cialists reported that in addition to providing assistance to these personnel

they spend a considerable amount of time interacting with administrators,

parents and handicapped students. Other school personnel, in both case study

interviews and questionnaires, reported limited contact with program

specialists, with over half of the questionnaire respondents indicating

they never or very rarely see the program specialists. Many school personnel

interviewed felt the program specialists were "spread too thin" and thus

had only limited time for interaction with many school professionals. Con-

tact was seen to occur most frequently with personnel who had "overlapping

responsibilities" or employees they were required to supervise. Lack of

L GG
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contact or accessability led to negative feelings towards program specialists

among some school personnel, but school personnel, in general, believe that

program specialists are providing needed services to resource specialists,

DIS instructors and special class teachers as well as to handicapped

students, parents, and administrators.

3.0 HOW WELL PREPARED ARE PROGRAM SPECIALISTS TO PERFORM THE INTENDED ROLE?

Nearly half of the program specialists did not answer the questions

concerning credentials and experience. Since there could be a variety of

reasons for this, it was determined to report the findings in terms of per-

centages based on number of responses in a category divided by the total

sample rather than only on those responding. However, these findings must

be interpreted accordingly.

The program specialists responding to the question reported holding a

variety of regular and special education credentials. Thirty-seven percent

have elementary teaching credentials; 13% secondary credentials, and 4%

have credentials to teach in community colleges. A third of the sample

(33%) have some type of administrative or supervision credentials. Ten per-

cent reported holding a pupil personnel services (or school psychologist)

credential and another 2%, counseling credentials. Four percent have

reading specialist credentials; 8% some type of speech and hearing creden-

tial. Six percent reported having a general special education credential,

37% have credentials for teaching learning handicapped, 5% for communica-

tively handicapped, 14% for severely handicapped, and 2% fOr physically

handicapped. None of the program specialists reported holding clinical

services, health services, or early childhood specialist credentials.

Thirty-nine percent of the,sample reported holding a master's degree;
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18% in special education. Other master's degree areas reported include

counseling and/or school psychology (3%), administration (4%), and speech

pathology (4%). Five percent of the progra6 specialists reported having a

doctoral degree, with 2% in special education, 2% in administration, and I%

in counseling and/or school psychology.

In terms of experience, two thirds of the respondents (66%) have held

their current position for one to three years; 20% for four years; 9% for 5

years; and 4% for six or more years. Prior to becoming program specialists,

the respondents held various positions as professional educators. Forty-

nine percent were special education teachers, 21% taught in regular

education programs. Fifteen percent reported experience as resource

specialists, 8% as speech therapists, 7% as school psychologists, 2% as

counselors, and 2% as reading specialists. Five percent have experience as ,..

a coordinator of programs, 3% have been elementary administrators and 2%

reported experience as a director of special education. Three percent of

the sample have taught at the college level.

When asked about their familiarity with special education laws, 89% of

the program specialists reported that they are very familiar with PI. 94442;

another 9% reported being somewhat familiar and 2% as not familiar with this

federal law. The same percentages reported familiarity or lack thereof with

the old California Master Plan for Special Education (AB 1250). However,

only three-fourths of the specialists (73%) were very familiar,with SB 1870,

with 24% reporting some familiarity with the new law, and 2% had no fami-

liarity with the current Master Plan.

When asked what was the best preparation for their current job, 67% of

the program specialists identified inservice/workshops; 65% felt informal

professional activities such as discussions with other professionals were
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important; 59% felt formal coursework was useful, 38% identified journals

and 34% conventions as.good preparation. Fifty bercent identified on the

job training, particularly classroom teaching experience as a critical

aspect of their preparation to be program specialists. (Respondents could

answer in'more than one category, hence percentages exceed 100%.)

Table 15 lists Specific perceived skills relevant for the functioning of

program specialists. A much higher percentage of respondents indicated they

had job`-related experience than formal training in all areas except in using

tests for assessing educational needs. However, respondents, in general,

reported they had received either formal training or job-related experience

which enabled them.to feel very skilled in these areas. The areas in whiCh

program specialists felt their training or experience was somewhat inadequate

included using tests to assess social needs, developing tests, and using

observation techniques for assessing teacher effectiveness.

Feeling that current preparation is adequIrte, neArIy three fourths

(72%) of the program specialists think there sould not be a special cre-

dential for program specialists. Those who felt there should be a program

specialist credential primarily recommendeeregular and special education

teaching experience, counseling/consulting skills and administrative/super-

visory.skills as prerequisite training aqd experience. In addition, the

ability to get along with people was cited as important.

Summary. According to SB 1870, a program specialist "is a sPecialist

who holds a valid special education credential, clinical services credential,

health services credential, or a school psychologist authorization and has

advanced training and related experience in the education of individuals

with exceptional needs and a specialized indepth knowledge in one or more

areas of major handicapping conditions, in preschool handicapped, or career



TABLE 15

Perceived Training, Experience and Skill of Program
Specialists in Specific Special Education Activities

Area

Screening students for
special education

Processing referrals of
students of special education

Using tests for assess-
ing the educational needs
of special education students

Using tests to assess
social needs of special
education students

Using observations to
assess student needs

Developing tests for
assessing needs r

Developing Individual
Education Programs (IEP)
for students

Using the IEP for Instruc-
tional purposes

Instructing special
education students in
academic areas

Socially integrating
special education stu-
dents in the classroom

Coordinating resources and
services for students

Working with other personnel
to provide services to special
education students

Communicating with parents

Using observation tech-
niques for assessing
teacher. effectiveness

(N=97)

Formal Job-related
Training (%) Experience (%)

Yes No Yes No

74 18 96 4

53 36 92 2

91 5 94 6

52 4Z 77 16

81 13 96 4

54 39 81 14

62 30 96 4

55 38 91 3

85 11 94

54 40 88 7

47 41 94 2

51 38 95 5

65 29 96 4

46 44 85 10

ut
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Degree of Skill (%)

Not
Skilled

0

1

o

11

0

13

0

1

6

1

0

1

6

Somewhat Very
Skilled Skilled

16 81

12 83

26 71

59 25

16 80

57 27

5 91

17 77

20 74

39 50

35 59

27 70

11 84

45 43
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vocational development." (EC 56368) Given these requirements, some program

specialists do not seem to possess the prerequisite credentials. Less than

two thirds of the specialists reported holding some type of special education

credential. None Of the sample reported holding clinical services, health

services or early childhood specialist credentials and feereported having

a pupil personnel services (or school- psychologist) credential.

- About half of the program specialists reported holding regular educa-

tion credentials and a third have administrative credentials. About half

of the specialists have advanced degrees. The program specialists sampled

do have a wide range of previous experiences in education, much of it in

special education and it may be that this experience has assisted them in

generating a specialized indepth knowledge of one or more areas of major

handicapping conditions. The noticeable lack in preparation and experience

is in the preschool and career vocational development areas; since none of

them reported credentials, specialized advanced training,"or experience in

these areas (and half of them have at least some responsibility in these

areas). In addition, while over half of the specialists reported major

responsibility for learning handicapped programs, only a third reported

having credentials in this area. These findings correspond to the infor-

mation available on training and experience of the program specialists inter-

viewed as part of the case studies.

Program specialists felt that informal professional activities such as

discussions with colleagues and inservice were the best preparation for the

job; it is likely that these activities augment information and skills

provided in formal training, since overall, program specialists believe they

are skilled in providing the services that are their responsibility.
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4.0 HOW IS THE PROGRAM SPECIALIST ROLE PERCEIVED TO RELATE TO OTHER

PROFESSIONAL ROLES IN THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM?

Program specialists view their role and responsibilities as distinctly

different from most other personnel. School psychologists (40%) and spe-

cial education administrators (67%) are the individuals with whom there is

the most perceived overlap. These are also the personnel with whom program

specialists perceive they have role conflict (see Table 16).

TABLE 16

Perceived Role Relationships of Program
Specialists with Other Personnel

(N.97)

Role Responsibilities (%) Degree of Conflict (%)

Dif- Over- Iden- B/Don't *N S M EX

Pro ram S ecialists with: ferent las tical Know

D.I.S. Instructors 87 7 1 1 77 12 0 1

Principals/Vice-principali 65 33 1 0 52 36 6 0

Resource Specialist 67 30 1 2 68 24 1 0

Regular Class Teachers 92 6 0 0 72 17 1 1

Other Program Specialists 21 55 20 1 60 32 2 0

School Psychologists 58 40 0 0 42 45 4 0

Special Class Teachers 80 19 1 0 67 25 0 0

Special Education Adminis- 28 67 2 1 30 46 14 1

trators

*N = No conflict
S = Some conflict
M = Much conflict
Ex nExtreme conflict

The views of other school personnel differ slightly from the percep-

tions of program specialists. School personnel agree that there is role
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overlap with special education administrators and to some extent with

school psychologists. However, in addition, the school personnel perceive

overlap between the responsibilities of resource specialists and program

specialists. The role of program specialist is seen by the school personnel

to conflict the most with the roles of psychologists, special education

administrators and resource specialists. Very likely this overlap and

conflict is related to the perceived similarities in the functions these

various individuals fulfill at various times. For example, school psycho-

logists in many districts used toirun meetings, coordinate assessments and

other functions now assumed by pragram specialists. Often special education

administrators are viewed as limiting the freedom of_program specialists to

carry out activities because the specialists lack authority. Conflict

often arises with resource specialists when program specialists do not have

the time to provide ongoing consultation regarding recommended instructional

procedures.

5.0 WHAT SPECIFIC ORGANIZATIONAL, PERSONAL, OR ROLE DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES\

INFLUENCE PERCEIVED ROLE FUNCTIONING?

Several personal, organizational, and/or role demographic variables

were hypothesized to be related to overall functioning of program special7

ists. Number of years of experience, supervisory responsibility, grade

level served, type of salary schedule, and number of years the SESR has
.116

been functioning under the Master Plan are variables which relate to some

aspects of role functioning. Data are summarized in each of these areas.

Number of years experience in the role. The amount Of responsibility

that program specialists have for the overall management of a student's

case seems to increase with the number of years in the role. Thirty-eight

percent of specialists with 1 year or less of experience indicated that
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t ey have major to full responsibility in comparison to 68% with 3 years

experience and 78% with 5 years of experience. No real differences are

noted between program specialists with more or less experience in terms of

how they spend their time in the major 4reas of activity in their work, nor

in terms of the type of supervisory responsibility they have (type of per-

sonnel supervised), or degree of responsibility for coordination, consulta-

tion and/or program development in specific special education areas such as

LH, SH, etc. In general, years of experience did not influence perceptions

of role responsibilities or conflict with roles of other personnel. There

does not seem to be a burn out; program specialists remain satisfied with

their work after several years in the role and in fact see themselves as

increasingly effective, the more time spent in the role.

Supervisory responsibility. In comparing those program specialists who

have no supervisory responsibility with those who do supervise some personnel

several differences emerge. Among those who do supervise others, more of

them are serving elementary grade levels than either preschool or secondary

level programs. A larger percentage of those who supervise special class

teachers, resource specialists, DIS instructors, and instructional aides

are on a teaching rather than administrative salary schedule.

Both program specialists with and without supervisory responsibility

perceived overlap and conflict with the roles of other personnel, particularly

special education administrators. However, more program specialists who do

not supervise others perceived conflict with special education administrators.

In general, having supervisory responsibility did not make program spe-

cialists feel they were any more effective with the individuals they serve.

Drade level served. None of the program specialists who serve elementary

level programs reported having full responsibility for a students case from
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referral through placement and review of progress. -At all other grade levels

at least 10% indicated they have full responsibility for a student's case.

Program specialists serving secondary programs have no more responsibility

for career vocational development than those who reported serving other levels

of the educational system. Likewise, those serving preschool programs have

no more responsibility for preschool programs than others.

Program specialists serving elementary and secondary level programs do

not report differences in the major areas of activity in their Ark. There

seems to be slightly less conflict with special education administrators at

the secondary level, otherwise there are no differences between program

specialists serving different grade levels in their perceptions of overlap

or conflict with the roles of other personnel.

Specialists serving different grade levels do not differ in the satis-

faction expressed with their work or in their perceived effectiveness in

providing services to others.

There are no differences in the types of m"edentials reported to be

held by program specialists serving any grade level

Type of salary schedule. Many issues related to perceived functioning

of program specialists have been hypothesized to be related to differences

in designation of the specialists as part of the instructional staff or

as part of the administration. One way of pursuing this issue is through

specification of whether the specialist is hired under a teaching or adminis-

trative salary schedule. In fact, this seemed to be the variable which pro-

duced greatest differences among program specialists in their perceived

functioning.

One difference between specialists employed under different salary sche-

dules which may or may not reflect differences in functioning is in actual
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salary. In general, the difference between the teaching and administrative

salaries is about $5000 per year.

As reported in a previous section, 43% of the program specialists are

functioning under a teaching salary schedule, while 38% are employed under an

administrative salary schedule. .Nearly half (44%) of the overall sample

reported having no supervisory responsibility. However, of those who have no

supervisory responsibility, 28% are working under an administrative salary

schedule.

A larger percentage of program specialists on administrative salary

schedules (65%) felt they had major to full responsibility for the overall

management of a student's case than program specialists on teaching salaries

(51%). Those specialists on teaching salaries, however, felt more respon-

sibility in communicatively handicapped, learning handicapped, physically

handicapped and severely handicapped programs than specialists on administra-

tive salaries. There was no difference between the two groups in career

vocational development or preschool areas. In terms of major activities in

their work, a higher percentage of program specialists cm administ#*ative

than on teaching salaries reported spending over 10% of their time on

referral (36% to 21%), assessment (33% to 22%), instructional planning (41%

to 28%), and program review (24% to 15%). No appreciable differences were

reported for the two groups for placement, instruction, student review, or

program development/innovation activities. A larger percentage of spe-

cialists on teaching salaries spend over 10% of their time on staff develop-

ment (41% to 19%).

When asked about role relationships with other professionals, more spe-

cialists on administrative than teaching salaries reported overlap in

responsibilities with principals and vice principals (43% to 27%), but the
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groups both perceived conflict with these administrators. A larger percen-

tage of specialists on teaching than administrative salaries reported

overlap with resource specialists (40% to 24%), but there is no real dif-

ference between the groups in the amount of conflict perceived.

A larger percentage of specialists on teaching salaries perceived

overlap (50% to 32%) as well as conflict (66% to 37%) with school psycholo-

gists and also perceived overlap with special class teachers (30% to 16%).

Slightly more program specialists on administrative salaries perceived over-

lap with special education administrators (79% to 69%) but more on teaching

salaries reported conflict with special education administrators (71% to 61%).

Whether a specialitt functioned under a teaching or administrative salary

schedule did not seem to make a difference in terms of job satisfaction; as

discussed previously, program specialists are, in general, satisfied with

their work. Related to their perceived effectiveness, again, specialists on

teaching or administrative salaries see themselves as roughly equally

effective. The only perceived differences in effectiveness related to regu-

lar class teachers and parents. A larger percentage of program specialists

on administrative as compared to those on teaching salaries perceived them-

selves as quite to extremely effective with regular class teachers (38% to

24%) and parents (87% to 77%).

Neither prior experience nor credentials appeared to relate to whether a

specialist was on a teaching or administrative salary schedule. That is,

relatively equal percentages of program specialists in both teaching and

administrative categories had teaching and administrative credentials and

experience.

Number of years functioning under Master Plan. Data pertaining to this

variable are available only from the case study interviews. Definition of major
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responsibilities varies depending on how a SESR operationalizes the program

specialist role. The number of years of experience any particular SESR has

had under the Master Plan seems to influence how program specialists func-

tion in that particular SESR. In the initial year(s) a SESR is functioning

under Master Plan, the program specialists seem to be assigned primarily a

compiiance function. In these SESR's priigram specialists were perceived by

others as representatives of the law; they provided information about

changes in forms and procedures. In those areas where the Master Plan is

still relOively new, program specialists are not always viewed posit4ely.

ConverselY, the SESR's which have had several years of experience with the

Master Plan seemed to assign program specialists either geographically or

by area of specialization and these specialists fulfill a larger variety of

functions including troubleshooting for the overall special education

program. In those areas where the Master Plan has been in operation for

several years the program specialists were perceived more favorably by

others.

6.0 HOW EFFECTIVE IS THE PERCEIVED FUNCTIONING OF PROGRAM SPECIALISTS?

In spite of problems encountered in carrying out the role requirements,

program specialists view themselves as effective in providing services to

various personnel. They reported being most effective with special class

teachers, resource specialists, handicapped students, and parents. (See

Table 17).

School personnel also view program specialists as being most effective

with resource specialists, special class teachers and handicapped students.

Perceptions of specialists themselves and school personnel agree that program

specialists are least effective with regular class teachers.
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Perceived Effectiveness of Program Specialists in Providing Services
(N*97)

Provide Services For:

Not

Degree of Effectiveness (%)

B/NA_Somewhat Quite Extremely

D.I.S. Instructors 7 34 41 10 7

Handicapped Students 0 11 52 33 4

Parents 0 19 54 27 1

Principals/Vice-principals 1 28 58 10 3

Other Program Specialists 2 14 59 22 3

Regular Class Teachers 12 52 24 9 3

Resource Specialists 5 13 42 31 8

School Psychologists 4 29 51 14 2

Special Class Teachers 0 8 52 36 4

Data regarding perceptions of school personnel on the effectiveness of

program specialists in specific activities and functions have been presented

. in the section on school perionnel. In general, while it can be said that

program specialists are perceived as providing effective services, some cri-

ticisms are also noted by individuals interviewed. However, in almost al

cases it was felt that effectiveness of program specialists was enhanced

when the person in the role spent a great deal of time at the school site

working with teachers and students.

As previously reported, nearly two-thirds of the school personnel are

personally satisfied with program specialists services and half agree

progr* specialists are needed for the successful implementation of the

Master Plan.
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7.0 WHAT PROBLEMS ARE PERCEIVED AS IMPEDING EFFECTIVE ROLE FUNCTIONING OF

PROGRAM SPECIALISTS?

A majority (54%) of the program specialists are at least quite

satisfied with their work; only2% indicated total dissatisfaction, with

24% reporting themselves as somewhat satisfied. Twenty percent are extremely

satisfied.

Program specialists did report problems in ro e functioning, however.

The most significant barriers to carrying out job requirements are per-

ceived to be lack of time, too large a caseload, and lack of authority (see

Table 18). Thirteen percent reported other problems including lack of ade-

quate funding, lack of direction from federal and state levels, paperwork -

lack of clerical help, distance between sites, and districts"

tABLE 18

Perceived Problems Preventing Program Specialists
From Carrying Out Job Requirements

(Nx97)

Problem

Not Slight

Degree of Problem (%)

B/NAModerate Extreme

Administrative problems at SkSR
level

28 37 24 5 6

Administrative problems at local
level

16 32 34 11 7

Lack of authority to carry out
duties 23 20 35 21 2

Lack of time 6 16 37 41 0

Lack of support from others 30 44 22 3 1

Caseload too large 23 18 47 9 3

Lack of training in specific
areas

42 45 9 3 3

Other 1 1 2 9 87
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view of them as outsiders. Program specialists who were interviewed also

felt they were spread too thin by constraints of time and distance to be

covered. Other specialists spoke of being °outsiders" with the responsibility

to ensure compliance, but without the needed authority to require that the

laws be followed. As previously reported, 29% of school personnel agree

that program specialists do not have enough time to perform their duties,

38% agree that progralspecialists- should have smaller caseloadZebut ohly

15% think that the specialists do not have enough authority.

8.0 WHAT CHANGES IN THE PROGRAM SPECIALIST ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES ARE

NEEDED TO INCREASE EFFECTIVENESS?

In terms of their perceptions of how the role should ideally be carried

out, most program specialists agreed that they are spending the appropriate

amount of time with the individuals they serve (see Table 19). One notable

exception is that half of the program specialists believe they should spend

more time with regular classroom teachers. This opinion was never voiced
_

during the case study interviews, however..

While most program specialists viewed time spent on various activities in

their work areas as appropriate, over half of them feel they should be

spending more time in ongoing consultation with teachers (56%), in modifying

the regular education program for ineligible students (53%), and working with

other peronnel to develop and implement innovative programs (71%). The

major area where they would reduce time spent is ln routine activities.

While most program specialists spend very little time participating in

research activities, over half (51%) indicated they feel they should spend

more time inoivTht research (see Table 20). However, others werle relieved

that this component of the role of program specialist was removed by SB 1870.
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TABLE 19

Desired Frequency of Contact of Program Specialists
With Other Individuals

(N..97)

De9ree of Contact (%)

B/NA

Coordinators of Non-special Education

Less More Same

Programs 0 21 72

Community Agencies 0 34 64

DIS Instructors 0* 12 84

Handicapped Students 0 23 74

Parents 1 18 79

Principals/Vice-principals 2 13- 81

Other Program Specialists 1 14 83

Regular Class Teachers 0 50 49

Resource Specialists 0 11 85

School Psychologists 1 11 85

Special Class Teachers 0 27 70

Special Education Administrators 5 10 80

7

2

4

3

12

3

2

2

4

3

3

4

While 27% of program specialists are satisfied with the current defini-

tion of the role and responsibilities, 44% would make changes in the

program specialist role. Table 21 lists the changes recommended. The most

significant changes include increased authority and better definition of

responsibilities. Program specialists interviewed would like more invoive-

ment ine °evolutionary process of the law" and more input into program

decisions. Currently, it was said that program specialists are responsible

for implementing programs developed by special education administration,

but that their expertise is not being used in making those program

decisions.
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Program Specialists Perceptions of Idealized Work Time Oistribution
(N.97)

Activites by Area Oesired Frequency of Activities (X)

Referral
Assist school professionals in

implementing referral
procedures

Monitor overall referral process

toodinate referrals of -

community agencies

Assessment
risliiiiicoordination of

assessments conducted by
other professionals

Assist other p l in the

selection and utfTizatlon of
appropriate assessment in-
struments and techniques

Instruction 10,P4a nq

Participate in deve nt of

Individualized Educa nal Pro-
grams (IEP)

Assist IEP Team in using assess-
ment data for developing and/or
modifying IEPs

Assist teachers in selecting
materials and activities to meet
goals and objectives of IEPs

Consult wfth parents regarding
the educational planning process

Consult with other personnel in
modifying regular education pro-
gram for students who are
ineligible for special education

services

Placement
Assist TEP (SAT/EAS) teams and

other personnel in preparation
for and follow-up of placement

Participate in the placement
of students in non-public and
state school programs and moni-
tor progress of these students
as requested

Pareicipate in placement and review
.meetings in an advocacy role
.for students _

Assist in assuring appropriate
placement for each student

I

Instruction
Provide ongoing consultatiOn with

teachers regarding new and
innovative methods, approacheS,
and materials

Monitor to see that IEPs are
appropriate and fully
implemented

Coordinate use of curricular
resources required for successful
IEP implementation

work with students one at a time

work with sm'all groups of students

Coorlinace instructional program
between the hOnle and school

Less More Same 8/NA

9 11 75 4,

2 6 86 6

2 6 87
-311.

5

3 10 81 5

0 19 78 3

2 10 85 3

0 5 91

1 34 62

0 19 79 2

0 53 43

0 3 93 4

0_ 11 84 s

2 16 74 8

0 9 87 4

56 41

:r.

3 40 53 4

2 47 46 4

-2 40 7 1

33 60

1 25 69 5

8 3

61



. TABLE 20 (continued)
Program Specialists Perceptions of Idealized Work Time Distribution

Activites oy Area
Desired Frequency of Activities (%)

Student Review Less More Same 8/NA

Assist teachers and others in
documenting student progress 1 39 57 3

Assist teachers apt other profes-
sionals in preparing for annual 3 9 85 3

or requested reviews

Assist in assessing program
effectiveness for students 1 38 59 2

Program Review
Observe resource specialists, de-

signated instruction and ser. 0 35 59 6

vices instructors, and special
Class teachers

Coordinate informal and formal
Program reviews at school site 4 17 75 4

and/or SESR level

Consult with teachers, administrators,
and parents regarding the opera-
tional aspects of 4 program 6 19 69 6

Assist in identifying need for
program change 1 26 69 4

Staff Development
Design staff development activities

based on needs assessment 3 43 51 3

Provided inserviCe on special
topics as requested 1 35 62 2

Coordinate implementation of
staff development activities 3 37 57 3

Program Development
Assist in development of local -

comprehensive plan 2 39 57 2

Work with other school per:sonnel in

development and implementation
. of innovative programs 0 71 25 4

Assist ill upgrading existing

Programs
0 49 47 . 4

Assist in development of handbooks
and materialS 3 26 69 2

Research
Participate in research-in SESR 51 35 8

Write research reports 1 35 ' 58 6

Routine Activities
. Complete routine forms 43 0 54 3

Write repOrts 34 3 60 3

Travel for job related activities 22 16 59 4

Engage in telephone communication 23 2 73 2

62
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Table 21

Changes Recommended by Program Specialists

N=43

for the Role

Percentage

Increased authority 42,

Better definition of responsibilities 33

More time for curriculum and program
development 28

Leadership role:
More involvement in assessment process
and IEP team activities "'*14

Eliminate peer evaluations 14

Change in title 12

More administrative support. 9

Salary increase 7

Less time on paperwork 4

Less time fo,meetings 4

Fewer changes in procedures 4

More time with parents, students and staff 4

1The final section of results presented includes the perceptions of

resoJ)rce specialists regarding their awn role functioning and perceptions

of other school personnel pertaining to resource specialists.
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Resource Specialists

One thousand and six resource specialists responded to the questionnaire.

In addition, 20 resource specialists were interviewed on site in six SESRs.

Data reported in this section are based primarily on the 1006 questionnaire

respondents. Perceptions of the interviewees are added where they clarify

or augment questionnaire data. Perceptions of 257 school personnel regarding

the resource specialists role and functioning have already been presented.

These data will be summarized and incorporated in the resource specialist

report to allow for comparisons of intended role functioning and perceived

role functioning by resource specialists and other school personnel.

Demographic data cdncerning respondents_and the resource specialist

role are presented first. This will be followed by a presentation of the

data organized around the questions of the study. A summary of case study

information concerning,resource specialists can be found in Appendix A and

complete case study reports in Appendix B. , Unless otherwise noted, all

tables are based on an N of 1006. Percentages for respondents who did not

answer or who felt the question was not applicable are reported as Blank/NA,

Personal Demographics

The largest percentage of resource specialists are in the 26-35 year old

age range (38%). Thirty percent are 36-45, 23% are 46-55, 8% are 56 or

older, and 1% are 25 or younger. They are predominanqy female (80%) and

Anglo (92%). Small numbers of Black (3%), Hispanic (2%), Asian (2%) and

American Indian (1%) specialists responded to the questionnaire. Seventy-

nine percent reported at least occasional contact with non-English speaking

or limited'English speaking handicapped students, while 20% indicated they

never encounter LEP/NEP handicapped students. Eighty-six percent are not
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bilingual themselves. Forty-eight dlifferent languages were identified as

being spoken by LEP/NEP handicapped students with 21 languages being spoken

by bilingual resource ecialists.

Role Demographics

Ninety-nine percent of the resp4dents reported their'job title as

\

being "Resource Specialist." A thirl (37%) listed the principal or vice-

principal,as their supervisor, 22% ari supervised by program specialists,

and 12% report to the director of specfal education. The remainder report

to some special education administrator in the'district or area. Less than

one percent *viewed the psychologist as their supervisor.

Most of the resource specialists (86%) have one aide. Nine percent

reported 2 aides, while 3% reported having no aides, The vast majority

work in one district (98%) and one school (89%). Nine percent work in two

schools, 1% reported serving between 3-10 schools and another 1% serve

11-20_schools. Resource specialists work either in a special room in a
k

school building (60%) or in a regular classroom (28%). Nine percent work

in other locations such as a trailer or the school office. Seventy percent

indicated that they do not have to travel. Of those resource specialists

who do travel, 23% travel between 1-25 miles per week and only 7% rep;:ihwed

traveling more than 25 miles to cover their responsibilities. Ninety miles'

was the largest area covered. Seven percent of-the resource specialists

are half time; 64% work between 21 and 40 hours per week as a resource

specialist. Twenty-two percent indicate spending an additional ten hours

per week on the job.

The majority of resource specialists in the sample serve primary (57%)

and elementary (57%) age populations. Twenty-two percent work with middle

grade students, 22% with secondary students and only 3% work with preschool
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students. (A resource specialist might serve several grade levels hence per-

centages exceed 100%0

Many of the resource specialists have non-instructional duties. Table

22 lists these responsibilities. Only 11% of the respondents

TABLE 22

Perceived Non-Instructional Duties of Resource Specialists
(N = 1006)

A

Duties Percentage*

Playground Supervisor 41%

Bus/Lunch Supervisor 20%

School Site Council 23%

District Committee Assignments 30%

Building CommitteerAssignments 42%

*Percentages do not total 100% since a resource specialist may have
multiple duties.

reported having no non-instructional duties.

Virtually all resource specialists (57%) are functioning under a teaching

salary schedule. Forty-three percent reported earning $20,000-24,999 per year,

35% are in the $15,000-19,999 bracket. Twelve percent earn $25,000-30,000

per year and only 1% reported a salary under $10,000 per year.

Questions of the Study

1.0 DO PERCEIVED ACTIVITIES AND FUNCTIONS OF RESOURCE SPECIALISTS MATCH

INTENDED ACTIVITIES AND FUNCTIONS?

The intended role of the resource specialist program was described in

AB 1250 and modified in SB 1870 to include, but not be limited to, al,1 of the
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following:

(1) Provision for a resource specialist or specialists.who shall pro-

vide instruction and services for those pupils whose needs have been iden-

tified in an individualized education program developed by the individualized

education program team and who are assigned to regular classroom teachers

for a majority of a school day.

(2) Provision of information and assistance to individuals with excep-

tional needs and their parents.

(3) Provision of consultation resource information, and material

regarding individuals with exceptional needs to their parents and to regular

'staff members.

(4) Coordination of special education services with the regular school

programs for each individual,with exceptional needs enrolled in the resource

specialis.t program.

(5) Monitoring of pupil progress on a regular basis, participation in

the review and revision of individualized education programs, as appropriate,

and referral of pupils who do not demonstrate appropriate progress to the

individualized education program team.

(6) Emphasis at the secondary school level on academic achievement

career and vocational development, and preparation for adult life (EC 56362).

The Commission for Teacher Preparation and Licensing has further operation-

alized the role of the resource specialist by detailing specific skills,

knowledge, and performance competencies required for a resource specialist

certificate of competence. These competenales are related to the following

functions:

a) the c stating function,

b) the coordination function,
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functions related to the implement tion of laws, regulations, and

other compliance requirements,

d) staff development and inservice education function,

e) the parent education function, and

f) the instructional function.

(see Appendix C).

For the present study, the data are organized to permit analysis of in-

tended vs. actual role performance both in terms of these functions and

specific activities relating to the entire process of education of individ-

uals with exceptional needs. The first comparison of intended vs. actual

role performancd of resource specialists will address the specific respon-

sibilities of resource specialists in referral, assessment, instructional

planning and placement, instruction and review activities.

Role functioning. The majority of resource specialists indicated that

they have either full (62%) or major (35%) responsibility for the overall

manageMent,If a student's case from referral through placement and review

of progress. For example, most elementary level resource specialists who

were interviewed reported that they were the primary recipient (at the

school site) of referrals for students not making appropriate progress;

that they were responsible for consulting with personnel about the appro-

priateness of these referrals; that they conducted Some type of assessment;

(some, in addition, coordinate the assessment work of others) that as mem-

bers of their school's 1EP team, they helped in developing IEPs and making

placement decisions; and all were involved in the review of students'

progress. At the secondary level, resource specialists indicated involvement

in the same type of activities, with the exception that frequently, referrals

go to school counselors, not resource specialists.
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When asked how they distributed their work time over the course of a

school year in major areas of activities, resource specialists reported

most of their time being spent in assessment, instructional planning and

instruction. A third of the resource specialists (35%) spend more than 50%

of their time in instruction. The vast majority (86%) spend less than 5%

of their time on staff development and two-thirds spend less than 5% on

referral (65%), placement (68%) and program development (68%) activities.

Resource specialists view referral, aissessment, planning, and placement

activities as presenting the greatest demand on their time during the fall,

with instructton having most emphasis in winter and student review activities

greatest in the spring (see Table 23).

TABLE 23

Perceived Distribution of Resource Specialists Time Between Major

Areas of Work (Over a School Year)
(N*1006)

Area of Work 0

Percentage of Time

140 11-20 21-30 31+ BMA

Time of Year When
Activities are Heaviest

(%)
Fall Winter Spring Summer

Referral 3 82 5 1 *0 0 72 23 26 1

Assessment *0 51 32 7 2 7 66 31 1 2

Instructional *0 60 28 3 1 7 63 30 1

Planning

Placement 1 86 3 *0 *0 10 61 31 26 2

Instruction *0 3 6 8 77 6 43 54 49 4

Student Review 1 79 10 *0 1 9 23 22 69 5

Staff Development 10 76 0 0 0 14 43 21 20 0

Program Development 6 71 2 *0 1 21 36 16 19 6

* * 40.10%
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Perceptions of the frequency of specifiC, professional activities in

each of these areas of work are found in Table,24. Perceived role function-

ing across the activities is operationally defined as the frequency with

which the majority (over 50%) of resource specialists reported they engage in

these activities. In the referral process, over three-fourths of the

resource specialists are involved between 1-2 days'a month and 1-2 days a

week in receiving and screening referrals made by other school personnel

(81%) and coordinating and,monitoring referral procedures (76%).

During assessment, 89% reported being involved in conducting formal and/or,

informal assessment of students at least 1-2 days per week. Seventy-nine

percent are,occasionally to frequently involved in coordinating assessment
I/

procedures; 85% are involved at least 1-2 days a week in assiSting parents'

and 'others in interpretation and utilization of student-assessMent findings.

All of the resource specialists interviewed were responSible for academic

testing. One respondent claimed that it was the resource specialist's

job to do "most of the testing unless an IQ or personality test" was needed;

then a psychologist was requested. A few resource specialists interviewed

"take responsibility for coordinating assessment work done by other special-

ists" (e.g., psychologists, nurses, speech and hearing therapists). Some

resource specialists reported doing sensory-acuity, sory-motor'and apti-_ _

tude testing. In some schools resource specialists cons lted with psycholo-

gists or program specialists on selecting appropriate tests for students and

interpreting the findings.

Under instructional planning and placement eighty-one percent of

resource specialists are involved at least 1-2 days a week in coordinating

the development of IEPs for handicapped students. The majority spend at

least 1-2 days a month assisting teachers (80%) and consulting with parents



Perceived Oittribu

Specific Activ s py Area

Referral
17TriFfia referral Procre

for sPeCifiC students

Refer special education students
who do not indicate appro-
priate progress to the local
IEP team

Receive and screen referrals
made by other school personnel

Coordinate and monitor referral
ProtodureS fcr specific stu-
dents at scilool site.

Assessment
Assist in interpretation and ,

utilization of student assess-.
Morlt findings

Conduct fceisal andlor informal
assessment of students ,

Aisist parents in understanding
" assessment findings

Consult with regular classroom
teachers in the identification
and assessment of learning and
behavioral patterns of hancli.

capped students

rAcure Parental consent to
conduct assessment

Coordinate assessment procedures

Introctional Plannin2
Assist teacners in selecting

instructional methods and
materials to meet goals And
ObjectIVOS of IEP

Coordinate the deVeloOment of
' IEPs for hanOicitipiCstudents

Assist in coordination of tEP
meeting$

Consult with pare ts regarding
the ducational planning
Protest

with teachers In the
utilization of evaluation
data for modificat of

instruction and Cut culum

Contult in the develoment of
Ort.*Ot4tW14i and/or 40c4.
tional plans for nandiceoped
itudents;

Placement
raril-c7iNte with ;EP team

iw making placement recom-
"enditions for handicapoed
students

oafticipatt in 014CttiOnt 4n
review ,ieetin. iui an edv0C4Cyrl fOr ,Audent;

TABLE Z4
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iN61006)
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TABLE 24 (continued)

Perceived Ois ribution of work Time Across Specific Activities (Over a School Year)

pecific Activities by Area . never Rarely

Amount of Time (%)

Daily EliNAOccasionally Frequently

Instruction
Ape'-77firTnstruct10 by Resource

Specialist. side(s) 1 1 8
86 1

Coordinate iMplementation of
special education services for
hinditaPped students 1 6 19 142 311

Provide direct instruction to
students whose needs have been
identified in a written 1EP
and who are assigned to a regular
classroom teecher for a majority
of the school day

work with nandicaPped Students
one at a time

wort with small groups of
handiCaPped students

1

4

1

1

10

1

3

15

0

as 1

1 23 48 1

1 10 86 1

Coordinate iMplementation of
etthvitits of Resource Spec.
Program with regular class-
roc* curriculum 9 125 391 24

Student Review
Assess student progreSS on a

regular basis and revise LEPs
as appropriate 3 19 150 27 I

Monitor progress of students who
are no longer in tlit ReSource
Specillist Program 1 27 Is 1 17

Conduct review wettings,in
accordance with legal_requirc.,
ments 31_33 f5 f

Staff Development
Provide resource Information and

materials regarding handica0Ped
students to regular staff
members 13 12139 14

Consult with teachers in the
application of classroom manage-
ment techniques

4

Assist teethes in methods to
enhance sotial and emotional
development of handicapped stu-
dents within the regular
clatSroom 3 23 110

Coordinate inset-vice workshoPS
ln a 'variety of topics 21 41_52 22 1

Program Development
IssTsI Orogram-;pecialists in
developing and implementing
Innovative Special education I* 39 1 16

Progrmn

Assist other professionals in
41/grading existing special
education programs 18 1141 11 1

ROutin, Activities
0

12

0 4 .541 1
complete forms and write repOrts

travel for job related activities 11

Engage in telepnOne communication 0
471

Participate in meetings not
directly related tO classroom
reloonsibilitieS

1
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(97%) regarding instructional planning. Eighty-seven percent spend between

1-2 days a month and 1-2 days a week assisting in the coordination of IEP

meetings, and 91% spend that much time participating with the IEP team in

making placement recommendations. The majority of the specialists do not

view their participation in placement meetings as being in an advocacy role.

Sixty-six percent of the respondents rarely or never consult in the develop-

ment of pre-vocational and/or vocational plans for handicapped students.
4

Ninety-five percent of the resource specialists provide direct instruc-

tion at least 1-2 days a week, 88% provide direct instruction daily. During

their instructional time each day, 48% work with students one at a time

(another 23% work one-to-one at least 1-2 times a week); a higher percentage

(86%) work daily with wall groups of handicapped students. Ninety-four per-
,

cent of the specialists are involved in supervisoring instruction by resource

specialist aides at least 1-2 days a week. In interviews, specialists

reported training and supervising of,aides is time consuming. However, they

felt time spent working with aides was very important since given the nature

of other resource specialist responsibilities (such as coordination of special

education resources) they had to rely heavily on their aides to perform instruc-

-tion. In all sites visited, aides were observed working with small groups of

students.

Three-fourths of the resource specialists (77%) engage in review of

student progress and revising'of IEPs at least 1-2 times a week indicating

this is an ongoing process. Some of the methods which resource specialists

use to review students' progress were described in the interview case

studies. They include evaluation and monitoring activities such as:

periodic parent-student conferences, on-going telephone contact with

students' parents, periodic reports exchanged with regular class teachers,

and testing. In addition, most resource specialists who were interviewed
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conduct some kind of formal annual review of each student assigned to the

Resource Specialistyrogram.

A majority of the resource specialists at least occasionally engage in

informal staff development activities with regular teachers such as pro-

viding resource information regarding handicapped students (85%). However,

over half (52%) rarely coordinate inservice workshops. Twenty-one percent

never coordinate inservice and 22% dd so occasionally. Very little time is

spent in program development by the majority of resource specialists.

Mott ot the resource specialists engage in routine activities as par,t

of their daily and weekly functioning. Ninety-four percent say they

complete forms a!Owrite reports, at least 1-2 times a week, and 54% engage

:in these activities daily. Telephone communication is another time con-

suming activity--nearly half (47%) haVe telephone communications as part of

their daily professional activities. Eighty-t0Tepercent reported part*

cipating in meetings not directly related to their classroom responsibilities

at least 1-2 timet a month.

If the activities of resource specialisis are examined.by the functional

areas described in the required competencies for resource sped4alists

(consulting, coordination, implementation/compliance, staff development,

parent education, and instruction) rather than "area" of work it can be

seen that the majority of resource specialists carry out activities related

to coordination and instruction at least 1-2 days a week. Many activities

related to the consultation, parent education and implementation/compliance

functions are engaged in by the majority at least 1-2 times a month. The

least amount of time for the majority of specialists is spent on the staff

development function (see Table 25).

From interview data, sImilar findings are reported regarding foctions



TABLE 25

Perceived Distribution of work Time Across Functions of Role (Over a School Year)
(N=1006)

Specific Activit es by Punction *Never Rarely

Amount of Time (%)

Daily UNAOccasionally Frequently

Consultation
Assist in interpretation and

utilization of student
assessment findings 0 1 13 1*1 63 22 1

Assist teachers in selecting
instructional methods and
materials to meet goals and
objectives 2 17 7 1143 3(11

Consult with parents regarding
the educat onal planning
process 0 3 5 0I 33 59 1

Assist-other professionals in
upgrading existing special
education programs 18 8 1 1141 311

Consult with regular classroom
teachers in the identification
and assessment of learning and
behavioral patterns of handi-
capped students 9 1 29 47 1

Consult with teachers in the
utilization Of evaluation
data for modification of
instruction and curriculum 4 20 4 1144 27

Consult in the development
of prevocational and/or voca-
tional plans for handicapped
students 18 11 1 4135_ 31 1

Coordination
Coordinate implementation of

Special Education seriices
for handicapped students 1 6 19 11 42 31 1

Supervise instruction by Resource
Specialitt aide(s) 1 2 8 861 2

Coordinate the development of
IEPs for handicapped students 0 1 16 161 20 1 2

Receive and'screen referrais'
made by other school personnel 3 10 1125 b6 1

Coordinate and monitor referral
procedures for lpeciitc students
at school Site 3 4 16 13

Assist in coordination of 1EP
meetings 1 1 8 3121_ 661

...,. .

Coordinate implementation of
activities of Resource
Specialist Program with
regular classroom curriculum 1 9 24 2125 391

Coordinate assessment procedures 2 4 13 21_22 571

*Never = never engage in this activity
Rarely 1-5 days per year
Occasionally 1-2 days per month
Frequently * 1-2 days per week

Daily = more or less daily

categories of frequency
in which the largest
majority (over 50%) of
resource specialists reported
engaging in the activity.

75



TABLE 25 (,continued)

PørceiyCd Distribut on of work Time Across Functions of Role (Over a School Year)

Soecific Activities by Function *Never Rarely

Amount of Time f%)

Daily 8/NAOccasionally Frequently

Implementation/Compliance
Assess student progress on a

regular basis and revise IEPs

as appropriate 1 3 19 150 27 1

Monitor progress of students who
are no longer in the Resource
Specialist Program 21 45 17

Participate in placement and
review meetings in an advocacy
role for students 21- 16 11 33 26 1

Conduct review meetings in
accordance with legal require_
ments 4 2133 561

Secute parental consent to con-
duct assessments 1 5 2132 57_1

Refer Special Education students
who do not indicate appropriate
Progress to the local IEP Team 132 45 1 18 1

Parent Education'
Assist parents in understanding

assessment procedures 0 1 13 11 63 1

Provide parents with basic under-
standing of remedial methods
ind techniques for their child 16 150 301

Counsel parents related to their
child's abilities, including
strengths and weaknesses 0 7 3

Provide parents with information
as to effective utilization of
community resources 6 9 01 44 394

Instruction
Work with handicapped students

one at a time 4 10 15 01 23 48 I

Work with small groups of handi-
capped students 1 1 2 1.10 86 1

Provide direct instruction to
students whose needs have been
identified in a written /EP and
who are assigned to a regular
classroom teacher for a majority
pf the school day 1 1 3 0881

Staff Development
Provide resource information
and materials regarding
handicapped students to regular
staff members 13 12139 34 I

Consult with teachers in the appli-
cation of classroom management
techniques 5 21 4125 441

Assist teachers in methods to
enhance social and emetional
development of handicapped
students within the regular
classroom 3 23 71 40 26 1

Coordinate inservice workshops
on a variety of topics 21 4 1[ 52 22 1

76
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of the resource specialist. Almost unanimously, the specialists are viewed

as being involved primarily in instructional activities. The coordination

function varied slightly among the different SESRs. Primarily, the resource

specialist is seen as a case manager for individual students, thus coordi-

cation refers to managing Individual referrals--getting all the people

involved in assessment and planning, but not coordinating the delivery of

special education services within the school (e.g., the resource specialist

is not seen as coordinating services of special class teachers or DIS

personnel).

Summary of questionnaire and case study data. While resource specialists

reported being involved in all aspects of delivery of services to individuals

with exceptional needs, they reported most of their time being spent in

assessment, instructional planning, and instruction activities. Perceptions

of other school personnel coincide with these perceptions in that assess-

ment, instructional planning, instruction, and review are the areas in

which resource specialists are seen as having the most responsibility.

Case study data also correspond to findings from questionnaire respondents.

Discrepancies between intended and actual functioning are ery few.

One area of difference is in assessment. The intended role on

coordination of assessment not specification of an active role

activities. Operationally, however, most school districts hav

practical to have resource specialists conducting as well as c

assessment activities (particularly academic assessments) for

Emphasis on career and vocational development is another area

Two-thirds of the resOurce specialists rarely or never engage

of vocational and/or pre-vocational plans, but nearly half of

should be involved in this activity. However, only 22% of the

y includes

in assessment

found it

ordinating

he IEP team.

f discrepancy.

in development

hem feel they,

specialists
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serve secondary programs and at the time of data collection this provision of

law was very new, thus it is not surprqsing to not find this a prominent area

of activity.

When the activities of resource specialists are examined by functions
+I*

required for the certificate of competence it is evident that specialists

do perform the required functions. Their primary involvement is in instruc-

tional activities either with individual qtudents or small groups of

students, and in coordinative functions ranging from coordinating the devel-
,

opment of 1EPs to supervising-the instruction provided by aides. The one

exception is in the area of staff development. Many of the resource spe-

cialists rarely provide either formal or informal inservice. Primarily

they report that they just do not have enough time, for they also indicate
$

that this i$ an area where they think they should be doing more--particu-

larly in providing assistance to regular class teachers. Perceptions of

other school personnel validate the resource specialists" self perceptions.

In most cases a large majority of the school personnel with whom resource

specialists interact -agree that they are effective in carrying out these

functions.

Question 2.0- ARE Tit INTENDED RECIPIENTS BEING SERVED?

The average resource specialist reported having contact with 24-28 hats-

dicapped students a week, with 5 or more sessions per student, and with each

session lasting 46-60 minutes. Sixty-eight percent indicated that their

monthly caseload is between 24-28. Twenty percent reported working with

fewer than 24 students a month and 11% reported working with more than 28

students with the largest number being reported as 80 students. The'

average resource specialist reported 19 as the smallest number of students

assigned in any given month and 28 as the largest number assigned in a

100
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month. However, nineteen percerit reported between 29 and 40 students

assigned in a month. Over the course of a year, students enter and leave

the program for various reasons. Fifty percent of the resoUrce specialists

had between 29 and 40 students assigned during the entire school year.

Seventeen percent were assigned between 41-75 students over the school year.

Nearly all (91%) resource specialists have daily contact with students.

In addition to these contacts they interact with a number of other individ-

uals in work situations. Table 26 provides the perceived frequency

B/NA

Perceived Frequency of
Contact With

Individuals

TABLE 26

Resource Specialists
Other Individuals

(N.1006)

*Never Rarely

Professional

Frequency of Contact (%)

Daily

Coordinators of Non-special

Occasionally Frequently

Education Programs 13 36 25 16 8 2

2. Community Agencies 13 52 30 4 0 1

3. Designated Instruction and
Services Instructors 3 8 19 49 22 1

4. liandicapped Students (1 1 2 4 91 1

5. Parents 0 5 21 62 11 1

6. Principals/Vice-principals 0 1 7 28 63 1

7. Program Specialists 3 20 49 25 2 1

8. Regular Class Teachers 41 (1 3 15 81 1

9. Other Resource Specialists 41 12 42 20 24 1

10. School Psychologists 1 6 27 59 6 1

11. Special Class Teachers 6 20 18 27 28 1

12. Special Education Admin. 5 33 44 13 3

*Never means no contact whatsoever

Rarely means contact 1-5 times per year
Occasionally means contact 1-2 times per month

Frequently means contact 1-2 times per week

Daily means contact more or less daily
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of these contacts. A majority of'resource specialists indicate daily con-

tact with regular class teachers (81%) and principals (63%), and have con-

tact 1-2 Omes per week with parents (62%), psychologists (59%), and DIS

instructors (49%). Nearly half (49%) of the resource specialists only have

contact with program Specialists 1-2 times per month, while another 25%

have contact 1-2 times per week with program specialists. While a majority

(55%) of specialists have frequent to daily contact with special class

teachers, 18% only have contact 1-2 times a month and 20% rarely have con-

tact with special class teachers.

In interviews with resource specialists and others, the following com-

ments were made about the "nature" of interactions during formal procedures.

Speech therapists said that resource students frequently have speech and

language difficulties, and the therapist "received requests from tte resource

specialist for testing.° Psychologists suggested part of the job wa's to

"help resource specialists interpret and assess findings and suggest tests

that can be used." All resource specialists interviewed reported contact

with parents and school professionals to di.scuss "assessment" of students.

Resource specialists and others also reported on-going informal interac-

/tion with sch pi personnel, especially regular Classroom teachers, in rela-

tion to students and programs. Although these informal consultations

generally were restricted to handicapped students, there was a "spill-over

effect" for other students. One resource specialist mentioned spending

about "1-2 hours a week consulting with special day and regular class

teachers in program development for their classes as part of informal staff

development." Throughout the interviews, resource specialists and others

spoke of informal meetings at "lunch," in "carpools" or extemporaneously,

during which consultation about individuals or programs occurred. Regular
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classroom teachers reported that resource specialists "brief" them on handi-

capped students in their classes and on their observaii)ons of classroom

activities. Resource specialists offer suggestions (-ir relation to individ-

ual students and programs) and work with regular classrbom teachers to

coordinate schedules. In general, special day class teachers reported

limited contact with resource specialists. Contact was reported usUally to

be related only to placement decisions, thus limiting exchange of expertise

between these special education personnel. There were exceptions, however,

and some special day class teachers confirmed that resource specialists

often gave them "ideas and materials to help in work with the class."

Although the interview sample was limited, there seemed to be some con-

sistency in the findings about contact between resource specialists and program

specialists. In one district withAncreasing enrollment and a low SES, resource

specialists never saw a program specialist. Principals in this district spoke

of requesting services from program specialists and receiving no reply. In

another SESR where assignments were geographic but district and school sites

were far apart, resource specialists knew the program specialists but

rarely called upon them, unless some questions about compliance were raised.

The high school-resource specialists interviewed in two different SESRs

had contact with a program specialist. In one of these districts, program

specialists were assigned to work at specific schools twice a week, so con-

tact was routinized. Program specialists were used by high school resource

specialists for advice on testing and for their knowledge of (and in one

case, ability to purchase) appropriate materials for high school students.

Table 27 shows the number of individuals in each role the resource spe-

cialists interact with during a week. In addition to the caseload of handi-

capped:students, the average resource specialist sees between 2-4 parents a
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week, 10-15 regular class teachers, and 1-2 DIS instructors a week. Half of

the sample (55%) have contact with one program specialist, during a typical

week, while over a third of the resource specialists (35%) reported having

no weekly contact with a program specialist.

TABLE 27

Perceived Number of People Resource Specialists Have Contact With Per Week (%)

(N*1006)

Role of Person

1-5 640

Number of People

314. B/NA11-20 21-30

Designated Instruction and
Services Ingtructors 10 86 1 41 41 41 2

Handicapped Students 1 2 1 12 66 16 2

Peents 3 78 14 2 1 41 2

Principals/Vice-Principals 0 97 1 0 0 0 2

Program Specialists 35 61 0 41 0 41 4

Regular Classroom Teachers 41 14 26 40 13 6 1

Other Resource Specialists 27 66 2 1 41 41 4

School Psychologists 9 89 41 0 0 41 2

Special Class Teachers 26 70 1 41 41 41 3

Summary. SB 1870 defines individuals with exceptional needs, their

parents, and regular staff members as recipients of the services of resource

specialists. Resource specialists perceive themselves as providing effec-

tive services to all of these groups, and other school personnel agree that

resource specialists are most effective with students, parents, and regular

class teachers. Caseload is defined in law as an average of 24 students

and is not to exceed 28 students. In general, it seems that most of the

specialists are riot serving more than 28 students, although 11% reported
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working with more than 28 students and some specialists interviewed indi-

cated that they did work with students who were not "officially" in the

prOgram.

3.0 HOW WELL PREPARED ARE RESOURCE SPECIALISTS TO PERFORM THE INTENDED ROLE?

According to SB 1870:

"The resource specialist program shall be under the direction

of a resource specialist who is a credentialed special education

teacher, who has had tpree or more years of teaching experience,

including both regular and special education teaching experience,

as defined by rules and regulations of the Commission for Teacher

Preparation and Licensing, and who'kas demonstrated the competencies

for a resource specialist, as established by the Commission for

Teacher Preparation and Licensing.° (EC 56362)

The resource specialists in the sample reported holding various regular

and special education credentials. Seventy-eight percent have elementary

credentials; 28% have secondary credentials, and 4% have credentials

enabling them to teach in community colleges. Eleven percent have some

type of administrative or supervision credential; 7%,report holding a pupil

personnel services credential, 7% have a reading specialist credential, and

2% have an early childhood specialist credential. Twelve percent of the

resource specialists have some general special education credential.

Eighty-one percent have an LH credential, 8% have an SH credential. Fewer

than. 1% hold PH, CH, or speech credentials. Perhaps indicating some confu-

sion, 5% of the sample reported holding a resource specialist credential.

(Data were collected prior to passage of the regulations for the resource

specialist certificate of competence.)

Sixty-nine percent of the resource specialists have a master's degr-
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over half (38%) are in special education. Other master's degree areas include

general education (9%), counseling/school psychology (4%), reading/language

(4%), administration (3%). Fourteen of the resource specialists (1%)

reported having completed a doctorate.

In terms of experience, NO years was most frequently given (29%) as

the length of time the respondent had been-a resource specialist in the

district or county of current employment. Twenty-one percent reported 3

years, 19% reported 475 years, and 6% reported 6-7 years. Eighteen percent

"of the respondents have been working as resource specialists for one year.

Ninety-five percent of the respondents reported,having experience as a spe-
,

cial education teacher prior to becoming a resource specialist, 77% have

regular teaching exPerience. Other professional experience reported

includes: readingspecialist (7%), counselor (3%), coordinator (3%), ele-
.

mentary administrator (3%), director of special education (3%), and speech

therapist (2%).

When asked ab0t their familiarity with special education laws$ 70% of

the resource specialists reported that they are 'Very familiar with PL 94442.

Another 29% are sOmewhat familiar and 1% are not familiar with this federal

law. In terms of the old California Master Plan for Special Education (A8

1250), 47% are vetJy familiar, 44% somewhat familiar and 9% not familiar with

this state law. Compared to familiarity with S8 1870, slightly fewer

reported being eittler very familiar (43%),or not familiar (5%), with more

resource specialists (52%) being somewhat-ftmiliar with the current state

special education law.'

When asked what was the*beslipreparaiion for their current job, 69% of

the resource specialists identified formal coursework, 62% said inservice/

workshops, and 5514 said informal professional activities such as discussions
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with other professionals were important. Twenty-seven percent felt conven-

tions were useful and 26% identified journals as contributing to good pre-

paration. On-the-job experience was another frequently identified source

of preparation. (Percentages exceed 100% because a respondent might specify

multiple areas.) Specialists who were interviewed specified inservice and

on the job training as more useful than formal training and mentibned their

own experiences as parents as providing them with an understanding of the

needs of children.

Table 28 lists specific skills relevant for the functioning of resource

specialists. A much higher percentage of respondents indicated they had job-

related experience than formal training in all skill areas. However, in

general, a majority of specialists reported both formal training and job

experience which enabled them to feel very skilled in these areas. They felt

particularlywell prepared and skilled in instructing special education

students. Areas where many did not believe they were skilled were in using

tests for assessing social needs of special education students (23%) and in

test development (23%). These were also the areas where fewer specialists

had training and job experience.

Specialists indicated some discomfort with their role in mainstreaming.

While nearly all had relevant training and job experience, less than half of

the specialists felt they were vertskilled in socially integrating special

education students, in coordinating resources and services, and in working

with other educational personnel in providing services to special education

students.

When asked about the requirements for certification of resource special-

ists, 35% of the specialists agreed with the regulations on the Resource

Specialist Certificant of Competence. Twenty-six percent disagreed with the



TABLE 28

Perceived T aining, Experience and Skill of

Resource Special ss in Specific Special Education Areas

(Na1006)

Formal Job-related
Training (%) Experience (%) Degree

Screening students for special

education

Processing referrals of students
for special education

Using tests for assessing the
educatonal needs of special
education students

Using tests for assessing social
needs of special education students

Using observations for assessing
the needs of special education
students 79 16

86

of Skill (%)

Yes No

82 14

65 28

90

54 41

Developing tests for assessing
the needs of special education
students

Developing IEPs for special
education students

Using the IEP for Instructional
purposes

55 40

82 14

74 21

Instructing special eduCation
students in academic areas 91

Socially integrating Sonia
education students in the c assroom 61 33

Coordinating resources and services
for special education students 58 36

working with other educational
personnel in providing services
to special education students 57 36

Communicating with parents of
special education students for
whom you are responsible 68

Yes No

95 1

94

'94 1

66 27

93

70 24

Not Somewhat Very

Skilled Skilled .S011ed

28 69

74

1 25 72

23 58 17

46 50

23 52 23

22 76

26 71

0 11 87

51 40

3 52 42

52 42

26 71

16 52 28

IV

94

94 1

94 1

87

91

91

Using observation techniques
for assessing teacher effectiveness 52 41

94

71 23



requireMents and 31% reported not being familiar with the requirements. When

asked for recommendations for certification, the most frequently mentioned

areas of training.and experience which were not already specified in the

requirements included assessment and diagnosis, public relations and coun-

seling, and time management/organizational skills. Specialists who were

interviewed stressed the importance of teaching experience, particularly

regular classroom experience and felt that student teaching under a resource

specialist would be very helpful. They reiterated the need for more training

in assessment particularly vocational/prevocational asseSsment, as well as

public relations and counseling.

Summary.

The competency requirement for resource specialists was not yet f ized

at the time of data collection, thus there is no information on the number

of respondents who were able to demonstrate the required competencies.

Information on credentials and experience, however, indicate that most,but

not all resource specialists have the required credentials and experiente.

In general, resource specialists felt very skilled in carrying out the 'spe-

cific.activities that are part of their job requirements, and felt that a

combtnation of formal coursewOrk, inservice/workshops, and informal, on the

job professional activities provided them with the training they need.'

Other school personnel agreed that resource specialists have sufficient

knowledge, skills, and experiencb to provide the services required by the

role.

4.0 HOW IS THE RESOURCE SPECIALIST ROLE PERCEIVED TO RELATE TO OTHER'

PROFESSIONAL ROLES IN THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM?

Resource specialists view their role and responsibilities as distinctly

different from administratrors. However, many perceived overlap in respon-
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sibilities with DIS personnel (50%), school psychologists (58%), special

class teachers (41%), and regular class teachers (60%). Despite this per-

ceiyed overlap in responsibilities with a variety of personnel, the only real

rale conflict is seen as existing with regular class teachers (38%) and with

school psychologists (24%) (see Table 29). These perceptions are reflected

in interview data as well.

TABLE 29

Perceived Role Relationships of Resource
Specialists With Other Personnel

(N=1006)

Role Responsibilities (%) Degree of Conflict (%)

Dif- Over- Iden- B/ *N S M EX

ferent lap tical Don't
KnowResource S ecialists with:

D.I.S. Instructors 43 50 1 3 71 19 2 1

Principals/Vice-principals 75 22 0 0 71 17 3 1

Program Specialist 56 35 1 4 69 16 4 1

Regular Class Teachers 36 60 1 0 48 38 5 1

Other Resource Specialists 16 25 47 8 74 10 2 2

School Psychologists 39 5.8 1 2 62 24 5 2

Special Class Teachers 50 41 2 4 79 9 1 0

Special Education Administrators 74 19 1 4 68 18 3 1

*N = No conflict
S = Some conflict
M = Much conflict
Ex = Extreme conflict

The views of other school personnel in both interviews and questionnaires

correspond closely to the resource specialists' own perceptions of overlapping

responsibilities. One difference is with program specialists. Other than
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administrative personnel, resource specialists perceive less overlap with

program specialists than with any other roles; whereas many other school per-

sonnel view the program and resource specialist roles as having overlapping

responsibilities. This may be a function of the lack of understanding many

school personnel have regarding the overall nature of the program specialist

role. Thus, these specialists are seen as performing activities and func-

tions similar to the resource specialist.

Related to role conflict, other school personnel agree with rewurce

specialists that the greatest conflict in role responsibilities is with regu-

lar class teachers and school psychologists. This likely reflects the shared

responsibility for instruction between resource specialists and regular class

teachers and the increasing role resource specialists seem to be playing in

assessment. Specific problems noted in interview data between resource spe-

cialists and regular class teachers deal with a lack of clarity in terms of

role definition. The regular teacher often views the specialist as a

"tutor," whose job is to assist the handicapped student in completing work

assignments given in the regular class. Resource specialists view their

responsibility toward a student as working on a general problem (e.g.,

reading deficit) and want to use their awn curriculum and instructional

practices.

5.0 WHAT SPECIFIC ORGANIZATIONAL, PERSONAL OR ROLE DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES

INFLUENCE PERCEIVED ROLE FUNCTIONING.

Several personal, organizational and/or role demographics were hypothe-

sized to be related to overall functioning of resource specialists. Number

of years of experience and grade level served are variables which relate to

certain aspects of functioning. Data are summarized for each of these

variables.
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Number of years experience in role. In general, the number of years of

experience seemed to make no difference in terms of perceived extent of

involvement in the various activities described for role functioning. No

differences were noted in perceptions of role relationships with other per-

sonnel or perceived conflict with other personnel according to the number

of years in the role; likewise the resource specialists with differing

amounts of experience in the role seemed to feel equally effective with

those they serve. The only area in which the 'specialists differed slightly

according to experience was in terms of job satisfaction. Seventy-one per-

cent of the specialists who had been in the role only one year are quite to

extremely satisfied. After two years the percentage was 73%, after three

years 76%, and 78% after four years. After 5 years of functioning as

resource specialists, job satisfaction leveled off at 72% who are quite to

extremely satisfied. When interviewed, resource specialists who were rela-

tively new on the job indicated they felt overwhelmed. Those with more

experience were more comfortable with most aspects of the job.

Grade level served. The variable which did seem to interact in how

resource specialists function was that of grade level served. In general,

primary and elementary resource specialists reported more non-instructional

duties than resource specialists working at the secondary level.

In terms of specific activities representative of the functions resource

specialists are supposed to perform, there was no difference in the extent

to which elementary and secondary resource specialists coordinate implementa-

tion of special education services for handicapped students. A larger per-

centage of elementary than secondary resource specialists (66% to 50%)

reported that they consult with regular classroom teachers at least one to

two days a week in the identification and assessment of learning and behav-

ioral patterns of handicapped students. Secondary specialists interviewed
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indicated contact with regular class teachers as a problem be ause of the

large number of teachers in a high school with whom they shou d interact for

each student. There is no difference in the extent to which pecialists at

different levels of the educational system conduct review mee ings in accor-

dance with legal requfrements (compliance/implementation func ion). There is

also no difference between specialists functioning at differe t levels of the

system in the extent to which they provide parents with a bas c understanding

of remedial methods and techniques for their child ( arent ed cation

function). In terms of coordinating inservice workshops on a variety of

topics (staff development function), 32% of secondary resourc specialists

never coordinate inservice; 14% of elementary resource specialists never

coordinate inservice workshops. Roughly 25% of the specialist at each level

occasionally coordinate inservice activities.

When asked how they divided their time in the major areas of their

work, there were no differences by age level served in the amo nt of time

spent in referral. For all specialists this was a low percent ge activity.

A higher percentage of elementary than secondary resource specialists (51%

to 38%) reported spending more than 10% of their time on assess nt. No

differences were reported between the two groups for instructio al slannin

and placement activities. A slightly higher percentage of seco dary than

elementary resource specialists reported spending more than 10% on instruc-

tion (100% to 93%). No differences were reported in student re iew or

program development activities--both low percentage activities. A slightly

higher percentage of elementary than secondary specialists repor ed spend-

ing _am. time on staff development (90% to 82%). No real differe ces were

reported between elementary and secondary resource specialists their

feelings of overall responsibility for the management of a stude t's case.
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No real differences were reported between elementary and secondary

resource specialists in the number of sessions per week with students they

serve, although a higher percentage of secondary sessions last 46-60

minutes. There seems to be no difference between elementary and secondary

resource specialists in terms of caseload of students or in the numbers of

other people they have contact with in their work.

In terms of perceptions of role relationships and conflict with other

professionals the only area of differences according to the level served

related to special class teachers and special education administrators. A

larger percentage of secondary than elemsptary specialists reported both

overlap (62% to 40%) and conflict (20% to 8%) with special class teachers.

Likewise, a larger percentage of secondary than elementary spet'ialists-

reported both overlap (28% to 16%) and conflict (32% to 19%),with special

education administrators.-

Some secondary level specialists who were interviewed indicated frustra-

tion at having to provide instruction in multiple subject areas in which
4

they themselves did not feel they had the background. However, in general,

the level in which the resource specialist works does not seem to affect

either perceived effectiveness in providing services to others or in the

satisfaction felt with the work ag a resource specialist.

6.0 EIOW EFFECTIVE IS THE PERCEIVED FUNCTIONING OF RESOURCE SPECIALISTS?

In spite of perceived problems and changes they would make in the role,

resource specialists feel they are effective in their current functioning.

As can be seen in Table 30, resource spetialists reported being most effec-

tive with handicapped students, principals, and parents, followed by regular

class teachers and school psychologists. They feel they are least effective

with special class teachers perhaps partially because of limited contact.
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The views of other school personnel corroborate the perceptions of the

resource specialists.

From interview data specialists reported viewing themselves as most

eifective in providing direct instruction, in providing organization and

coordination from referral through review, and as being a resource to the

regular staff. One paradox in the role functioning of resource specialists
4

is that in spite of perceiving (and being perceived by others) as being

effective with regular class teachers; as previously discussed, both resource

specialists and other school personnel note that there is conflict between

the roles of resource specialist and regular class teachers.

TABLE 30

Perceived Effectiveness of Resource Specialists in Providing Services

(Na1006)

Provide Services For: Degree of Effectiveness (%)

Not

D.I.S. Instructors 6

Handicapped Students 0

Parents 1

Principals/Vice-principals 2

Program Specialists 8

Regular Class Teachers 2
4

Other Resource Specialists 7

School Psychologists 3

Special Class Teachers 12

Somewhat Quite Extremely B/NA

31 LI 14 7

5 46 48 1

23 52 24 1

15 53 27 2

27 42 15 8

26 52 19 1

30 42 16 5

24 50 20 3

32 34 12 10

Resource specialists indicate a sensitivity in this area and feel they

should be providing more assistance to regular class teachers.

Data on the perceptions of school personnel regarding the effectiveness
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of resource specialists in specific activities and functions have been pre-

sented in the section on school personnel. In general, resource specialists

are perceived as providing very effective services in assessment, instruc-

-tional planning, and instruction. Criticism of resource specialists is

.'scanty in either questionnaire or interview data. One problem noted in

interviews relates to scheduling. Often a student misses important instruc-
.

tion in the regular class while he/she is working with the resource

specialist. Regular teachers feel that some of these problems could be

avoided by coordinating time better.

As previously reported, over three-fourths of the school personnel

responding to the questionnaire reported being personally satisfied with

resource specialists services and also agreed that resource specialists

are needed for the successful implementation of the Master Plan. Individ-

uals interviewed for the case studies including several parents were also

generally positive about their own interactions with resource specialists.

7.0 WHAT PROBLEMS ARE PERCEIVED AS IMPEDING EFFECTIVE ROLE FUNCTIONING OF

RESOURCE SPECIALISTS?

Nearly three-fourths (74%) of the resource specialists reported being

quite to extremely satisfied with their work. Another 21% are somewhat

satisfied-and only 5% are not satisfied as resource specialists. Problems

which are perceived as preventing them from carrying out their job require-

ments focus primarily on lack of time and too large of a caseload (seejable

31). Other specialists have cited lack of support as a moderate problem,

indicating that many regular education personnel still perceive °special

education° and thus the resource specialist program negatively. The spe-

cialists have to spend considerable time with regular teachers 'n order

to overcome this perceived bias.



Quality of resource specialist aides was also cited as a factor. Spe-

cialists spend a significant amount of time training and supervising aides

and in many cases there is a frequent turnover because there is no long term

commitment (e.g., college students) or because of the low pay scale. The

level of skills of the aide is seen as critical Since they are doing teaching

while the resource specialist is coordinating and consulting with other

personnel.

Other problems mentioned include paperwork overload (and constantly

changing forms) and inadequate facilities. Specialists interviewed reiterated

these problems, and in addition cited referral-and assessment responsibilities

as cutting into time for direct instruction.

As previously reported, 53% of the school personnel agreed that resource

specialists should have smaller caseloads and 39% agree that resource spe-

cialists do not have enough time to perform their duties. Many personnel

interviewed felt that having specialists split their time between sites was

very inefficient and reduced effectiveness of the program.

Perceived Problems Which Impair Fulfillment of Job Requirements

Problem

(N*1006)
Degree of Problem (%)

WAModerttremBNA
1. Administrative problems at SESR

level

Administrative problems at local
level

3. Lack of authority to carry out
duties

4. Lack of time

5. Lack of support from others

6. Caseload too large

7. Lack of training in specific areas

55 23 11 4 7

44 31 17 7 2

60 21 10 6 3

8 16 35 39 1.

36 35 22 5 2

24 25 28 21

51 36 9 2
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8.0 WHAT CHANGES IN THE RESOURCE SPECIALIST ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES ARE

NEEDED TO INCREASE EFFECTIVENESS?

Resource specialists expressed clear views on how the role should

ideally be carried out. Table 32 illustrates the idealized contact of

resource specialists with other individuals in work situations. It can be

seen that about a third of the resource specialists would like to have more

contact with community agencies (40%), school psychologists (32%) and other

resource specialists (36%). Many would like more contact with parents

TABLE 32

Desired Frequency of Contact of Resource Specialists With Other Individuals

(N.1006)

Less

Degree of Contact (%)

B/NAMore .Same

1. Coordinators of Non-special
Education Programs 1 19 75 ,

2. Community Agencies 0 40 56 3

3. Designated Instruction and
Services Instructors 1 16 80 4

4. Handicapped Students 2 9 85 4

5. Parents 1 26 69 4

6. Principals/Vice-principals 3 6 88 3

7. Program Specialists 5 28 63 4

8. Regular Class Teachers 1 16 80 3

9. Other Resource Specialists 0 36 60 3

10, School Psychologists 1 32 63 4

11. Special Class Teachers 1 16 78 4

12. Special Education Administrators 3 30 63 4
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(26%), program specialists (28%) and special education administrators (30%).

Eighty-five-percent feel they have the right amount of contact with handi-

capped students.

Resource specialists are generally satisfied with the distribution of

their time across the many activities related to role functioning. Table 33

lists their perceptions of how time should be spent on specific activities.

Many resource specialists would like to spend more time working with regular

classroom teachers. Over half of the resource specialists (51%) would like

to spend more time consulting with teacherS in the utilization of evaluation

data-for modification of instruttion and cUrriculum, 50% feel they should be

spending more time assisting teachers in selecting instructional methods and

materials to meet goals and objectives of IEPs. A third (36%) would like to

spend more time consulting with regular classroom teachers in the identifi-

'cation and,assessment of learning and'behavioral patterns of handicapped

students, as well as coordinating the implementation of the activities of the

resource specialist program with the regular classroom curriculum (35%).. A

third would like to spend more time working one-to-one with handicapped stu-

dents (35%), and in monitoring the progress of students who are no longer in

the resource specialist program (34%). Forty percent would like to spend

more time in the development of vocational plans for handicapped students.

Nearly half of the resource specialists sampled reported they would like

to spend more time providing both formal and informal staff development

activities, as well as participating in innovative program development

activities. In addition, nearly half believe more time should be spent

assisting- parents in understanding the'program being provided to their Child

andproviding information on how to effectively utilize other community

resources besides the school. Fifty-eight percent would like to spend less



TABLE 33

Resource eclalist erceptions of Ideal zed Work Time Distribution
040006)

Activites by Area 9esired Frequency of Activities

Referral Less More Same 13/NA

Initiate referrai process
for specific students 3 7 79

Refer special education studentS
who do not indicate appro-
priate progress to the local
IEP tee* 13 79

Receive and screen referrals
made by otner school personnel 8 1 DO 5

Coordinate and monitor referral
procedures for specific Stu-
dents at school site 9 6 80 5

Assessment
Assist in interpretation and

ILitilization of student assess-

ment findings 4 82

Conduct formal and/or informal
assessment of students 8 8 78

Assist parents in understanding
assessment findings 4 8 82 5

Consult with regular classroom
teachers in the identification
and assessment of learning and
behavioral patterns of nandi-
capped Students

r:jecure parental consent to

conduct assessment

1

7

36

3

58

85

a

5

Coordinate assetSment Procedures 7 8 78 7

Instructional Planning
Assist teaeas in selecting

instructi0111 methods And
materials to meet goals and
objectives of IEP 1 50 43

Coordinate the development or-
1EPs for nandicaPPed students 7 5 82 6

ASsist in coordination of IEP
meetings 9 3 82 5

Consult with Parents regtfding
the educational planning
process 2 231 69 6

Onsult with teacners in the
utilization of evaluation
data for modification of
inStruction and Corricolum

c.:On%ult in tne 4eve10Omtnt Of

1 51

Ore-v0CatiOn4l and/Oe voca-
tional plans for handicapped
students 49 49

Placement

4 4 85 6

griiriTiWite with IEP team
in making placement recow.
mendations foe nandicapped

students

Particioate in plikeMent jni
review meetings in 3n advocacy
role for Students 1 79 IO

11r,,iter,etiein

,upe,Wie in%teurftliom b4 Re;Que,:.e

'Aecialist aideffl

Coordinate implementation Of
special duC8tiOn services for
handicap ei stodents 4

I 12

99
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Resource Specie iit s' Prceptins of Idealized WOrk time Distribution

Activites by Area Desired Frequency of Activities (%)

Instruction Acontinued) Lew, More Seme 8/NA

,eov-ide direct instruction to
students whose needs have,been
lontlfled in I written !EP
and who are assigned to a regu ar
classrope teacher for a 'na)orty
of the scnool day

Wort with h andica0Ped studentS
one at a time

wort with small groups of
handicapPed studentS

COordinate implementation of
activitieS'of Resource.Spec.
program wit?' regular class-

room curriculum

tudent Review
Assess student Progress On a

regular basis And revise !Us
as appropriate

AlenitOr Progress of students who
are no longer in the Resource
Sidectalist Program

Conduct review meetings In
ectordanCe With legal t.equire.

mentS

talie Development

17rovide resource information and

materials regarding handicapped
students to regular staff
members

COnsult with teacher in the
application of classroom mom.
ment techniques

Assist teachers in methods tO
enhance social and emotional
development of handle:Med St.U..
dents within the regular

Classroom

Coordinate intervice workshOps
on a variety of topics

Program Deveiqpment
Assist hog. Specialists in

devehoping and imOlaminting
innovatIO, Special education
programs

433.1St Other Professionals 311

Agreeing foisting soloal
.,ducation programs

Plrent Education
rrovide parents with basic Jnder.

standing of remedial methods and
techniques for their Chile

COunsel parents related to their
Cill's abilities. including
strengths and weavnesSes

Provide parents with information

as to effective utilitatiOn of
(formoimity eesOurCet

t7omniete forms Inc write eenorts

.fravel foe lob related activities

Engage in teleOnone ohnunication

PartiCiPate In Mtetinli nOt
41rt,!.t1y 004ted t e_14-VVOOM

"OOnSibilitIpt

4 15 5 6

35 58

2 14'

1 35 58 5

13 75

3 34 57 6

1

7 4 83

2 45 48

2. 43 50 4

1 50 44 4

5 48 43 6

2. 48 AZ

51 42

I 47 41

6

46;

5)3

1.6

33
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time on paperwork and 33% view less time spent in meetings notidirectly

related to classroom responsibilites as desirable.

Seventy.percent ofothe respondents indicated they would like to see

thanges in the role and responsibilities'of resource specialists. Primarily,

recommended changes focused on less paperwork, smaller caseload, and more

time for instruction and curriculum development as well as a better defini.

tion of responsibilities. A number of resource specialists interviewed in

the case studies blamed continual changes in legislation as creating addi-

tional paperwork. NeW forms and procedures-had to be learned in addition to

what was already required. !Red tape increased rather than diminished even

though resource specialists had lparned to function more effectively in their

positions over time. Perpetual changes in the law were also seen as one

'reason.for the bad reputation special education personnel had with regular

classroo6 teachers. Constant changes in formS, procedures and program direc-

tion looked nbandwagonyl° they felt. Table 34 is a summary of recommended

changes.
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PART III

Summary and Recommendations

The purpose of the study described in this report was to generat,e

information to clarify the attual functioning of program specialists-and

resource specialists cOthpared to intended roles as'currently defined in l

Case study interview data from a sample of six SESRs operating under the

Master Plan and questionnaire data from a sample of program and resource

specialists and other school personnel in42O SESRs have been collected,an

analyzed. Specifically, qmestionnaire data from/97 program specialists,

1006 resource specialists, 257 other school personnel; and interview data

from six program specialists, 20 resource specialists, and 69 other school

personnel and parents form the basis for the findings reported herein.

Summary and recommendations based on the questions of the study will be

'presented separately for program specialists and for resource specialists.

,
Program Specialists

Variation among the SESRs in the state necessftates flexibility in

/functioning, within the limitt of the law. Obviou ly, a rural consortium

in an isolated Oart of the state has different needs and possibly a dif-

,

ferent population of students than an urban center, single district SESR.

The creation of an organizational unit to administer the Master Plan brings

with it preexisting local sentiments. For example, the relation of any

district to the county office has a history that predates the Matter Plan,

whether positive or negative and often creation of a new consortium.does

not substantially alter that prior relationship. In addition to goVernance

arrangements, (e.g., consortium, county, single district); actual size of

the SESR, wealth of the area, unique characteristics of the population (e.g.,
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migrant workers, non-English speaking families), the available personnel pool

and other variables influence the operation of the SESR. In general, the

functioning of program specialists mirrors the overall variability evident

among different SESRs, thus generalization of the performance of program

specialists is very difficult. The specialists were characterized by

diversity of functioning rather than similarities, according to the local

needs of the SESR'in which they worked. Sometimes the specialists were

seen as effectively meeting 'these local needs sometimes not. For purposes

of dIscussion, the operational definition of what the Specialists actually

do (or perceive that they do) has included specification of activities and

functions engaged in by a majority of program specialists. However, the

reader, in making judgments about the ptrceived role of the specialists

versus the intended role must bear in mind that there are many differences

in the ways in which the spedialists carry out the role.

Issues which have been identified as important in determining the

nature and scope of-functioning of program specialists will be presented

within the context of the questions of the study. In general, findings are

supportive of the notion that the role of the program specialist should be

broadly defined at the state level and specifically defined by each SESR

according to the unique characteristics and needs of the SESR.

QUESTION 1.0: DO PERCEIVED ACTIVITIES AND FUNCTIONS OF PROGRAM SPECIALISTS

MATCH INTENDED ACTIVITIES AND FUNCTIONS?

Education Code section 56368 specifies the functions of the program

specialist role, to include: observing, consulting, assisting, planning,

coordinating and monitoring. These functions were operationalized into

specific activities relating to the entire process of education of individ-

uals with exceptional needs by the Commission on Special Education. These
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two sources provide the basis for the definition of intended role functioning.

Many of the program specialists perceived that being a case manager

is a major part of their role responsibility. They are aware of the nature

and variety of programs and resources available in the SESR and are likely

to be called upon to provide assistance and information to those directly

responsible for the delivery of services to handicapped students. While

some specialists have responsibility for all programs-in a particular geo-

graphical area, others function,with major responsibiity for specific pro-

grams (the majority being the learning Kfrandicapped programs). Perceptions

of program specialists themselves and of other school personnel concur that

most of the specialists' time is spent in instructional planning and place-

ment (usually IEP development not curriculum planning), student review, and

rou activities. Less time is spent in instruction, program development,

assessment, referral, program review, staff development or research activi-

ties.

In terms of functions, program specialists spend more time observing,

consulting, assisting, and monitoring than planning and coordinating. In

many of the SESRs, monitoring for compliance (particularly IEP implementa-

tion) is a primary function, especially in those SESRs that are implementing
3

the Master Plan fOr only the first or second year.

While most program specialists are carrying out the intended functions

and activities of the role to some degree, there are notable variations,

particularly in the areas of program development, staff development, and

coordination. A majority of the specialists feel they should spend more

time on program development and a third feel more involvement in staff

development is needed. In many SESRs the lack of time spent on development

and implementation of innovative programs is a reflection of a priority
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on compliance or implementation of required programs. In other SESRs it is

simply the case that the requirements of the job are so time consuming,

either because of distance covered or other factors, that there is no time

for curriculum development. However, the question must be raised that if

program specialists are not involved, in these activities then who in the

educational system has responsibiity for developing new and improved

programs? The perceptions of other school personnel that program spe-

cialists do not provide enough staff development, suggests that more atten-

tion needs to be paid to this area in the program specialists' functioning.

However, if program specialists are to be leaders-in curriculum and staff

development for the schools, then more training and time must be made

available for these activities. Current training requirements do not

include any background in program or curriculum development or staff devel-

opment and thus it is not surprising that many individuals do not carry out

these functions. '4

Coordination is another area in which there is much variability in

functioning. The specialists have a broad view of programs and resources

available throughout the SESR because they, are responsible for serving a

number of school sites. However, many feel they cannot effectively coor-

dinate across these sites because they do not have authority to commit

resources and have so many assignments they cannot monitor activities of

personnel involved at any one site.

Variability in perceived functioning of program specialists should not

be viewed as a violation of the intended role; rather, each variation

should be evaluated for its effectiveness in meeting unique local needs.
-

To assure that high quality and not just compliance oriented programs are

implemented, the designation of program specialist's role and responsibilities
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should continue to be made as part of the local comprehensive plan ant not

through law.

Recommendation

1.1 The state department should provide general guidelines to SESRs
concerning options in functioning of the program specialist role.
Because of the diversity of SESRs throughout the state related to
variations in demographic variables, in available personnel, and
in stage of Master Plan implementation, local needs should serve
as the planning base for defining the appropriate functions and

activities of the specialists in each SESR.

QUESTION 2.0: ARE THE INTENDED RECIPIENTS BEING SERVED?

Education Code section 56368 clearly specifies resource specialists,

DIS instructors and special class teachers as primary recipients of the

services of program specialists. By both the specialists' own report and-

perceptions of other school personnel, these personnel are in fact being

served. However, there are discrepancies in the perceived frequency of

contact. In all SESRs visited, program specialists were not available on a

daily basis and over half of,the other school personnel responding to ques-

tionnaires indicated they never or rarely saw program specialists. In

cOntrast, the majority of the program specialists reported frequent to

daily contact with all school personnel other than coordinators of non-

special education programs, regular class teachers, and community agencies.

Specifically, the majority reported they have frequent to daily contact

with special class teachers, resource specialists, and DIS instructors--

those individuals they are required to observe, consult with, assist, and

in many cases, those they supervise. In addition, program specialists say

they spend a significant amount of time interacting with parents, students,

special education administrators, principals and school psychologists.

The coordinating, consulting, and assisting responsibilities require

that program specialists interface with many individuals in the educational
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system. However, many school personnel do not know who the program spe-

cialist is or what he/she does. In part, the definitiOn of whom is to be

served by program specialists depends on a clearer delineation of the role

and responsibilities; if the role is clearly supervisorial then primary

responsibility must be to those for whom the specialist has direct

responsibility. In the "general" specialist role the program specialist

frequently is called upon to serve a much larger array of individuals, and

the role begins to sound as if it can or should be all things to all

people. If the specialists are to be effective, the scope of services they

can provide must be clearly defined and realistic expectations of the type

and frequency of services to be received should made available to other

personnel with whom the specialists willrjhaVe-cotact.

Recommendation

2.1 Definition of the program specialist role should include specifi-

cation of the nature and extent of interaction that the spe-
cialist is expected to have with other school personnel and

parents in the SESR. This definition of the population to be

served should be determined by each SESR based on local needs and

availability of other personnel resoutces.

QUESTION 3.0: HOW WELL PREPARED ARE PROGRAM SPECIALISTS TO PERFORM THE

INTENDED ROLE?

Requirements for background and experience of the program specialist

role are stated in Education Code section 56368. When asked about their

prior experience and credentials, many program specialists did not provide

any information. Based on those who did provide information, it appears

that not all of the specialists possess the prerequisite credentials. In

addition, while many specialists reported advanced training, much of it in

special education, none of them reported any preparation in early childhood
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or career vocational development areas', even though half reported having

some,responsibility in these areas. While over half of the specialists

reported major responsibility for coordination, consultation and/or program

development for learning handicapped programs, only a third reported having

credentials in this area. However, most of the specialists have several

years of experience in education, much of it in special educatiOn.

In general, specialists reported that their training had come more

from job related experience than formal training in specific areas. First

year staff development activities were viewe0 as particularly %+aluable by

the specialists interviewed. Program specialists believe they are very

skilled in most areas of their job functioning. Given the diversity of

requirements for functioning, three fourths of the program specialits do

not think a special credential is a good idea.

It seems that other than the special education credential, many re-

quirements for program specialists are not particularly germane to their

job. For example, while in some SESRs program specialists do assessments,

this was not reported to be a high frequency activity for the majority of

the sample; thus operationally the school psychologist authorization may not

fie a useful prerequisite. Likewise, very few individuals reRprted involve-

ment in activities for which a clinical services credential, or a health

services credential prepares them. Advanced training and related experience

and an indepth knowledge in one or more areas of major handicapping condi-

tions are relevant preparation, allowing the specialist to provide specific

expertise in that area if the SESR is organized around such specialization,

and not geography. However, there is no requirement for training.in curri-

culum and program development or in staff development and yet these are
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requirements for functioning. As previously mentioned, the lack of training

in these areas may be a partial reason why many individuals do not engage

in these activities. In addition, there is no requirement for supervisory

or administrative training and yet many specialists function in this capacity.

One issue which emerged from the data is the lack of-training of

program specialists (as well as other school personnel) to facilitate com-

munication with a growing non-English speaking population of individuals

with exceptional needs. Many school personnel acknowledged that potential

LEP/NEP handicapped students are not referred for special education because

it is not felt that they will be provided with appropriate services. ,Given

that only a small percentage of specialists are bilingue, it is indeed

difficult to assure that effective services may be provided to these students.

Recommendation

3.1 Specifications for training and experience need to be more closely

, tied to actual needs for functioning of specialists. Since there

is no credential for program specialists, institutions of higher

education cannot provide specific training opportunities, but

specialized staff development programs could be prepared for

statewide dissemination, perhaps using the State Department'S
Special Education Resources Network (SERN), emphasizing the
skills which program specialists must be able to demonstrate in

order to function effectively in each local SESR.

3.2 The state department should provide guidelines concerning the

competencies required for different modes of functioning (e,g.,

instructional, administrativet'or support). Local option in pre-

paration required should be exercised in each SESR depending on

itsLneeds for program specialists functioning.

QUESTION 4.0: HOW IS THE PROGRAM SPECIALIST ROLE PERCEIVED TO RELATE TO

OTHER PROFESSIONAL ROLES IN THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM?

Program specialists believe their role and responsibilities are

distinctly different from all school personnel except special educat on

administrators. A majority of the specialists believe there is overlap and
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conflict with the role and responsibilities of special education administra-

tors. To a lesser extent the specialists see overlap and conflict with

school psychologists. Other school personnel confirm these perceptions but

also see overlap and conflict between the program specialists and resource

specialists role, and in interviews, principals were cited as another group

with whom Program specialists often clash.

Often the tensions surrounding interactions with principals and other

personnel relate to perceived comparable status, either throdgh salary or

administrative hierarchy. Other personnel cite lack of time on site or

knowledge about an individual child as reasons for conflict with program

specialists who are influencing decision making that site personnel must

implement. While it is likely that some overlap and conflict exists

because program specialists are now performing functions perviously assumed

by others (e.g,, the school psychologist in some cases), the specialists

themselves speak of the frustration of limitations imposed by a structure

in which they (the specialists) have the responsibility but not the authority

to carry out requirements. Since the Program specialist is perceived on

many school sites as repretentlhg the county, SESR, or district special

education administration, this lends credence to an assumption that they

therefore have authority. However, even those program specialists who do

function in a supervisory mode frequently do not have real authority and

feel impotent to act without administrative approval. They point out that

the cooperation of the principal and the superintendent is crucial for them

to have an impact.

Recommendation

4.1 The roles and responsib ities of program specialists and other
school personnel should be clearly defined in the local compre-
hensive plan. Designation of specific responsibilities for each
participant in the educational process will reduce overlap and

duplication.
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QUESTION 5.0: WHAT SPECIFIC ORGANIZATIONAL, PERSONAL, OR ROLE DEMOGRAPHIC

VARIA8LES INFLUENCE PERCEIVED ROLE FUNCTIONING?

Several variables were examined for their possible influence on the

perceived role functioning of program specialists. These variables included:

number of years experience, grade level SOOV-ed, supervisory responsibility,

type of salary schedule, and number of years the SESR has been functioning

under the Master Plan. Having previous experience in the rose seemed only

to relate to the extent of overall responsibility for case management. In

considering grade level served, specialists at a secondary level have no

more responsibility for career vocational development than those serving

other levels of the systeM, and those serving preschool programs have no

more responsibility for these programs than others.

As previously discussed, a majorAssue which has been cited concerning

the functioning of program specialists is °whether they should be seen as

part of the instructional staff or in a supervisorial role" (CSDE, 1980).

Data for specialists hired under teaching and administrative salary schedules -

and those having supervisory or no supervisory responsibility were analyzed

separately to asCertain if there were any differences in funCtioning. Having

supervisory responsibility, per se, did not seem to account for any real

differences in functioning. Some of the specialists on administrative

slary do not have any supervisory responsibility. In fact, a larger per-

centage of specialists who supervised others were functioning on a teaching

salary schedule.

Many aspects of :functioning seem to correspgnd to expectations given

the salary type. For example, a larger percentage of °administrative"

program specialists felt they had responsibility for the overall management

of a student's case throughout the process of referral, assessment, planning
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and placement, implementation, and review, while "teaching" program spe-

cialists felt more responsibility for specific programs such as Ole learning

handicapped, communicatively handicapped, severely handicapped, and physi-

cally handicapped programs. "Administrative" program specialists perceived

more role overlap with principals and special education administrators, but

it was specialists who had no supervisory responsibility, and those func-

tioning under teaching salaries that perceived the most conflict with spe-

cial education administrators. These "teaching" specialists complained of

responsibifitY With no authority. Specialists functioning under teaching

salaries perceived more overlap and conflict with resource specialists and

special class teachers and psychologists. These role perceptions highlight

the difficulties in the Shared resPonsibility for different aspects of case

management. There are no reported differences in prior experienee or

training of specialists functioning in either category; that is, neither

has more administrative nor teaching experience.

In general, it seems that functioning in an administrative rather than

a support role is uncomfortable to many specialists who feel they are

experts in curriculum, not administration--and it is difficult to perform a

dual role. They indicate a lack of preparation and skill in the area of

techniques for,assessing teacher effectiveness--a requirement for super-

vising and evaluating. Many of them called for a reduction or removal of

the supervisory or evalative function from the job description. Program,

specialists seem to acCOrately perceive that they are "outsiders" when they

visit a site and must Work to overcome this perception of other school

personnel by providingservices to the instructional and administrative

staff that are useful And, non-intrusive. When they must wear two hats

(consulting or toordinating and supervising or evaluating), they find they
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are not as effective. On the other hand, some specialists complain that

without the supervisory responsibility, there is no "clout" to the recom-

mendations they make to either resource specialists or special class

teachers. Some specialists argued that having "people skills" was the

major factor in allowing them to overcome the "dual role" problem.

Another confounding variable is the apparent need in the early years

of implementation of the Master Plan for program specialists to play a com-

pliance/monitoring role; which may lead to tensions and conflict. In

Master Plan SESRs that had been through the early implementation phase and

were now having specialists function either by geographic area or area of

specialization, the specialists were more satisfied and others perceived

them more positively. Thus it may be an evolutionary process, in which the

role must be clearly defined initially as working to assure proper imple-

mentation (but not in a punitive way); through providing information, con-

sultation, and feedback on compliance issues. However, program specialists

dt ultimately need to be able to remove themselves enough to become involved

in program development activities toward improving the quality of programs.

Recommendation

5.1 The designation of program specialists as instructional, admin-
istrative, or support personnel should be an SESR decision. This

decision should be based on the perceived needs and/or job

requirements in the particular SESR given the stage of Master

Plan implementation and other local variables. However, the

specialists should be clearly designated either as administrative

personnel, with authority to carry out required activities or as
a consultant/coordinator who must clear actions with an adminis-

trative supervisor. If the specialists are to function as support
personnel, then they must have the proper training and skills in

currotculum and program development to effectively assist in
implemanting quality programs in the schools they serve.
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QUESTION 6.0: HOW EFFECTIVE IS THE PERCEIVED FUNCTIONING OF PROGRAM

SPECIALISTS? 0
Program specialists perceive themselves to be very effective in pro-

viding services to many individuals. They see themselves as most effective

with special class teachers, resource specialists, handicapped students,

and parents. School personnel also view program specialists as being most

effective with resource specialists, special class teachers and handicapped

students. Both groups agreed they are less effective with DIS personnel

and least effective with regular class teachers. The majority of the

school personnel who responded to questionnaires indicated they felt the

program specialists were effective in carrying out their responsibilities,

and were personally satisfied with the services they received. Criticisms

focused on_ the efficiency of services, and on insufficient time spent in

providing inservice or in evaluating-program effectiveness for handicapped

children. Interview respondents voiced more discrepancy in their overall

evaluation of program specialists, many indicating they did not know what

the specialists do and therefore feel they are unnecessary. It may be that

questionnaire respondents were more positive in general because those who

were unfamiliar with the work of program specialists could indicate-a "don't

know" response to questions rather than giving an uninformed opinion.

Recommendation

6.1 It seems that in*general, the program specialists are seen as an

asset to the overall special education program. However, role
clarification is necessary, in order for them to maximize
effectiveness.

QUESTION 7.0: WHAT PROBLEMS ARE PERCE VED AS IMPEDING EFFECTIVE ROLE

FUNCTIONING OF PROGRAM SPECIALISTS?

According to questionnaire data, a majority of program specialists are

satisfied with their work. Program specialists interviewed were not as

G im
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positive; many felt conflicting role responsibilities prevented them from

doing a good job, and were frustrated by having to balance all their

responsibilities. Some problems noted by both questionnaire and intervew

respondents included lack of time, too large of a caseload, and lack of

authority. Related to the first tWo problems is the large stance between

sites that many specialists must cover; travel time reduces actual service

time in any one location. Also related to this problem is the number of

sites to which any one specialist must travel. This means knowing and

effectively interacting with individualt with a diversity of personalities*

and approaches. The lack of time on any one site leads to a perception of

the specialist as an outsider. About a third of other school personnel

agreed that program specialists do not have enough time and have too large

of a caseload, but they did not see lack of authority as a problem.

Given that lack of times'distance, and size of caseload were cited as

the predominant perceived barriers to program specialists effective func-

tioning, the passage of SB 769 which increases the program specialistf .

student ratio from 560 to,850 is likely to decrease the effectiveness of

the program specialistS ability to adequately provide needed services. if

such a ratio continueS to be the standard then the definition of the rule

and responsibilities must also be changed, because it seems unlikely that

specialists can improve their services in the required areas whi-le adding

new responsibilities at the same time

Recommendation

7.1 Two options should be considered by the legislature and state

department. If the program specialist/student ratio required in
SB 769 remains in force then,the defined rule responsibilities

should be reduced. If all the role functions defined in law are
to be maintained as responsibilities of program specialists then

the specialist/student ratio or area of responsibility should,be

reduced.
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QUESTION 8.0: WHAT CHANGES IN THE PROGRAM SPECIALIST ROLE AND RESPONSIBI-

LITIES ARE NEEDED TO INCREASE EFFECTIVENESS?'

Nearly half of the progiam specialists believe changes need to be

made in the program specialist role. Again, the theme of increased

authority emerged as the area of greatest concern to the specialists.

Another suggested change included mOre time for curriculum and program

development. The.specialists would like to spend more time with regular

teachers, primarily defining specifid activities to include more con-

sultation with teachers regarding new', and innovative methods, approaches,

and materials, and more coordination of the curricular resources required

for successful IEP implementation. They believe they should be providing

more staff development activities, but acknowledged that there is not

enough timeto do everything. They would like to have a better definition

of responsibilities suggesting they could be more effective if there were

"greater depth" in specific responsibilities rather than being spread so thin.

While many program specialists recognized the importance of research

activities within the SESR and indicated they believe they should be more

involved, others were relieved that this component of the role of program

specialists was removed by SB 1870.

It seems that the expectations for functioning for many program spe-

cialists are not clear, or are confused, resulting in the specialists per-

ceptions of an idealized role that is not compatible With t o erall defi-

nition of their responsibilities. For example, the rol f the program

specialist in instruction is currently defined in law in terms of support

services and not in terms of working directly with students. Although many

program specialists indicated they believe they should increaseethe time

spent in consultation.with teachers, they also indicated they should be
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interview data

(both the specialists' own perceptions and perception§ of others) it seems

2

that program specialists value the flexibi y of not working directly with

students--they like morking with adults in problem solving tasks. In

desiring to spend more time in instruction they are perhaps seeking the

credibility and rerwards of.the educational system which are 'associated with

"hands on" interactions with students. Many of the prograM specialists see

themselves as ne/ither instructional nor administrative, and therefore lack

focus for their activities and interactions with others. While the spe-'

cialists do express desires for certain specifics such as the reduction in

routine activities and paperwork, as a group, they are mostconcerned with

defining responsibilities clearly for themselves and for others so that

they have a legitimate role in the special education system.

Recommendation

8.1 The state should provide guidelines for each SESR.to follow in
conduCting a neeqs assessment of its' service requirements.
The delineation of the role and responsibilities for program
specialists in each SESR could then be based on this needs
assessment.

Resource Specialists

In general, resource specialistvare perceived as effectively carrying

,

out the intended functionseand activitits of the role. While there was some

local variation in the manner in which specialists carried out the require-

ments of the r6le, there was uniformity in the major functions per/ormed in

- all SESRs. The specialists are viewed as instructional personnel who pro-

vide supportive coordination and assistance to other personnel, primarily

in activities related to handicapped students. The number of requirements

for effective role functioning is large and not all specialists carried out

all activities. However, they were usually perceived as responding to the
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needs that existed at the site and in the district in the specific SESR in

which they worked. The current climate statewide of cutbacks and reduction

jn assistance for special education raises questions concerning the feasi-

bility of specialists assuming all the functions designated in the law and

Commission on Teacher Preparation and Licensing competency requirements..

Decisions need to be made as to whether resource specialists should

function primarily as instructors or coordinators or'whether there is some

specified "mix" that optimizes their services. Resource specialists func-

tioning may well depend on the nature of the student population and site

management, as clearly evidenced in,the interview data. Thus, guidelines

need to be'provided for alternative patterns of utilization of these eesen-

tial special education personnel at dfstrict and site levels. Specific

issues which have been identified as important in determining the nature°

and scope,of functioning for resource specialists will'be presented in the

following summary of;the questions of the study. .

Question 1.0: DO PE'RCEIVED ACTIVITIES AND FUNCTIONS OF RESOURCE SPECIALISTS

) .

MATCH INTENDED ACTIVITIES'AND FUNCTIONS?

Education Code Section 56362 describes the resource specialist role.

The Commission for Teacher Preparation and Licensing has further opera-
,

tionaliZed the role'by detailing impetencies related to the following

functions: consulting, coordination, implementation/compliance, staff

development, parent-educat4oN-and instimuction. For the present-,study,

specific activities were identified and categorized both according to the

entire process of service delivery (referral, assessment, instructional

planning,and placement, instruction, and review) and to the-aforementioned

functions. These two classifications provide the bases for comparison of

intended and perceived role functioning.

:.4fr
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The majority of resource specialists perceive themselves as being case

managers; that is, they have major to full responsibility for following a

'student's case from referral through-review. This typically involves coor-

.dinating the processing of a case as well as being involved in assessment,

IEP writing, and in instruction. .Data on the perceptions of resource spe-

cialists and other school pers, onnel suggest that assessment, instructional

planning, and instruction are the areas in which resource specialists have

the most direct responsibility. In addition school personnel view resource

.specialists as having major responsibility for student review.; Involvement

"in referral and placement decisions is usually seen as coordinative, not as

a diredt responsibility. Unlike manyprogram specialists, resource spe-

.
cialists do not view their participation as being in a child advocacy role.

Pertaining tothe functions described for resource specialists, coor-
c.

dination and instruction'are the major functions.performed. While the .

other funEtions are carried out to some rdegree by the majority of specialists,
s

staff development is the function-on which specialists spend the least

amount of time,.

In carrying out their responsibilities as required by law, perceptions

of specialists themselves and of other school personnel are consistent in

viewing the "intended" role as being performed in most areas. There are,

however, several variations from intended functioni One exception is

related to career and vocational development activities. TWo-thirds of the

specialists rarely or never engage in development of vocational and/or pre-

vocational plans, but nearly hilf of them feel they should be involved in

this activity. However, less than a quarter of the sample serve secondary

programs, so this discrepancy in.functioning cannot really be evaluated in

terms of a violation of intended role functioning.
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A seCond area in which the specialists "perceived" functioningdiffers

from "intended" is in assessment. Neither Education Code requirements nor

CTPL competencies specify direct involvement in assessment as a major cm-
.

ponent of the resource specialist.role. However, nearly all resource spe--.

cialists reported spending a significant amount of time conducting formal

and/or'informal assessments as well as coordinating the assessments of

other professionals, thus it is in. fact a major part of the operational

resource specialist role.

A final area of difference in "intended" and "perceived functioning

is in staff4evelopment. While most resource specialists reported pro-

viding ongoing information and assistance to other professionals which

could be classified as informal staff deve)opment, very few specialists in

either the questionnaire or interview sample reported actually conducting

or coordinating formal staff development activities more than once or twice

a year.

Recommendations

1.1 The assessment function should be legitimized as part of the
definition of the resource specialist role. These specialists,
with a background in both regular and special education have a
real understanding of how handicapped students differ from their
non-handicapped peees, and provide both informal and formal aca-
demic assessments which are useful for instructional planning.

1.2 Me staff development function needs to be more clearly defined.
The informal provision of information and materials to other pro-
fessionalp is an integral part of resource specialists functioning.
However, given the nature and extent of their other responsibi-
lities (particularly instruction and coordination), the planning
and carrying out of formal staff development activities is perhaps
better defined as a primary function for personnel with direct

responsibility for program development/innovation activities such

as the program Specialists. °
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Question 2.0 ARE THE INTENDED RECIRIENTS BEING ,SERVED?

Education Code section 56363 identifies individualt with exceptional

needs, their parents, and regular staff members as the recipients of

services of resource specialists. The average caseload of students is to

be 24 pupils and no speCialist is to have a caseload exceeding 28 pupils.

Ay the specialists own report and the perceptions of other khool personnel,

these individuals are indeed.being served. The majority of the specialists

have frequent, if not daily, contact with stddents, parents, and regular

class teachers and principals as well as other school personnel. For the

majority of the specialists, their caseload does not exceed the legal

limit. However, some of the specialists do work with more than 28 students;

frequently these students are not reported as offical cases., In Some

cases, specialists serve several sites on a part-time basis, and an aide

responsible when the resource specialists are not there. Many specialists

feel this not only decreases instructional time with individual students,

but increases their workload, because they are always haing to "catch up"

on what went on at any one site while they were at another site.

The resource specialist clearly has contact with, and is kn wn by, a

variety of school personnel. Centact 'with parents and regular t

is seen as essential in assuring a smooth and effective planning process for

handicapped children. Regular teachers indicated that when they don't have

sufficient contact with resource specialists during planning and instruction,

they don't know "who should be teaching what". However, when the specialists

spend enough time with regular teachers these teachers feel much more

comfortable with integratihg the handicapped student into their classrooms.

Contact with handicapped students is viewed as very appropriate. However,

many specialists reported they felt that if tAe caseload were reduced they

III I,
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could do a bettérjjob, implying that the multiple requirements of the role, -

(coordinating, consulting, etc.) reduce direct instructional time so that

they cannot effectively serve as many students.

Recommendation

2.1 Each SESR should monitor its resource specialist program to
assure that specialists are not exceeding maximum number of stu-

dents served. Given the nature of other responsibilities,
increasing the number of students being served by any one resource
specialist will likely impair, effectiveness of the program unless
.highly qualified aides or other alternatives are available-.

Question 3.0 HOW WELL PREPARED ARE RESOURCE SPECIALISTS'TO PERFORM THE

INTENDED ROLE?

A statement of the background and experience required for the resgurce

specialist role is given in Education Code section 56362. Resource spe-

cialists must be credentialed special education teachers who have had three

or,more years of regular and special education teaching experience, and

must demonstrate the competenices established by the Commission for Teacher

Preparation and Licensing. At the time of data collection for the present

study, the CTPL competency regulations were not finally approved so no

information is available on the number of resource specialists then prac-

ticing who would currently meet the competency requirements. However, the

majority of the specialists do have the requisite background credentials and

experience. When asked about the requirements for the resource specialist

certificate of competence, roughly a third of the specialists agreed,

disagreed, and were unaware of the new requirements for this certificate.

In general, speciAlists are well trained, broth as seen by themselves,

and as perceived by those with whom they work. Specialists reported that

they had received formal training pertaining to the skills required for the

job. Job related experience added to their knowledge in all areas. A

majority of specialists felt very skilled as a result of training and
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experience. Exceptions were in 1) assessing soqal needs of handicapped

students, 2) socially integrating students into the classroom, 3) test

development, 4) coordinating resources and services, and 5) working with

other educational personnel in providing special education services. Areas

of training which were stressed by specialists as necessary for new

resource specialists included assessment and diagnosis, public relationS

and counseling, and time management/organizational skills. Most spe-

cialists felt that teaching experience, particularly regular teaching_
lok

experience, enabled them to understand the dynamics of both regular and

special education programs. Additionally, if specialists are to pl-ay a.

role in vocational pre-vocational planning for special education students,

they need to have specific training in this area, which is currently minimal.

One notable lack in preparation and skill of resource specialists (as

well as most other school personnel) is in the area serving the limited

English proficient/non-English proficient (LEP/NEP) population. As men-
,

tioned by some personnel interviewed, Many times LEP/NEP children with

suspected special education problems are not even referred because it is

not felt that special education personnel can effectively serve these

individuals. While this is more a problem to be addressed by the entire

special education system, not just resource specialists, attention needs to

be paid to ensuring that those individuals (namely resource specialists and

special, day class teachers) who provide the day to day instructional con-

tact with these children can do so in a way that assures them,appropriate

educational opportunities.

Recommendations

3.1 The state department should sponsor the development of inservice
workshops specifically dealing with the topics of 1) the needs of

the LEP/NEP handicapped, and 2) conducting vocational/prevoca-
tional assessment and planning. These workshops should be made

available to resource specialists already practicing throughout
the state, perhaps using the existing Special Education Resources

Network (SERN).

1 4
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3.2 If assessment is to be a major function of resource speccalists
activities (as it appears it is) then preservice programs should
assure that training is provided in this area (specifically
related to test development and use of social assessment proce-

dures). Additionally, training in time management/organizational
skills, as well as organizing and conducting staff development
activities, needs to be stressed in preservice training programs.

Ques ion 4.0 HOW IS THE RESOURCE SPECIALIST ROLE PERCEIVE6 TO RELATE
TO OTHER PROFESSIONA1. ROLES IN'THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM?

By both the specialists own report and perceptions of other school

personnel, resource specialists are viewed as having distinctly different

responsibilities.from administrators, but as having overlapping responsibi-

lities with school psychologists, regular'class teacherds, special class

teachers, and DIS personnel. Some role conflict is perceived to exist with

regular class teachers and with psychologists.

Since resource specialists are seen as instructional personnel it is

not surprising that there is perceived overlap in responsibilities with

ther instructional personnel. Conflict occurs with regular class teachers

when there is lack of clarity as to.the nature and extent of instructional

responsibility that each teacher has for students who are in regular class*:

rooms for the majority of the day but are also assigned to the resource

specialist program. Often the regular class teacher wants the handicapped

student to complete assignments given in his/her class and views the

resource speciAlist as a sort of "tutor" to assist the student in comple-

tion of assignments. The resource specialist, alternati'vely, views his/her

role as remediating a general problem and wants to use his/her own curricu-

lum strategies in working with the student. Regular class teachers and

resource specialists must work together to determine the extent to which

instructional sfrategies and'activities can be coordinated between regular

class and the resource specialist program.
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The perception of overlap and conflict between resource specialists and

psychologists is indicative of the fact that while assessment is not speci-

fically designated as a role responsibility for resource specialists, they

clearly do conduct as well as coordinate assessment activities. The assess-

ments conducted by resource specialists are mottly academic in nature, in

contrast to more specialized testing done, by psychologists and other assess-

ment personnel. However, the delineation of who should appropriately con-

duct different assessment and diagnosis procedures is not clear.

Recommendations

4.1 Each SESR should establish procedures to ensure that the nature
of instructional responsibility for students assigned to both
resource specialist and regular education programs is clearly

delineated among the personnel who will work with each student.

4.2 The state department should provide gufdelines which can be used
by each SESR in determining appropriate personnel to conduct
various assessment activities. The extent to which resource spe-
cialists are to be involved in assessment must be clarified so
that training programs can address these skills.

Question 5.0 WHAT SPECIFIC ORGANIZATIONAL, PERSONAL, OR ROLE DEMOGRAPHIC
VARIABLES INFLUENCE PERCEIVED ROLE FUNCTIONING?

Number of years of experience in the role and grade level served were ana-

lyzed in comparison to other questionnaire responses of resource specialists

to determine the extent to which these variables may affect perceived role

functioning. In general, while specialists with more experience felt more

comfortable in the role, the number of years experience made no difference

in perceived role performance. A few specialists reported that the first

year on the job they were confused and frustrated. However, most spe-

cialists indicated that they knew what was expected of them in this role,

and having more experience served to provide them with a clearer under-'

standing of areas in which they would like to expand their functioning and
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skillS.

Basically, specialists function 'in a similar manner at different

levels of the educational system Some differences were noted, however;

according to the grade level served. Elementary level specialists reported

spending more time consulting with regular class teachers than did secondary

specialists. Elementary specialists also spend more time on assessment and

staff development than their counterparts at the secondary level. Elementary

level specialists reported more non-instructional duties than secondary

specialists, but secondary specialists reported slightly more time spent in

actual instruction. There are some unique characteristics of the secondary

level such as the larger number of regular class teachers with whom a

gesotIcce specialist must interact to plan and coordinate a pupil's instruc-

tionalprogram. On the positive side, it may be the case that at the

secondary level'a reduction in the number of assigned non-instructional

duties leaves.the specialist with more time for actual instruction. No

differences were reported between the two groups in terms of caseloap or in

their feelings of overall responsibility for the management of a student's

case. In general, the level in which specialists work did notnake a dif-

ference interms of job satisfaction or perceived effectiveness in providing

services to others. However, at the secondary level more overlap and

conflict in role responsibilities were noted between resource specialists

and both special class teachers and special education admihistrators.
0

These statements about differences in functioning at the secondary level

must be interpreted cautiously, however, since less than one-fourth of

respondents reported that they work at this level of the educational

sy tem.
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Recommendations

5.1 The state department should undertake an analysis of differences
in functioning of resource specialists at elementary and secondary

levels. Requirements for effective functioning may vary at these

different levels of the educational system.

Question 6.0 HOW EFFECTIVE IS THE PERCEIVED FUNCTIONING OF RESOURCE
SPECIALISTS?

The majority of resource specialists perceive themselves as quite to

extremely effective in providing services to students, parents, and school

personnel. Interview respondents indicated that their ability to identify a

student's learning needs amd to match these needs with appropriate instruc-

tional methods was one of their greatest strengths. 'In addition, they

believe that they are effective in insuring a continuity in the organiza-

tion and processing of a student's case from referral,'through planning,

placement, instruction, and review. The specialists also feel that they

are a useful resource to the regular staM acting in a consulting and

assisting role to-assure coordination of the overp program for each

student.

,The'resource specialist program is viewed by most other school person-

nel as an extremely effective special education intervention, particularly

in the areas df assessment, instructional planning, and instruction.

Questionnaire respondents and individuals who were interviewed reported

being personally satisfied with resource speCialists services. Regular

teachers reported receiving assistance on how to work with the handicapped

student in the class; many of them suggested that the resource specialist is

the only special education representative who has been able to provide this

kind of assistance. Psychologists, program specialists and even principals

. are often viewed as providing advice that is too theoretical or non-practical.

The success of this program seems largely related to the fact the resource
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specialists are instructional personnel who can reassdre the regular class

teacher that they do understand the demands of the regular classroom, since

they have both regular and special education teaching experience. Estab-

lishment and maintenance of this kind of rapport and working relationship

takes time and contact: Whatever :demands are placed on the resource spe-

cialist program in the future, time must still be maintained for the

resource specialist to preserve this important link as a liaison between

the regular and special education programs.

Criticism of either the resource specialist program in general or spe-

cific specialists was slight. One problem that'was noted,by other school

personnel.related to scheduling; pulling students out of the'replar class

to go to the resource specialist often meant that a student would miss

important instruction in the regular class. Pull out programs require

diplomacy and skill in coordination, particularly in meeting scheduling needs.

Recommendation

6.1 ,Each SESR should establish procedures to assure that part of the
IEP team responsibilities include agreement among instructional
personnel as to the scheduling of time for students to spend out
of the regular class and in the resource specialist program.

Question 7.0 'WHAT PROBLEMS ARE PERCEIVED AS IMPEDING EFFECTLYE ROLE f;UNCTION-

ING OF RESOURCE SPECIALISTS?

The majority of specialists reported being quite to extremely satisfied

with their work, and this job satisfaction seems to he sustained over time.

There are frustrations, however. Specifically, the majority of resource

specialists believe that lack of time and the size of their caseload impair

their effective fulfillment of job requirements. Other school personnel

agreed with the perceptions of resource specialists, and particularly felt

that caseload should be reduced. Paperwork requirements were viewed by most

personnel as excessive and as contributing to the reduced time available for
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carrying out critical job responsibilities such as direct instruction.

Given the passage of SB 769 which reduces the number of aides available

to assist.in the resource specialist program, the problems mentioned 'above

are likely to be exacerbated. It is unclear what is a reasonable amount of

time to spend on any one aspect of job functioning or what is an appropriate

number of students that can be handled; obviously these ilelate td a number

of situational variables (e.g., size of school, nature of student popula-

tion, other' resources available, experience functioning under a Master Plan

system), as well as task variables. However, if the resource specialist

program is to continue to function effectively (as it currently iWaccording

\\) to the perception of the specialists themse)ves and,other school personnel

affiliated with the program) then res;urces cannot be removed from the

program.

Recommendation

7.1 The state department should undertake an analysis of the feasibi-

lity of the current requirements for functioning of resource spe-

cialists in differing local situations. Determination must be

made of the appropriate mix of coordinative and instructional

responsibilities for resource specialists given local variations
such as geographic concentration or dispersion of students,

availability of other resources (e.g., aides), and use of other

special education personnel (e.g., program specialists as admin-

istrative or support personnel). The appropriate number of st1U-

dents that can be served by any one specialist should be weighed

against other requirements for functioning and guidelines pro-

vided to SESRs with differing local needs and service.delivery

systems.

Question 8.0 WHAT CHANGES IN THE RESOURCE SPECIALIST ROLE AND RESPON-

SIBILITIES ARE NEEDED TO INCREASE EFFECTIVENESS?

Nearly three-fourths of the resource specialists felt that changes in

the role and responsibilities would be beneficial. Again, the suggested

changes focused on less paperwork and smaller caseloads. In addition, the

specialists would like more time for instruction and curriculum development.
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SpeCialists belieied that responsibilities need to 'he clearly defined,

emphasizing some aspects of the job more than others. The specialists

perceptions of areas in which they would ideally spend more time primarily

include: 1) consulting with regular classroom teachers on the identification

and assessment of learning and behavioral patterns of handicapped students,

2) working with teadhers in utilization of evaluation data for modifica-

.

tion of instruction and curriculum, 3). assisting in the selection of in-
.

strUctional methods and materials, and 4) in general, coordinating the

imPlementAion of the activities of the resource specialist program with

the regular classroom curriculum. Mahy of the specialists would like to

spend more time wPrking one to one 'th students, "and believed they should

monitor the progress of those who have left the resource specialist program.

They feel they should be spending more time in the development of vocational

plans for handicapped students. NearçY half of the specialists would like

to spend more time providing both form 1 and informal staff development as

well as participating in innovati e program development activities. They

would like to have more contact with community agencies offering other ser-
, t

vices and with other resource specialists, perhaps for professional develop-

ment. They feel that they should spend more time with parents assisting .

theM in understanding the program being provided to their child and in pro'r

viding information regarding more'effective utilization of other community

Tesourdes besides the school.

In short, the specialists would like to be doing all the activities

and functions which are already defined as part of the resource specialist

role, but realize that they need more time, fewer students, or some adminis-
,

trative direction in order to set priorities to carry out all these

reiponsibilities. Many specialists suggested that hiring aides who were
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more highly skilled is a reasonable way to increase the overall effective-
,

ness of the resource speCialist program.. Much time it spent in training

4
V

and supervision of resource specialist aides. Better trained aides ,who

have a long term commitment to the program :(as Opposed to college traineet,

etc.) could-assume mare retponsibility for the day-to-day functioning of

the program (including'paperwork requirements), thus freeing the resource

specialistlor the.cOordinative and consultingaspects of the rOle.

However, the reduction of aides *Ider SB 709 undermines the viability of

this alternatives-.

'In all cases where specialisfsworked at multiple sites there was.a

perceived reduction in effectiveness.' Ira Specialist:needs ta-serve more

than one school then'a reduction in the number served at any one site may

be necessary to assure effeCtiveness of the program.

Recommendation

14..1 The.state department should conduct ñ analysit of 'hiring prac-

. ticet, for resoUrce specialist aides. If-reduction in the. number

.of aides.at'requireq under SB 769-it to.continue, then -the skill
level of tbose aides to'_ be hired'must be examined to-assure that
the resource tpetialist program will benefit. from these aides
without increasing the- training and supervision responsibilities-
'of the resource tpecialitts who_ need.to usethis.tim&carrying
out-other role responsibilities.

Thefindings of the present study add to the bodY'Of literature related

a

to educational Change. The goals of federal and state special education

legislation fa the past decade have focused on improving service delivery

to handicapped children. Changes, such as the introduction of new person-

,

nel roles, have met with mixed success. jbe experience of California,

under the Master Plan for Special Eudcation mirrors that of many other states

(e.g., TeXas and Massachusetts) in that the success of educat.konal change

has been found to vary, depending on the extent tO whica*the innovation .

matches variatiOns,in local district needs and capabilities. In the case.

1 52
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of the program and resource specialists who are the topic of.the/resent

study, to the extent that the requirements for functioning of the two roles

have produced service delivery alternatives ihat assist other local

pergonnel, the functioning is perceived as successful. Where requirements

for functioning a,re seen as intrusive, or non-adaptive to local conditions,

the change process has met-with more resistance, producing either non-

compliant implementation or negative perceptions among school personnel, or

,both. The task for policy makers, researchers and practitioners is to ana-

lyze the response of the "street level" bureaucrats, toward providing
, .

knowledge and understanding of the variations in functioning of program and

resource specialists and other educational personnel, in diverse educa-

tional situations. Such knowledge can provide a basis for more realistic

policy and program planning to enhance the viability of promoting success-

ful changes in the educational system inherent in assuring free appropriate

public education to all handicapped children.

I.

1
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Case Study Summary of Resource Specialists Functioning

Special Education Services Region #1

This SESR was chosewbecause it is a rural, county-wide SESR that has
been under the Master Plan for four years and hires its program specialists

under an administrative contract.
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I. QUALIFICATIQNS AND ASSIGNMENT

Of the two specialists interviewed one resource spe alis as reported

as having the appropriate credentials. Although there as no information

on the other resource specialist, this indiyiduel's interest in psychw.motor
development and braid dysfunctions indicated sbme specialization. The

first resource specialist had special education teaching experience for a
year, and the other resource specialist had been a reading teacher for 12

years. Neither of'these professionals had been regular classrpom teachers.

There was no indtcation that the caseload of either of these retource-
specialists went beyond the acceptable legal range (24-28), the new resource

specialist spoke of seeing up to "ten children beyond" the official caseload

of 17. This resource specialist was unhappy with the additional assignment.

The other resource specialist did not mention caseload as being an issue.

Each resource specialist had an aide.

II. ACTIVITIES .

Identification and Referral

In general, teachers make the original referral. At one site the prin-

cipal instituted a pre-referral system to screen referrals before they had

to be processed according to law. It appeared that a lot of "hitches" had

beer worked out, and this process gave teachers an opportunity to informally

discuss what kind of problems a student was having and to work out remedia-

tion, if feasible, prior to a formal referral and subsequent assessment and

placement.

One resource specialist plans and coordinates IEP team activities. The

responsibilities assigned the other resource specialist involve contacting

parents at least twice before an IEP meeting to discuss the procedures and

inform parents of their rights in language they can understand. Initial

contact was made by the teacher wbo originally referred the child.

Assessment

Assessment was perceived as both a formal procedure, and an informal

ongoing process. Both resource specialists were responsible for administering
academic tests as part of the /EP process. Although assessment cut into

one of the specialist's time on instruction, this resource specialist

disagreed with the principal who perceived the resource specialist role as

divided. One person would carry out a "service delivery system," and

another individual could function as a "coordinator and.assessor," remarked

the principal. Tbe resource specialist believed criterion referenced
,testing was important for instruction and improving the design of the IEP.

This person felt psychologists were the proper staff to perform norm
referenced tests (for purposes of placement not instruction).
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Instructtonal Mannino

It was assumed that the,resource specialist who coordinated the'IEP

process participated in the instructional planning of the IEP. Since this
resource specialist argued in favor of assessment as a basis for instruc-

tional planning, there seems to be"sufficient evidence that thIs was one of

the responsibilities of this specialist. .

The other.resource specialist did not differentiate between the !EP and

ongoing planning fow classwOrk. This resource specialist said: "I do

instructional planning for my children and keep a copy for parents, if
there are any questions, and- even the little ones know the plans.",

Ellasmani

Placement appeared to be a team decision made during an IEP meeting.

Irmtructiop

A majority of resource specialist time was spent in direct instruction:

One resource specialist focused primarily on academics. This resource

specialist felt specialists have similar responsibilities, but may vary in

the instructional aspect of their work according to their area of expertise.

The other resource specialist.provided both academic remediation and

psycho-motor activities for special students. There was staff support at

each of these schools for the work of the resource specialist, regardless .

of their specialty.

Student Review

One resource specialist spoke of "placement revieW" as part of the IEP

process. The other resource specialist defined review as a continuous
monitoring of student progress, as well as a formal requirement under law.

One resource 4pecialist reported that a formal review of,student achieve-

ment occurred every six months.

Staff. Development .

Officially, staff development appeared to be an annual event at both

sites visifed. A principal with expertise in Special Education conducted

an inservice at one of the schools observed, and a resource specialist pre-
sented a formal inservice in the other school visited.

Staff development was also perceived as an ongoing process of con-
sulting with classroom,teachers about resource students, suggesting

instructional approaches, and/or providing materials which could benefit

both special and regular students. Others interviewed concurred in this

interpretation of the ongoing inservice function of resource specialists.

Parent Education

Although it is clear that "parent conferencing" was a function of the

resource specialist role as perceived by both specialists interviewed, one
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resource specialist emphasized parent contact more consiltently. This
specialist's work with parents may be both a function of time on the Job
(one.year versus the few Months the other resource specialist held the
position) and personal interest. This reiource specialist called parents
when it was warranted, and spoke of continual contact with them.

III. PERCEIVED ADEQUACY OF FUNCTIONINB/CHANGES NEEDED

Both resource specialists complained of a lack of time to accomplish

what they perceived as their responsibilities, pr4marily instruction.

One resource specialist was especially concerned about the exteht to.which
referral procedures, especially assessments, cut into time for direct

instruction. The other resource specialist was unhapprwith the principal's
decision to institute an academic program which cut back the amotint of time

students could spend in the resource program.

The newer specialist expressed dissatisfaction with the amount of
paperwork and felt the role would be more effectiye if the caseload were

smaller. This specialist also saw a need for on-site counseling, which
would lessen demands on resource specialists in this area.



CAO Study Summary of Resource Specialiits Functioning

Spectal Education Services Region #2

SESR #2 possesses the following characteristics: it is a coOsortium;
it has been,operating under theMaster Plan for 4 years; and its program
specialists are categorized aWother," since they perform a variety of
functions,'
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I. QUALIFICATIONS AND ASSIGNMENT

Each of the five resource specialists interviewed in SESR #2 have

taught full-time for three or more years. All but one possess at least one'

special education credential. One is currently working on an Lit

credential. None of the resource specialists have had regular classroom
teaching experience.

All of the Resource Specialist Programs investigated in this area func-
tioh as °pull-out* programs and are designed for students assigned to them
for less than the majority of the school day. Caseloads range from 14 to

22 students.

II. ACTIVITIES

Identification and Referral
4

Referrals are received by the high school resourCe Aoecialists directly
from the student's counselor. The resource specialist-has the responsibility
of gathering information from a student's folder (e.g., grade reports)
prior to the IEP Team meeting. At the meeting, which is attended by the
vice-principal (or designee), referring teacher, program specialist and
resource specialists, modifications are suggested and a case-casirier (usually

one of the three resource specialists at the school) is assigned.
utip

In another school (elementary level), referrals are:given,to the
resource specialist via the principal. The principal and resource spe-

cialist consult with the referring teacher to termine the appropriateness

of a particular referral (for testing) and/or ight suggest modifications

for the regular classroom.

In still another elementary school, the resource specialist as a member
of the IEP Team, hears referrals from teachers, and together with the t am
recommends remediations for the classroom and/or Initiates an assessmen
with the consent of the parents. .

In none of the above mentioned cises is the resource specialist the
primary recipient of referrals. The resource specialists function as con-

sultants in this area. .

Assessment

All resource specialists interviewed conduct academic astessments.
Some also do sensory acuity., sensorp,00tor and aptitude testing. One

resource specialist mentioned that, at times, a program specialist has been

requested to do assessments. Psychologists and nurses were also mentioned

by a few resource specialists as having some responsibily for assessments.
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Instruqional Planning

All resource specialists in this area develop their own instructional
plans and choose their omn curriculum materials. Most rely on the IEP team

to establish the handicapping condition and the long-term goals for the

student. From these long-term goals, the resource specialists formulate
daily instructional plans.

One resource specialist coordinates instriictional planning with the
student's regular classroom teacher and is sometimes assisted by a program

specialist.

Two high school resource specialists use folders containing.records of
each of the student's work-in-progress, plus grades they've received on

each unit. One of these high school resource specialists sends progress
checklists to the students teachers and uses the information in planning

instruction.

PlaCemont

Four of the five resource specialists interviewed help make placement

decisions with other school personnel as members of their schools' IEP

teams. It is not known whether a fifth resource specialist who was inter-

viewed has responsibility for making placement decisions.

Tnstryction

In.all cases, instruction is the major activity for these resource spe-

cialist. Several of them instruct students both one-to-one and iqesMill

groups. One resource specialist instructs mostly on a one-to-onetbasis.

Aides, in four of the six cases, assist resource specialisfs in

instruction. One resource specialist said that a program specialist also

Assists with instruction once a week. The resodfte specialist of the con-

tinuation high school said.that the focus of instruction at this site is in

"getting students to pass the high school proficiency exams.

$tudent Review ,

All resource specialists review student progress. Four conduct annual,

end-of-year reviews of each student. One assesses the students' progress

every six weeks. In addition to the annual reviews, some resource specialists
also maintain ongoing contact with parents as a means of checking progress,'

conduct formal mid-year reviews, and send periodic progress reports to

regular class teachers.

Prover Evaluation

One resource specialist stated that under the supervision of the

program specialist, the procedures of the Resource Specialist Program (RSP)

are reviewed for compliance. Anothii- resource specialist said that a

review of the RSP is ongoing. Mo information was obtained in regard to

this subject from any of the remaining resource, specialists in this area.



Staff Development

Three resource specitlists make at least one formal in-service presen-
tation to their staff each year. Two consult with teachers on a daily-
basis, but do not hold any formal in,serviceg. 4 is not known whether one
of thi resource speCialist* interviewed does any staff development..

III. PERCEIVED ADEQUACY OF FUNCTIONING/CHANGES NEEDED

I
students because of their ability to isolate a students' learning needs and

Two resource specialists perceive themselves as most effective with

to match these needs with appropriate instructional methods. One felt that

I

because the IEPs were geared towards the hild having every chance of

success, the child's self-esteem was positively affected. Additional areas
c

of effectiveness mentioned by resource specialists include: their teaching

lelf-disciplinel as well as improving math and reading skills; their'

I

expressing care and concern for students as individuals; and their helping
students become better organized and more attentive.

i

Four resource specialists claim the amount of paperwork involved in
their jobs is a major cause_of inefficiency. .Another related problem
mentioned is the frequent.change in forms. Other condit4ons which these

I

resource specialists feel impede their effectivenessOnclude: having too

large a caseload; students who are truant; students who are reluctant to
be identified with the resource specialist program; constantry changing,

laws; time limitations; newness to position; and being out of touch with

I

what is called "normal" performance. Two high school resource specialists
who work in the same program each reported that there were tensions between

them. Different personalities and educational philosophies seem to under-

'

cut collegiality or cooperation in one high school.

When asked what changes each of them would like to see made-in their

/.

would like to be able to spend more time directly working with teachers,
present roles and in special education services .in general, two said they

helping them develop educational programs for students. One felt that if

resource specialist aides were qualified to take more responsibility for

I

instruction in the "pull-outs program, the resource specialist would be

free to do this. Other changes which these resource specialists would like

I

of individual differences; vocational education programs and physical edu-
to see are the following: greater acceptance among regular staff members

cation facilities; and more money for computers and audio-visual materials

in order "to keep kids interested."

I

Resource specialists were asked,three questions related to :training:

1) What past experiences and training did you find most helpful I* you in

your present position? 2) What additional instruction would youlike now

that you are working as a resource specialist? and 3) What background

experiences would you recommend to someone who is considering llorking as a

resource specialist? .

In response to the first question, two resource specialists said that

their on-the-job experiences as teachers were most helpful to them. Two

said.their work experiences outside of education prepared them the most.for.
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helping students, because they understood thes kinds of jobs their students

would be seeking and the preparation they would need for them in school.

Additional experiences and training which were noted that were helpful to

these resource specialists were working ava.RSP aide, being a parent,

-training in speech and language, and taking classes in assessment and

psychology.

NOW that they have worked as resource specialists, two said they would

like pore widance in vocational education and vocational assessment.
These resource specialists would also like more training in counseling,

auditory dysfunctions, visual handicaps, and reading.

For anyone considering a position as a resource specialist, the

fbllowing were recommended as-important background experiences: skill in

being able to use materials to help remedy learning handicaps, both regular

and special education teaching experience, ahd "liking chirdren."

e* , 41
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Case Study Summary of Resource Specialists Functioning ,

Special Education Services Region #3

SESR #3 possesses the following characteristics: it is a county-

directed SESR in the Master Plan for three years. It has a rural/urban mix

afid its program specialists are under instructional contracts.

I. QUALIFICATIONS AND ASSIGNMENT

Two of the three resource specialists interviewed had appropriate spe-

cial education credentials. One resource specialist had worked in a

special day class but didjiot indicate any academic qualifications for this

position aside from a standard elementary,credential.

One resource specialist had worked at this site for threelears, and
had Oeviously taught in a private special education school for emotionally

disturbed adolescents. Another resource specialist, with five years

experience in the same school, had worked with handicapped pre-school

children for.one year.and had also substituted in special education classes

and interned in a language clinic before coming to this site. The third

specialist had worked in a special day class for 21/4 years and had taught in

an adult education program.

Two resource specialists interviewed wprked full-time in a pull-out

program, and one resource specialist worked part-time in the same type of

program. The part-time specialist was assigned from 2-16 students. There

is only caseload information about one full-time resource specialist, who

-was assigned 24 students. It is assumed that since all speclialists

,operated within the same district, and two were in the same school, the

caseload level was within legal limits.

II. ACTIVITIES .

Identificatjon.and Referi..al

Two resource specialists were consulted by teachers, and occasionally by

parents, about students in'order to determine whether there, was a need to

go through the whole special education process, or if "alternative posilbi-

lities" were feasible. If there was a decision to follow through with for-

mal-procedures these specialists would do-the academic testing. A third

specialist reported being asked to do assessments, bu.t, was not consulted tin

the prereferraVprocess. -

Assessment .

All the specialists interviewed performed academic assessment and the .

psychologist gave IQ or personality tests. Time on assessment was approxi-

mately 91 hours per week according to the full-time resource specialist,.

and 3 hours per week'for the part-time specialist.

instructional Planning

Two resource specialists described instructional planning as one of

the activities in meeting with an IEP team, when they took part in writing

goals and objectives for a student. One specialist felt that instructional

planning occurred after test results were reported. A third specialist did

not provide information' i6 this area.



Placement

Placement decisions were ma4 during IEP meetings. None of the
specialists reported having any )special influence in this area.

Instruction

All the esource,specialis s interviewed spoke of spending over 50% of
their time on dirert instructi n. Instruction took place in separate
resource rooms and two specia ists described instructibn as following
through on the IEP. .

Student Review

This was ddne formally t both Schools in an annual review which was
preceded by assessment and nvolved members of the original IEP team.
S.tudent rexiew was also re orted as an "informal" ongoing process of
evaluating student progres
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Program Review

This was generally, d fined as "student review." Program review was
usually perceived as a r view of pupil progress in terms of an "IEP" rather
than an evaluation of o going teaching/learning practices.

Staff Development -
$

One resource spec alist partiaipated in a formal,presentation which
oriented aides to the r new responsibilities. None of thespecialists
Spoke of staff devel pment as an ongoing process, there appeared to be a
lack of interest, or leadership, in perceiving teacher inservice as a func-
tion of the resourc specialist role. One of the teachers interviewed

- addressed this gap 1ánd pointed Out that with the addition of new staff
(this was a growing district) there was a real need for spme knowledge
about the identification and referral process.

Parent. Educatton

Only one resource specialist acknowledged any parent involvement.
One of the regular classroom teachers reported-that resource specialists
had limited contact with parents from her experience with the resource
specialist program. There was little emphasis on parent part4cipation as
significant to this role.

III. pERCEIVEDADEQUACY OF FUNCTIONING/CHANGES NEEDED

, This was a "growing" district, with a low SES population. The
.dembgraphics influenced the functioning of theSpecialists and many of their.
comments And the retharks.of others reflected perceptions of (a) a lack of
qualified personnel, (b) a scarcity of resources, and (c) a lack of leader-
ship in coordinating programs, either at the site, within-the district, or
:from the SESR.

165
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A resource specialist, who had a caseload of 24, spoke of working with.

39 students the preceding year. Thfs specialist shared materials with

other schools and felt that this practice impeded efficient implementation
of the program. A few teachers criticized the length of time it took to work

through the referral process.

The principal and a few teachers wer# unhaPPY with the communication
skills of one resource specialist, who had been hired apparently without'

the proper credentials.

Pull-out program; require diplomacy and skill in coardination. Two

resource specialisis interviewed agreed that "scheduling" was a problem.

One teacher interviewed confirmed the difficulty one of the specialists had
in communication, and this teacher felt the resource specialist was .

"inconsfderate," when scheduling students.
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Case Study Summary of Resource Specialists Functioning

Special Educatior Services-Region #4

SESR #4 possesses the following characteristics: it is an urban area,
and a Consortium with one year in the Master Plan. Program specialists are
required to have a Pupil Services Credential.

I. QUALIFICATIONS AND ASSIGNMENT

Four resource specialists were'interviewed, one wasidp an elementary
school and three were in high schools. The elementary resource specialist
had in M.A. in the education of the mentally retarded, and a California
special education credential. This resource specialist had been a special
education teacher for eight years, one year of that time had been spent in
an EMR class.

Two of the high school specialists were credentialed according to law.
A third resource specialist was working on an LH and Pupil Personnel
credential. Two of the specialists had been single subject teachers for .

fifteen years cr more. The other resource specialist had six years of
experience in special education before accepting the present position.

The elementary resource specialist was assigned grades K-5, ,hut there is
no information on the caseload. In the high school, one resource specialist
reported hming a caseload of 24, but claimed.contact with more' students
than offiCially assigned. Andther resource specialist said there were' 16
students in Level I and 22 in Level IV. Although this maiseem high, Level ,

IV students only Came to resource twice a week. The third resource spe-
cialist indicated that officially all specialists working at this site were

within the legal limit in.their, caseloads.

II. ACTIVITIES

Identification and Referral

The elementary resource specialist spent 24 hours per week reviewing
"referrals" as a member of the guidance committee. The guidance teamlias
instituted is a pre-referral process.

None bf the high school resource specialists appeared to play a role in
the identification and referral process. -Academic assessment.seemed to be
the primary function of resource specialists after a student had been
referred.

Assessment

All the resource 'specialists Interviewed performed academic assessments*
fOr placement apd IEPs. The elementary'resource specialist did academic
testing, observed students and consulted with members of the guidance team
,as part of the "assessment" prodess. Two high school_specialists adminis-
'tered the Wrat and the Brigance Inventory of Essential Skills. Part of
their responsibility also included contacting regular classroom teachers as
to student status. Another resource specialist administered assessments as
part of a screening Committee-which reviewed referrals and handled transfers,

1 67
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There was no informatIon on whether this *group functioned in the same

manner as the guidance team. This specialist reported giving two tests n

academic areas and two tests "in each handicapping area."

rnstructional Planning

The elementary resource specialist described this function as "organizing

material for the aide to use in a partial pullrout program, and feeding .

supplementary material to classroom teachers." Resource specialists in the
high school do instructional planning when they write objectives for am IEP
and in their preparation for the different levels af resource pupils. Level

I students spend "up to 50%" of their time in resource classet and require

the most preparation, while Level IV students are'tutored, generally using
their regular classroom.assignments with occasional supplemental materials.

Placement

None of the resource specialists interviewed reported having any signi-
ficant role in placement.

Instruction
111.

Only the elementary resource specialist spent less than 50% of the time

on instruction. This resource specialist works predominantly in the regu-
lar classroom (the aide performs most of the instruction with pull-out,
students), and may be as involved in,"consulting and assisting regular
teachers" and "modeling" instruction as with tutoring indiviCluals or groups

of students. This resource specialist found the "consultant r6le" one of

the most satisfying aspects of the resource specialist program.

Two other resource specialists spelt a majority of their time
instructing special students in a subject or tutoring them in areas where

they need remediation. Another resource specialist reported instruction

was a major function, but did not specify,what the nature of the work was.

$pident Review
A

There was no tnformation about a formal review prOcess from the elemen-

tary resource specialist.

One resource specialist stated that a formal review was held in the

spring, and FormrB of the Brigance Inventoryof Basic Skills was administered

by one .of resource specialists as a post-test. Another resource specialist

initiated a six week review procedure. Classroom teachers received a
checklist for each special student in their classes, and at the end of the.

six weeks they indicated what kind of progress these students had made.
Both this resource specialist and a regular classroom teacher reported 'the

checklist as an effective means of monitoring students receiving special help.

Staff Development

The elementary resource specialist provided some'formal staff'develop-

ment on the functioning of the-guidance team. None of the other resource

specialists indicated they had participated in lonmal inservice programs,

but all the specialists did assist and consult with "others! informally

about special students.

l Gs
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The.elementary resource specialist contulted with and assisted others
on the guidance team and in the regular classroom: Teachers interviewed at'
this school: indicated how their attitUdes had changed and how this resource
specialist helped them in instruction. The principal confirmed this
specialist's.role in providing continual."inservice," such as instructional

High school specialists maintained contact with regular classroom
teachers and insured that the teachers were aware of .special students and
their problems.

Parent Zducation

There was no information on parent education. Contact with parents was

not emphasized, and the only time it was mentioned was during a discussion
about the "identifiaation and referral process."

III. PERCEIVED ADEQUACY OF FUNCTIONING/CHANGES NEEDED

.Two resource specialists perceived a continuing bias against spectal
education by regular staff members. They felt labeling and "pigeon-holing"
had not been'elittinated. One of the specialists felt that special education
was blamed because of constant legal/procedural changes, as well as Changes

in acceptable practices.

High school resource.specialisis complained about bureaucratic problems
.(lost files) and the number of teacher Contacts (80 according to one
resource specialist). Two of the specialists who had been single subject
teachers were uncomfortable tutoring.students outside their awn area of

.expertise. One resource specialist was frustrated With Level I students
(these are regular pupils who see the resource specialist daily) because
Ahoy were performing so pOorly. A special.day class teacher and a DIS
faculty member had similar concerns about these lower tract special
students The special education personnel felt students Were not getting
reMediation, and resoUrce specialists were no more than *glorified tutors."

The .new retource -specialist. wanted. More .tjme, additional instruction in

assessment, better.knOwledge'of handicapS increated.counseling services.
The changes.the high school specialistS reinterested in were noted
above, with the exception pf one statement by a resource specialist about
the impact of limited_ finances.- pecause of-financial constraints the
district had been hiring college students as aides, which this. resource .

specialist felt had hurt the program. There was a lack of permanency and
commitment on the part of these part.:.tiMe aides.
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Case Study,Summary. of Resource Specialists Functioning

Special Education Services Region #5

SESR #5 represents the following characteristics: it is a single urban

dfstrict, has been operating under the Master plan for two years, and Its
program specialists are hired on a management contract.

I. 0UALIFICATIONS AND ASSIGNMENT

Both resource specialists interviewed are credentialed special educa-
tion teachers. They both meet the legal guidelines requiring resource spe-
cialists to have three or more years of full-time special education and
regular education teaching experience: one has had 20 years of combined
teaching experience and the other has had seven years.

Each resource-specialist is assisted by-one aide. Both resource spe-

cialist programs function as "pull-out" programs (i.e., resource specialists

are not assigned to the regular classroom), and are designed for students
assigned to them for less than the majority.of the school day.

II. ACTIVITIES

Identification and_Referral

Both resource specialists are actively involved in the identification

and referral stage. They receive all referrals of children who do not seem

to be making appropriate progress, consult with all appropriate people

(i.e., psychologist, nurse, parents, teachers, principal), and coordinate

the entire referral process.

Assessment

Both resource specialists interviewed in this area conduct their own

assessments (i.e., they administer achievement, academic and sensory-motor

tests). They also take responsibility for coordinating the assetsment work

done by other specialists (e.g., psychologists, nurses, speech and hearing

therapists). In one of the schools, the IEP Team determines which spe-
cialist will be responsible for testing and what tests vdll be adminiitered.
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Instructional Planning

Instructional planning is a role function of both resource specialists

who were interviewed. In one case, the resource specialist helps teachers
plan for children they have in their classes, in addition to developing

instructional plans for children in the "pull-out" program.

Placeent

Orle resource specialist helps make placement decisions tor students as

a member of the IEP Team. It is assumed, although not known for certain,

that the second resource specialist-has responsibilities in this area.

Instruction

These resource specialists spend the largest percentage of their work

time giving instruction to students. Both are assisted by instructional

aides.
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Both resource specialists conduct annual reOews of students assigned
to the resource specialist program. In addition, one of them maintains

ongoing telephone contact with the students' parents.

Staff Development

Both resource specialists provide staff development through their
informal and ongoing consultation with teachers and by conducting formal
in-services once or twice a year (e.g., on learning disabilities diagnosis,

Master Plan procedures, and laws).

Parent Education

One resource specialist has frequent telephone contact with parents but

did not mention doing any formaT parent education. TheNother holds parent

group meetings to discuss learning disabilities, MastersPlan procedures,

and special education laws.

III. PERCEIVED ADEQUACY OF FUNCTIONING/CHANGES NEEDED

When asked the ways in which they felt they were most effective in

their roles one said: "tin providing] the organization and coordination of
all special education services for IWENs from the referral through to the

review stage," and "as a resource to the staff on many aspects of learning

handicaps." The other feels most effective giving direct instruction to
students and helping parents understand their children's,needs:

Conditions which were stated that impair their effectiveness as
teachers include:" not having enough time- to do all the work; having too'much

paperwork for the Master Plan; and having to split teaching assignments

between two schools. (This is the case of only one of the resource specialists.)

One resource specialist said bilingual teachers were reluctant in

'referring their students for consideration for the resource specialist

program because of the perceived lack of exposure the students would have

to their native language. "Proper assessment," rof bilingual students],

according to this resource specialist "is [also] hard to do and it takes a

long time to get someone in the district who can conduct the assessment."

In general, both resource specialists like their work. They each,

however, recommend a few changes. One resource specialist recOmmends the

resource specialist aide position be classified at a higher level than it

is presently, because the job, it is felt, is more demanding than a regular

aide's position and requires more competent personnel. The second resource

specialist suggests that in order to optimize effectiveness, a full-time

assignment at one school with an approximate caseload of 18 students would

be 'much better than a split assignment. Several of the personnel at this

school agreed that because of the unusual demands of the population they

served, having a part-time resource specialist Was insufficient.

Several school personnel think that the resource specialist/student

ratio should take into consideration the social class/ethnic composition of

the student population and other factors rather than relying solely on

arbitrary numbers (24 per 1 caseload).

17i



Case'StuOy Summary of Resource Specialists Functioning

Special Education Services Region #6

. SESR #6 represents the following characteristics: ft is a single
district with suburban and rural areas, has been operating under the Master
Plan for three years, and its program specialists are hired under both
Management contracts (those program specialists who supervise special
programs: e.g., CH, PH, SH) or Pupil Sirvices contracts--a teaching salary
plus stipend (those who serve LH and resource specialist programs).
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I: QUALIFICATIONS AND ASSIGNMENT

Each of the three elementary resource specialists who were interviewed
possesses all of the credentials and experience necessary to satisfy legal
requirements for their position: they are credentfaled-Special education
teachers and have had at least three years of full-time,teaching.experience
(e.g., one has taught approximately five years, another seven years and
another ten years) in regular and special education settings.

Each resource specialist is assisted by one aide r;ho, among other
duties, carries out instruction under the guidante Of the resource
specialist. The Resource Specialist Programs (RSP) are conducted as
"pull-out" programs (i.e., the resource specialists do not work in the
regular classrotms and the programs are designed for students assigned to
them for less than the majority of the school days).

Two of the resource specialists work full-time in the elementary
schools where they are assigned; the third works.part-time in each of_two
different schools. It was reported that the caseload of one resource spe
cialist was as high as 36 (with yet another four students currently in the
astessment phase). The exact number of students the other two resource
specialists were seeing was not determined in the interviews.

II. ACTIVITIES

Identification and Referral

Each resource specialist is the primary recipient of referrals at the

school level. All mentioned that teachers are a source of referrals. One

also mentioned that parents, counselors, administrators and community mem-
bers make referrals to the resource specialist and that an IEP Team meeting
is held for each referral made.

At another location, where two resource specialists were interviewed,
it is the policy for the resource specialists to check the cumulative
folders of children who were referred, talk to the appropriate teacher and
consult with staff as to whether the case should be processed through the
special education referral system. If the referral requires special
education processing, it is the resource specialist's responsibility to
inform parents and to get their consent to test.
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Academic assessments are carried out by each of the resource specialists
interviewed. One includes observations.as part of each assessment. At the

time of the interview, none were coordinating the interpretation and imple-
mentation of educational and psychological findings.

Instructional Planning

All resource specialists are involved in instructional planning for
handicapped students, All reported that in their schools, instructional
planning occurs after placement decisions have been made. One resource

specialist does TEFFlanning with parents. The other resource specialists
participate in instructional planning with other members of their school's
IEP team.

Placement

As membirs of their schools' IEP teams, all resource specialists inter-
viewed help in making placement decisions.

Instruction

This is the major area of involvement for each of the three resource

specialists interviewed. Fifty to 75 percent of their time is spent in

instruction. All three Resource Specialist Programs are designed as
"pull-out" programs and children are given instruction in both small groups
and on a one-to-one basis. Two of the three resource specialists said that
their aides assist them in instruction. It is not known whether the aide
in the other program does this. None of the resource specialists inter-
viewed played a role in coordinating special education services for handi-
capped students.

Review

Ongoing informal reviews of each student's progress are done by all

resource specialists. In addition, one resource specialist conducts
parent-student conferences every six to nine weeks and two conduct yearly
formal reviews in order to. assess students! progress.

Staff Development

All resource specialists reported that they provide some consultation
to teachers regarding handicapped students. One does this mostly as
"informal advice-giving" in the area of curriculum designing and in helping
teachers formulate realistic goals for students with learning handicaps.
Two of them (both at the same school) provide help to their staff by
displaying information regarding the learning handicapped students on .

teachers' bulletin boards, and by making available to staff audio-taped
lessons and books for use with children.

( 17:3
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programalevelgoment

ROne of the three resource specialists interviewed have any involvement
in program aevelopment at their schools.

Program Review

Two resource specialists said they.meet with their program specialists

to review the Resburte Specialist Program; One indicated that this is done
informally on a Weekly batis and alto once a year on a formal basis. The

other resource sPecialist reviews.notetaking and report writing with the

program specialist as an ongoing activity.

Parent Edutation

None of the resource specialists indicated that they conducted any for-

mal parent education programs. All three resource specialists consult with

parents of handicapped students at the referral, assessment, placement,

and/or instructional planning stagei. One mentioned having frequent con-

ferences with parents to discuts their children's work. Anpther mentioned

developing the IEP together with the parents. Although it was not

specified, it is assumed that resource specialists are providing ongoing
help and information to parents through this contact with'them.

III. PERCEIVED ADEQUACY OF FUNCTIONING/CHANGES NEEDED

Two resource specialists judge themselves as most effective when pro..

viding 'direct instruction. In addition, one of them feels that developing

curriculum and consulting with teachers is another area of effectiveness..

The third resource specialist is most effective in assessing the academic

weaknesses of students, and yet, feels that too much time is spent doing

assessment, cutting in o instructional time. This resource spetialist

suggests that others ould coordinate the referral process and conduct the

assessment so that mo e of the resource specialists time can be spent

iving direct instruc ion. Also recommended is lessening of the caseload.
his resource specialist's caseload is currently 36.

In contrast, another feels that coordinating the *referral to review"

process is a very important role, although it involves too much work con-

sigirihg the paperwork required. In this case, it is suggested that the

caaload and paperwork be lessened so that the resource specialist's role

as coordinator can be maintained. A recommended number of students is 20.

Another resource specialist, who divides a full-time appointment bet-

ween two schools, feels that this arrangement inhibits effectiveness. Too

much time, dt is felt, is wasted catching up.with.events, etc. which have

taken place while way. This same resource specialist wishes to be able to

spend more time consulting with teachers about instruction, and feels it

would be possible if instructional aides mere better trained, needing less

supervision and/or if psychometrists could do some of thetesting which

currently the resource specialist is doing.

174



Case Study Summary of Program Specialists Functioning

Special Education Services Regions #1 Through #0

I. QUALIFICATIONS AND ASSIGNMENT

154

Of the six program specialists interviewed, four appear to have the
necessary credentials required for this position under the law,.but there

is no information about two others. All were experienced in working 'With

children with exceptional needs. Two program specialists with SH and LH

credentials .also had administrative certification. One of the program spe-
cialists with a CH background had acquired an MA as well as a certificate
Of clinical competence.

One program specialist works im the area of this person's expertise,
CH and hard of hearing, and another program specialist was assigned respon-
sibility for an assessment:teal that serves 14 schools. A program specialist
with experience and training in the area of the severely handicapped works
with all the county's autism programs. This program specialist also has
responsibility for a consortium of districts which included 50 resource
specialist programs and 50 special day classes.

The other three specialists were accountable for a geographic area and

specific grade levels. One program specialist had 10 schools with LH and
resource specialist programs to attend to; another was assigned 10
districts containing 28 schools, 45 programs including LH, special day
classes and resource specialist. The last program specialist was respon-
sible for the entire high school district and post secondary programs,
along with a special high school and six students in private schools.

U. ACTIVITIES

Identification and Referral

Five out of six program specialists said they were involved to some
extent in identification and referral. Although there was no information
about this function by one program specialist, the consortium of districts

for whom this person worked hired a special education director to handle

the compliance function.

Cone program specialist assisted new teachers of the learning handicapped

and resource specialists in the referral process, another program specialist

functioned as a coordinator of an assessment team. This team received
referrals and held pre-assessment meetings, at which time remediation stra-
tegies were suggested and case-carriers assigned. One program specialist
spoke of working with the IEP team once it was established, and another was
involved in referrals for special day classes.

Assessment

Only one program specialist had responsibility for assessment as an
ongoing part of the job. This program specialist did language assessment
for psychologists and other program'specialists and speech therapists, as
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requested. These assessments were mostly'at the pre-school level.. One

program specialist, as noted earlier, coordinates an,assessment team and
insures that parents and profetsionals reed the required documents, thus
pulling the case together. Another program specialist requests psycholo-
gists do assessments and assists teachers and resource specialists in
testing. :This program specialist perceives this function.as consulting on
assestment. Two other program specialists also indicated they assist and
consult, bult do not directly aisess students. The one program i5Efilist
who did not mention involvement in assessment was responsible to the con-

, sortium of districts.

Instructional Planning

A majority of'rogram specialists consult and assist special educatiO
personnel and resOurce specialists in TriViaional-Ti&ing. A few-

program specialists mentioned providing materials for this process.

It appeared from the interviews that IEP/EAS meetings provide the arena
within which prograin specialists work with other professionals on instruC-;

tional planning. The program specialist who specialized in CH and hard of
hearing consults with speech therapists and others about instructional
planning for an IEP. One program specialist spoke of "chairing IEP"
meetings and eliciting consensus on instruction/placement, in thislmanner.
Another program specialist chaired EAS meetings and stated that "writing
objectives" had been one way in which this program specialist took part in
this process.

One program specialist reported spending up to 3 hours a week assisting
special' day classes, and this individual noted that they "may do the entire
planning for this type of class."

Placement

All program specialists have some responsibility for "placement"
.decisions,but there are differences in the degree of involvement and
emphasis. When the schools or district have articulate, well informed and
outspoken parents (cited by two program specialists as a rationale for.the
amount of time devoted to placement) orwhen the specific responsibilities
designated to a speCialist demand involvement, then participation tends to
occur in.first level IEP decisions. One program specialist, who serves
high SES ethools, defined "placement" as "the source of our problems."
This program specialist worked with newstaff on placement decisions and
considered "awareness of resources at the district level" as "unique to the

job." This program specialist also monitored private school placement.

Two program specialists cited "placement" as a significant component.

of theirvork. One of these specialists was noted above because of partici-
pation in first level IEP meetings, the other operated mainly during EAS
meetings and special day class referrals, unless a referral came from a

high SES school. Then this progriM specialist would participate at an IEP

meeting.

The program specialist who specialized in CH and hardiof hearing attends
EAS meetings occasionally at the request of CH teachers "Ind assists in placement.
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A program specialist who chairs the IEP team meeting, assists the group in
reaching a concensus on placement decisions. The program specialist %to
operates the assessment team contults with parents and staff in both
entering and exiting programs, as well as working as a member of the IEP
team on.placement decisions.

Instruction
-

None of the program specielists- interviewed were involved in direct
instruction; two mentioned giving demonstrations to resource specialists
and special*day class teachers and "modeling programs." Two spoke of
"observing" instruction, and the program specialist in communicatively handi-
capped and hard of hearing:consults with speech and language,personnel
about instruction. Three program specialists said they provided materials
for instruction; DIS personnel, special day class teachers and resource
specialist in the high schools noted the usefulness of the program spe-
cialist functioning in this area. Special materials, especially for high
school students, were claimed fb be in short supply. One of the program
specialists observed, helped a speech therapist write a grant for am expen-
sive piece of new equipment to aid instruction and therapy.

Student Review

Five of the six program specialjsts interviewed take part in different
facets of the student review process. Two program speciallsts chair the
EAS meetings, one "assists in review if it is part of placement." Another

provides this service if "parents want alternativeW Two spoki of having
responsibility for the formal review of special students (insuring they

odour). The CH, hard of hearing specialist is not directfy concerned with
the "compliance" aspects of review since the SESR hat designated one indivi-

dual to Monitor compliance.

Program Development and Innovation

The program specialists interviewed did-not indicate extensive involve-

ment in this area. One program specialist encouraged grant writing,
another helped institute a child study team. Two spoke of "implementing"
rather than initiating programs and one (the CH, hard of hearing program
specialist) consults on program development. There.was no information from

the program specialist who worked with the consortium of districts.

Program Review

The only program specialist who specifically responded to this category
spoke of going through the folders of resoutce specialists and special day,

class teachers and reviewing mandatory ferns. Program evaluation narrowly
defined can be perceived as Pupil/Program (IEPs) reviews and in this sense,

program evaluation is performed. Program evaluation defined as assessing

the success or failure of how resource specialist programs or special area

(DI% special day class) program are operating, was not a function of the

program specialist's role according to those interviewed.
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Staff Development

Two program specialists consider staff development a significant part
of their responsibilities; one program specialist is in an,SESR that has
only been in the Master Plan for 2 years, and one other program specialist
conducts staff developMent on a regular basis. One program specialist does

it a lot, but "didn't like it," another program specialist was a member of
a staff team which organized inservices, but this specialist did not per-

,

form any.

The program specialist ih the SESR neW to the Master Plan, spoke not
only of staff,inservice, but of working on a parent hanilbook, teaching sign

language to administrators, and helping parents and schools on mainstreaming.

. The program specialist, who is involved "regularly" in staff development,
has monthly meetings with resource specialists and special' day class teachers

and conducts separate inservices with new special day class and,resource
specialist teachers on the.Master Plan. According to the commuhicatively
hand4capped-hard of hearing specialist and others in speech who_ were
interviewed, a significant accomplishment was the "job-a-like"-ihservices

that this specialist initiated. Two speech therapists questioned in this
SESR felt "job-a-like" staff development was more rewarding than the
general meeting that had preceded these. This specialist also coordinates

workshops with a local college.

III. PERCEIVED iDEQUACY OF FUNCTIONING/CHANGES NEEDED

. Three of the six program specialists perceived themselves as most
effective in some aspect of the.referral to review process. One program
specialist emphasized skill as coordinator of IEP meetings and an ability

to insure appropriate placement decisions. Another felt the "global view"

or cosmopolitan perspective*of a program specialist is valUable for the

coordination function.

One specialist experiences a sense of accomplishment in an "area of

speciality" (the indiiiidual with the M.A.), as well as in knowing where to

get good materials for high school resource specialists and other special

education'personnel. This specialist and one other felt effective in

resolving "conflicts." A third program specialist.dealt with the issue of
controversy by preventing conflict, claiming success in "bringing about

cooperation with staff."

The communicatively handicapped-hard of hearing specialist felt the
inservices were an achievement and also noted how the program

specialists had "equalized services."

Another program specialist said that the ability to focus on curriculum
the second year, rather than compliance, contributed to increased effectiveness

in this role. This program specialist also felt effective in scheduling

priorities.. Three program Specialists mentioned "skill in scheduling" as
important in the.fvctioning of a program specialist.-

Three program specialists perceived their role with parents as a
Ontribution and one-called this a position of "Oarent" advocacy.
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.
Three specialists interviewed spoke of a lack of time,.of being "spread

too thin" and of a need for more "hands on experience." Others interviewed *

also felt it desirable that program specialist$ be more accessible,and the -
term "hands on experience" was used on a minimum of three occasions.

The "boundary sRanning function" of program specialists was considered
a problem in a number of ways. Two program specialists specificallyspoke
of competing "educational philosophies" among the difterent gtoups and

individuals they dealt with. And three program specialists complained of
the inability to perfOrm effectively if administrators were reluctant to
codPerate. One program specialist suggested a need to provide inservices
for administrators, another felt the different "personalities" among the
administrators required continual readjustment on the part of a program
specialist. A third specialist stated that program specialists_ have "no
authority hout a superintendent's support."

Role conflic between 4eing perceived as "experts-in curriculum,TM. ver-
sus °administrators or supervisors," was cited by three program specialists.
One program specialist felt it was "hard to be.asspecialist ih all areas...
and impossible to stay abreast of curriculum change.K. This specialist also

experienced greater satisfaction and reward from the consultant role,
rather than the supervisorial one. Another program s'RT:511TWas viewed
as an embodiment of "the law," according to a speech therapist in this RLA.
"This same sPecialist stated the role was one of a "consultant, not a boss or
Alperviscir, being aware of others' perceptions." Another specialist said "I

do not evaluate teachers" in order, to reinforceLthe consultant role.

, Other problems presented ky program specialitts were related to the .
perceived inadequacy of special education personnel (special diy.class
teachers in particular), the lack of acceptance of the Master Plan by regu-
lar classroom teachers, the difficulty of contacting individuals given
limited pme ("People are not always available when needed."), and the need
to br*ing about better cooperation with staff.

.

Two peOgram"specialistisaid they would like less territory to cover
and brie program specialist reported the role could be More effective if
there-Was !greater depth An:one area rather than-spending time-on petty

thingt.";4fle PrOgrat specialist said that the assigned responsibilities
preventedN011oWthrough

fro9
° and wanted an "opportunity to plan A student's.

, eduCational peogram": lementary through high school. The program spe-

cialist working-jvith the sseSsment teamfelt "too.much time was spent in
assessment,:more time shoRld be spent in implementation of findings."

Two prOgram specialists would like to.see an increase in financing,
one of'those interviewed feltsoMe of this money should be earmarked f

conferences:, workshops and reading materials.. Its-specialist,felt th re

was little interest in the professional growth of prografi specialists,

giVen:limited financial support for this purpose-.

'
One program specialist felt clinical experience which emphasized a-team

approach Was valuable training for the,program specialist-role. Anothee
program-specialist found initial inservicgs provided by the RLA aS veet;

useful. A:third program specialist perceived expeeience "parenting!' as
beneficial, along wIth, knowledge about how classrooms and schools operate.

:1
a
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.
A program specialfst who was assigned a specific territory recommend&d

experiences in both regular and special education classroomSto gaip
knowledge of curriculum; counseling and communication skills were also con-
sidered-as helpful when functioning at a program specialist. Another
program specialist stated that 'management skills, such as a knowledge of
howto establish priorities, manage time and organize activities, would be
useful. This program specialist also desired to learn more About inter-
viewing techniques and areas of handicapping conditions.

lb
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SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES REGICN #1
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This SESRiwas chosen because it iS-a ruralounty-wide SESR that has
been:under the Masteri)lan for four years and hires its program specialists_
'under an administrative contract.

The firstinterviewer spept two days in an elementary school (Site 1) .

and saw nine people. Those interviewed included: the principal, a ,

esource Specialist,' a parent of a handicapped student, two psychologists,

two special day class teachers, and two regular class teachers.

The second interviewer spent one day, interviewing and observing a
program specialist. During that period thei-e was an opportunity to attend

an EAS meeting for an out-of-town transfer student, and to meet with his

mother prior to and after the formal IEP discussion. Another significant'

eXperience watthe chance to observe the program Specialist working. This

researcher also was-able to observe the program specialist working with a
regular classroOmteacher--reviewing that teacherls assessment of a student
-in order to place the student-in a special day class. The next day was

:spent at Site 2 interviewing a resource specialist and six other profes-

sional staff members.

I. RESOURCE SPECIALItTS
Site 1

This is a rural elementary school with a low SES and a sizable bilingual

population. There is a midrant education program at this site. The

school's total population is 400-500 pupils.

Resource .Specialistr

Sejf Perception

1. present AsSignment and Past Experience

TheresourCe sPeciallst had been ln,his job for only one month.'
Prior-to thfs positiOn the resource specfalist taught a spediel day

class for learning handiCapped children in an 'elementarSt school for one:-

year.- He was a-speeCh therapist for seVen years before coming to.the

school last year,

Some.of-his Most helpfp xperiences and additional trajning have
been a result of attending conferences. Teaching of reading workshops

and conferences on SRA, ECI, and direct instruction were most helpful.

Observations of other teachers alsO strengthened his understanding of

instruction.

Employed in a full-time work assignment, the resource speciali t's
caseload at the time of tbe interview was 17 students. He often s s

10 children beyond the official caseload every week when working w h

groups in the classroom.

2. Activities

Four hours of the day (over 50%) are spent inAirect instruction
and two hoUrs are spent in referral, placement, and assessment. Iwo to

three hours every day beyond the regular work day'are spent in writing

. riports and doing planning.

L 182
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Of tbe 30 hours aweek the resource specfalist is officially
on-site, roughly 20 of these hours are spent in direct instruction.
The remaining 10 hours are divided among other duties with. 4 hours a
week in planning, 6 hours a week in the referral-assessment-planning-
placement review and all the accompanying paper work and meeting time.
The resource speCialist estimates spending additional personal time of
10-15 'hours a week on weekly planning and coordination of 1EP Team

'activities. This could be due to his relative inexperience in this

position. He also spends about 1-2 hours a week consulting ifith spe-
cial day and regular class teachers in program development flrtheir
classes as a form of informal staff development. Most formal staff-

development is done by the school's principal whose arei-5?&15g-Tise

is special education.

3. Job Definition

The-resource specialist has never seen his job description but is
aware of its contents and feels the requirements are being fulfilled.
He is.accountable to the principal as immediate supervisor as well as
the RLA directot: under the Master Plan. He feels that he.deterMines
what he does guided by the nature of his job. The only direct instruc-
tions he receives is in the form of referrals from the principal.

This resource specialist feels ill resource specialists in the area
work in the same way, but the instructional aspect of their work may
vary depending on their area.of expertise of an individual specialist.

The job adtdally has three main aspects, all of which need one's
involvement; testing, conferencing with staff and parents, and direct

instruction. The resource spectalist's rTIT1's unique in the school

and no one overlaps with those actiOties. The school staff coordinates

itself s9 that this problem of overla0 is avoided.

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

Physical aspects of the resource room inhibit the work because the
room is shared by many other programs and the noisie level gets very

high. The work area is also snail and cramped.

The resource specialist feels his teaching is highly effective-
both in direct instruction with Children as well as in consultation

with teachers on studentsr needs. The demands of aSsessment cut into
Elnime fbr drFeTITrstrucri-Orso he uses his il'Oe to help in this
problem by givingliim some of the direct instruCtion,Work.

The most satisfying aspect of his work is direct instruction
and the positive reception teachers give him on his teaching and con-

sultation.

The Teast satisfying aspects of his work are the time cOnstraints

(this, is interpreted as meaning the large amount of work required Of him

that tends to exceed the.time allotted for the position) and the small'

physical space of the work area.
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5. Useful Experiences/Training for Present Position

The most useful aSpects of: his formal training. were his diagnostic.

classes and aSseSsment training. A behavior management inservice from
the principal WaS also very useful, but he would not like any *ire
trainlng at this point in his work.

The resource specialist Would recommend that student teaching plus

three years in a classroom be the minimum requireMents for someone

entering the resource specialist position. He also feels that the
resourde specialist training should include an internship so Wet the
resource specialist can learn how to be an itinerant teacher. Since

the resource specialiSt often has to do counseling-because of the
dearth of counselors in the elementary school, counseling training
would be useful. -

6. Redommended Changes

The resource specialist would like the paper work to be done by

someone elst. This means someone filling out forms, setting up
meetings, typing repdrts, and performing any other clerical duties.

He does not think, like his principal, that someone else should

perform assesSments. Perhaps the psychologist could do the norm .

*referenced testing, but a.resource specialist needs to administer CH--
terion tests-in order to-design the IEP and provide effective instruc-

Aion. Therefore assessment duties can only be partially eliminated.

Fewer children in a caseload would allow him to be effective in all

aspects of his work. His current load of 17 is ideal, with the aide
dealing with 5 children a week and the resource specialist dealing,with

12.

Unlike the principal, he could nat see the job split into two
roles, one job as a "service delivery system" and the other as
*coordinator and assessor." He thinks he needs to be in all the
aspects of the job as they exist except for a bit less clerical duty

and less norm referenced testing.

Counselors on7site would lessen hts demands to do counseling as well

as instruction;

B. Other's Perceptioni

Principal - He views the position as being piastibly two Join, one job as

a -*service delivery system" and the other as "coordinator and.assessor."
He questions the likelihood of funding for such as arrangement. He looks

at the resource specialist pyogram as a "push-in" program with the

resource specialist working with children in the classroom as much as

possible and* pulling-out only for special needs. (This seems to be the

goal of the program here, though currently it appears to bt largely:

Pull-out from what wasjibserved.) He feels the resource specialists

are .generally not trained well enough for this position due to low

requirements of older laws, so their effectiveness is inhibited by a

dearth of training. He feels that his resource specialist is effective

in the position :and that it can be Tnle effectively by others who are

cell-tratned in this role.

1 b.i
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The principal feels the position has a high stress level, resulting in

.
an early "burn-out" rate among resourse specialists. This stress evolves

from the size of the caseload and the varied activities and responsibilities

of the position. The position has a "problem solver aspect" that adds to

the stress as well.

The principal agrees with the resource specialist's description 9f his

involvement ip IEP team referral process as being on the "front-line." The

resource specialist contacts parents to begin the process and then coordi-

nates the necessary activities. The principal keeps all referral forms so

every referral must go through him first. He makes sure all possible sources

are exhausted before it becomes a special education referral.

Regular Classroom Teacher (1) - He views the resource specialist's
activities exactly as described by the resource specialist.himself. He feels

the resource specialist program is only as good as the resource specialist

is himself. This teacher believes the program should have a strong acade-

mic focus.

Regular Classroom Teacher (2) - He also' feels that the resource specialist

program is only as'good as the resource specialist in that position. He

believes a good resource program Can affect change in the child's work if

it's focus is academic.

Parent of resource specialist child - This mother was very satisfied
with-the resource speciarist program and would like to see the amount of

time in direct service increased. She felt that the resource specialist

was very accessible to her and clearly explained assessment findings as they

related to her child's needs.

L.H. Teacher (1) - The \resource specialist has given this teacher ideas

and materials to nelp him in his work with the class. He feels the resource

.specialist is very effective but that there is a need to increase the

number of resource specialists in a school and cut their caseloads in half

to help them have time to be more effective.

L.H. Teacher (2).- He was happy with the informal consultation about

classroom programmfng he receives from the resource specieliist.

Both psychologists perceived the resource specialist's activities as he

described them. They also feel resource spedialists are very useful' and

effective in helping children.

MAllowbq.rce specialists more time to work with children" was a common
criticism of the resource specialist program made by other teachers and the

parents. They suggest either an increase in the number of resource spe-
cialists at a school and/or a decrease in the caseload as one solution to

this problem.

Site 2

This elementary school is described by number of informants as

having a mix of students. There are new residents who are upper middle

and middle class, as well as pockets of low-income families. It is a K-5

school ranging between 300 to 400 pupils.
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ResourCe Specialist II

A. Self Perception

1. Present Assignment_and Past Experience

He has been a resource specialist for three years and a reading

specialist for 12 years

.2. Activities

"I spend a majority of my time with children. The rest of the

time ls spent diagnosing, planning and cOnferencing with people. I do

some assessing,"

"I interact'with parents a lot,. and.teathers." This.,contact is

continuous and informal, "I contact them, I like to know my parents

and I have had good cooperation and most are regly to help." He

.continued:' "In preparation for the SAT meeting, I spend time in regular
classrooms and talk with teachers about their children and daily .

events.'

The principal chairs the SAT meetings.

Referral initially is done by the classromteacher. The teacher

refers-a child to the principal and that teacher gets a parent's'signa-

ture. The resource specialist contacts parents and explans their

, "rights.* to them in language they can Understand. This'specialist also

.
calls parents immediately before an IEP to make certain that they under-

kf.,? stand the process. When referrals,are Made the resource specialist does

an academic assessment of the pupiL

"I do instructional planning for my children and keep a copy for

parenrs7if there are any quest ons. I tell them (parents) to call,

and they do. Last year a third copy went to teachers, but now there

are new forms. We work informally now (with teachers)."

"J spend a majority of time in instruction. I inform,a child Of

his or-her IEP. Every cUld knows the plan, even the little ones..
Pupil review, or evaluation is done when needed in order to see if

there Ti7FFil growth. FIVE EXITED LAST YEAR (at grade level) and.one

had to return. I do a formal review every'six months."

,"I do research on curriculum, and I like to be updated. I use

magazines in the college library, and talk'to parents." He watches

county inservices and attends if interested. When he wants updating

on vision therapy he visits on optometrist.

"I gilie a reading_comprehension and brain development inservice.

I showed two teacher how to develop visual memory. I do staff

developments mostly informally."

I Mu



The resource specialist sees
and does not focus on behayior.
growth. The psychologist is the
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himself working.on brain development
"I work with parents to explain
'individual who helps families with

behavior problems..."

3. Job Definition

Resource specialist II knows the law, but haa'a great deal of auto-

nomy over-his activities, which are primarily instructional. Legal

compliance is seen as significant for the formal part of referral to '

review, but-instruction is perceived as the primary function of a resource

specialist: Therefore, within the confines.of an IEP the specialist is
'free to operate in whatever manner ls perceived as effective. His

immediate-supervisor is the principal.

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness.

He is mainly dissatisfied with the amount of time alloted students'.

Last year students had resource for an hour. Recently one block of

time was cut into two and now there is only a 30 minute time allotment

Nitfi students. "Otherwise, I am so NIPPY with- the school and the range
of children. When you have determined what the needs of the child are,

those are the needs you address and I think'this it a terrific way to

go! I feel comfortable and happy in my position. The child wants to

come to school."

5. Useful Experiences/Training for Present Potition
I)

'No information.

'6. Recommended Changes

The resource specialist reported that the "needs of bright children

are not being met by me. We have quite a range of students and rfeel

we should be able to service that range." The way the service is

defined, the specialist noted', prevented him from, helping "learning

disabled children sceoving at grade level, but who can do better."

B. Other's Perceptions

-The prinapai ftlt-the-relource spectittst-in trtsschoot va lid le

because of his "background as a reading specialist." He.almbelieved that
"classroom teachers are not as good." He described the resoUrce specialist

as "personable, well organized, good at preparation ind folloW theough with

-IEP:" He felt the resource specialist wasgood at identifying needs, and

most important of all "is his quality of CARING." The principal reported

.that none of the children in the resource program are tracked or labeled.

They get special help because of special needs...and they look forward to

help. The specialist has good working rapport and his advice .and help in

designing programs is effective. The children are not missing out. .

Parents feel comfortable coming to him. He phones them all the time. 'He

comes to parent teacher conferences.



Teachers - These statements highlight faculty responses.

"I am impressed with what he is able to do." "He provides materials

or suggests programs." *We are Pretty good friends." "He gives practical

suggestions." "He gives advice on problems and how to handle them...not

just philosophical, but practical." "The pre-assessment program is of value. i

"Children.feel good about themselves in his program," *I adopted programs

for all kids, from information received from the resource specialist. I

really trust his judgment." The resource specialist is mvch better than an

"itinerant resourde teacher."
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II. PROGRAM SPECIALIST

A. Self Perception

1. Present Assignment and Past Experience

His territory covers 10 districts, 28 schools and 45 programs

(Special Day Classes), and resource specialists.

This program specialist has LH And SH Credentials. He spent

six years teaching at a treatment center and had worked for five years

with the learning handicapped. He also has experience with the com-

municatively handicapped. He has taught at a university and provided

staff development on severely emotionally disturbed. He was a resource

specialist prior to becoming a program specialist.

2. Activities

, Referral: As a program specialist he is involved in.referral:

*Part.of work" involves observation for ono hour meeting with parents,

of at least two hours. "I did 100 last year."

Assessment: "It is looking at material, training. I do it on a

one-to-one basis. Integral part of what I do all day long." This pro-

gram specialist saw his role in asseStment as an "informal" evaluation

process.

Placement: "Takes time. Parents want-

don't alWlYs address these requests. I may take parents to different

classes, from a two-to-four-week process. It depends on the level of

people, if alternative programs are requested. Two weeks of logistics

of putting child in a program. I stay away from interdistrict transfer

because of the time involved."

Instruction: Not direct. "I demonstrate to teachers and parents.

Program works with parents.* The RLA has a program called "Therapeutic

-Homes," a branch of family intervention.

Program Review: "Is a child gitting his needs met? It involves

assessment, the ItP and is a team Process."
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Research/Innovation: "I read and look at issues in order to handle

probless."-

Program Development:
study team.'

helped to deveiop arid put together 4 child

Staff Development: He said he did a lot of it, but this was hot his

favorite assignment.

3, Job Definition
0 _01

The RLA director is the immediate supervisor of all program special.

ists. Although the lob descriptioh in this RLA emphasizes compliance
and program specialists were required to have an administrative

credential, the day-to-day priorities are determined by the specialist.

.As this program specialist reported, he has gone beyond using the laws .

as a "security blanket," and some, of the activities he carries out this

year are in response to educational needs.

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

"I am good with people. I am good at assessment, curriculum dif-
fusing and rebuilding A tough situation. I am organized and logical

and very systematic."

"Ninety percent of the job is PR and personality...handling pressure

and people wanting things from you...ten calls for crises. You check

with the resource specialist to see if a student qualifies for a spe-

cial day class. Then you go to the class and ohserve the child. There

is a need to talk to the regular teacher. In insuring the right place-

ment everyone must approve; it is a team decision."

This program specialist substitutes and allows resource specialists

to observe an expert in an area they are interested in knowing more

about. "I have 'good rapport' with teachers. As a program specialist,

I help teachers in curriculum, provide materials, and send them to

'observe."

.
"I work with a parent who wants a particular service and the teacher

has a different philosophy. I have no authority to do anything, nq

, .swp.rvi4or4eie 4e-m-aSpc441- Education fir torJia.siixteén _other

hats, and this is not part of his role."

"Part of the job is 'knowing all personalities.' I om invollfed with

articulation between teachers. There is a level of trust built up

between parent advocates and program specialists. Program specialists

'mediate needs for their children.' Parent advocates, i.e., local

CANHC, offer advocacy that is not part of the program specialist's

role. "

"I have a finger on a lot of things. Politics. I pick up

things. I have solved problems by talking to the classroom teachers.

I diffused a difficult situation by taking a teacher to lunch." "'Idle

of trouble shooter." "I told the teacher why a particular,student was

placed in her class."
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Problems: "I,can be a 'bUll in a China shoO. am.so prganlzed and

Systematic; I don't always take peoPle through the steps.4don't haVe
time to dg that. Yet,:people have to buy it too. T-am bored of manual

lprocessing and don't have a'real interest in insenvice."

"Program specialists are 'conSultants' not bosses. 'They are not

supervisors, I try not to cdMe acrost as a supervisor or evaluator.
It is impossible with ten districts to be a supervisor. With two

districts a program specialist could be an-administrator. There is a

"different aura" when helping clients as a specialist."

"Since a prOgram specialist does not have line authority, he/she
relies Oti 'respect'-or 'support' with individuals he/she must deal with.

'Students are placed preferably within their attendance ar.ea. Interdis,

trict placement used to be a problem...it depends on the personality of'

.the program specialist. I try and persuade others what is best for

kids. I can't tell, can only suggest."

When he began as a program specialist, his emphaiis was on

compliance. My "security blanket was the laws." Now he is comfortable

on the job..

"An important part of my job is 'setting priorities.' I can't be

consistent in scheduling." He tries to hit all schools at'least once in:

every two week period. "Too much driving. Two hours in a car getting

from one site to the,next.'k He tries to visit as many programs within
the same geographic vicinity at any one time as,possible.

"Sometimes we do not work as a team...there are so many schools."

The program specialist cannot be present all the time and the're is a

lot of grdund to cover.. With less territory I would be more effective."

"Tbo much traveling, diverse personalities and not working as a team

contribute to inefficiency."

5. Useful Experiences/Training for Present Position

No information.

--4.--RawaimsA464-41444mtel---

No information.

B. Other' Perceptions

RLA Director - He mentioned changes,in program specialist operation in

the second year. "They do more inservice, provide 'educational leadership'

within the SUR. Initially they were seen as 'supervisory,' They formerly

had to have an administrative credential."

He sees them as "hands on," type of people. 'A consultant with a wide.

-breadth of knowledge." Tlie "key" is curriculum and "getting along with

people," as well as getting things done. They must have the personality to

get along with people." Three or four have doctorates.
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"A goal is to get alT, program specialists in all classrooms 3 times a

year. Participate a lot in EAS, special classes and resource class.*

-t

Their major -accompliihments are an *ability to work with regular and

special' teacheri to encourage rilainstreaming." They have the ability and .

'- knowledge to handle "difficult parents.* "EXCELLENT FACILITATORS."'

Each put on one-half dozen formalized inserOces (vocational, assessment

instruments, IEP, etc.). County will tnservice what ts needed, according

to the director...

Resource Specialist I - The resource specialist and program:specialist

have a. proPotslonal relationship based on the resource specialist's 'former

position as-aA LH teacher. He uses the program specialist as a resource

for ideas itien he is "stuck" over a specific activity. The program

specialistpsesses children when the retource specialist is confused about

needs. The.Program specialist also explains laws.and forms to the resource

specialist.
-

Speech Therapist - The speech therapist has been in her position for 11/4

years and on thp job for 3 years. She reported the program specialist

provides her,with information about laws, regulations and forms. "They

attend SAT/IEP meetings. They are the next step up the hierarchy.: They

can't be blamed fOr legislative changes. They do DOWNFIELD RUNNING. They

Also introduce new materials as well as explain new laws and new forms. I.

ask program specialists about the logistics of handling an SAT." -

Principal - "I have no regular contact.with the program specialist, but

I know him and like htm. I'm.not involved in inservice this year. It

changes every yeer." He contacts program specialists as needs arise. "Their

function relates to the law. They facilitate referral and new screening

procedures." Program specialists are spread so thin,".more is added and

nothing taken away."- The principal felt legal changes increased the'

resPonsibilities of pro-gram specialists, thereby making them less effective.

Resource Spectilist II - "The program.spOcialist's service is satisfactory.

If I need anything I call-the program specialist, but 'NOT VERY OFTEN.' . I

will be seeing him soon since we have two children to talk about. He goes

through my records and audits."

Teacher Reported "no contact with program specialists,* he said,

"they seem like Gods to me."

Parent - A parent was present during the formal review process the

reseiFEW observed. Since this was not set up as a formal interview, the

researcher was only able in casual conversation to get a sense of the

parent's support for and satisfaction with the help provided by the program

specialist. This mother was very pleased by the attention her son had

received from special education personnel her son had contact with, in com-

parison to the.services he had received in another state.



SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES REGION #2"

SESR #2 possesses the following characteristics': it is a consortium;

it has been operating under,the Master Plan for 4 years; and its program

specialists are categorized as "other personnel," since they perform a

variety of functions.
,
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Two intervieWers spent two days in this area interviewing school per-

sonnel. One interviewer silent a day on-the-job and conducted interviews

with a program specialist, a coMpliance officer, a sdhool psychologist, a .

resource specialist, a speech therapist, and a program specialist. The

other interviewer visited two elementary sites the first day and both

interviewers spent the second day at a high school.

A total of five schools were visited:'t three elementary schools, one

high school and one continuation high school. The following people were

interviewed in these schools: six resource specialists, two principals
(one also serving as a Superintendent of Schools), one speech therapist,
one teacher of the communicatively handicapped, and one teacher of the

learning handicapped.

I. RESOURCE NCIALISTS

Site 1

Site 1 is located in a community comprised mainly of unemployed

loggers. It represents extreme rural poverty. This K-8 elementary school

has clri enrollment of 75-125. This school withdrew from Title I, although

it qualifies. According to the resource specialist, 30-40% of the students

test in the bottom quartile;15 out of 86 receive services. There is

constant turnover.of staff.

Resource Specialist I

A. Self Perception.

1. Present Assignment and Past Experience

This resource specialist has been in her present position for five

years. Formally she had been a teacher of the educationally handicapped

and in private business. She has a General Elementary and an LH credential.

2. Activities

Assessment - She monitors students for 3-10 days. She assesses every six

weeks. She assists the nurse with vision screening.

Instructional Planning - She does this as an ongoing part of the job.

Placement - Part of IEP team. She has problems in writing IEP's and con-

ticTiTrind working with parents.

Instruction - She works informally with accelerated students on speech

and language.



Review - She conducts reviews every six weeks.

Staf.f Development and In-service - She makes formal presentations to the.

staff twice a year.

Parent Education - She doesn't believe this is possible.

3. Job Definition

The principal is this resource specialist s immediate supervisor.

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

This resource specialist judges herself to be most effective

teaching self-discipline and skills in reading and math. She feels

least effective dealing with behavior pro6lems. She thinks students

with behavior, problems are very difficult to work with and she gets

'impatient with them. Paperwork was mentioned as a main cause of

inefficiency.'

5. 6§eful Experiences/Training for Present Position'

This resource specialist regards the general business experience

she has had as the most useful to her in her work with children. She

feels she knows what they will face after they are out of school and

what preparation they need for later life. She has found on-the-job

workshops in "goal setting" very valuable.

6. Recommended Changes

She thinks if resource specialist aides were taking on more instruc-

tional responsibility in the pull-out program, resource specialist

could spend more time in the.classroom, working with larger numbers

of students and heTping teachers develop individualized educational

programs for all students needing them.

B. Others Perceptions

Compliance Officer - The resource specialist is skilled in visual

screening. She Tacks skills in interpersonal relations and her objectives

are of "mixed quality." She questioned the resoUrce specialist's criteria

for "exiting students."

.Speech Therapist - She has informal contact with the resource specialist

regarding students who are enrolled in the resource specialist program and

who also receive help with speech and language. The resource specialist

provides her with background information on children.
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Site,2

Site 2 is a kindergarten through 5th grade'eTementary schOol with an

enrollment of 400-500 pupils. It is located in a low-to-middle-class rural

community.

1 f.43
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Resource Specialist II

A. Self Perception

,1. Present'Assignment and Past Experience

This resource specialist has been working full-time in her present
position for three months. Prior to this she worked as an LD teacher

for two years, a high school resource specialist aide for one-and-a-

half years, a Title I reading teacher for two years,-and a reading aide

° for one-half year.

She has Learning :Handicapped'and elementarY School. credentials..
Her current caseload consists of 14 students, X-4.

2. Act4mities

Referral - Referrals are sent to the resource specialist for assessment

by way of the principal. This resource specialist informally com-

municates with teachers regarding referralt.

Assessment - She conducts academic.and sensory-motor assessments. This

take approximately eight hours per week. She expects it will taper off

as the year goes on.

Instructional Planning - As an IEP Team member she contributes to the

development of long-term goals for students. From these long-term
goals, she,formulates a daily instructional plan. She coordinates this

planning with the student's regular class teacher and is sometimes

assisted by the program specialist who brings her instructional materials.

She spends about eight hours per week in this activity.

Placement - As an IEP Team member she helps make'placement decisions.

Instruction - She instructs one-to-one and in small groups. Her aide

assists her. Approximately 24 hours per week are spent giving instruc-

tion to students.

Review - At the time of this interview, the resource specialist had not

FaraTcted any reviews but she reported that ones were scheduled for

mid- and end-of-year.

3. Job Definition

The way the responsibilities had been described to her before she

took the job closely resemble her actual tasks with one exception__

there's more pressure! She is given complete freedom to schedule her
work, develop instructional plans, and group her students.
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4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

One thing that this resource specialist feels is distinctive about

her work is her recognition of what students need in the way of
instruction and her ability to match materials to those needs.

Presently, she feels she is most effective working directly with
students, but eventually, she'd like to work more with teachers (e.g.,

helping them develop instructional materials, making suggestions
regarding instfuction).

Time constraints, newness to the position and a feeling of being "out

of touch" with "regular" students (i.e., she "forgets what normal looks

like") are some of the barriers/problems which cause her to feel less
effective than she'd like to be.

5. Ilseful Experiences/Training for Present Position

Work as an aide in the resource specialist Iprogram. and as an LD

Teacher (where she had to' organize,a whole class on own) provided

training experience for her present job.

Now that she's been on the job for three months, she realizes that

she lacks some experience in counseling children with emotional problems

and knowledge about perceptual motor activities.

Recommendations she would make to others in regard to training and

experience if they vere considering a career as a resource specialist,

would be to learn how materials can be useful in remedying special

problems and learn different ways of organizing resource programs.

6. Recommended Changes

This resource specialist would like to have closer contact with

teachers and eventually thinks she will.

B. Others' Perceptions

Principal - This principal consults regularly with the resource spe-

cialist about referrals. They both meet with the students parents to get

consent to carry out an assessment and both are present at the IEP Meetings

to discuss assessment findings and placement.possibilities.
-

The principal definitely feels that the resource specialist position

has increased the quality of special education services by providing staff

with specialized knowledge,and has made possible the mainstreaming of special

education students.

Special Day Class Teacher - LH - This teacher has relatively little

contact with the resource specialist. When she has, it has been informal

or occasionally at an IEP Team Meeting. Her perception of the resource

specialist's role is that she serves as a resource to regular teachers, an

advice-giver to parents on how to work with their children and a schedule-

keeper withleachers (i.e., of the student they both have in common).
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She thinks that the services of resource specialists are essential

because they provide specialized.knowledge of handicapping conditions which .

most other staff members are not trained to deal with.

Teacher of the Communicatively Handicapped - This teacher's contact

with the resource specialist has been minimal, informal, and occasionally

occurs at IEP meeting§. The resource specialist, she feels, has helped

in making more special education services aVailable to students.

Site 3

Site 3 is a kindergarten through fifth grade elementary school with an

enrollment of 400-500 pupils. It is located in a low-to-middle-class rural

community.

Resource Specialist III

A. Self Perception

1. Present Assignment and Past Experience

This full-time elementary schpol resource specialist has been

working in her present position for three years. Previously she

worked for one-and-a-half years as ,a resource specialist aide, one-half

year as an LH-OIS instructor, and two summers at a school for the

severely handicapped. She has LH and. Elementary,Teaching Credentials.

Her present caseload includes 22 students in grades 5-8.

2. Activities

Referral - Teachers complete the referral form and submit it to an IEP

team. Recommendations for remediation are made and/or an assessment

is conduCted with the consent of parents..

Assessment - The resource specialist administers academic tests.

T-TiWEETEgist administers I.Q. and mental ability tests. Also

program specialists are, at times, requested to do assessments. Regu-

lar teachers are frequently asked to observe and save sWmples of a

student's work. The nurse does physical screening (visilon and hearing

included).

Instructional 'Planning - In planning the students' instruction, she will

consult with appropriate personnel depending on a child's problem

(e.g., the nurse if it's a physical handicap, etc.). She relies on a

team approach to determine the handicapping conditions and to establish

the educational objectives for the student. Then, she will personally

design an instructional plan based on the IEP.

Placement - This resource specialist.helps make placement decisions as a

member of a team with the referring regular teacher, principal, and

parent.
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Instruction - She reported almost all of her instruction is one-to-one

and individualized. She collaborates with regular classroom teachers

on some of her students' instruction; for other students'she provides

all the materials. Under her supervision, her aide provides some of

the instruction, as a program specialist works with.some Students one

day a week.

Review - This resource specialist contacts parents on an ongoing basis

TTITN about a child's progress. She conducts periodic dp-dates on a

student's progress at school; and she does a formal review ahnually

psychologist, principal, parent and nurse and any other appropriate
for each resource specialist program student. The classr6om teacher,

personnel may be involved in the formal review along with the resource

specialist.

Staff Development and In-service - This resource specialist does not

provide formal inservice training, but informally, consults with individ-

ual teachers daily.

Program Review - With the assistance of the.program specialist, this

resource specialist reviews every, area in which the resource specialist

program has responsibilfties (e.g., assessment, instructional planning,

etc.) to check for compliance.

3. Job Definition

The principal of this elementary school is this resource specialist's

immediate supervisor. The resource specialist states that she "pretty

much has a free hand" in her work and will, on occasion, receives help-

ful suggestions from the principal.

She likes to have a "drop-in" style program so that resource

specialist program students as well as regular students feel free to

come in and get help whenever they need it. She uses a variety of

teaching materials.

4. efficiency/Effectiveness

This resource specialist thinks her caseload is too large and that

there is too much emphasis on paperwork, i.e., the required reports are

redundant and forms change so frequently that every year time has to be

spent getting re-acquainted with them. This is time she could spend

with students. She thinks time-consuming paperwork detracts from her

effectiveness as a teacher.

She perceives her expertise in learning handicaps.as a distinctive

feature of her role as a resource specialist. She also believes that

her frequent contacts with staff, administration and parents give her a

wider perspective on students because she has contact with most of the

adults who interact with them.

She feels that she is most effeftive in teaching organization and

attention skills to students. Also, she feels that she has been able to

affect the way a child feels about himself because her individualized

instructional planning is geared toward enabling a child b, experience

success.
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This resource specialist claims she is quite satisfied with her

work but would still like to return to the regular classroom to teach

for a while. She hopes and believes that her resource specialist

experience (i.e., having learned to diagnose and remediate learning

difficulties and devise individualized instructional plans) will

enhance her ability to help students in the regular classroom.

5. Useful Experiences/Training for Present Position

This resource-specialist has found her on-the-job experience the

most helpful to her in her present work. She'd like to have additional

training in auditory dysfunctions and in the area of visual handicaps.

6. Recommended,Changes

She is "pretty pleased with her situation," except for the fact that

the caseloads are too high for the resource specialist program.

Regarding general special education services, no changes were recommended.

. Others' Perceptions

Principal_ - The principal said that the one-to-one instruction that

students received from the resource specialist allowed for a closer rela-

tionship to develop than existed between students and regular classroom

teacher. The principal thinks this personal attention has very positive

effects on the students.

Site 4

Site 4 is a high school (grades 9-12) with an enrollment of 1,000-1,100

students. It is located in a low-to-middle-class rural community.

Resource Specialist IV

A. Self Perception

1. Present Position and Past Experience

This resource specialist has been working in her present position

for three years. She is one of three resource specialists working at

her school. Prior to becoming a resource specialist she worked for one

year as a teacher of educationally handicapped, as a home-hospital

teacher for one year, and as a teacher of the communicatively handi-

capped for another year. She has teaching credentials in Speech and

'Language, Learning Handicaps, Elementary, EMR and TMR.

2. Activities

Referral - She recieves referrals from the student's counselor. She

gathers information from cumulative records and grade reports prior to
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the IEP meeting. Then; she aftends the meeting with the vice-principal

(or designee), the referring *cher and the program specialist. At the

meeting, modifications are sugOsted or a case-carrier (i.e., one of the

three resource specialists is assigned.

Assessment - This resource specialist administers a variety of achieve-

ment, aptitude and perceptual tests. The County Nurse does a once-a-

year screening on each student in the resource specialist program. A

psychologist doesn't test-al) students at the time they arelbeing

consideredlor placement in the resource specialist program, but does a

yearly screening on each of them.

Instructional Planning - She selects her own curriculum materials.

Each student has a folder containing records of work-in-progress as well

As grades they've received on each unit. (Each student's folder is

compiled, based on his/her IEP.) Periodically, this resource

specialist sends a progress"checklist to teachers and uses the inforT

mation in planning her instruction.

Placement - As a member of the IEP Team, she helps make placement

decisions.

Instruction - The largest percentage of her time is spent in instruc-

tion and planning. She sees students both individually and in'small

groups. Her aide, under her supervision, also does some of the

instruction.

Review - She maintains ongoing contact with parents, by phone, and in

person and sends periodic progress reports to teachers. Once a year,

she attends a formal IEP Team meeting to review each student. She also

administers post-achievement tests to each student (yearly).

Staff Development -.As of this interview, she had not conducted any

formal staff training, but is planning to hold at least one session to

describe how the resource specialist program operates. She will

coordinate this in-service with the other two resource specialists.

3. Job Definition

The vice-principal at this high school serves as the chairman of

the resource specialist program. This person has the final authority

on how the program functions, but generally allows for a high degree of

autonomy among her staff (e.g., each resource specialist selects the

curriculum materials used and determines the manner in which the

program is structured).

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

This resource specialist thinks that the greatest effect she has on

her students is in her ability to express care and concern for each of

them individually.
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One problem which she reports is in coming to a consensus with

other resource specialists on program decisions. It was not possible

for this interviewer to determine exactly where the conflicts originated,

but they seemed to have to do with personal style differences (i.e.,

they think she's too structured; she thinks they",re too disorganized).

A second problem, which she regards as a major one, is that the

Master Plan regulations require such time-consuming procedures (i.e.,

getting consent of parents, filling out forms, etc.) to be completed

before a student can be readmitted to the resource specialist program

that help which is needed tnmediately is delayed. For example, a'

student may be discharged from the resource specialist program because

she/he is working at grade level, but later falls behind in some area

and needs special attention again. Under the current plan, the formal

steps which were initially taken in order to admit that student into

the program must all be re-done.

One last problem which she feels inhibits her effectiveness as a

resource specialist is having too, much paperwork and, thus, not enough

time to spend with students.

5. Useful Experiences/Training for Present Position

Of all her training and experiences, the things which she finds

most useful to her in her work as an resource specialist are having

been a parent, having had master teachers who provided good guidance,

and having Speech and Language training.

Additional training which she would like to acquire in omit,- to be

more effective in her present work would be in reading and vocational

education.

She recommends to anyone thinking about a career as a resource spe-

cialist that they "like children."

6. Recommended Changes

This resource specialist thinks that attitudes 6wards handicapped

students and special education have improved over recent years but that

regular teachers are still reluctant to recognize individual differences

in students. This attitude, she feels, creates complications for her

when working with teachers, but more importantly, makes life harder for

the students who are not succeeding in school.

She would like more time to give direct instruction to students and

to organize materials.

Resource Specialist V

A. Self Perception

I. Present Assignment and Past Experience

This resource specialist has been in herapresent position for two

years. Prior to thiS she was a volunteer instructor with the Red Cross

and taught severely handicapped students.
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Shek has regular and specialist credentials. Her present caseload

is 18-19 students, although she.has some degree of involvement with

approximately ten other students besides.

2. Activities

Referral - She receives referrals from student's counselor. She attends

meeting with the Nice-principal (or designee), the referring teacher

and program specialist. At the meeting, modifications are suggested or

a case-carrier (i.e., one of the three resource specialists) is assigned.

Assessment - She assesses the students' ievel of achievement in all

subject areas:

Instructional Planning - She selects her own curriculum materials. Each

student has a folder containing records of work-in-progress.

\

Placement - As a member of the IEP team, she helps make placement

decisions.

Instruction - The largest percentage of her time is spent in

instruction (I.e., monitoring students who work out of their folders).

Staff Development - She has plans to hold at least one session to

discuss how the resource specialist program operates. This in-service

will be conducted in coordination with the other two resource specialists.

3. Job Definition

,
The vice-principal at this high school serves as the chairman of

the resource specialist program. This person has the final authority on

how the program functions, but generally allows for a high degree of

autonomy among her staff (e.g., each resource specialist selects the

curriculum materials used and determines the manner in which the program

is structured)..

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

This resource specialist said there are time limitations which pre-

vent students from getting all the help they may need. For example, a

student may be assigned to the resource specialist program for help in

science, while actually,needing help in other areas, as well. She

believes that some of the students she works with would be better off

in an LH Special Day Class, where the "whole student can be worked with."

. She believes there are differences among resource specialists. She

said, "personal temperament and effectiveness vary. We don't all pro-

duce the same product--it ranges from fair to good." "Motivation and '

experience affect the quality of a resource specialist's work, as well

aS skill in diagnosis, and knowledge about testing instruments and

remedial materials. Objectives may be the same, but there are
demonstrable differences among the specialists."

5. Useful Experiences/Training for Present Position

No infOrmation.
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6: Recommended Changes

No information.

B. Others' Perceptimis

.10,eech Therapist - She has a lot of contact with the resource

specialist: "We meet formally once a week and informally more often."

AbOut one-third of this speech therapist's caseload is also in the resource

specialist program. There is ongoing ,communication between the speech

therapist and resource specialists about students, and IEPs are developed

jointly by these specialists.

Vice-Principal (in charge of curriculum and Supervisor of resource
specialists) - She commented that the tendency of the resource specialists

was to do their own program, but felt they should be "operating under

general guidelihErand principles." She said it was hard to get everyone

to work together, and viewed hee role as an "arbitrator" among the resource

specialists.

Site 5 ,

Site 5 is a continuation high school. All of the classes, plus a

library, are contained in one large room. The school has an administrator

and approximately five teachers. It is located in a mall town in a low-to-

middle-class rural area.

Resource Specialist VI

A. Self Perceptioh

'1. Present Assignment and Past Experience

This resouece specialist has a caseload,of 19 students. The

average student spends at least two periods a day in the resciurce

program. Her academic preparation for this job includes an M.A. and a

standard secondary credential. Currently, she is working on an LH

credential.

2. Activities

Assessment - She sees her role as a "diagnostic teacher." She uses

various assessment instruments, shares information she derives from them

with the regular classroom teachers and uses the information to design

programs for students.

Placement - She tries to "mainstream students as much as possible."

Instruction - This resource specialist began by stating that "students

fn the continuation high sclipol are more mature than 'regular'

students. They are mainly Rudents'\vith reading and math problems.'

They don't fit in a regular program. They come to school on their own

volition and need alternative education." Resouece specialists see

these students as "more autonomous...they guide themselves." She works

on "getting students to pass proficiency exams...That is our goal."



3. Job Definition

She has freedom to determine her own work: she "sets her own goals

and standards." Her supervisor is the vice-principal.
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4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

.This resource spetialist is "satisfied with her students' progress,"

although she reported a few problems which she felt somewhat impaired the

effectiveness of fhe resource program. They :include: irregular atten-

dance of students (i.e., truancy); students not wanting to be iden-

tified as needing special help; some students not being able to handle

freedom (she feels the resource specialist needs to create a itructured

environment); and the laws being in'constant flux.

6. Useful Experiences/Trainin for Present Position

The most useful aspects of her past training have been in

assessment and psychology classes. Her informal education, especially

working in the mills, helped her understand the kinds of jobs her stu-

dents will be seeking and what preparation they will need in school.

She would like additional training in reading. She says that reading

is the "biggest problems for students," and that "math problems are a

result of inadequate reading skills." She'd also like vocational

assessment in-services.

She recommended that individuals interested in becomtng resource

specialists should "get their feet wet work with students both in

resource and classes for the severely handicapped...know you want to

work with kids."

6. Recommended Changes

She thinks there is a need for vocational education and physical

education facilities in school. Also, she'd like more money for

computers and audio-visual materials in order to "keep kids

interested." It is important, she states, to make programs "realistic

and to fit needs and interests, or they won't work." And finally, she'd

like more "realistic perceptual-motor assessment instruments, because

the current ones are inadequate and need more reliability."

II. PROGRAM SPECIALIST

A. Self Perception

1. Present Assignment and Past Experience

This is the second year this program specialist has been in her

present job. She is assigned to the programs for the communicatively

handicapped. She had previously worked as a speech therapist in a center

for exceptional children, a school bus driver, and a school secretary.

2fig,;
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She has elementary ahd deaf education credentials. Her primary

responsibilities are to teachers of the communicatively handicapped and,

heartng impaired.

2. Activities

Assessment - She receives requests to do language assessments by

psychologfsts and other program specialists; especially at the

pre-school level. She also does language assessments (including

observations) for speech therapists.

Instructional Planning - She consults and makes modifications on the

IEPs of communicatively handicapped and deaf children. She also pro-

vides 'instructional materials for these students.

Placement - The program specialist is sometimes requested by the

teaehers of the communicatively handicapped classes to attend EAS

meetings.

Staff Development - Staff development ls a primary interest of this

,program specialist. She has coordinated several in-services, including

those available for the speech and hearing department of a local

college.

She disseminates information to both general and special education

personnel. She spoke of "job-alike" in-services which were developed

by the RLA to encourage professionals working in similar roles to share

information and educational ideas with one another.

3. Job Definition

She believes her actual functioning is close to what the law

prescribes. She sees herself primarily as a "coordinator and

facilitator."

Her primary responsibility is to the Assistant Director of the RLA.

Her role, as a program specialist, she says is "unique." She is

assigned only to Special Day Classes and programs for the communicatively

handicapped. She does not deal with legal questions.

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

One thing which impairs efficiency, she claims, is that "people are

not always available to deal with problems and to follow through."

In the past, she said, teachers of the communicatively handicapped

did not have well defined classes. The "job-alike" in-services have

helped to increase communication among staff, created more homogeneous

programs, and better placements.

5. Useful Experiences/Training for Present Position

She considers her experiences "raising children and working in

the schools" as very 'relevant to her present position.

2



She would like to have a better grasp of reading. She reconviends
"broad trainthe'lto anyone considering a position as a program specialist.

Recommended Changes
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She would like more time to read materials- and work with speeah
therapists. She'd also like to get into,greater depth in one area,
rather than-spending time on "petty things" (e.g.; paperwork, adminis-
trative details).

. Others' Perteptions

Compliance Offices. - 'She thinki program specialists are "well informed
'regarding the law, strong in 'assessment, observation and knowledge, of
alterna.ti yes .e., services/programs for 'handicapped students); and are
also professional and diplomatic."

She described a varietrof ways in which program specialists function
in this RLA. Some are responsible only for special education classes and
some handle all referrals for diagnosis and placement (both public. and 'pri-
vate): 'A majority, 'however, are assigned approximately 10 to 14 schools.

She believes that program s cialists Tri the tame place (assigned to
specific schools) establish'rapport, but they also reach a burn-out pOint."

'Speech Therapist - The following area coments made by the speech

therapist refer to two different categories of program specialists:
,

The program specialists who work directly with etpeech .therapists
helps with "forms, treatment and diagnosis," and the '"Job-Alike
1.n-seri/Ices" provided by this program specialist are useful...(they are
"real ly inStructional ."

She has very little contact with the program specialists who are
assigned to her school on a reguiar basis -(but not ,in her 'specialty area).
The onry time she does 'see them is at EAS/SAT`meetings. Her view of What
they do is that they monitor caseloads, assess procedures, sighlEPs,

'.answer,questions regarding procedural matters, and insure ethat the programs
are operating according to guidelines.

Her general view of program specialists is that they provide much
needed services. They tie schools togethey and equalize serylces among
them. --

Resource specialist (regarding program specialist assigned to her
school) - "she is very good. She gives advise regarding instruction, hut
is more useful in proyiding compliance information than in assisting in
curriculum.'.' She claimed that the program siSecialist is readily available
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SESR #3 postesses the-following_charaeteriStics!'. it. is a.coUntY.7

directed7SESR in the Master Plan foi-three:yearS-; It has:a,euraliurban:mix

-and its-program, specialists areunder. inStructional.bentrattS..

The district chosen .for site visitation had a-low SES and was located

in a rapidly growing area-with an influx of high SES groups. District size

was1,100-1,200 pupils.

Two interviewers spent one afternoon in a'primary school (K-3) and the

next morning in an elementary school which bonsisted of grades 4-6. On the

second day the lunch hour las spent by both interviewers interviewing,a

Program specialist, who was barely able to fit thenr into a tight schedule:

Interviewers.both worked in.each of the schoors,,spending anywhere from

fifteen minutes\to one hour with the Orsonne,1 interviewed.

Two principals, two resource aides, a special edueation director, a school

nurse, two special day class teachers and five regular class leachers were

interviewed (one teacher was bilingual). Three resource specialists and a

program specialist were.also,interviewed. These schools were somewhat uni-

quesince they had two resource specialists in each school.

RESOURCE SPECIALISTS

Site 1 is irla low SES area.
specialists and all teachers have
,enrolled, 350-400 students are in

Speaking.

Resource Specialist I

A. Self Perception

Site 1

This school has two full-time resource
aides. Of a total of 600-700 studentt
Title I and many are limited or non-English

1. Present Assignment am Past Experience

This is the resource specialist's third year in this position. His

Previous experience was in a private special education school for emo-

tionally disturbed adolescents. He has a standard elementary credential,

an EMR credential and an LH credential: The psychologitt at the school

had in-service during the resource specialist's.first year which helped

his work with -children who had abademic and learning disabilities. The

psydhologist also taught him how to do testing.

2. Activitiet

Referral and AsSessment .7. The referralprecest Along with program
reView.and-conSultation/staff in-seryice takes 31/2 hours per week.. This
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comes out to roughly 3% of his week for referrals. The referrals are

usually from the teacher and occasionally from the parents. The person

referring consults with the resource specialist on whether this

referral should be processed through the whole.special education process

of if tliere are alternative possibilities to.he explored first. Then the

first IEP meetin4 is held and chaired by the psychologist who is also

the head of Special .Education.Servicei. Those attending this meeting

are the,parent,s, classroom teacher, nurse (sometimes), resource

specialist, psychologist, secretary for psythologist, and sometimes the

principal. Therresource specialist does most of the testing unless an

I.Q. or personality test is needed. Assessment takes about 51/2 hours or

roughly 20% of his week.

Instructional Planning - The resource specialist and the same group of

people listed above meet in another IEP team meeting to write the.goals

and objectives for the child. This takes about 14 hours per week, or.

another 3% of his time.

Placement - This same grouP as mentioned above,now decides whether the

child needs to be placed in the resource specialist program, either v

working directly in a pull-out arrangement w.ithT. the resouree'specialtst

or having the teAcher help the child"meet these goals and objectives

directly in the classroom by wely consulting with the resource.

Specialist. This activity requires another 3% of his time.

Instruction - This aspect of the resource specialist's work requires

aPProximatelY 60% of his time. He sees children in a pull-out program

that focbses on their IEP.

Pupil Review - This is done both informally, on an ongoing basis, and

formally, at the yearly review. The-formal review is preceded by

assessments and occurs in an IEP meeting'that includes the original IEP

team participants. The review process takes about 5% of his time,

about 2'hours per week.

Program Review - This resource, specialist felt it wes done simultaneously.

with the student review. In other words, no additional review of his

program was done other than the review of the student's work.

Program Development - This takes about 6% of his time or Around 24

hours a week. He helps formulatebehavior management programs. with

teachers for regular children as well as resource specialist program

children. He estimates that he easily consults with teachers on 100'

children a week.

Staff Development - He looked at this area in the formal sense as

being a presentation to the staff. He has done one presentation for

the aides as an orientation to the aide position, but,no other formal

present ation.'

3. Job Definition

This resource specialist is assigned to this school on a full-time

basis with a caseload of up to 24 children.



His contact with the program 'specialist is limited by his own

choice. This resource specialist views himself as a problem solver

so he does not seek help. He said he does see the program specialist
when he'needs test materials from the county. (See "Others' Perceptions"

of program specialist).

The actual job description for the resource specialist states that

he is an LH teacher. He does tasks in the IEP Team meetings that
'exceed the direct instruction description of his job. These are the
coordination and consultation activities described under the activities

section.

The resource specialist is accountable to the principal and,the

Psychologist, who is also the director of Special Education Services.

After the IEP is written, the rest of his activities such as
writing goals and obtaining materials are determined by him. He feels

he is different from other resource specialists in the area because he

wdrks longer per day with children in direct instruction.

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

Last year his efficiency was inhibited by his large caseload

(approximately 39 children). The reason for this load was the fact
that the district Could not find anyone to hire that met the resource

specialist qualifications. This year his load is normal and they

"have hired additional personnel.

He has to share materials with the other elementary school, parti-

Cularly test materials which holds up his teaching schedule at times.

He feels one-half of the job of resource specialists is "public

relations." He feels that he is good at getting the staff support he

needs for his program. He is most satisfied with the success ,and

growth he seeS children making in Ahe resource specialist program
which he judges by their rate of return to a regular classroom on a

full-time basis. He feels very effective because he keeps teachers
happy by his flexible scheduling of children in the resource specialist

program. He mixes disabilities in his groups and has children work

with each other in order to maintain flexible scheduling as well as

improving pupil's skills.

5. Useful Experiences/Training for Present Position

He felt that the traiding he received through formal education was

"useless" for his work as axesource specialist. His training on-the-

job in behavior management was most helpful. Additional training that

would help-him now that he has been on the job for awhile would be in

the area of testing--both in administration of tests as well as in

interpreting them.

Training areas he would recommend to someone just entering the

field would be: testing, behaVior management, and understanding spec-

fic disabilities.
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He is aware that there are changes in the certification require-

ments of the resource specialist position.

6. Recommended Changes

He said he would like to see a larger physical space for the

resource specialist program. It is too cramped and there are too many

people in there at once.

He feels the needs of handicapped pupils in his district are being

met very successfully at present.

. Others' Perceptions

Principal - He reported that, "resource specialists are hard to come by..."

(This may be a reflection of increasing enrollment in this district.) The

principal also said that the "district hires specialists." (Principals

apparently have limited influence on the selection of this type of staff

member.) He 'perceived the program to be worthwhile and saw the sharing of

resources between resource programs and categorical programs as beneficial.

He also noted that one-resource specialist was so well received that he was

elected by regular teachers to be on the school improvement committee. He

called him a "leader on campus." This resource specialist had been here

only two years and already "established a firm hold" according to the

principal.

Teacher (Site I) - He sent a few students to the resource specialists

this year. He worked with the resource specialist fast year...and the

program was excellent. "We had common goals and it made a difference with

children," he reported. He wished more kids could get in. The former

resource specialist, when discussing student problems, used to tell this

teacher that "students will outgrow it." His formal contact with the

resource specialist is infrequent but they are in the same carpool. Accord-

ing to the teacher, this resource specialist provides visual tracking and

motor skills. After resource he noticed a "difference in students' work

and in their attitudes about themselves." One of his comments was that "no

one has in-serviced them (teachers) on identification and procedures..."

He said that "he didn't know exactly what to.do" and there are now five new

teachers, indicating that they may not be very familiar with the process

either.

Teacher (Site I) - He said he had no-problem in getting students in

the resource specialist program and noted a difference academically as well

as in behavior. He had daily, contact, on an informal basis, with the

resource specialist and discussed children with him. This teacher saw a

need for bilingual specialists. He also mentioned the previous specialist

.as inadequate because 5tudents were not helped. He did feel that the

resource program was not providing psychological help and directing enough

,attention to learning disabilities. He also quoted the former specialist

as telling him "students will outgrow their problems." According to his

perception, the resource specialist provides little staff development and

contact with parents.



Stte 2, an ini6rmediate Sdhool,.contafned gi-ades 4-6. This school's

population was 20% black, 35% Mexican and the rest were lower class Anglo

students. '.It.had been mostly black.inithe 'past. Three hundred fifty

Pupils came-from.AFDC families. Five/hYndred fortf-five students were

.enrolled.

Resource Specialist II

A. Self Perceptions

1. Present.Assignment ,and Past Experience

Recently selected as a resource specialist, he had been in the
position around 2 Tonths. He had been a Special Day Teacher for 21/4

years. This resource specialist possesses an elementary teaching

credential. He had been a math major. His sChooling was interrupted,

and when he returned to get a degree he went into special education.

Teaching EMR adults at a junior high school got him interested tn

special education.

He wanted toget into the resource program because "I can reach

more children." "I didn't like to see them in Special Day Class."

His most helpful experience was "being a substitute teacher."

2. Activities

His work assignment is to instruct students, attend meetings, test

students and talk to teachers. kle believes that 3/4 of his time is spent

on instruction and 1/4 attending meetings and testing. There is a mini-

mum day every Tuesday afternoon, so children in the afternoon do not

get instruction. He does get caught up on paper work. He is "caught

up if children are absent."

He did not deal directly with the questions, especially if there

was any indication of difficulties. Some problems did emerge though.

When asked about how he dealt with teachers, his response was "very

gently." Tension between this resource specialist and the teachers was

evident by comments from teachers. He said he believed it a good prac-

tice to have teachers in on the writing of an IEP. But then he stated

that you "stick with the IEP, but listen to what the teacher says."

And he added, "we are equipped to deal mith any problem the child has."

3. Job Definition

His supervisor is the principal. When asked how he decided what

his responsibilities were he responded, "I don't do anything without

meetings." "I have to do my job right; the principal comes in quite a

bit...he's good about that."

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

No information.

2,10
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5. Useful Experiences/Training for Present Position

No information.

6. Recommended Changes

He saw no major problems...except a need to work with teachers on

scheduling. (Teachers also saw scheduling a problem...they felt this
resource specialist was inconsiderate in his lack of concern for a

teacher's schedule.) He did not see an overlap in his work.

He saw parent involvement and specialization as "unique" to the

position and stated that this program "fits in very well with school in

general." When asked about EFFECTIVENESS, he responded that "we are

good with disabilities and handicaps." "I can't see anything here that
is weak...as long as students come to school everyday.4- There was
nothing he felt needed changing, but again he referred to his "problem

with scheduling."

Resource Specialist III

A. Self Perception

1. Present Assignment and Past Experience

This resource specialist has been working in his present position

for 5 years. His other work experience that relates to this position

includes one year working with handicapped pre-school children, two

years substitute teaching in special education classes, and an

internship in a language clinic.

This resource specialist has an EMR credential, an LH credential

and i standard elementary credential. He felt a perceptual motor
training workshOp by Bellgau and work with the psychologist at the

school who helped him formulate learning plans and ideas for reading

programs, provided valuable training for his present job.

His work assilnment is a roving resource specialist. He goes to

the other elementary school part-time. His caseload at Site 2 is 16

students.

2. Activities

Referral - These are given to the principal first. The resource
specinWirives advice to teachers on whether or not to refer a child.

This requires about 15 minutes a week of his time.

Assessment - This is done mostly in academic areas by the resource

specialist. It requires 3 hours per week.

Instructional Plannin. - Thisis done in the IEP meeting with the

presentation of results o assessment as part of the meeting. Those
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present include the resource specialist, parent teacher, adminittra
tive representative and 4 timet the nurse..or speech theraPit.
Occasionally the student is included as'well. This takes About 3 hours

per week.

Placement - This happens at the same meeting as instructional Planning

mentioned above.

'Instruction - This is direct instructibn with children on a pull-
out basis and requires 21 hours a week of the resource specialist's time.

.

Student Review - This is done by the resource specialist on, an
ongoing basis as well as formally once a year for each child. This

requires about 2 hours a week of his time.

Program Review - This is' done on a continuing basit in conjunction
with student review, as well at formally once a year With the

superintendent. The time on this activity is not a weekly amount

separate from student review (above).

Program Development - This is a form of consultation, approximately

45 minutes a week with regular classroom teachers about ideas for

programs to use in the classroom with children who are in the resource
specialist program as well as those who are in the regular class

program. This resource specialist estimates that he gives.advise

on about/20 additional children, beyond fits caseload, a week..

Staff Development - Not done on any-formal basis. Done informally

as described above under program development.

3. Job Definition

This resource specialist says he has no job description that he is

aware of. He is accountable to the psychologist who is the director

of special education services as well as to the principal of the

school. After the time on the job that he has had, he gets do instruc-

tions from anyone. Originally he received instructions from the

psychologist mentioned above.

He determines the whole program after the IEP is written. All of

his activities and schedules are determined by him. He does not know

whether his work is similar to the resource specialist at tHe other

school but knows they both work On correcting children's learning

disabilities.
c.

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

Because of his unstable location, he feels it has been difficult

to maintain an efficient program. He has been in five locations in

the school in five years.

Teachers are sometimes resistantv-to his suggestions and do not

comply, so his impact is limited. One teacher out of 21 will not refer

children to the resource specialist program.

2 ;6).



He tries to Make his work overlap with the work of the classroom

teacher. Having the students do the math and reading of the regular

classroom as well as some remedial work, the resource specialist can

guide their activities to help them work up *0 grade level. In this

way the students do not ndss any classroom work. The aide works individ-

ually with students on reading.

One advantage he has is the use of the district Special Education'

director's secretary to do his scheduling, letter writing, calling,

et.c_.
This secretary also does this for the resource specialist at Site 1.
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He feels he is effective in the areas of-working with academics

and learning disabilities as well as working with children's attitudes

about themselves and their work.

One barrier, already mentioned, is the problem with teachers who do

not make full use of the resource'specialist's Oggestions. They also

do not coordinate the child's daily program in,the classroom with the RSP.

This resource specialist really enjoys his work especially, the

direct instruction with children.

The resource specialist aide worked directly in the classroom last

year and due to the help.the groups became larger since teachers added

children to them. The ;resource specialist aide works in the resource

specialist room exclusively this. year.

5. Useful Experiences/Training for Present Position

Direct contact with children in his training nelped him most during

his early years as a resource specialist. The testing instruction from

the psychologist was also helpful and more useful than the testing

courses he had in his formal education.

For someone entering the field he recommends an internship that

teaches the use of materials and the instructional techniques required

in the position. The courses should be h: theory and 1/2 practice.

Learning about "handicaps" was useful, but theories of child develop-

ment were of less value because as a student an individual is isolated

from the field and doesn't understand how the concepts are applicable.

He felt much of the training did not transfer to the classroom.

6. Recommended Changes

He was satisfied now that his working area has become stable and is

large enough to be adequate. He never mentioned the problem with the

referral process being so slow (and the others who did mention it were

interviewed after I talked with him. There was no opportunity to

follow-up this problem.)

He recommended training in the remediation of learning disabilities

because the disability needs to be addressed before academic work can

be successful.

4

tI
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5th Grade Teacher (Site 2) - He believed,there was one strong resource

specialist in the school. The new person has a "communication problem,"

this teacher reported. "He doesn't consider the needs of a classroom
teacher, and is especially inconsiderate when it comes-to interrupting us.
He does not concern himself with our schedules. There is something about
his personably which puts the teacher on the defensive." This teacher did

not send &child to resource because of the poor relationship with the
resource specialist.

Resource Specialist Aide (Site 2) - He' was in the same room working

with a student and it was hard to interview him with his superior present.
He was a high school graduate wha substituted the previous year for the

psychologist's secretary (the psychologist had run special education in the

district). The aide set up meetings, knew what was happening, and had some

training in reading. When asked about the program, he said that "everyday

he sees some improvement." (He was also more alert, brighter and:respon-

sive than the resource specialist.)

Resource Specialist Aide (Site 2) - He feels the efficiency of the

program would improve if the referral time was shortened. Teachers are

apparently reluctant to refer children because they feel the child will not

get the needed attention soon enough to be of any real help.

Regular Class Teacher ,(Site 2) - Feels he would refer children more

often but the process takes too long. He does get useful ideas from the

resource specialist to use in working with children mho have problems.

Bilingual Teacher - He would refer children to the resource specialist

program if he had someone who he felt needed to be in it.

U. PROGRAM SPECIALIST

A. Self Perception

1. Present Assignment and Past Experience

This program specialist's workload consists of all autism programs

in the county and all special classes and resource programs in the con-

sortium. In the consortium of local districts he is assigned to, there

are fifty resource specialists, fifty special day classes and fourteen

or fifteen autistic programs.

He taught SH children for four years. "He did everything." He

trained with LH students and administered an SH program. He holds,an
administrative credential, standard credentials and LH and SH

. credentials.

His most useful outside experiences were in the area of staff

development. Working for a well known specialist in the field was part

of this experience.
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He received his LH credential from the county office. Duringthe
first year of-the Master Plan there was special training, "skill

building." This training was needed because "in the field a program

specialist could be eaten alive by the district."

2. Activities

This program specialist views himself as an "expert on the Master

Plan." He uses "theater" to teach skills. He "dramatizes" Master Plan

issues as part of inservice presentations. His work involves direct
teacher contact when providing materials, modeling and answering

questions.

He consults and works with administrators to provide support for

programs. His contacts are primarily with principals, superintendents,

and special education directors.

He does in-services and staff development with emphasis on aware-

ness of the Master Plan and appropriate skills for implementation.

He does in-services when requested. When interviewed he was preparing

an in-service for junior high school and high school special day class

teachers.

He has worked on special projects such as writinT a parent

handbook, teaching sign language to administrators and educating

parents and school staff on mainstreaming.

He "trains and teaches parents to disseminate information."

Another role he assumes, is sitting as the administrator at EAS

meetings.

Twenty percent of his day is on the road. Last year one school

took one hour and forty-five minutes to get to.

3. Job Definition

No information.

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

Sixty to seventy percent of the job is "scheduling." The'amount of

time is limited and the work is "rarely done." The territory'is so big

it, is difficult to "provide services or follow through." Teachers have

to take responsibility under these circumstances, according to the

program specialist.

"Administrators are scared of getting involved with special

services. There are competing levels" (i.e., district director of

special education). A need for mariagement and communication with teachers
and administrators exists and several districts have hired their own

program specialists. "They respect you or hate you from the county."
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This program specialist considered his role as indicating he was an

"expert in writing objectives." He stated that "parents trust us."
Although he called himtelf an "advocate for parents," he did not
"direct parents to alternative programs." "I am teacher oriented, not

an administrator...I do not evaluate teachers," responded the program

specialist when further questioned about his effectiveness.

The "main job requires 'diplomacy,'...sometimes negot'iation,

personality, and ability to communicate responsibly with people,"
according%to this program specialist.

5. Useful Experiences/Training for Present Position

No information.

6. Recommended Changes

This job has "a lot of flexibility...variety...wonderful support

from the curriculum coordinator." "There is creativity." "I would

like to see changes in high need areas." Teachers, new or older, need

There is a lot of "role confusion ahd diffusion."

He calls himself and other program specialists, "change agents."

"We have influence." "Administrators are the legitimate authority, but

a program specialist creates the best situation for kids."

B. Others' Perceptions

Special Education Coordinator - The program specialist was hired by a

consortium of five elementary districts and a junior and senior high.

The special education coordinator has "a great deal of contact with the

program specialists for curriculum and diagnostic needs." "They operate on

a demand basis." They provide in-service for regular and special education

classroom teachers. "They have a lot of territory to cover." This SESR is

short 4 program specialists. Program specialists "carry no authority

without superintendent's support.

A new program specialist had been hired to serve the consortium and the

director sald this program specialist "is involved in curriculum and

in-service." The former program specialist "took on administrative duties

and acted as an administrative designee." Now the special education coor-

dinator operated primarily in the area of "compliance."

Principal (Site 1) - "I called up a program specialist three weeks ago

and haven't heard yet...I wanted to work out a procedure for mainstreaming."

Teacher of Physically Handicapped - The program specialist was new and

she had no contact with this person.

Principal (Site 2) - She did not have much use of program specialists.

"Last year they clarified regulations. The Master Plan was piloted in this

district and we did not need a program specialist," she reported. The con-

sortium special education director advises the principal on the Master Plan.
_



SPECIAL EDUCATION SE6ICt1EGION-#4

SESR #4 possesses the following characteristics: it is an urban area,

and a Consortium with one year in the Master Plan. Program specialists

are required to have a Pupil Services Credential.

Two interviewers spent one and one-half days \interviewing twentY school

personnel on two sites and by phone.

I. RESOURCE SPECIALISTS
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Site 1

Site one is an elementary school, 1oc4ted in a middle-to-upper-middle-
class community. It is a K-5 school with an enrollment of 500-600. Inter-

views were held with the director of Special Education from the district

and school personnel. The principal, a resource specialist and her aide

participated. Others interviewed were two regular class teachers, one
teacher of the Learning Handicapped, one parent of a child enrolled in the

Resource Program, and one speech and language specialist.

Resource Specialist I

A. Self Perception

1. Present Ass,ignment and Past Experience

At the time of the interview, this resource specialist had been

working in her present position for,five to six weeks. Prior to this,

she was a Special Education teacher for eight years (one year in ap

EMR class). She has an M.A. degree in the Education of the Mentally
Retarded and a California SED Credential.

She was assigned to students.in grades kindergarten through fifth

grade.,

2. Activities

Thii resource specialist's time breaks down as follows:

a) Approximately 12-13 hours/week spent in direct instruction (i.e., 5

hours/week pull-out, 7-8 hOudYweek'group or individuaf Instruction

within classroom). Her aide, under her supervision, does the majority

of the pull-out instruction.

b) Approximately 10 hours/week on assessment (i.e., academic testing,
observatfons (approx. two hours per days and consultatioh (mainly, with
speech therapist but some with psychologist and members of guidance

team, for exemPle, principal, nurse, speech and language specialist).

c) Approximately 5 hours/week on instructional planning (i.e., organizing

materials for her aide to use in pulI-out and feeding supplementary

' materials to regular class teacher).
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'11) Approximately 21/2 hours/week hearing referrals as member of guidance
committee (also on the committee are principal, speech and language
specialist, and the nurse). They hear regular classroom teachers' and
parents' concerns regarding students, make recommendations for modifying

environment, curriculum, etc., or agree to carry out full assessment if

needed.

e) Some involvement\in in-service - so far this year it's been to
regular staff about the nralaTas between a guidance committee
referral and a special education referral.

This resource specialists has only been at this school approximately

5-6 weeks when interviewed. She had already worked her way, into the

classroom and was doing the majority of her instruction with students

there. At first many teachers were opposed to having her present, but

she had convinced most to give it a try.

3. Job,Definition

No information.

. Efficiency/Effectiveness

This resource specialist.feels one problem which the special educati n

staff and she have encountered that inhibits efficiency is the lack of

communication,among them. Sometimes mare than one person will end up

doing, an aspect of the assessment work, and other times sdmething will

be overlooked entirety by all members, Since they have begun taking

minutes of the meeting, this problem has decreased. Another problem
she.encounters is the regular staff's lack of acceptance of special

education. She blames special education staff for this problem. She ,

doesnit think they work hard enough to make special education appealing.

For example, she says the policies (e.g., determining eligibility,

criteria) as well as the terminology and the,forms keep changing too

often. She also thinks that special education people tend to be too

"band-wagoney." "One year they're all hepped up on one program theory,

the next year it's another." She says their credibility is suspect

because of it. Another problem which she doesn't feel is the fault of
the school special education staff, but in fact inhibits their efficiency,

- is the regular staff's assumption that all the rules regarding special

education procedures are made by special education personnel. She

feels that the special education staff frequently suffers the brunt of

the criticisms and frustrations that the rest of the staff feels about

special education in general. This resource specialist feels that

there is still a lot of public relations work that needs to be done in

special education, that its reputation for being the dumping ground for

students and staff has not yet been cleaned up.
s,

This resource specialist sees herself as being most effective in a

consultant role (e.g., as a member of the guidance committee which

hears teachers' complaints/reports about students and gives suggestions

for remediation). She also believes that by spending time in the

classroom rather than working one-to-one with student in a pull-out

program her effectiveness is increased (for more details, see above).

O



Conditions which inhibit effectiveness,such as'lack of communica-
'tion among guidance committee members, the unfinished P1R. work for
special education, etc. , have-been stated above.

A

She feels that,by,working this way she 'gets a real sense of how the
child is learning, 'and what the conditions of the classroom are. The

teachers have an opportunity to observe herAethods of teaching and
managing behavior. She can observe the teacher and give feedback to

them. The children's day is not as disrupted,as it would be if they

were in a pull=Out program, and.the stigma of bein9 a "speciaT student"
is not so greatbecause students never have to leave their'room.' She

also frequently helps other students besides the 'ones assigned (she is

seen as everyone's helper).

.5. Useful Experiences/Training for Present Position

This resource specialist feels that her classroom-teaching
experience has been most uSeful to her in her present work. Currently

shOd like to get more instruction (i.e.,.in-service through the

consortium) on testing and through her- contact with other school spe-
cialists (e.g., speech and hearing therapist, etc.) and pick-up infor-

mation in their specialities on an informal basis.

To anyone considering a career ai a resource specialist she'd

recommend they hae a lot of background in Special Educaion and an
lity to be able to work well with other people.

6. Recommended Changes

-ThiS resource specialist would like to have more time than she has

to do her work.. She thinks that to better meet the needs of handicapped
pupils, there should be much more counseling offered.

B. Other's perceptions

Principal, - the principal feels that the resource specialist's major
role is to helyintegrate special education and regular'staff. The principal

,thinks of her as a partner in changing attitudes towards special education

(through inservice, consultation, etc.): She strongly supports the re-

source specialist working in the classroom, especially because she thinks

the resource specialist models good teaching techniques for teachers.

Guidelines change too nipidly (e.g., qualifying students for programs).

She thinks staff needs more time to establish themselves before, making

changes. She thinks they spend all of their inservice time learning about

the newest legal regulations and haven't gotten much past this point.

Regular Class Teacher - The resource specialist has observed her stu-

dents and given her assistance in planning for her students' needs. This

teacher feels that some of the greatest help she's gotten from the resource

specialist is reassurance that she is already doing all she can for a par=

: ticular child. She said that initially she was panicked about mainstreaming
special education students intO her class, but that the resource specialist

allayed many of her fears by giving "expert" help. She said that psycholo-

gists and principals here not sufficient in the past to give this help.

The psychologists, in particular, was too theoretical and sometimes gave

"off-the-wall" advice. 2 j .



Regular Class TeaCher - Initially, this teacher was very Opposed to

having resource specialistg work'in her class. But her feelings have com-

pletely changed. She thinks that because the resource specialist works so
intimately with the students she's developed a personal feeling for them.
When she and the resource specialist discuss the students, they have a com-
mon grounding (i.e., the child in that classroom). She believes'that this ,

resource specialist has high expectations and follows through on her expecta-

,
tions of students (i.e., when she's asked a child to do a certain amount of
work the checks up on the child and sees that it gets done).

LH Teacher - This LH teacher doesn't have too much contact with the

resourcelspecialist except concerning resource specialist program students
being considered for placement in the LH class. This LH teacher thinks
that in the past, resource specialist program students were missing out on
too much class time because bf the !Ipull-out" 'system. She thinks the.program

is, much better now that most Of the work is done in class. '

Parent of 5th Grade Boy in the Resource Specialist Program - The
resource specialist-has helped her understand her child's weaknesses as

well as providing suggestions for homewbrk and home modifications. She ,

thinks it has been very helpful to her to be able to have continual informal

(as well as formal) communication with'the resource specialist. She could

: recommend no changes.

Speech and Language Specialist The resource specialist and speech and
language specialist.have "constant contace' (e.g.; guidance team; consulting

about students placed in both SH and resource specialist program; trying to

coordinate amditory processing program design (auditory/attebtional skil,

She thinks the qualities that make this resource specialist so succds'sful

are her visibility with teachers and students (i.e., working directly in

classes), her strong special education background, and her supportive manner.

SpeciaT Education Director - Meets monthlY with the resource specialist.
Feels very satisfied with the resource specialist's work, Thinks that since

the creation of this role (and that of the program specialist), the quality

of education has improved, the range of offering for special education stu-

dents and others has increased. She does not feel that these roles could be

replaced.

Summary of Dther Perceptions

The distinctive feature of this resource specialist and the way she

operates her program is in her high level of involvement .in the classroom.

Teachers and others appreciate her support, her sinCere concern and fami-

liarity with the Children, all made possible by her coming into the .

classroom. She has provided a model to teachers and.has made it possible
'for students to bet the help they need without having to leave their class

and miss any classroom activity.
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Student Review - In the spring, Form B of the Brigance'Inventory of

Basic Skills is administere4 by the resource specialist as a post-test.

3. Job.Definition

The,vice-principal and department chairwoman for the resource spe-
cialist program are this resource specialist's supervisors. The vice-

principal does a periodic evaluation of the resource specialist program

staff. At the time of the interview, she was completing an evaluation
form given to her by the vice-principal in which she had asked her to_

. state her goals for her students and how she would implement instruc-
tion in order .to attain them.

4,

Instructions she receives from her department chairwoman are in the
form of request for testing. She is also given other directives, such
as the subject areas she 'Will specialize in and school procedures to

follow. The way she allocates her time and delivers instruction is
left up to her.

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

There are two major problems which this resource specialist encounters

in her work. One is that because it is aularge school there are many
different people involved with a.single student. Frequently the files

on students get misplaced and this resource specialist doesn't receive

word about a student she is to see until much later than she should, or

she expects a student to be in her program and the student hasn't been

informed about his/her astignment to the retburce specialiSt progeam.

A second problem with the resource specialist program is that
resource specialists are assigned to teach specific subjects which they

may or may not enjoy teaching and/or have much eibertise in. She says

that in some cases the students obviously suffer under this system and

it is frustrating to teachers.

This resource specialist thinks she"s most effective in helping
students.develop more self-confidence. She finds working with Level IV
students most satisfying because they generally want the help she
offers them and catch on relatively quickly. What she finds More

frustrating is working with Level I students-who are terribty

discouraged and uninterested in learning.

5. Useful Experiences/Training for Present Position

Her experience as a classroom teacher and mother has been most use-

ful to this resouece specialist in her present work. Now she'd like to

be getting some on-going training which she could apply in her work

(e.g., how to do better assessment, instructional planning, motivate

students, etc.).

Experiences which she thinks are very helpful to anyone considering a

position as a resource specialist include regular classroom teaching

and an integrated college program in Special Education combining theory

and application. She thinks that too much of the training is too,

theoretical.
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6. Recommended Changes

This resource specialist feels that she's too new in her position
(approximately two months) to know whether or not there are any changes
she'd like to have In her work, although she can see already that more
time to do her work would be nice.

This resource specialist did feel, that there wes a distinct improve-
ment in the relationship between specialists and regular classroom
teachers. "Last year when theprogram was new there %es some reluc-
tance to cooperate on-the part of regular classroom teachers. Now 95%

are cooperative." -4

Resource Specialist III

A. Self Perception

1. Present Assignment and Past Experience .

This resource specialist had been an industrial arts teacher for

sixteen years. She worked with handicapped students on special projects
and when' they started to cut programs she decided to work in the special

education area. (This is a declining enrollment district and specialists
are not laid-off and are not on the same type of seniority, list as are

'negular classroom teachers.) This resource specialist needs 18 more

units for an LH Credential and 15 more for Pupil Pensonnel Credential.

2. Abtivities

She spends Vle majority of her time teaching social studies. She has

two groups. Level I students are seen daily; Level,IV students attend
regular classrooms and come to resource once a week. She teaches Level

IV students social studies, math, scienceend English. Social studies

classes are self-contained and 50 minutes long. She has four classes a

day and a testing period. An open period is used for visiting.

The number of students change frequently. Currently there are 16

in Level I and 22 in Level IV. More are added by counselors as the

need arises.

This reSource specialist writes behaviora1 objectives for students

after assessing (uses Brigance and WRAT). Students are assigried to

resource specialists on the basis of subject areas they need to work on.

There is a three week evaluation of the students. Resource specialist

III also developed a "review procedure," where every six weeks the

classroom teacher checks' the student's progress in his or her subject.

3. Job Description

No informatiOn.

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

One of the problems with the program is Level IV. Five or six
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students are taught at the same time, and although the aide is excellent

according to resource specialist III, it is difficult to conduct

classes in this manner. Truancy can also be-a problem for a resource

specialist working with Level IV students, since students report to

regular classes before they.go to resource for'help. The resource spe-

cialist does nOt know if the student is in spool.

This resource specialist did feel that there was a distinct Improve-

ment in the relationship betWeen specialists and regular classroom

teachers. "Last year when the program Wai new there was some reluctance

to cooperate on the part of regular classroom teachers. Now 95% are

cooperative."

Resource specialist III inthduced a three week evaluation form

which may contribute to greater efficiency and effectiveness in terms

of student objectives.

5. °Useful Everiences/Training for Present Positioh

Her experience as a classroom teacher and mother has been most use-

ful to this'resource specialist in her present work. Now she's like to

be getting some on-going training which she could apply in her work

(e.g., how to do better assessment, instructional planning, motivate

students, etc.).

Experiences which she thinks are very helpful to anyone considering

a position as a resource specialist include regular classroom teaching

and an integrated college program in special education combining theory

and application. She thinks that too much of the training is too

theoretical.

6. Recommended Changes .,

I

Ths resource specialist'feels that she's too new in her position

(approximate1y two months) to know whether or not there are any changes

she'd like to have in her work, although she can See already.that more,

1

time to do her work would be nice.

B. Others' Perceptions, Resource Specialists II and IJI

1

Psychologist - She has contact with the resource specialist prograti

staff in these ways: helps with assessment; gives suggestions.for reme-

diation techniques and group instructional planning;;does some staff develop-

'

ment for them and may meet parents together with a resource specialist.
, .

The psychologist feels that since the introduction of the roles of

I

resource specialists and.program specialists under the Master Plan, there

is greater attention given to special education students (e.g., teachers

have become more aware of problems and procedures for remediation due to

I

the assessment work that is beiqg done and the IEP).. She also thinks that

communication between home and school has improved. In addition, she

believes that because more trained people are doing assessment, for

example, the resource specialist and prograwspecialist, more information

about students' problems anthneeds is available.
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The suggestions'that she makes for the resource specialist program

staff are that they improve their organization so that more small group or

individual instruction could take place. At present, she doesn't feel that

the students are getting enough attention.

Teacher of the Learning Handicapped - Her contact with the RSP staff is

limited to communicatión about a few students who are placed in both the LH-

class and the RSP.

She thinks that since the introduction of the resource specialist role,

students are given a better chance at being mainstreamed. Until resource

specialists were present, there was no place for a student who was at a

higher level of functioning than the LH student but at the bottom of the.

regular class. For this reason, she thinks their role is essential.

Speech Therapist - She feels the RSP is primarily tutorial and makes

her work harder. They are not therapists.

Special Education Department Chairman - She believes more remediation

was needed with some students now in the resource specialist program. She

believes the resource specialist should handle only students who can be

successfully mainstreamed.

Program Specialist - She defined the resource teacher as a person who

monitors students in regular classes. The program specialist does in-service

(both formal and informal) for resource teachers, attends IEP meetings with

them and informs them about SB 1870.

Site 3

Site 3 is a high school with similar demographics as Site 2, but has

operated under a principal who introduced Master Plan objectives many

years prior to legal implementation.

An interview was conducted with the resource specialist by phone for

the purpose of contrasting activities at Site 2, which had been in the

Master Plan for only one year, with Site 3 where mainstreaming had been

supported for a number of years. Unlike Site 2, where resource students

were located in barracks, the program was conducted from regular classrooms

in Site 3. These classrooms were still somewhat isolated, however.

Resource Specialist IV

A. Self Perception

1. Present Assignment and Past Experience

This resource specialist is in her sixth year in the special educa-

tion area, and her second year at Site 3. She was a reading teacher in

a special education program before getting her LH credential. She also

worked in a private clinic for two years diagnosing disabilities.
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2. Activities

Resource specialist IV said that the Site 3 program tries not to
pull students out of.class and a first priority is to'work with regular
classroom teachers in oi'der not'to pull-out. "Resource programs give

us flexibility." "StUdents can drop-in. Trust has developed over the

years."

She spends most of her time instructing. At least 3 hours a day

are with students. Periods 2 and 5 are drop-in periods. Additional

responsibilities involve: consulting with regular classroom teachers
amd modifying curticulum, and assessing as part of screening committees
which review referrals and handle transfers. Resource specialists are

case carriers. They do academic work, and tests for handicapping are

ongoing. Resource specialists assess continuing students; two tests

are given in each academic area and two tests in each handicapping area.

A resource specialist is a counselor,actording to resource spe-

cialist IV. They provide a liaison with the family and administration

and take care of program changes. The school counselor handles all

discipline and attendance.

There are nine people working in the program, six in the resource-%
program and three as special day class teachers. Of the over 3,800

students in the school, 160 are in the resource prOgram. Thirty=five

are,in special day classes.

Resource specialist IV felt the job was satisfying because of stu-

dent success. With intermittent assistance, the resource specialist
proOath prevented student failure, ended tracking, and improved a

student's self concept. The job's frustrations were a result of time

constraints, the number of regular classroom teachers needed to be

contacted (over 80 teachers), and the lack of a gOod supply of tradi-

tional-aides. They had to hire college students because of the

scarcity of money.
,

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

No information.

5. Useful Experiences/Training for Present Position

No information.

6. Redommended Changes

No information.

II.- PROGRAM SPECIALIST

One day was spent interviewing and observing the program specialist at

work.
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A. Self Perception

1. Present Assignment and Past Experience

This was her second year as a program specialist. Previously she

worked as a speech and language pathologist. She worked in a high

school for five years., and currently teaches part-time at a state

college. She also has a private practice in speech pathology.

This program specialist has a B.A. and M.A. in Communicative
Disorders from a state college and a certificate of clinical competence
in addition to the "standard credentials."

2. Activities

Her territory is the entire high school district and post secondary

programs. This covers six schools and the guidance center. She does
approximately two hundred observations for six students in private

schools.

She estimated that 10% of hertime was spent on PRIVATE SCHOOL

PLACEMENT. Two or three times a year she checks onothe students,'

progress. November 1st begins visitations. "70% of my interaction is

with teachers and staff, 30% is with agencies and parents."

She is also responsible for overseeing nine aphasia teachers, 91/2-10

speech and language specialists and 10-12 teachers of the severely

handicapped.

Tier activities as a program specialist involve Monday visitations
to the guidance center and Tuesday through Thursday scheduled on the

basis of.established needs.

Her day begins at 8:00 a.m. She goes to the RLA office and spends

the first hour on phone calls. Then for four days of the week she is in

the field doing consultation and assessment, both formally and

informally. During this period she may also make private school

visitations. Normally the workday ends at 4:30 p.m. when she returns to

the RLA center. Friday is devoted to weekly staff meetings which
include the staff members familarizing themselves with new forms, pro-

cedures and changes in the law. Friday can be used to prepare materials.

This program specialist is a consultant for IEP meetings. When a

new teacher is involved, the program specialist may be called upon to

write the IEP. She reviews the IEP, and particularly the parent

option. "I assist in the review of difficult cases when parents refuse

to sign the IEP or appropriateness is called into question."

The program specialist also conducts review on a semester and annual

basis. "I assist in review." If students are still in Special Educa-

tion by high school, they have severe problems. "I review students' past

history. If students are in an LH class and not progressing in this

class, they could be placed in CH class, which might be more

appropriate."
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"Placement usually is the source of our problems." It (conflict)

"could have been resolved if alternatives" were handled more
"thoroughly." "I try to discourage shopping around. I encourage

placing a child in his/her attendance area. Newer staff will Call for

help on placement,' I am aware of available programs." She knows more

than just her specialty because structural complications in secondary

schools calls for "cross category placement." "WHAT IS UNIQUE TO MY JOB

IS THE AWARENESS OF RESOURCES AT THE DISTRICT LEVEL."

She believes the consortium provides in-service to weaker programs,
"one school doesn't get the cream of the crop." 95% of the students are

placed in their attendance area. Prior to the Master Plan there was

dispapity inocurriculum. Now services are consjstent from one campus.

to another.

There were a large number of private school placements prior to the
consortium, according to the program specialist "Parents in this

district are nommore knowledgeable." At present there are workshops

with parents. Two community advisory committee workshops were put on

last year,- This program specialist has at least five parent contacts a

week, at least one a day. She generally distusses"what "services are

available."

This program specialist was asked by a high school vice-principal

to review the objectives of a special education teacher. The program

specialist did not seem unduly disturbed by the request, but handled it

as one means of "access" and rapport with administration.,

3. Job Definition

This program specialist operates under general guidelines of the

law, her specific job description, and particular assignments. The

guidance center is specifically assigned as is "monitoring" a speech

-therapy internship program twice a week. This assignment was made by

the districts in the consortium. Otherwise, case requests determine

her schedule. She has to do program observations, attend IEP meetings

and reviews. She is called in for consultation and assessment.

The line of authority ranged from-the director of Special Education

for the district (this prbgram specialist's immediate supervisor) to.

the assistant principal, teacher and/or specialist and parent,

according to the program specialist.

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

The program specialist suggested that some of the problems that

impede efficiency are a consequence of the complexity of the high school

system, funding, and lack of time. She said "elementary schools were.

easier." Elementary districts (and schools) are mnaller and have fewer

"political ladders." Most of the cause of conflict is funding,
according to the program specialist. Caseloads are too high and

budgets are limited for supplies and materials. There is less money

for direct services as well as a "lack of funds for professional
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deVelopment." :kcontinual complaint Of.the program specialist was her

$200 annual alloWance to "attend workshops; subscribe to'professional

journals;. etc..." She seemed to feel,this Curtailed her professional

growth and impeded her effectiveness.

Another problem she spoke of was "lack of time." She has fifty-two

square miles and six schools to cover. She noted that some program

specialists had twenty or thirty schools. The high schools in her

territory, however, averaged a high number of approximately 4,000 students.

Other problem areas this program specialist identified were dupli-

cation of in-service programs; "simultaneous demands," or request for

some services at the same time; and "county meetings that overlap," or

cover the same material.

She reported, "the hardest aspect of this job is different educational

philosophies." Working under one umbrella can impede efficiency. The

nature of the liaison position, according to the program specialist,

impedes effectiveness. She noted that "...administrations will resist

directives...I AM AT TIMES AN OUTSIDER." She continued, "I work with

administrations and give suggestions, but I am least effective when the

administration is not open to approach." "Trying to work with local

administration makes'it much harder." ,The role of specialist is a

"legislative role," we can show how to do IEP in cases where we have

administrative support. An assistant principal wears "lots of hats."

I have been told "you tell my teachers, you evaluate my teachers..." A

program specialist "is looked upon as an administrator." We are

"experts in curriculum, not administrators." It "is hard to be a spe-

cialist in all areas...impossible to stay abreast of all curriculum

changes...hard to perform a dual role." We were "set up as curriculum

consultants, and trained as curriculum consultants." "This is the

function that generates respect and greater appreciation for servicei.

Compliance forces am'Mministrative role. Teachers blame me for no

money."

Another problem is that there is a need to in-service administrators."

"I enjoy interaction with teachers, but this position is not as

rewarding as teaching." Not much positive feedback...complaints about

how poorly things are run. She hears complaints about "90% of the

time." "Not much support," according to this specialist.

To be more effective would require additional time on site and an

increase in direct services to tpecialists. There is a need for more

0 release time for special education teachers. More money is needed to

attend speech pathology and other conferences and workshops, as well as

travel.

This program'specialist felt that she had received as much formal

training as was available in her area. Additionaf money for conferences,

workshops and reading material, or "informal" means of professional

growth were more important to her.
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5. Useful Experiences/Training, for Present Position

She felt her experience in a hospital setting"provided her with mores

"intensive" background in the clinical or therapeutic aspect'of her lork.

The clinical experience helped her learn to use a "TEAM APPROACH" in public

schools. It is more'effective because of large caseloads and lack of time.

6. Recommended Changes

No information.

B. Others Perceptions

Nurse - A program specialist is "part of a regulatory.agency...someone

who iialibrs what we do...has very little contact with kids directly.

They do not take-part in direct evaluation. They evaluate the process,

they are redundant. A program specialist has a more complicated job. .

There are a myriad of forms constantly being changed which they are respon-

sible for. Directions are contradictory. This year they are getting.it

together. In the past, there has been pressure to identify for sake of

identification, now there is no value in it...(CAPS). There are fewer

meetings this year."

DepartMent Chairman of Special Education and Special Class Teacher -

She had contact,with several program specialists. Calls on them depending

on strength. They are "good at IEP meetings." They provide in-services on

teaching and assessment, go over new forms, attend IEP meetings of a contro-

versial nature. They are "personally excellent, but limited "timewise."0

Their time frequently can't be spent on their priorfties. The program

specialist's perference would be to visit sites.

Program specialists are "not terribly necessary." There are alter-

natives to the way they function now. Under declining enrollment class

size has increased, which is a loss for special education kids.

LH Teachers - Contact with program specialist through an in-service on

a student. Informs us on the availability of teaching materials. Didn't

know what role of program specialist was in providing in-service. They do

tie in with other programs, such as resource programs. Sometimes they make

decisions about placement of students they do not know well. This

distressed the'LH teadher.

Speech Therapist - She has a program specialist assigned to her. This

program specialist sits in on IEP meetings and presents options in case of

placement conflicts. According to the therapist, a "Program specialist is

a resource...they plan workshops and observe." She does not use their

services. The program specialist is a department coordinator (speech) and

handles problems as well as holds monthly meetings.

A Classroom Teacher - She has no contact with the program specialist.

A Counselor - She has contact with a program specialist mainly at IEP

meetings. She sees her as a liaison with districts regarding placement.

The counselor feels program specialists need more "hands on" experience.

They need to be present more and their credibility would increase.

229
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She believes since the introduction of the role more assessments are

done. These have value since they target the strengths and weaknesses of

of students. She felt others could 4o staff development equally well with

program specialist, hilt don't have the time.

Principal, Site 1 - She feels that if program specialists get out into

the field they can be highly effective.- They have been helpful to her and

her staff by informing them about the legal aspetts of the Master Plan,

acting as a community resource, providing staff in-services, etc. She

thinks that the resource specialist and program specialist-work very well

together (i.e.o.program specialist informs resource specialist about legal'

guidelines, relieves-anxiety, gives testing in-services,etc.) but that the

regular teaching staff doesn't understand the program specialist's role.

% Resource Specialist II - She thinks that the needs of handicapped pupils

would not be served as well without program specialists. She thinks they

provide options to teachers by creating, maintaining, and upgrading special

education programs.

Resource Specialist III - She uies program specialists. "Anytime I have ,

a problem I call her." qbe does an excellent job." I "Contact her in

curriculum areas. High School materials are difficult to obtain and she

knows-suppliers." "Program specialist writes'behavicirial objectives for

students, and attend all IEP meetings:"

Resource Specialist IV - She felt "close" to the program specialist.

It was her "link to legal interpretations..." The program specialist, ,

"keeps us alive legally," she explained. She felt the program specialist

insured consistency of programs in the districts, especially among 8th gra-

des which fed into the high school. Her program specialist also offered a

lot of suggestions in curriculum.
411:



SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES REGION #5

SESR #5 represents the following characteristics: it is a single-urban

district, has blivi operating under the Master plan for two years, and its

program speciallifts are hired on a management contract.

Two interviewers visited two elementary schools in this area, inter-

viewing a total of 17 school personnel. They included: one program

specialist, two resource specialists, two principals, one county diagnostic

teacher, one district counselor, one school psychologist, two DIS

personnel, four regular class teachers, two special day class teachers, and

one resource specialist aide.

I. RESOURCE SPECIALISTS

Site 1

Site 1 is an elementary school (K-6) with an enrollment of 500-600. It

is located in a middle-to-upper-middle-class community. Fifty percent of

itt students are bilingual and are bl4ed from outlying communities.

Resource Specialist I

A. Self Perception

1. Present Assignment and Past Experience

This resource specialist has been working In his present position

for three years. He is assigned to one elementary school. Prior to

this he was a volunteer In a reading program; taught church school for

15 years; was a special education teacher for four years; a substitute

teacher and parent. He has a master's degree in special education, a

standard elementary teaching credential, TMR/EMR and special education

credentials and is currently working on a Spanish credential.

2. Activities

Referral - He consults with parents, teachers, and principal regarding

RTOM and routes them to appropriate personnel (psychologist,

Ispeech and hearing therapist, nurse, etc).
1

Assessment - 20% of his time is spent planning or actually doing

assessments (e.g., academic, achievement, sensory-motor); he coordinates

the assessment work with psychologists, reading specialist, speech and

language perSonnell etc. The IEP team determines what tests will be

administered and who,will do them;

Instructional Planning - He does all of his own planning for the pull-out

program and helps teachers plan for children they have in their

classes.

Placement - He helps make placement decisions as a member of the IEP Team.

Instruction - 60% of his time is spent giving direct instruction and

planning. An instructional aide assists.

2 31
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Review - He participates in formal review of students (1-2 per year per

-STraiiit) and in less formal reviewp through telephone contact with

parents, at least once per month. ,

Staff Development - Conducted on a formal basis one or two times per

year and on an informal basis daily.

3. Job Definition.

No information

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

This resource specialist reports no major problems in his work. He

says he provides the organization and coordination of all Special Educa-

tion services for handicapped pupils at his school from the referral

through to the review stage. He sees himself as a resource to the .

staff on many aspects of learning handicaps (e.g., identification,

remediation, etc.). The only possible problem is not having enough

time to do all the work.

He feels that the new system of Special Education has made educators

more accountable for their work, has increased parents awareness of

their childrens' education, and has encouraged a team approach in meeting

the needs of special students--all this, he feels, is veny positive.

5. Useful Experiences/Training for Present POsition

In his beginning years as a resource specialist he found the tech-

nical information he'd acquired the most helpful to him (e.g., knowing

what the different kinds of learning handicaps are; how to identify

them; what methods to use to remediate.them). He recommends to anyone

who is considering becoming a resource specialist that they acquire

this same information.
1

6. Recommended Changes

The only change he'd like in his own role would be to have more

time to do his work. In other regards, he thinks that a resource

specialist aide position is more demanding than all other aide posi-

tions and therefore should be classified at a higher level. Then, more

highly qualified people would be competing for positions as resource

specialist aides and would be more adequately paid.

B. Others' Perceptions

Psychologist - This psychologist consults with resource specialists o

assessment (e.g., suggests additional assessment measures they might use,

helps interpret test results).

Before the introduction of the resource specialist program, this

psychologist stated that students who were learning handicapped could not

always stay in their neigh-borhood schools and regular classrooms. Now,

the resource specialist program provides them with the additional one-to-

one help they need so they don't have to be removed from their communities

and out of the mainstream.

232



Itinerarit Adaptive Physical Education'Teacher - This Adaptive Physical
_Education Teacher receives referrals for assessment from the resource
-.specialist. He consults with him about students who have been referred or
are placed'in special education programs. He.thinks-that the resource spe-
cialist does a very good job of keeping All significant personnel Informed
about the status of handicapped pupils,

Coordinator, Adaptive Physical Education - He receiVes requests for
assessments from the resource specialist; conducts in-services for resource
specialists on physically handicapping conditions and how to work with
them. He thinks that resource specialists are playing a key role in the
coordination of special education,services at the school level. One sugges-
tion he makes for change is that the resource specialist and the program
specialist notify APE personnel of assessments they,want them to do, leaving .
enough time in which to conduct them and determine results. Sometimes, he

says, they are given referrals with an insufficient amount of time to

complete them.

Teacher of Bilingual Class (grades 3-4) - He give's referrals-to the
resource specialist and consults with him about students who are having
learning/motivation pryblems. He says that he always gets immediate
assistance from the'resource specialist. He makes suggestions about
classroom management and curriculum materials; dtscuSses with him weekly

the students placed in the resource specialist program; sometimes helps
with,students who were referred for the,resource specialist,program but,
refused; does in-service on forms for IEP meetings.

Principal - He feels that this resource specialist is "excellent.°
The resource specialist is well trained in his field and does in excellent

job of detecting-learning probleMs and knows how to remediate them. He .

also helps regular classrbom teachers adapt their instruction for the
learning handicapped sfudents. Because the principal' feels that the Master
Plan has improved services for the handicapPed; he IS in favor of it,
although his workload has increased as a result of it (e.g., attending IEP.
Meetings ,and-in-services on the Master Plan guidelines).

'Regular Classroom Teacher (grades 4-5) This teacher talks with the

'resource specialist about referrals: He has several students pladed in

the resource specialist program. He tbinks the recource specialist is

.
accommodating with scheduling students at times so they won't miss out on°

impprtant class time. This teachee,generally feels that services have

improved with the beginning of the resource specialist program He would

like to be a little better infbrmed as to what the resource se ialist does

when he works with students.

Site)2

Site 2, also an elementary school (K-6), consists of student from low-

-, middle class families (e.g 80-90% on Welfare, according to the principal
A large percentage are single-parent families.'

Resource-Specialist II

A. Self Perception
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Present Assignment and Past Experiences

,He is aSsigned to work in two elementary, scho ,and he has been

orking in his present position for three years. i-ous to that he

taught in an LH pull-out program for two Years. al teaching time is

20 years. His educational training that relate kthis position

includes an M.A.'in education, a specialist credential for working with

the gifted, a regular elementary credential and a special education

credential.

2. Activities

Referral - In the beginning of the year, his activities in the area of

referral are very heavy. He receives all special education referrals and

coordinates the whole process.

Assessment - The.resource specialist conducts testing and coordinates

assessment work of other specialists.

Instructional P1annin9 - This is an ongoing activity. In the beginning

of the year, instructional planning take a larger percentage of time

than later on.

Instruction - Threq-quarters Of ttme is spent in instruction..

resource specialist aide assists.

Review - Each Spring he conducts an annual review on each stadent

assigned to the resource specialist program.

Staff Development - He,consults with teachers about educational programs

for students (resource specialist program and non-resource specialist

program students). He also conducts in-services on learning disabili-

ties diagnosis, Master Plan Procedures, and laws.

Parent Education - The resourc speci list conducts discussions with

parent groups about learning di ili ies, Master Plan procedures and laws.

3: Job,Definition

He is accountable to the two principals in the schools where he

is aisigned and the director of,special day class teachers and resource

specialists who work out of the central office.

He is allowed a great degree of autonomy. Tht only instructions

he receives in his work are given to him at meetings, held two or

three times a year for "housekeeping information" such as laws proce-

liures and criteria.

" 4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

'This resource specialist says,his main activity is public relations:

developing acceptance of the resource specialist program among the staff

and maintaining that acceptance. .

This resource specialist feels he it most eff'ective in giving direct

instruction to students and also; in helping parents understand their

children's'needs.
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He, however, feels his effectiveness as a teacher is inhibited by

two conditions: 1) too much paperwork for the Master Plan, and 2)
having to split his time between two sschools. . With two faculties, two
IEP teams, and two aides, the work of 'Coordinating and organizing alr
these people cuts down on valuable time spent-with students.

This resource specialist spoke of an additional problem: .enrolling
bilingual students in the resoLfece specialist program. "Proper
assessment," he said* "is hard to do and it takes a long time to get-
someone in'the distritt who can conduct the assessment.'1 There are no

personnel employed in the special education program who are bilingual.
The ESL program does not like having children placed in special educa-
tion because of the perceived lack of exposure they will have to their
native language. As a consequence they rarely refer their stUdents.
This resource specialist feels this is unfortunate because he knows
some children would, qualify for and benefit from the resource specialist

program.

5. 'Useful Experiences/Training for Present Position,

The most useful aspect of his training came from assessment courses
and his direct experience as a regular class teacher. Additional

psychology courses, he feels would be useful-to him now that he has

been on the job awhile.

Areas of training he recommends for a new resource specialist are
counseling training, discussion leading skills, assessment skills, and
experience as a regular class teacher.

6. Recomended Changes

He is satisfied with his work and likes the variety of tasks, but he

does not like the limitations of being split between two schools. He

thinks that a,full-time assignment at one school with an approximate

caseload of 18 students and reduced administrative tasks would be the

most effective use of his time.,

B. Others' Perceptions

Prinicpal - This school just qualifies for a half-time resource

specialist. However, he believes'the nature of the population requires
more resource specialist time due to the problems of this low middle-class ,

group, with 80-90% being on welfare ald many single, working parents. The

school has had to hire an-extra teacher who does tutoring, to.augment the

resource specialist program: A half-time teacher has less time for direct

instruction because of the organizational demands of two separate schools.

This principal says he has less contact with the resource specialist

since the Master Plan has been in effect (the resource specialist had a

similae role before officially becoming a member of the Master Plan) and

knowsless about the students enrolled in the resource specialist program.

He is only involved at the IEP team meetings.
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Since the institution of the Master Plan, he feels that better
assessments are being done and that there.are better,personnel to provide
services, in general. However, the amount of paperwork decreases time
which could be spent giving direct services to children.

Regular Class Teacher (5-6 grades) - This teacher has had very satis-
factory contact with the resource specialist: He has consulted with the
resource specialist on remedial techniques to use with students in his

classroom. He reiterated the same comments the principal made regarding
'the resource specialist's half-time limitations and Master Plan paperwork

overload.

Special Day Class Teacher - He would ideally like the resource spe-
cialist to be able to help with testing of special day class students, but .

realizes the resource specialist doesn't have enough time.

He feels that handicapped pupils need more counseling services and that
more of the psychologiSts' or counselors' time should be devoted to this
need, or the teaching staff should get more training so they are equipped

to meet the needs.

This special.day class teacher olso commented about the 'problems of
having a resource specialist only part-time and the overload of paperwork.

District Counselor - Occasionally, he refers students to the resource
specialist program, and consults with the resource specialist about stu-
dents he sees in .coUnseling and who are also enrolled in the resource,spe-

cialist program.

II. PROGRAM SPECIALIST

. Self Perception

1.' Present Assignment and Past Experience

This area program specialist is one of 14 working for the

district. Each one is assigned to approximately 14 schools. Their

major responsibility is to oversee an assessment team which serves
their 14 schools and which is made up of psychologists, nurses, speech

and language specialists, and diagnostic teachers. In addition to

these 14 area program specialists, the district has program specialists
who are in charge of specific special education programs (e.g., CH, PH,

SH, and LH).

2. Activities

Referral - The program specialist receives referrals from schools either

for initial placement in any of`the four special education programs
(i.e., CH, LH, PH, or SH) or reviews of placements; he holds pre-assess-
ment meeting at which time remediation.strategies for the classroom are

suggested, and/or a case-carrier is assigned to head assessment.

Assessment - He coordinates.all responsible parties (parents, school
personnel), reads over docUmentation, and generally pulls the case together.
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Instructional Planning . He recommends-teaching materials-to special day

class teachers..

Placement - When assessment is concluded, he chairs the IEP meeting and

takes the.responsibility to help the group come to a consensus on a.place-

ment decision. He, himself, makes recommendations aboat placements
but does not make.the final decision.

Review -; Because of time constraints, this program specialist attends

Tnirribme pupil review meetings.

Staff Development - He is a member of the staff development team which

.organized the in-service program for the year, but he didn't give any

in-services himself.

3. Job Definition

No information.

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

ThiS program specialist encounters problems when attempting to find

satisfactory plaCements for students because he thinks there aren't

enough qualified special education teachers.

Another problem he encounters is when IEP members don't have a

"team spirit" and are "uncooperative with the rest of the group." (An

example he gave is a psychologist who thinks he knows what's best for

a student and who pushes his point without regard for others'

opinions.)

This program specialist views himself as most effective in bringing

about cooperation among school personnel and IEP Team members, and he

feels least effective.when he As authoritative and too opinionated!

Generally, he's very satisfied with his work. Eventually he'd

, like to do more teacher training then he's presently involved in

because he thinks that there's too large a percentage of teachers who

are ill-equipped to teach special education classes.

In his district, all program specialists are on a management

contract (equal to principals). He says that some principals seem to .

resent the amount of authority the program specialists have, and there

are tensions among them.

5. Useful experiences/Training for Present Position

His past experiences in working with adults and in special,education

have been most helpful to this program specialist in his present work.

At this time, he'd like to be getting more training in management, time-

management and learning handicapping conditions. '

He thinks the following are important skills for a program spe.

cialistto possess in order to be effective: 1) administrative skills,

2) group management, 3) interviewing skills, 4) organizational skills,

and 5) knowledge of special education.

237
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6. Recommended Changes

He thinks that the amount of asseSsment work presently being done

is excessive and should be reduced. , Instead, more time should be

devoted to implementation of instruction.

He thinks that teachers should be better trained to work with stu-

dents with exceptionalities and capable of altering general curriculums

to match individual need§.

B. Others' Perception's

Principal - His general view df pro§ram specialists is quite negative.

He says that their view of themselves as a "Child Advocate" offends him.

He views himself as an advocate, and thinks anyone who works with children

must too, and resents program specialists for thinking they're the only

ones on the side of children. He thinks program specialists are in less of

a position to be making placement decisions than he or the parents are.

Program specialists, accord* to him, sometimes make decisions about where

a child should be placed without even having seen the student. He thinks

parents and he, together, could observe special classes and make more-

informed.decisions aliout what is best for the student than Program

Specialists generally do.

In his opinion, the role of the program specialist could be done away

with completely. If their job is to continue, he thinks that program

specialists should be held more accougXable to the schools they serve; they

should be less focused on the law anent more as a consultant to principals.

County Diagnostic Teacher - This person thinks program spkialists are

effective in their roles because of the overall picture they haVe of

district programs, different styles Of teachers, and community services.

He also thinks that program specialists are the best people to chair IEP

meetings because they generally haven't conducted the assessment and should

therefore be unbiased.

A positive quality which he feels this specific program specialist

possesses is an ability to facilitate communication of team members and

assist in their reaching decisions. One of the program specialist's short-

comings is lack of knowledge about assessment.

Generally, he thinks a problem with the way in which the program

specialists operate is that they don't have enough time to follow through

and see how a child is functioning after the placement has been made.

Regular Teacher (grades 4-5) - His impressions are based on his contact

with a program specialist when he was acting principal and as a designer of

an IEP team.' His perception of their role is that they suggest objectives

and goals for IEPs, administer tests, give test interpretations, and help

in the adjustthents when students in,special education classes go from ele-

mentary to junior high school.

District Counselor - He has relatively little contact with the program

specialist.- When he does, it's in order to get background information on

children he's working with.

Resource Specialist - He has sought the help of a program specialist

but hasn't found it very useful. He feels the hiri2Aprogram specialists

is political and not a choice based on skill.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES REGION #6

SESR #6 represents the following characteristics: it is a single

district with suburban and rural areas, has been operating under the Master

Plan for three years, and its program specialists areThired under both

Management contracts (those program specialists who supervise special

programs: e.g.., CH, PH, SH) or Pupil Services contracts--a teachinVsalary

plus stipend (those who serve LH and resource specialist programs):

Two interviewers spent two days in this area interviewing 16 people.

They included: one special education director, three resource specialists,

one program specialist, twodvincipals, one counselor, one psychologist,

three regular classroom ieachers one speeth therapist, one special day

class teacher and two parents.

One interviewer spent one day on-the-job with apupil services program'

specialist while the other conducted interviews in an elementary school,

On the second day both interviewers visited another elementary school.

I. RESOURCE SPECIALISTS

Site 1

Site 1 is a suburban middle-class elementary school with an enrollment

of 500-600.

Resource Specialist

A. Self Perception

1. Present Assignment and Past Experience

This person has worked as a resource specialist for four years:

two years at the elementary school level and two years at the high

school level. He has also worked as a teacher of the educationally

handicapped, as a high school English teacher, and as 'a teacher of the

severely emotionally disturbed in an institution for handicapped

students.

His educational background includes M.A.'s in regular and special

education, LH and SH credentials.

He currently works full-time in one elementary school and has a

caseload of 36 students and four "active" assessments he is working

on.

2. Activities

Referral - He receives them directly from parents, counselors, administra-

tors, community members, and teachers. There is an 1EP meeting for

every referral.

Assessment - This is largely done by the resource specialist and is

usually academic, i.e., looking at learning needs. He formulates a

summary or academic history of the child. Assessments are done by

others as needed (i.e., psychologist, speech therapist, etc.).
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Instructional Planning - After the placement decision is made, the IEP

team formulates the instructional plan. The'resource specialist

usually tries to have it focus on two areas only.

Placement - At this school, placement precedes instructional planning.

Once placement has been decided, then there is an IEP meeting for

planning. The placement meeting has in attendance the principal or

vice-principal, the resource specialist, the regular teacher, the stu-'

dent and the parents.

Instruction - This resource specialist determines with the IEP Team

what percentage of the day a student will be in the Resource Specialist

Program. Three-quarters of his time is spent in direct instruction.

This is a total pull-out program.

Review - He does thison a variety of levels: some of it is done

Ta715/7 some Weekly Or Monthly, plus a pupil-parent &inference every 0-9

weeks.

Staff Development and In-service - This,is done mostly as informal

advice-giving to teachers in the area of curriculum designing and in

helping them formulate realistic goals for students with learning

'handicaps.

Parent Education - The resource specialist has frequent conferences

with parents to discuss their children's work.,

Counseling - He counsels students on campus and sometimeS off campus.

Program Review - The resource specialist meets with the.program spe-

cialist on a weekly basis to discuss the resource specialist program.

The resource specialist conducts a formal yearly review of the entire

program.

3. Job Description

This resource specialist reports to the principal, the program

specialist who evaluates him, the management program specialist and the

RLA director. He has the freedom to determine his own activities.

He believes that his program is similar in design to others in the

area, although each varies slightly according to the individual needs

of each school.

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

This resource specialist judges himself to be very effective in

asSessment (i.e., finding out in what areas the students have

weaknesses) and in establishing rapport with his students. . However, he

does feel he spends too much time with the referral and aSSessment pro-

cess and not enough time giving direct instruction to students. He

thinks others could coordinate the referral process and conduct the

assessment he is now doing.

One other problem he mentioned which inhibits his effectivenets is

his case overload. He presently has 36 students enrolled in his

program.

240
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S: Useful Experiences/Training for-Present Position

This resource specialist feels that regular class teaching is an

important experience, for then a resource specialist knows what occurs

in a regular-sized classroom from both the understanding of what a

teacher can provide and what attention a zhild can receive.

Now that he is on the job, he would like ongoing in-services in

current techniques of direct instruction, to keep up-to-date in his

field.

He would recommend to someone going into his field a strong

background in the basics: English/writing, math, science, reading, as

well as psychology/counseling training. He has to do a lot of coun-

seling in his position as resource specialist. He also stressed the

need for training in assessment. Student teaching under a resource

specialist'Would also be valuable.

6. Recommended Changes

This retource specialist felt that the paperwork involved in his

position was too heavy and took too much time away from direct service.

It often increased his work time beyond the regular day.

B. Others' Perceptions

Principal, - He feels that the resource specialist is academically

focused and effective in his work. He also feels the resource specialist's

effectiveness would be increased if he didn't have to spend as much time as

he does on paperwork, and if his caseload were decreased. The principal

thinks it would be beneficial to increase parent involvement.

Special Day Class Teacher - In order to save the resource specialist

some time, this SDC teacher does some of the resource specialist's

assessmert work.

Counselor - This person feels that the mainstreaming concept is better

carried out now that the resource specialist program is in existence.

Children spend more time in the regular setting with the extra "boost" they

receive from the resource specialist program.

Math Teacher - This teacher thinks the resource specialist does not

challenge the students enough and as a result their progress is slow.

Regular Class Teacher - This teacher thinks that students miss valuable

classroom work which cannot be made up when they go to the resource spe-

cialist program. The district requires integrating subjects for

instruction. For example, reading, social studies and spellingimy be

:taught during one period and if a child goes to the resource specialist

program during the period-she/he may only get instruction in one of those

subjects, and miss the other two entirely.

Parent of Child in the Resource Specialist Program - The parent feels

the referral process is too long and valuable instruction time is wasted

waiting for placement decisions to be made.

241
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Site 2

Site 2 is a suburban elementary school with an enrollment of 600-700

students. The principal of the school describes the community as "mostly

middle.class, wtth more and more professional families moving in."

Resource Specialist.II

A. Self Perception

1. Present Assignment and Past Experience

This resource specialist has worked in his present position for two

years. Prior to this he was a Title I English teacher (9th grade) for

two years; was on the educational staff of Sea World for two years; did

an internship with a mobile resource unit for one year; was a learning

disability group teacher for one year; was an EH class teacher (7-8

grades) for one year; and was a resource specialist ln another area for

one year. He has a B.A. degree in psychology, secondary, teaching and

LH Specialist's credentials, and is currently working on his Master's

degree in special education.

- He iv assigned half-time in each of two elementary schools. In

one school his major responsibility is for kindergarten through third

grade students, with Some fourth graders; in the other school he is

responsible for all grades, K-6. In the school where he is working

with only the lower grades, another full-time resource specialist.is

present to work with upper grade students. The school has this

arrangement because they found that twice as many students qualify for

the resource spdcialist program in the upper grades than do at the pri-

mary level.

2. Activities

Referral - He receives referrals directly from teachers.

Assessment - He spends about three hours assessing each child who is

referred, including: observations, administering achievement tests,

consulting with the other resource vpecialists on campus, a speech.

therapist, the referring teacher, the principal, parent, etc.

Instructional Planning - This is done with assistance from an aide. Each

child is contracted, and they willcadd to or delete something from the

contract depending on the student's progresS.

Placement - Placement decisions are made as a team with the principal, a

speech therapist, and other involved personnel; the resource specialist°

attends at least one SAT meeting per week and one EAS meeting per

month, where placement decisions are made.

Instruction - Approximately half of his time is spent giving instruction

to students (one-to-one and in small groups). His aide carries out

instruction when he is not present (i.e., at the other school where

he works).

Review - He conducts yearly formal reviews of each student assigned to the

resource specialist program.

( 249
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Staff Development - He posts notices and information for teachers

regarding the learning handicapped student.

Program Review - He reviews notetaking and report writing with the

program specialist.

3. Job Definition

This resource specialist feels that he has,"total authority" in

determining how he will operate his program. He thinks this is the

case because he's had much work experience and has gained the trust of

his principal.

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

This resource specialist judges himself as most effective giving

direct instruction to students. He's less effective in diagnosing-and

planning instruction. One problem which he encounters in his work is

having to split his time between two schools. He ends up having to
spend too much time catching up on things that went on when he wasn't

present.

5. Useful Experiences/Training for Present Position

The experience which the resource specialist had as a team member

on a mobile resource unit (a team of specialists that visited rural

schools and screened students, gave in-service to teachers, etc.) has

given him the best training for his present position.

'Now that he's working as a resource specialist he would like more

training in diagnosis.

He recommends to anyone planning to work as a resource specialist

that they, learn skills in organizing and motivating students to

succeed. He also thinks having much experience teachingostudents with

learning handicaps is also important.

6. Recommended Changes

He thinks that he'd be most effective as a resource specialist if

he could spend more time with teachers than he does (i.e., consulting

about children who are not succeeding; training teachers how to orga-

nize their environments, and instruction, etc.). He thihks it would be

possible to spend more time with them if he had more experienced

assistants who needed less supervision, and/or psychometrists who could

relieve him of some or all of the testing he does.

He thinks more people who are trained to work with students'

emotional, behavioral and social problems should be working in the

schools.
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B. Others' Perceptions

Principal - He talks informally with the resource specialist about stu-

dents who are in,the program or are being considered for special education

placement. He also has more formal contact with the resource specialist at

SAT meetings. He describes the resource specialist as the "most'skilled

teacher" he has. The principal gives him quite a bit of freedom because he

has real confidence in the resource specialist. This principal-thinks that

the resource specialist would be more effective if he had more time to

spend directly with regular class teachei's--helping them with any students

who have difficulties (not just those assigned to resource specialist

program). The principal says that because of district constrainti and time

constraints this is not possible.

Before the implementation of the Master Plan, this principal said,a

resource team would meet with the parents of a child who was having

Oroblems, and they might identify the child's needs, but there were no

resources available. Now, with the new Special Education laws, the quan-

tity and quality of services has improved tremendously. With this, though,

his own work'has increased quite a bit. He said he now has about 70 adults

to supervise.

Speech Therapist - ACcording to tivis speech therapist, since resource

specialist program students frequently have speech and language difficulties,

he has frequent contact with the resource specialist to discuss students.

He also receives referrals from the resource specialist for speech and

language screening.

Regular Class Teacher (4th grade) - This teacher reported that before

the start of school the resource specialist briefs him on new students he

will be getting who have been-identified as having learning or other kinds

of problems,. The resource specialist observes students and offers him

suggestions on how to work with them. When the resource specialist sets up

a schedule for students going to the resource specialist peogram, he tries

to coordinate with the classroom schedule, and this teacher appreciates his

efforts. The teacher thinks that the resource specialist can give individual

attention to students who otherwise wouldn't be getting it. This, he

thinks, is extremely important.

Psychologist - His contact with the.resource specialist is to obtain

information and referrals for counseling. He also gets information about

the parents of the children he may be counseling from the resource specialist.

His contact with the resource specialist is generally limited except when

there is a question overlplacement from resource specialist program to spe-

cial day class.

Special Day Class Teacher - He receives information about students 'as

they are placed in his class from the resource specialist who usually

,
worked with the child prior to special day class placement. He would like

the resource specialist to help in academic testing of his SDC students but

the resource specialist has no time for this. The resource specialist

helps the SOC teacher write IEPs and gives advice on materials to use with

students and programs to use in the class as well.
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Resource Specialist III

A. Self Perception

1. Present Assignment and Past Experfence

This resource specialist is beginning his second year as 4 resource

specialist. He previously taught 5th and 6th grades for eight years.

He also substituted at the K-6 level. HR has worked in a gifted

program. He taught creative writing as well as corrective reading and

morphographic spelling. He also ran an infant program for parents and

children, ages birth to 36 months.

His education includes a B.A. in Education/History/English,

an Elementary Credential, Early Childhood Credential, Administrative
Credential, LH Credential, and M.A. in Counseling.

His assignment is as a full-time resturce specialist inan elemen-

tary school, but he mostly serves upper elementary children because

there are more 4-6th graders who qualify for the program dne to the

guidelines for qualification.

2. Activities

Referral - He receives the referrals, checks the cumulative folder, talks

with the teacher, and together they decide whether to process the child

through the Spetial Education Referral System. From here he sees

parents and explains their, rights if the referral seems to require the

special education processing. (Approximately 5% of his time is spent

in this activity.)

Assessment - He conducts academic assessments. (Approximately 20%-of

his time is spent in this activity.)

Instructional Planning - This is completed after the placement decision

has been made. It is done by the resource specialist and parents.

(Approximately 5% of his time is spent in this activity.)

Placemeni - As a member of the rEP team, he helps in making placelnent

decisions. An eligibility statement is written at placement meetings.

(Approximately 5% of his time is spent in this activity.)

,Instruction - The resource specialist program is designed as a pull-out

program. His aide works with small groups of children. He works with

larger groups andstudents with more difficult learning problems.

(Approximately 60% of his time is spent in this activity.)

Review - He conducts ongoing and annual reviews of students. At the

annual reviews, which the parents attend, a decision is made as to

whether or not student will remain in resource specialist program.

(Approximately 5% of his time is spent in this activity.)

Staff Development and Ili-service - The resOurce specialist displays

teaching ideas on the staff bulletin board and makes audio-taped

lessons and books for use with children available to staff.
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3: Job Definition

His job,is carried out exactly like it is written in the job

description. He says that counselors and psychologists are concerned

with the resource specialist role overlapping with their roles, but he

sees no overlap. (The psychologist did not mention this in the

interview.) He is accountable to the principal, the pupil services

program specialist, the management program specialist and to the

RLA director. He determines his own curriculum and isn't really given

any direct instructions in his work.

He doesn't know whether he functions the same as other resource

specialists,in the area since he isn't familiar with their work.

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

1,
This resource specialist judges himself to be mosf effective in

giving direct Instruction to students, developing curriculum and con-

sulting with teachers. He feels his role as coordinator of the
"referral to review" process is a very important one, but involves too

mugh,work when added to a full caseload of students. He thinks his

calOpad should be lessened. He also thinks the amount of paperwork he

mAt'do is too much and should be lessened.

5.0 Uieful Experiences/Training for Present Position

'The M.A. in Counseling was a very useful aspect of his extensive

training. This helped in working with children who have behavioral

problems. Also parent training experience helped hip in his con-

sultation with parents.

Training he would like now that he has been on the job would

involve curriculum information and more knowledge of the medical

liackg.round of handicaps.

He'would suggest counseling as the area of training important for

people going into resource specialist work.

6.1 litca_m_ICI__g_ianesnm

This resource specialist recommends that 20 studentsbe the maximum

caseload for each resource specialist. This size caseload would permit

him to give quality instruction and at the same time coordinate the

"referral to review" process which he thinks is a very important

function. A decrease in the amount of paperwork is also something

which he'd,like implemented.

R. Others' Perceptions

information.



H. PROGRAM OECIALIST

A. Self Perception

1. Present Assignment and PaS1 EXperience-

This Pupil.ServiceS program specialist has- worked in his present

position for,three years. Prior tothis he was a junior high school

resource specialist for two and one-half years, a regular class teacher

for seven years, a Miller-Unruh reading teacher for one 3iear, and a

,substitute teacher for twelve years. Additional training he has had

which relates to his present-position has been the %define-Hunter

Target Teaching Training, DISTAR, Corrective Reading, Math Teaching

Techniques, and ongoing in-service through the school district.

He is assigned to,ten schools (eight elementaryt arid Awo junior high.

schools). In each of these, he is responsible for all the LH classes

and the yesource spedtalist program. He is Also a member-of a- -

,screening committee which reviews applications for teaching positions

in special education.

2. Activities

Referral - The program specialistis very involved in assisting new-

special day clas§ teachers and resource 'spectalistS:with this process

(i.e., guiding them througn the legal steps, paperwork, and parent

contact, etc.); he is less'involved with more experienced teachers; He

spends approximately one hour a week consulting about routine site

referrals and approximately three hours a week consulting about

referrals,for interim placements.

Assesment - He will make requests of psychologists to do assessment

and he also helps teachers and resource specialists do testing. '(He

thinks this contact with students gives him a .chance to get to know

them better and to diagnoSe their problems so he is better informed

when making placement decisions.)

Instructional Planning - Approximately three hours a week is spent

doing instructional planning for students assigned to special day' ,

classes If a teacher is inexperienced he maThave entire responsibiliey

for directing the students' instruction.

Placement - He consults with the principals, parents, support
personnel, classroom teacher, aides, students, special day class

teacher, and resource spectalist in both exfting and entering schools

in arranging for placements. He is a member of IEP team which makes

all placement decisions.

InStruction - He may give demonstration lessons several times Oervear to

resource specialists and special day.class teachers. He also observes

teachers giving instruction.

Review -.He is actively involved in review of all special day class

students. He directs the review, chair§ review meetings, helps
teachers prepare for these meetings, and'has ultimate responsibility
for reviewing data for resource specialist program and learning disabi-

lity classes.
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Staff Deielopment - He holds monthly staff meetings with the resource
specialist and special day class teachers assigned to him. He conducts
a separate in-service for his-new teachers at which he presents Master
.Plan procedures.

ProgramCDevAlopment,- He implements re,9r than develops programs
(e.g., resource specialist program and special day class).

Program Review - Once a year he reviews resource specialists' and spe-
cial day class teachers' folders to see that the IEPs and other forms
are up to date.

Research - He cooperates and participates with the district research
staff but does not initiate any research.

3. Job Definition

Before he began working as a program specialist the responsibilities
of the.job were not very clear to him. He's gotten some guidance from
his supervisor (whose title is Program SuperviSor), such as requests to
observe new and non-tenured resource specialists and learning disability
teachers,and write evaluations_of them, to collect class list counts in
,the district, And in-service directives: How he allocates his time is
left up to him. His activities are similar to other program specialists
(i.e., each is assigned to approximately ten schools with special day
classes-and resource specialist program). There are also people who
are management program specialists in this region, and they have essen-
tially similar responsibilities to the pupil services program specialist
although their assignments are different (i.e., they have respon-

.
sibilities to specific programs such as CH,-SH, or PH).

. .

He states that his-most important activitiet as a program specialist
are making placement arrangements for entering and exiting.students and
reviewing pupils' progrets.

4. Efficiency/Effectiveness

He feels that a distinctive feature of his role as a program spe-
,cialistf is his "global view" of the students whO are being considered
for placement and review as well as of the services available to these
students.

Several problems he encounters in,his work include:

1) Parents not showing up for IEP meetings.
2) Trying Ito, coordinate all personnel and activities when some

people are not responsible for the things they're to do.
3) Working with regular class teachers who do not accept the

spirit of the Master Plan.

5. *Useful Experiences/Training for Present Position

In his-'beginning years as a program spedialist he found the support
of his colleagues most:helpfulto him. There was'not enough time for
formal training for his job,:s0 he relied on tris colleagues:for answeps

-And -guidance.
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'Now that he's been at his job for three years, he'd like to have
more involvement in the "evolutionary process of the law" and more
input into program decisions (e.g., he'd like to attend RLA director's
meetings).

Recommendations he'd make to anyone considering a job as a program
specialist would be to gain much experience working.with regular and
special education students of all ages and-develop good curriculum
understanding, counseling skills, and people-relating skills."

6. Recommended Changes .

He thinks the presenttitle of his job should be changed to
"Special Education Coordinator" because that describes more adcurately
what he does and also because there is confusion with the present titlp.

He'd like more tjmesto tarry out his responsibilities and have
an Oportunity to plan Students entire program through the high school
years in order to create more continuity.

,

He wishes special education teachers coming out of colleges had better
preparatiom, that they were less theoretical and more practical, and
that they could organize instruction without needing as much assistance
as many of them do.

B. Others' Perception$

The following comments are in reference to a pupil services program spe-
cialist who was not interviewed.

Principal - zjrA*Np specialist gives him a schedule at beginning of
month-as to when wifl be in building. The prograwspecialist shares the
responsibility with him for evaluating the special education staff. Thd
program specialist conducts EAS meettngs (IEP meetings). He acts mottly as
a Consultant to staff (and in particular to the resource specialists and
special day class teachers). The principal"feels that the program specialist
has quite a bit of autonomy in his school because he has a lot of con-
fidence'in,the specialist's abilities. He is satisfied with how this
program specialist functions in his school and could rdcommend no changes.

SPecial Day Class Teacher - He has contact with program, specialists 2/3
afternoons per month. The program specialist sometimes substitutes for him
so'he can observe in other classes. The program specialist sometimes-works
directly with students to help determine problems and to get acquainted
with them. He conducts monthly in-service to keep staff informed of lega-
lities and to maintain uniform programs. This teacher talls on the program
specialist concerning academic problems. If.students are having behavior
Problems he consults with a psychologist. This program specialist is a
source of curriculum materials and ideas and pre- and post-academic tests.

Fourth Grade Regular Teacher - He has no contact with the program spe-
cialist.

249
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Parent of Special Day Class Child-- The program specialist helped in
writing the IEP.with this mother. The program specialistthen contacted
the management 'program specialist for.advice on classroom placement. This

program specialist also assisted the patent in getting AdaptivePhysical
Education for the child. -

. -

Speech Therapist-- His overall contact with the program specialist is
minimal but occasionally he has-met with him at IEP meetings. He has also .

talked with the program specialist informally about students, especially
those who ar'e being considered for placement outside the school.

4 School Psichologist -'He hag contact with hjm at EAS meetiribs (Area

IEP meetings) which the programspecialist chairs.

Resource Specialist - The prograwspecialist comes,every other week for
one-half day,and chairs area IEP team meetings ag well ag annual review of
special day class children. The resource specialist uses the program'spe-
cialist as a resource for ideas to telp children he ba problems with in

their program.. He also receives materials in-service from the program
'specialist.
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December 14, 1979

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
STATE EDUCATION BUILDING. 721 CAPITOL MALL. SACRAMENTO 111114

TO: Advisory Commissiori cm Special Education

FROM: -Ad Hoc Committee/Personnel Development Committee

/. SUBJECT: THE Rug OF THETROGRAM SPECIALIST

INTRODUCTION:

This agenda item is in response to a request from the Advisory Commission on

Special Education that an Pod Hoc Committee be appointed to determine current

function or actual role of the Program Specialist.'

After nearly four years of impleMentation of the Californii Master Plan, the

aspects of the role of the Program Special,ist remain controversial. This

report will prbvide clarification as to the services the Program Specialist

1
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APPENDIX C.1.

4performs as designated in current statutes.

The committee,.which included an administrative personnel, RLA Director,

°resource specialist, parent, psychologist, and program specialists based

their determination of the role of the Rrogram Specialist on AB-1250, Section

56335, which reads:

(a) A program specialist is a specialist who holds a, valid special

education credential; health services credential, or a school

psychologist authorization and has advanced training and
. related experience ln the education of individuals with excep-

tional needi and a specialized in-depth knowledge in at least

one of the following areas: communicatively handicapped,

physically handicapped, learning handicapped; severely handi-

capped pupils, preschool handicapped, or career-vocational

development.

(b) The program specialist shall observe, consult with and assist

resource specialists, designated instruction and services

instructors, and special class teachers and shall plan programs,

coordinate curricular resources and assess program effectiveness

"in, the programs for individuals with exceptional needs. The

program specialist shall also participate in each school's staff

development, research, program development and innovation of

special methods and approaches.
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(c) A program specialist shall provide coordination,' consultation

and program development primarily in the one specialized area

in subdivision (a). of his or her expertise and shall have

responsibilities to assure that pupils have full educational

opportunity regardless of district of residence in tne special

education services region.
"r

To ensure adequate implementation of proghms in large consortiuMs, the crucial

link among the Responsible Local Agency (RLA), parents, and the districts is

the Program Specialist. Procedures and policies are often monitored by the.

Program Specialist. As stated in Section 56335, the Program Specialist °has

responsibility to assure that pupils have full educational opportunity regard-

less of district of residence in the special education service region".

Special education includes both direct and indirect.services to individuals

with exCeptional needs. More often than not, the Program Specialist's role is

one of indirect service. Since.indirect services are not easily evaluated, the

assistance that the Program Specialist offers is oftentimes overlooked.'

In an era of increasing public demand for accountability, the comprehensive

study of role definitions must consider the inferred as well as the lagl job

related activities of a position. A term such as."assist", which is fundamental

to the role of the Progran Specialist, must be understood. The role, as man-

dated by AB 1250, is one that goes beyond the day to day assistance within the

classroom. It is a leadership role that can only be described AS a pro-active,

seeking-out type of assistance which brings together the various components of

the Master Plari (i.e., resource specialists, teachers, designated instruction

and services personnel, school appraisal teams, and educational assessment

teams).

FUNCTIONS AND DUTIES:

A more accurate picture of the major ai.eas of responsibility for services

provided for children by the Program Specialist is sequentially described as

follows: .

A. Referral

1, .Assist in implementing and monitoring referral procedures.

2. Assist regular classroom teachers in determining the
appropriateness of'referrals for special services.

3. Consult with administrators, resource specialists, designated

instruction and services personnel (DIS) in modifying regular

education programs for students determined to be ineligible,
for special education services.

4. Assist in the coordination of infant and preschool referrals.

5. Consult with and coordinate the referrals of community agencies

providing service to pupils within the assigned area of specialty.
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Assist school site cokinciis under school improvement programs

(SIP),in the referral process and in modifying the regular school

program. ,

7. Provide staff development regarding referral procedures for the

purpose of identification to teachers, parents, administrators,

and community agencies.

Assessment

1. Participate in the coordination of informal and formal assessments'

conducted by various professionals both in school and in the

community.

Assist DIS personnel, special day class teachers, and resource

specialists in the selection and utilization of appropriate

assessment instruments and techniques.

3. Consult with SAT/EAS teams and parents regarding effective appli-

cation of asiessment data.

4. Provide instruction in the use'of various assessment instruments/

techniques in specific areas of expertise. .

C. Instructional Planning

1. Participate in placement and annual review meetings.

2. Assist resource specialists, special day class teachers, and SAT/EAS

teams regarding assessment data for deyeloping and/or modifying

instructional plans.

3. Participate in the development of Indlvidualized Education Programs

(IEP).

4. Consult with parents regarding the educational planning process.

5. Assist in the development of annual goals and short term objectives

of exceptional itudents.

Placement

1. Act as l'resource/liaison to SAT/EAS teams and other personnel in

preparation for and follow-up of placement.

Z. Serve as a liaison to parents in .helping them to understand the

placement.recommendation as determined.by the SAT/EAS teams.

3. Assist in assuring that an appropriate placement is made for the

. exceptional student.

4. Consult with adminiftrators, resource specialists, and DIS per-

sonnel in modifying regular education programs for students

determined to be ineligible for special education services.

25.1
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5. Participate ,in the platement of children in non-public and state
school programs and monitor progress of pupils placed in these

settings as requested.

6. Participate in the placement and review meetings in an advocacy
role for students and/or teachers.

E. Instruction

1. Provide ongoing consultation with teachers regarding new and

innovative methods, strategies, ind materials.

2. Assist in the coordination of appropriate curricular resources
needed for successful implementation of the IEP.

3. Offer supportive assistance to parents, teachers, and other staff

in solving school-related problems.

4. Provide students and parents applipriate methods and strategies,
in the coordination of the instructional program between the
home and school.

5. Assist in the implementation of annual goals and short-term
objectives of exceptional students.

6. Demonstrate techniques and/or methods which enhance the educa-

tional progress of the individual stddent.

F. Review

1. Ensure that IEP's are appropriate and fully implemented.

2. Provide assistance to special day class teachers in documenting
student progress.

3. Assist teachers and other professional staff in preparing for
annual or requested reviews.

4. Participate in informal and formil program reviews at school
sites and/or SESR level.

S. Consult with teachers, administrators, and parents regarding
the operational aspects of a program.

6. Assist in the development of the comprehensive plan as well as
identifying need for program change.

7. Assist in setting priority for identified program change.
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To aid in the successful Wementation of the Master Plant more emphasis is

being placed.on staff development. Since taff development interfaces with all

the aforementioned sequential steps it is therefore described here as a separate

topic.

A. Service Population:

Students
Parents
Teachers
Administrators
Non-certificated personnel
Community Advisory Committee
Parent groups
Non-public schools
School site councils
School boards
Institutes of Higher Education
Public and private agencies
Community organizations

Services Provided:

I. Deiign staff development activitie based on data ccillected

through needs assessments.

Assist and/or coordinate the implementation Of staff development

programs and training activities

3. Assist and/or coordinate in providing resources needed for staff

development activities.

4. Provide inservice informally with individuals or small groups.

C. Sample Subject Areas:

!Referral proceduret

Assessment procedures and techniques

Knowledge and acceptance of individuals with exceptional needs

Identifying appropriate program alternatives and services

/

Coordinating available curricular resources required to implement IEPs

Review procedures for determining student progress inclUding ongoing

activities and techniques

Legislation and regulations pertaining to special education

Due process and procedural safeguards
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Interfacing of regular and speciaI\education programs 237

Community education/awareness

RECOMMENDATICNS:

1. Advisory Commission on Special Education actively support the continuation
of the role of the Program Specialist as written in AB 1250.

Make this report and results of further studies available to the State
Board of Education and the Task Force on AB .8 regarding the Sunset Language.

Seek to differentiate and/or clarify the responsibilities of special educa-
-tion personnel in the implementation of AB 1250.

Conduct a study of the SESRs throughout the state to analyze,the existing
utilization and implementation of the Program Specialist's role as mandate
in A8 1250. Make recommendations as a result ofithat study ,and monitor for
succe4ful implementation.

f
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-Z. Comission For Teacher Preparation and Licensing: Regulations
For The Resource Specialist Certificate of Competence

The Candidate for the Resource Specialist Certificate
Shall Demonstrate the Skills, Rnowledge and Performance
Competencies Identified for Each of the Following
Functions:

(a) The Consulting Function

PEN.

(1) Provide consultant services to regular classroom
teachers in the identification and assessment of
learning and behavioral patterns in pupils.

(2) Consultation and assistance in the utilization
of evaluation data for the modification of
in truction and curriculum.

(3), Provide consultation services in the application,
of classroom management techniques.

,(4) Provide consultant services as to resources
(appropriate to individuals with, exceptional
'needs) to regular staff members, parents and
guardians.

( ) Condult in the development of pre-vocational
and/or vocational plans for individuals with
exceptional needs.

(6) Consult with regular classroom teachers and
students as to their acceptance of students with
exceptional needs.

(b) The Coordination Function

(1) Coordinate referral and assessment procedure...

(2) Assipt in the coordination of School Appraisal
Team meeting.

(3) Coordinate instructional planning; i.e'er'the
development and implementation,of Indtvidualized
Bduc'ational Programs for individuals with
exceptional needs.

(4) Coordinate the implementation of sppcial education
services provided individuals with exceptional
needs.

(5) Assist in the coordination of Designated Instruction
and Services.

(6) Coordinate the collection of relevant information
for those students referred to the School Appraisal
Team.

25d
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80070 8 239
()

(b) (continued)

(7) Coordinate the organization and distribution of
media and ma rials for both resource and
regular c ssrooms.

(8) oordinate individualized instruction and
activities of the Resource Specialist Program
with regular classroom curriculum.

(9)- Coordinate inservice workshops and workshops
for staff and/or parerits.

(10) Coordinate follow-up activities to insure
service delivery to all individuals with ex-
ceptional needs..

(c) Functions Related to the Implementation of Laws,
Regulations and Other Compliance Reauirements

.(1) Schedule and monitor School Appraisal Team
'Referral Ptpcedures in.accordance with legal

requirements.

(2) Monitor the 'development of Individualized
Educational Programs, and conduct review. meetings

'in accordance with legal requirements.

(3) Process all information leading to approval of
servicestypchild's parent or guardian,

(4) Provide leadership for assuring full compliance
with legal requitements.

(d) Staff Development and Inseryice Education Function

(1) The utilization of systematic observations for
referral to School Appraisal Teams.

(2) The understanding and interpretation of
appropriate assessment tools.

(3) The selection and modification of appropriate
instructional methods and materials.

(4) The application of classroom environment and
behavior management techniques.

(5) The enhancement of social and emotional development

of exceptional individuals within the educational
environment of the.regular classroom.
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80070.8 (continued)

(e) Skills Related to the Parent Rducation Function

(1) Provide parents with basic knowledge of assessment
,procedurdsfgand instrumentations, and how to
utilize the information.

(2) Provide parents 'with basic understanding of
remedial methods and techniques as they relate
to their own child's program.

(3) Provide parents with basic home ehrichment and
home management techniques designed to meet the
needs of their child.

(4) Counsel parents in areas related to their child's
abilities, including strengths and weaknesses;
as well:as to the,child's needs and goals,
including career and vocational planning alternatives.

Provide parents with information as to effective
utilization of community resources.

(6) Assist in planning of parent education workshops.d

Note:. Authority Cited: Secti#n 44225, Education Cede
Reference: Sections 56362 and 56362.5, Education Code
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APPENDIX. P. QUESTIONNAIRE$

COUNTY DISTRICT S61001. CODE

RESPONDENT CODE

PROGRAM SPECIALIST' QUESTIONNAIRE

for-the
California State Department of Education ,

Study, of Role Delineation of Program Specialists
and Resource Specialists under the -

Cal/Ifornia Master Plan for Special Education

Fall, 1980

^

242

. Return within two weeks to:
Resource and Program Specialist Siudy
Graduate School of . Education ,

University of California, Santa'Barbara
Santa Barbara, California 93108

(805) 961-4151



GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR C;NPLETION-, .

This quest'ionnaire is to be completed by nro,aram
Apecialists. Please answer all questions as accurately as

there is no "Don't know" category, please record a "NA" (Not
possible.. If you find a question that you cannot ansWer and

Applicable) beside the question. Feel free to write in any
pertinent/information.

I . Most questions have either numbers for you to circle or
lines where an answer is to be written. We estimate that ,it

I should take about 45 minutes to complete the form. We recognfze
II that this is a long questionnaire but we are trying to get a

comprehensive descriptton of the work and training of program and
resource specialists. ,

Please complete and 'return the questionnaire within,two
weeks. You may 'return the completed form in the oosta,ge paid
envelope provid4d. If you hav,e any questions please call.
collect either Ruth Peck at (805) 961-4452 or Maurine Ballard at
(805) 961-4151.

Thank you. we a'pforeciate your. participation..

PLEASE BEGIN WITH THE,QUESTIONS IN PART A. THESE QUESTIONS
SHOULD TAKE ABOUT 30 MINUTES TO COMPLETE.
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PART A. THE QUESTIONS IN THIS SECTION ARE ABOUT YOUR WORK AS A PROGRAM SPECIALIST

A.I What ts your present job title?

A.2 7
HOw lOng have you held this position in this-4istrict or County?

YEARS

.

A.3 What is the title of your current supervisor?
7

(List itle)

A.4 Do you have supervisory respbnsibility for any of the followihg personnel?

(Circle All Numbers That Apply)

1. NO SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITY .

2. REGULAR :TEACHERS

3. SPECIAL CLASS TEACHERS

4. RESOURCE SPECIALISTS

5. DESIGNAtED INSTRUCTION AND
SERVICES INSTRUCTORS,

6. INSTRUCTIONAL,AIDESi..

7. OTHER
(Specify)

,

.5 'How*many districts do you serve? A.6 In how many schools,do'you work?.

DISTRICTS
SCHOOLS

A.7 Where is your primary,Worksite
A.8 What grade level(s) do you currently

located? (Circle Number) serve? (Circle All Numbers.That Apply),

1. REGULAR CLASSROOM.

2. SPECIAL ROOM IN A SCHOOL BUILDING

3. DISTRICT OR COUNTY OFFICE

4. OTHER
(Specify)

PRESCHOOL

.2. PiiIMARY (K73)

3. ELEMENTARY (476)

4, MIDDLE (7-819)

5. SECONDARY (9/10-12)

6. UNGRADED..

7. OTHER.
(Specify)

A.9 How many miles per week on the average do you travel to cover your geographic

area of-responsibilttyl (Write Average Number Of Miles)

MILES

A.10 'ow many hours do you work Is a program specialist during a typical week?

HOURS



A.11 ..What type of salary schedule are you under? A.12

CirCle Number)

What is your current salary range?
(Circle Number)

1. TEACHING 1. UNDER $10,000 PER YEAR

2. ADMINISTRATIVE 2. $10,000 - $14,999 PER YEAR

3: OTHER 3. $15,000 - $19,999 PER YEAR

(Specify)
4. $20,000 - 524,999 PER YEAR

5. $25,000- $30,000 PER YEAR

6. OVER $30,000 PER YEAR

A.13 In your work how frequently do you encounter non-English speaking.6. limited English

apeaking handicapped, students? (Circle Number)

1. NEVER

2; OCCASONALLY.

3. FREQUENTLY

4. MORE OR LESS DAILY

(If you do encounter non-English or
limited English Speaking students,
what language(s) do they speak?)

.A.14 How much responsibility do you have as'a pi'ogram specialist for the overall management

of 4 student's. case (from referral thtough placement and reView of progress)

(Circle Number) .

1. NO RESPONSIBILITY

2, 'SOME. RESPONSIBILITY

3. MAJOR RESPONSIBILITY

.4. FULL RESPONSIBILITY.

A.15 What degree of responsibility do you have for coordination, consultation, and/or program

development in special education areas? ',

MAJOR means yoU have major responsibility
SOME means you have some responsibility
NONE means you have no.responsibility

Degree of.Responsibility
(Circle Your Answer)

a) CAREER VOCATIONAL DEVELOPAENT MAJOR SOME NONE

b) COMMUNICATIVELY.HANDICAPPED. MAJOR SOME NONE

c) LEARNING HANDICAPPED MAJOR SOME NONE

d) PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED MAJOR SOME NONE

"eliPRESCHOOL HANDICAPPED ..MAJ911. SOME NONE

1) SEVERELY HANDICAPPED MAJOR SOME NONE

'.g) OTHER MAJOR SOME NONE

(Specify)
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A.I6 'What is the frequency of your professional contacts with other individuals in work situations?

N means
R means
0 means
F means
0 means

NEVER - yoU have no contact whatsoever'
RARELY - you have.contact I-6 times per year
OCCASIONALLY - you have contact 1-2 times per month
FREQUENTLY - you have contact 1-2 times per week
DAILY - you have more or less daily contact

I

Please indicate the frequency
of contact with each type Of
person listed below:

(Circle Your Answer)

Do you feel that yoU should be
spending LESS, MORE, or about
the SAME amount of time with
each type of individual?

(Circle Your Answer)

a) COORDINATORS OF NON SPECIAL
EDUCATION PROGRAMS R 0 F 0 LESS MORE SAME

b) COMMUNITY AGENCIES NROFD LESS MORE SAME

*c) DESIGNATED INSTRUCTION
AND SERVICES INSTRUCTORS N R 0 LESS moRg SAME

d) HANDICAPPED STUDENTS N R 0 F LESS MORE SAME

'e) PARENTS N R 0, F 0 LESS MORE SAME

f) PRINCIPALS/VICE PRINCIPALS . ..N R 0 F 'LESS MORE SAME

. g) OTHER PROGRAM SPECIALISTS . . . . N R 0 F 0 LESS MORE SAME

h) REGULAR CLASS TEACHERS . . N R 0 F 0 LESS MORE $AME

i) RESOURCE SPECIALISTS NROFD LESS MORE SAME

j) SCHOOLPSYCHOLOGISTS N R 0 F , LESS -MORE SAME

k) SPECIAL CLASS TEACHERS N R 0 F 0 LESS MORE SAME

1) SPECIAL EDUCATION ,
ADMINISTRATORS N R 0 F 0 LESS MORE SAME

A.17 How iarini. of each of the following people do' you have professional contact with during a

typi-61week?

a) DESIGNATED INSTRUCTION AND
SERVICES INSTRUCTORS

HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

PARENTS,

PRINCIPALS/VICE PRINCIPALS

OTHER PROGRAM SPECIALISTS

REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS

RESOURCE SPECIALISTS

SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS,

SPECIAL CLASS TEACHERS

INumber of People
(Write Number)
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IA.18 How is your work time distributed across a number of professional activities over the coUrse

of a typical school,year7

1

I.

1

1. Assist School professionals in
implementing referral procedures . . . N R 0

247
11

N means NEVER - you never engage ih this activity
R means RARELY - you engage in this activity 1-5 days per year

0 means OCCASIONALLY - you engage in this activity 1-2 days per month

F means FREQUENTLY - you engage in this activity61-2 days per week

0 means. DAILY . you engage in this activity more or less daily

Please estimate the amount of
time you engage in each of the
following activities:
(Circle Your Answer)

2. Complete routine forms N R 0 F

3. Participate in the development
of individualized Education
Programs (IEP) N R 0

4, Assist IEP (SAT/EAS) teams and
other personnel in preparation
for and followup of placement N R 0 F

5. Provide ongoing consultation with
teachers regarding new and
innovative methods, approaches,
and materials . . .

6. Assist teachers and other pro.
fessionals in documenting
student progress

7. Coordinate informal and formal
program reviews at school'site

1 and/or SESR level

8. Observe resource specialists,
designated instruction and services
instructors, and special class

teachers N R 0 F

9. Participate in research in SESR . . . N R

10. Work with other school personnel
in development and Implementation
of innovative programs

11. Write reports

12. Monitor to see .that IEP's are
appropriate and fully implemented. . . . N

13. Assist in coordination of assess-
ments conducted by other

professionals N R

14. Assist 1EP te am in using assess-

ment data for developing and/or
modifying IEP's

15. Consult with other p ersonnel in

modifying regular education pro-
grams for students who are ineli-
gible for special education

services

0

Do you feel you should
be spending LESS. MORE,
or about the SAME amount
of time on each activity

(Circle-Your Answer)

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE' SAME

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE

R 0 F 0 LESS MORE /SAME

/

0 F 0 LESS
111a,

SAME

R 0 F 0 LESS / MORE SAME

0

0 F

F 0

F

F 0

267

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAM

LESS. MORE' ake

,LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE. SAME

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE' SAME

<,
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N meins NEVER - you never engage in this activity
R means RARELY - you engage in this activity 1-5 days per year
0 means OCCASIONALLY - you engage in this activity 1-2 days per month

F means FREQUENTLY - you engage in this activity 1-2 days per week

D means DAILY - you engage in this activity more or less dailY

16. Coordinate use of curricular
resources required for suc-
cessful IEP implementation

17. Aisist teachers and other pro-
fessionals in preparing for
-annual tr requested reviewi

.18, Consult with teachers, admin-
istrators, and parents regarding
the operational aspects of a
program

19. Oesign staff development
activities based on needs
assessment

20. Write research reports

21. Assist in upgrading existing
programs

22 Travel for job related.activities. . .

23. Assist in assuring an appropriate
placement for each student

24. Assist other personnel in
the selection and utilization
of appropriate assessment
instruments and techniques

26. Assist teachers in selecting
materials and activities to
meet goals and objectives
of-TEPs

2C/Participate in the placement
of stUdents in non-public and
state school programs and monitor
progress of these students
as requested

27, Work with students one
at a time

28. Assist in assessing program
effectiveness far students

29. Assist in development of the local

compreheniive Plan

30. Coordinate implementation of staff
development activities

31. Assist in develoPment of
handbooks and materials

32. Engage in telephone communication,

33. Monitor overall referral process . .

34. Consult with parents regarding the
educational planning process

Please estimate the amount of
time you engage in each of the
following activities:.
(Circle Your Answer)

Do you feel you should
be spending LESS, MORE,
or about the SAME amount
of time On each activity

(Circle Your Answer)

N R 0 F. D LESS MORE SAME

NROFD LESS MORE SAME

NROFD LESS MORE SAME

R 0 F 0 LESS MORE SAME

N R 0 LESS MORE SAME

N R 0 Fo D LESS MORE SAME

0 F LESS MORE SAME

0 F LESS . MORE SAME

N R 0 F LESS MORE SAME

0 LESS MORE SAME

N R 0 F LESS MORE SAME

N R 0 F LESS MORE SAME

N R 0 F D LESS MORE SAME

N R 0 F LESS MORE SAME

NROFD LESS MORE SAME

NROFO LESS MORE SAME

R 0 F 0 LE3 MORE SAME

N R 0 F 0 LESS MORE SAME

N R 0 F 9 LESS MORE SAME
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N means NEVER - you never .engage in this activity

24

means RARELY - you engage in this activity 1-5 days per year
0 means OCCASIONALLY - you engagein this activity 1-2 days per month
F means FREQUENTLY - you engage in this activity 1-2 days per week
D means DAILY - you engage in this activity More or les1 daily

Please estimate the amount of
time you engage in each of the
following.activities:
(Circle-Your Answer)

35. Participate in placement
and review Meetings in an
advocacy role for students N

36. Work with small groups
of students . ..... N

37. Assist in identifying need
for program change

38. Provide inserviccon special°
tOpics as requested

39. Coordinate the referrals of
community agencies

40. Coordinate instructional
program between the home and
school

F

Do you feel you should
be spending LESS, MORE,
of ablaut the SAME amount
of time on each 'aCtivity

(Circle Your Answer)

LESS MORE SAME

,Less MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAME

A.19 How do you divide your professional time between the major areas of activity in your work. FOR EACH

AREA OF ACTIVITY LISTED BELOW, WRITE AN ESTIMATE OF THE PERCENTAGE OF TIME OVER THE COURSE OF A <

TYPICAL SCHOOL YEAR THAT YOU DEVOTE TO THE AREA. PLEASE BE SURE THAT YOUR LIST pF PERCENTAGE

ESTIMATES SUM TO 100%

a. Referral

b. Assessment

c. Instructional Planning

d. Placement

e. Instruction

f. Student Review

J. ;PTogram Review

h. Staff Dive1opment/Inservice

i. Research

j. Prcgram Oevelopment/Innovatinn

k. Other
(speci6i

TIME ESTIMATE

TOTAL: 100%

Check ( X ) the time of year when
activities in each area are heaviest.

FALL WINTER SPRING SUMMER

WINNeetaw

11.1.101..

2 6,9

<711111111

GM111.1110 CIE1110211

0.111...



A.20 Do you feel that.your role and responsibilities as a program specialist are distinctly

different from, overllp with, or are identical with.the roles of other personnel? To

wnat extent do you tn nk your role and responsibilities conflict-with the roles of

other personnel?

DIFFERENT means you have distinctly 'different. NO means

roles andiresponsibafiTir--
1 OVERLAP means you have OverlaOpino role and SOME means

responsibilities
IDENTICAL means you have identical role and MUCH means

responsibilities
DK means Don't Know f EXTREME means

) DESIGNATED INSTRUCTION AND

ROLE RELATIONSHIPS
(Circle your answer for
yourself as a Program
Specialist)

SERVICES INSTRUCTORS DIFFERENT OVERLAP_ IDENTICAL DK

b) PRINCIPALS/VICE PRINCIPALS DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL OK

.c) RESOURCE SPECIALISTS DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL OK

d) 'REGULAR CLASS TEACHERS DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL DK

e) OTHER PROGRAI4 SPECIALISTS DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL MC.

f) SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS DIFFERENT 'OVERLAP IDENTICAL OK

g) SPECIAL CLASS TEACHERS DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL OK

h) SPECIAL EDUCATION
.

'IDENTICAL

.

ADMINISTRATORS DIFFERENT OVERLAP DK
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you have AO
Conflict
you have some
conflict
you have much
conflict
you have extreme
conflict

1

DEGREE,Of.ROLE CONFLICT.
(Circle your answer for

'
Yourself as a Program

, Specialist) ;

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

SOME

SOME

SOME

SOME

SOME

SOME

SOME

MUCH

MUCH

MUCH

MUCH

MUCH

MUCH

MUCH

EXTREME

EXTREME

EXTREME

EXTREME,

EXTREME

EXTREME

EXTREME

NO SOME MUCH EXTREME

A.21. How satisfied are you with your work as a program specialist? (Circle Number)

I. NOT SATISFIED

2. SOMEWHAT SATISFIED

3. QUITE SATISFIED

4. EXTREMELY SATISFIED

IA,22 To what extent do any of the following problems prevent you from fully tarrying out your

job requirements?

NOT. means it is not a problem

SLIGHT, means it is a slight problem

MODERATE means it is a moderate problem

EXTREME means it is an extreme problem

I. ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS AT THE RLA LEVEL

2. ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL

3. LACK OF AUTHORITY TO CARRY OUT DUTIES

4. LACK OF TIME

5. LACK OF SUPPORT FROM OTHERS

6. CASELOAD TOO LARGE

7. LACK OF TRAINING IN SPECIFIC AREAS

1 OTHER
(Specify)

DEGREE OF PROBLEM

I (Circle Your Answer)

'NOT SLIGHT MODERATE. EXTREME

NOT SLIGHT MODERATE' EXTREME

NOT SLIGHT MODERATE EXTREME

NOT SLIGHT MODERATE EXTREME

NOT SLIGHT MODERATE EXTREME

NOT SLIGHT MODERATE EXTREME

NOT SLIGHT MODERATE EXTREME

. NOT SLIGHT MODERATE EXTREME

270
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A.23 How effective, in ge.neral, do you think you are as a program speciafT4 in providing

heeded services to each of the following?

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

g)

h)

i)

NOT means fou are not effective

SOMEWHAT means yoU,are somewhat effective

GUITE means you are 7prii7i7fective
EXTREMELY means you are extremely effective

Degree of Effectiveness
(Circle your answer)

I .

DESIGNATED INSTRUCTION
AND SERVICES NOT SOMEWHAT QUITE EXTREMELY

HANDICAPPED STUDENTS . . . NOT SOMEWUAT QUITE EXTREMELY

PARENTS NOT SOMEWHAT QUITE EXTREMELY

PRINCIPALS/VICE
PRINCIPALS . . . . NOT SOMEWHAT QUITE EXTREMELY

OTHER PROGRAM
SPECIALISTS. . . . NOT ,SOMEWHAT gurrei EXTREMELY

REGULAR CLASS
TEACHERS NOT SOMEWHAT QUITE EXTREMELY

RESOURCE SPECIALISTS. .00T SOMEWHAT QUITE EXTREMELY

SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS . . . NOT SOMEWHAT QUITE EXTREMELY

SPECIAL CLASS
TEACHERS NOT SOMEWHAT QUITE EXTREMELY

A.24 Are there any changes you would like to see in the definition of the role and responsibilities
of the program specialist? (Circle Number )

1. NO

2. YES Please describe the changes you would like to- see.

Thank you very much for coMpleting Part A.

PARTS 8 AND G ARE:A LOT SHORTER AND SHOULD TAKE NO MORE
THAN ABOUT 10-15 MINUTES MORE OF 1OUR TIME



lirART 8. THESE CiUESTIONS ARE ABOUT YOUR TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE.

g 3

List All position(S) you held as a professional educator prior to the one you have now.
Also indicate the number,of years in each position.

POSITION OR 411 TITLE (MOST RECENT FIRST) NUMBER OF YEARS IN POSITION

What type(s) of credential(s) do you hold? (List credential(s), and whether it is

life or temporary.)

1./ TEACHING
CREDENTIAL(S) LIFE TEMPORARY

LIFE TEMPORARY

-2, SPECIALIST
CREDENTIAL(S) LIFE TEMPORARY

LIFE TEMPORARY

. ADMINISTRATIVE
CREDENTIAL(S) LIFE. TEMPORARY

LIFE TEMPtRARY

4. OTHER
CREDENTIAL(S) OR
AUTHORIZATION(S) LIFE TEMPORARY

LIFE TEMPORARY

Are you now enrolled or have you completed a graduate degree or other special certification program

besides your credentials? (circle nueber and describe)

1. MASTER'S DEGREE (specify area)

2. DOCTORAL DEGREE (specify area)

3. OTHER CERTIFICATION (specify)

113.4 How.familiar are you with the following laws related to special educetion?

Degree of 'Familiarity
(Circle your answer)

a) PUBLIC LAW 94 142
(Federal law: The Education .

NOT SOMEWHAT VERY

for All Handicapped Children Act). . ;' FAMILIAR -FAMILIAR FAMILIAR

b) Old CaliiG4nia Master Plan NOT SOMEWHAT VERY

for Special Education (AB.12E0).-. . FAMILIAR FAMILIAR FAMILIAR

c New California,Master Plan NOT SOMEWHAT VERY

for Special EduCation (S8-1870). . . . FAMILIAR FAMILIAR FAMILIAR

272
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8.5 Oo you have any formal training and/or jobi'welated:experience in each of the fol1dwin0 areas? .
Also,. how Skilled would you say you are in these areas? FOR EACH AREA BELOW, INDICATE IN .

COLUMN 4 WHETHER 'OR NOT YOU HAVE HAD ANY FORMAL TRAINING:IN THAT AREA; IN COLUMN B WHETHER OR
NOTYOU.HAVE HAD ANY 4084ELATED EXPERIENCE.IN TWAT AREA; AND:IN COLUMN C THE DEGREE OP A SKILL
YOU FEEL YOU CURRENTLY HAVE IN THAT AREA.

A

,

Formal : 1 4ob-related I
training :experience

(Circle answer) (Circle answer) :

I I

a) Screening' students for
special education YES .10

4) Processing referrals Of ,

students for special
education YES NO

c) Using.tests for assess-
ing the educational needs
ofspecial education
students . . . . .. ...... YES NO

d) Using tests for assessing
social needs of special
education students YES NO

e) Osing-observations ft
assessing the needs of
special education students . . YES NO

f) Developing tests for
assessing the needs of
special education students . . YES NO

9) Developing Individual
EducationPrograms (IEP)

. for special education
students YES NO

h) Using the IEP for
instructional purposes . . YES NO

i) Instructing special
, education students in

academic areas . . , ..... .YES :NO

, .

jy Socially integrating
special education stu-
dents in the classroom . . . . YES ND,

k) Coordinating resources and
services for Special
education students YES NO

1) Working with other educa-
tional personnel in pro-
viding services to special
education students YES NO

m) Communicating with parents
of special education
students for whowyou
art responsible YES NO

.,,

h) Using observation tech-
MOOG% for assessing
.teacher effettivenesS YES NO

Degree of skill
(Circle answer)

NOT ' SOMEWHAT VERY
YES NO SKILLED SKILLED' SKILLED-

NOT SOMEWHAT VERY
YES NO SKILLED SKILLED QUILLED

NOT SOMEWHAT. VERY
YES NO SKILLED SKILLED . SKILLED

NOT SOMEWHAT VERY
YES NO SKILLED SKILLED SKILLED

NOT SOMEWHAT VERY
YES NO SKILLED SKILLED SKILLED

,

NOT SOMEWHAT VERY
YES NO SKILLED SKILLED . SKILLED

NOT SOMEWHAT VERY
YES NO SKILLED SKILLED SKILLED

NOT SMEWHAT VERY

YES NO SKILLED SKILLED SKILLED

NOT SOMEWHAT VERY
YES NO SKILLED SKILLED SKILLED

NOT SOMEWHAT VERY
YES NO SKILLED SKILLED SKILLED

CD

NOT SOMEWHAT VERY

mo YES. NO SKILLED SKILLED SKILLED

NOT SOMEWHAT VERY

YES NO. SKILLED SKILLED SKILLED

NOT SOMEWHAT VERY .

YES NO SKILLED SKILLED SKILLED

NOT SOMEWHAT VERY
YES NO SKILLED SKILLED SKILLED

2 73
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What inservice experience related to your
work.with handicapped children have you had during the last

year? How would you rate the overall usefulnest of that inservice? (List topics of each inservice

in Column A, and indicate usefulness of each inservice in Column 11.)

A

INSERVICE
(List topic)

VERY means inserVice was very useful

SOMEWHAT means inservice was somewhat useful
NOT means -inservice was not useful

USEFULNESS OF INSERVICS
(Circle your Answer)

mt.( SOMEWHAT

VERY SOMEWHAT

VERY SOMEWHAT

VERY SOMEWHAT

VERY SOMEWHAT

VERY SOMEWHAT-

3.7 What has best prepared you to perform your current job? (Circle all answers that apply)

1. INSERVICE/WORKSHOPS
2. CONVENTIONS
3. JOURNALS
4. FORMAL COURSEWORK
S. INFORMAL PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

6. OTHER
(specify)

3.3 Do you think there should be a Program Speciallredential? (Circle Number)

1. NO

nil

/
What training and experiences would you recommind for such.A c'edential?

NOT

NOT

NOT

NOT

NOT

NOT



PART C.. THesc lugsTI&Ns.ARE. ABOUT YOU
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(Circle Number.For Each Item)

AGE C.2 SEX C.3 ETHNICITY'iOptional)

1. 25 OR YOUNGER 1. MALE 1. AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE

2. 26 TO 35 2. FEMALE 2. PISIANPR PACIFIC ISLANDER

3. 36 TO 45

4. 46 TO 55

. 56 OR OLDER

I.C.4 ARE YOU BILINGUAL? (Circle number) ,

NO

. YES' . . .Wha anguagea

C.5

3. FILIPINO

4. BLACK, NOT OF HISPANIC ORIGIN

5. HISPANIC

6. WHITE, NOT OF HISPANIC ORIGIN

fl

Is there anything else you would like to tell us about program specialists and resimn.Ce speCialists

or About the questionnaire? If sO, please Use this space for that purpose.

,--

Your contributton to this effort Is very greatly appreciated. If you wquld li summary 0 results,

_ .

,

,pleale print your name and address on the back 4f the returndenvelope (not nn this questionnaire).
We Will see that you get lt. TRANK YOIL



APPENDIX D. QUESTIONNAIRES

COUNTY-DISTRICT SCHOOL CODE

RESPONDENT, CODE

RESOURCE SPECIALIST QUESTIONNAIRE
s.

--/ fo the.
California,State Department of Education

Study of Role Delineation .of'Program Specialists
and Resource Specialists under the

California Master Vial, for Special Education,

Fall, 1980

0

Return within.two weeks to:
Resource and Program Specialist Study
Graduate School of Education
University of California, Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, California 93106
(805) 961-4151
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION-
7

. Tnis questionnaire is to. be= completed*, by resource
speCialists. Please answer all questions as accuracenTas
possible. If you find a question that you cannot answer and
there is no "Don't know" category, please record a "NA" (Not
Applicable) beside the questibn. Feel free to write in any
pertinent information.

Most questions have either numbers fO'r you to circle or
lines Where" an answer is to be written. We estimate that it
should take,about 45 minutes to complete the form. We recognize
that this is a long questionnaire but we are trying to get a
comprehensive description of the work and training of program and'

resOurce specialists. ,

Please complete, and return the questionnaire within two

weeks. You may return the comll.eted form in the postage paid
envelope provided. If you,have any questions °please call .

collect either Ruth Peck at (805) 961-4452 or,Maurine Ballard at

(805) 961-4151.
k

Thank you. We appreciate your participation.

PLEASE BEGIN WITH THE QUESTIONS IN PART A. THESE QUESTIONS
SHOULD, TAKE ABOUT 30 MINUTES TO. COMPLETE.

277



PART A. THE QUESTIONS IN THIS SECTION ARE ABOUT YOUR WORK AS A. RESOURCE SPECIALIST

A.1 What is your present job title?

2 6 8

A.2 Mow long haie you held this position in this distritt or County?:

YEARS

A,3

X.4

What is the title of your current supervisof?

Number)

4. THREE -

5. FOUR OR MORE

(List Title)

How many instruCtionil aides do You have.(Circic

1. NONE

2. ONE

3. ND

A.5 How many districts do.you serve? A.6 In how many schools do you work?

DISTRICTS SCHOOLS

A.7 Where is your primary worksite
located? (Circle Number)

A.8 What grade level(s) do you currently

serve? (Circle All Numbers That Apply)

1. , REGULAR CLASSROOM 1. PRESCHOOL

2. SPECIAL ROOM IN A SCHOOL BUILDING 2. PRIMARY (K-3)

3. DISTRICT OR6COUNTY OFFICE 1 ELEMENTARY (4-6)

4. OTHER 4. MIDDLE (7-8/9)

(Specify)
S. SECONDARY (9/10-12)

6. UNGRAOED

7. OTHER
(Spectfy)

A.9 How many miles per week on the average do you travel to cover your geographic

area of responsibility? (Write Average Number Of Miles)

MILES

A.10 kow many hours cid you work ai a resource specialist during_alypical week?

. HOURS

A.11 What noninstruCtional duties do you have? (Circle All Hunters That Apply)

1. NONE 4. SCHOOL SITE COUNCIL

PLAYGROUND SUPERVISION 5. DISTRICT COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS

3. BUS/LUNCH SUPERVISION 6. BUILDING COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS

7. OTHER
(Specify)

2 7.&

Mr



!.-A.12 What Vim of salary schedule are you under?
. (Circle NUMher):

-
1, TEACHING

25

IA.14

2. ADMINISTRATIVE

3. OTHER
(SPecify)

A.13 What is your current salary range?
(Circle Number)

1. UNDER $10,000 PER YEAR

2, $10,000 - $14,999 PER YEAR

3. $15,000 - $19,999 PER YEAR

4. $20,000 - $24,999 PER.YEAR

5. $25,000 - $30,000 PER YEAR

6. OVER $30,000 PER YEAR

In your,work how frequently do you encounier non-English speaking or limited English
speaking handicaPPed:studentt? (Circle Number)

1.

2.

3.

4.

NEVER

OCCASIONALLY

FREQUENTLY .

MORE OR LESS DAILY

(If You 40 encounter non-English or
limited English speaking students,
what language(s) do they speak?)

A.15 How much responsibility dO you have as a resource specialist for the overall management
of a Student's case (from refefral through placement and review of
(Circle Number)

1. MO RESPONSIBILITY

Z. SCSE RESPONSIBILITY

3. MAJOR RESPONSIBILITY

4. FULL RESPONSIBILITY

IAM- Whet is the average number of sestiohi
OW week that you have with etch'
handicapped student.you Work with?'
(Circle Number) '

1. 1
-

z. g

3. 3

4. 4

5. 5 OR MORE

A.17 What is the average length of 'time
spent with a handicapped student
during each session?
(Circle Number)

1. LESS THAN 15 MINUTES

Z. 16 - 30 MINUTES

3. 31 - 45 MINUTES

4. 46 - 60 MINUTES

5. OVER 60 MINUTES

A.18, What is the average number of special education students assigned to yoil each month

during the'year (i.e., caseload)? (Write Number)

STUDENTS

A.19. What was the lar e t number of students assigned.to you in a given manth'during

the 1979/80 Sch00 year?. What was the smallest number assigned?

(Write Number)

LARGEST NUMBER .OF STUDENTS ASSIGNED IN A MONTH

SMALLESTNUMBERAF STUDENTS ASSIGNED IN kMONTH

A.20 What was the approximate total nt;lber of special education students assigned to you

during the entire 1979/80 school year? (Include students who moved away or transferred

to other programs.) (Write Number)

STUDENTS
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IA,21 What is the -frequencY Of your professional Contacts.with other individuals in work situitions?

1

R

0

0

means
means
means
means
means

NEVER - you have no contact whatsoever
RARELY - you have contact. 1-5 times per year
OCCASIONALLY -you hive contact 1-2:ttnes per month
FREQUENTLY - you have.contact 1-2 times'per week
DAILY - yOu have mOre or less daily contact

Pleate indicate the frequency
of contact with each type of
person listed below:

(Circle' Your Answer)

Oo .you feel that you should be
spending LESS, MORE, ,or about
the SAME amount of time"with
each type of individualI

(Circle Your Answer)

b)

c)

a) COORDINATORS OF NON SPECIAL
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

COMMUNITY AGENCIES

DESIGNATED INSTRUCTION
AND SERVICES INSTRUCTORS

d) HANDICAPPED STUDENTS . .

a) PARENTS N R

f) PRINCIPALS/VICE PRINCTALS . . N R

g) PROGRAM SPECIALISTS . . . . N R

h) REGULAR CLASS.TiACHERS

.1) OTHER RESOURCE SPECIALISTS. . . . N

j) SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS

k) SPECIAL CLASS TEACHERS

1) SPECIAL EDUCATION
ADMINISTRATORS . . .... ." . N

R 0

R 0 F 0

0

N R 0 F

0 F 0

0 F D

.0 F 0

0 F

F D

Rjo F

R F. D

0

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE 'SAME

LESS

LESS

LESS

LESS

LESS

LESS

LESS

LESS

LESS

MORE SAME

MORE 'SAME

MORE SAME

MORE SAME

MORE SA44E

MORE SAME

MORE SAME

MROE SAME'

MORE SAME

LESS 140RE -SAME -

A22 .Howluga of each of the following people 'do you have Wofeisional contact with dUring a

typitiT-Week?
/

a) DESIGNATED INSTRUCTION AND
SERVICES INSTRUCTORS

b) HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

c) PARENTS

d) PRINCIPALS/VICE PRINCIPALS

,e) PROGRAM SPECIALISTS_

f) REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS

g) OTHER RESOURCE SPECIALISTS

h) SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS

t) SPECIAL CLASS TEACHERS

. Number of People
7(ik

I (Write Number)

28o
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/

A,23 Howls your"work time distributed Across a number of,professional activities over the course

of a typical sChool year?

N means NEVER - you never engage in this activity
R means RARELY - you engage in this activity 1-5 days per year
0 meant OCCASIONALLY - you engage in this activity 1-2 days per month
F means FREQUENTLY - you engage in this activity 1-2 days per week
0 means DAILY, you engage in this more or less daily

1. Initiate referral process
for specific students

2. Assist in interpretation and .

utilization of student assess-,
ment findings

. Assist teachers in selecting instruc-
tional methods and materials to meet
goals and objectives of IEP .... .

4: Participate with IEP team in
making placement recommendations
for handicapped students

S. Coordinate tmplementation of
special education services for
handicapped students

6. Assess student'progress on a.
regular basis and revise IEPS
as-appropriate N R

7. Provide resource information and
materials regarding handicapped
students to regular.staff members. . . . N

8. Supervise instruction by Resource
Specialist aide(s)

9. Complete formi and write reports . . . . N.

.10. Refer special education students who
do not indicate appropriate progress
to the local IEP team N R 0

11. Conduct formal and/or informal
assessments of students .N R 0 FD

12. Coordinate the development of
Individualized Education Programs
(IEPs)-for handicapped students. . . N 0 F

13. Consult with parents regarding the
educational planning process

14. Provide direct instruction to
students whose needs have been
identified in a written IEP and
who are assigned to a regular
classroom teacher for a majority
of 'the school day

15. Monitor progress of students who
are no longer in the Resource
Specialist Program

Please estimate the amount of
time you engage in-each of the
following activities:
(Circle YOUR ANSWER)

R 0 F

N R F

F

N R 0

F 0

t

Do you feel you should
be spending LESS, MORE,
or about the SAME amount
of time on each activity

: (Circle Your Answer)

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAIE

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE. SAME

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAME

.LESS MORE SAME

Lgss MORE SAME

LESS MORE ,SAME

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAME



16. Assist Program Specialists in,
developing and implementing
innovative special education
.programs

N means NEVER - you never engage in this activity
R means RARELY - you engage in this activity 1-5 days per year
0 means. OCCASIONALLY - you engage in_this activity 1-2 days per month
F means FREQUENTLY - you engage in this activity 14.2 days per week
D means DAILY - you engage in this activity more or less daily
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17. Travel for job related activities . . .

18. Participate in placement and
review meetings in an advocacy
role for students

19. Receive and screen referrals made
by other school personnel

20. Assist parents in understanding
assessment procedures

21. Consult with teachers in the
application of classroom
management techniques

22. Assist other professionals in
upgrading existing special
education programs

23. Work with handicapped students
one at a time

24. Engage_in telephone communication

254)9articipite inimeetings not directly
related to classroom
responsibilities

26. Coordinate and monitor referral
procedures for specific students
at'school site

27. Work with small groups of
handicapped students . . ..

28. Consult with regular classroom
teachers in the identification
and assessment of learning and
behavioral patterns of handi-
capped students

29. Assist in coordination of IEP
meetings

30. Conduct review meetings in accor-

Please estimate the amount of
time you engage in each of the
following activities:
(Circle Your Answer) .

0 F

N. R

N R 0

N R

N R

v

, dance with legal requirements . , . N

31. Assist teachers in methods to
enhance social and emotional
development of handicapped
students within the regular classroom.

32, Secure parental consent to conduct
assessments U

,Coordinate implementation of
activities Of Resource Specialist
Program with regular classroom
curriculum N

F

F

F

R

R 0

R

0

R 0

0 F

F

F 0

F 0

F

F

.NROF0
R 0 0

R 0 E 0
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Do you feelyou shonld
be spending LESS, MORE,
or about the SAME amount
of time on each activity

. (Circle Your Answer)

LESS MORE SAME

LESS . MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAME
0

LESS MORE

LESS MORE SAME

LESS 'MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAME

I . LESS. MORE, SAME

LESS MORE SAME"

LESS MORE SAME

LESS* MORE SAME

LESS . MORE SAME.

LESS MORE SAME

;

LESS MORE' SAME

LESS MORE SAME

SAME

LESS MORE SAME
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N means NEVER - you never-engage in this activity
R means RARELY - you engage in this activity 1-5 days per year

'0 means OCCASIONALLY - you engage in this activity 1-2 days per month

F meansfREDWENTLY - you engage in this activity 1-2 days per week

0 meant DAILY - you engage :in this activity more or less daily

Please estimate the amount of
time you engage:In each of the

following activities:
(Circle Your Answer)

3 . Consult with teachers in the
utilization of evaluation data
for modification of instruction
and curriculum

36. Provide parents with basic under-
standing of remedial methods and
techniques for their child

36. COordinate assessment procedures : . . N

37. Counsel parents related to their
child's abilities, including
strengths and weaknesses

38. Coordinate inservice workshops
on a variety of topics

39. Provide parents with information
as to effective utilization of
community resources

40. Consult in the development of pre-
vocational and/or vocational plans
for handicapped students

0 F

R 0 F 0

R 0 F 0

f

F 0

R 0 F 0

R

IDo you feel you should
be Spending LESS, MORE,
of about the'SAME amount

r of.time on'ench activity
(CircleYour AnsWer)

LESS MORE SAME

LESS '1101RE SAME

LESS MORE SAME

LESS . MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAME

LESS MORE SAME

A.24 How do you dividsyour professional time between the mkicr area of activity.in your work. FOR EACH

AREA OF ACTIVITY LISTED BELOW, WRITE AN ESTIMATE OF THE PERCENTAGE OF TIME OVER TliE coolasE OF A

TYPICAL spop(. ygAR.THAT YOU DEVOTE TO THE AREA. J1LEASE BE SURE THAT YOUR LIST OF PERCENTAGE

ESTIMATES SuM TO-I00%

a. Referral

b. Assessment

c. Insiructional Planning

O. hacement

I. Instruction

f. Student Review

g, Staff Development/Inservice

h. Program Development/Innovation %

I. Other

TIME ESTIMATE

Mia775)

. TOTAL: 100%

28'3

Check (...L) the time of year when
aCtivitiii in each area are
heaviest.

FALL WINTER SPRING SUMMER

atimspia

0111.1. .1.1101ION.

etonowelme

.1. .10

..raolowso. aqINIIIMMeele
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A.25 Do you feel that your role and responsibilities as a resource specialist are distinctly -

slifferent from, over49 with, or are identical with the roles of other personnel? TO

wnat extent*: you think your role Add responsibilities conflict with the roles of.

'other Orsonnii?

DIFFERENT means you have distinctly different NO means you haVeyno

roles and responsibillITE .Conflict.

OVERLAP means you have overlapping role and -SOME means you have some
,responsibilities conflict

IDENTICAL means you have identical role,jaod MUCH means gIfiiillg much
responsibill15T 5 . ,

DK leans Don't Know EXTREME means you have extrmite
conflict

a) DESIGNATED INSTRUCTION AND
SERVICES INSTRUCTORS

b) PRINCIPALS/VICE PRINCIPALS

c) PROGRAM SPECIALISTS

d) REGULAR CLASS TEACHERS

t) OTHER RESOURCE SPECIALISTS

f) SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS

g) SPECIAL CLASS *TEACHERS

h) SPEC/AL EDUCATION
ADMINISTRATORS

, ROLE-RELATIONSHIPS'
(Circle your answer for
yourself as a Resource
Specialist)

DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL OK

DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL OK

DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL OK

DIFfERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL OK

DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENfICAL DK

DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL DK

DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL PC

DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL DK

.A.26 How satisfied are you with your work

1. NOT SATISFIED

2. SOMEWHAT SATISFIED

3. QUITE SATISFIED

4. EXTREMELY SATISFIED

as a resource specialist?

1

DEGREE OF ROLE CONFLICT
yo(Circle ur answer for'

,yourself as a Resource
-"Specialist)

NO SOME MUCH. EXTREME

If.0 SOME MUCH EXTREME

NO SOME MUCH EXTREME

NO SOME MUCH EXTREME

NO SOME MUCH EXTREME

NO SOME MUCH EXTREME

NO SOME MUCH EXTREME

NO SOME MUCH EXTREME

(Circle Number)

A.27 Yo what extent do any of the following problems prevent you from fully carrying out your

job requirements?

.
NOT means it is not a problem

SLIGHT means it is a slight problem
43DERATE means it is a moderate problem
EXTREME means it is an extrsme problem

ACMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS AT THE RLA LEVEL

ADMINISTRATIVE MOSLEMS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL

LACK OF AUTHORITY TO CARRY OOT DUTIES

LACK OF TIME

LACK OF SUPPORT FROM OTHERS

CASELOAD TOO LARGE

LACK OF TRAINING IN SPECIFIC AREAS

OTHER
(Specify)

1

DEGREE OF PROBLEM
(Circle Your Answer)

NOT

NOT

NOT

NOT

NOT

NOT

NOT

SLIGHT

SLIGHT

SLIGHT

SLIGHT

SLIGHT

SLIGHT

SLIGHT

DOT_

4
SLIGHT

8

MODERATE EXTREME

MODERATE EXTREME

MODERATE EXTREME

MODERATE EXTREME

MODERATE EXTREME

MODERATE EXTREME

MODERATE EXTREME

MODERATE EXTREME

1



A128 How effective, in general, do you think you:are as a resource.specialist in providing

'needed services to eaCh of the following?

?65

NOT meant you are 'not .effective -

SOMEWHAT means you are somewhat effective

.QUITE meat* you are Trilriffective,
EXTREMELY meahs-you ar, extremely effective

.

a) 'DESIGNATED iNSTRUCTION

Degree of Effectiveness
(Circle your answer)

°AND SERVICES NOT SOMEWHAT QUITE .EXTREMELY

b) KANDICAPPED STUDENTS . . NOT SOMEWHAT. QUITE EXTREMELY

c) PARENTS

d) PRINCIPALS/VICE
, PRINCIPALS .

NOT

. NOT

SOMEWHAT

SOMEWHAT

QUITE

QUITE

.EXTREMELY

EXTREMELY

e.) PROGRAM SPECIALISTS. . , NOT

f) REGULAR CLASS
'TEACHERS NOT

g) OTHER RESOURCE

SOMEWHAT

SOMEWHAT

QUITE

QUITE

EXTREMELY

EXTREMELY

SPECIALISTS. . NOT SOMEWHAT QUITE EXTREMELY

h) . SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS

i) SPECIAL CLASS

. . NOT SOMEWHAT QUITE EXTREMELY

TEACHERS NOT SOMEWHAT QUITE EXTREMELY

-

A.29 Are there iny changes you would like to see in the definition of the role and- respontibilities

,of the resource specialist? (Circle Number,

1. NO

2. YES Please describe the changes you would like to see.

JO

Thank you very much for completing Part A.

PARTS 8 AND C ARE A LOT SHORTER AND SHOULD TAKE NO MORE
THAN ABOUT 10.15 MINUTES mon Op YOUR TIME



IPART S. THESE QUESTIONS ARE ABOUT YOUR TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE.

266

8.1 List jaa position(s) you held as a Professional educator prior to the one you have now.

Also indicate the number of years in each position..

POSITION OR ZOB TITLE (MOST RECENT FIRST) NUMBER OF YEARS_ IN POSITION

8.2 What type(s) of credential(s) do you hold? (List credential(s), and whether it is

life or temporary.)

I.

2.

3.

4.

TEACHING
CREDENTIAL(S) LIFE TEMPORARY

LIFE TEMPORARY

SPECIALIST
CREDENTIAL(S) LIFE TEMPORARY

LIFE TEMPORARY

ADMINISTRATIVE
CREDEMTIAL(S) LIFE TEMPORARY

,

LIFE TEMPORARY

OTHER
CREDENTIAL(S) OR
AUTHORIZATION(S) - LIFE TEMPORARY

LIFE TEMPORARY

ci

8,3 Are you now enrolled or have you completed a greduate degree or other special Certification progrem

besides your credentlals?- (Circle'humber and describe)

1. MASTER'S OCGREE (specify area)

2. DOCTORAL OEGREE (specify area)

3. OTHER CERTIFICATION (specify)

0.4 How familiar are you with the following laws related to special. education?

Degree of Familiarity
(Circle your answer)

4) PUBLIC LAW 94 142
(Federal law: The Education NOT SOMEWHAT VERY

' 4p foe All Handicapped Children Act). . . FAMILIAR FAMILIAR FAMILIAR

b) Old California Master Plan NOT SOMEWHAT VERY

for Special Education (AB-1250). . . FAMILIAR FAMILIAR FAMILIAR

ci New California master Plan NOT SOMEWHAT VERY

for Special Education (58-1870). . . FAMILIAR FAMILIAR FAMILIAR,

1



Do you have any formal training and/or job-related eXperience in each of the following areas?

-Also, how skilled would YoU saY you ate in these areas? FOR EACH AREA BELOW, INDICATE IN

COLUMN A-WHETHER OR NOT YOU HAVE RAD ANY'FORMAL TRAINING IN THAT AREA; IN COLUMN B WHETHER OR

'NOT YOU HAVE RAD ANY JOB-RELATED EXPERIENCE in THAT AREA;.AND IN COLUMN C TWE DEGREE OF A SKILL

YOU FEEL YOU CURRENTLY HAVE IN THAT AREA.

A

Formal

I

training
(Circle answer)

a) Screening students for
special education YES NO

q

b) Processing referrals of*
students for special.l.

education YES NO

T

c) Using tests forcassess-
ing the educational needs .

of special education
students YES. NO

d) Using tests for assessing
social needs of special
educatiOn students YES NO

-

e) Using observations for
asSessing the needs of
special education students . . YES NO

f) Developing tests for
Assessing the needs of -

special,education students . YES NO

g) Developing Individual
Education Programs (MP)
for special education
students YE'S NO.

h) Using the IEP for
.

instructional purposes . . . YES NO

1) Instruct-111g special
eduoation..atudents in

fiCiderflic areas YES ND

j). Socially integrating
special education stu-
dents in the classroom . . . YES NO

k) Coordinating resources and
services for special
education students YES NO

I) Working with other educa-
tional personnel in pro-
viding services to special
education students YES 00,

m) Communicating with parents
of special education
students for whom you
are responsible YES NO

n) Using observation tech..
Moues for assessing
teacher motiveness YES NO

267

Job-related
experience

(Circle answer)

.

'YES NO
c,

NOT ,

SKILLED

Degree of skill
-(Circle answer)

SOMEWHAT
SKILLED

VERY
SKILLED

NOT SOMEWHAT VERY

YES NO SKILLED SKILLED SKILLED

NOT SOMEWHAT VERY

YES NO SKILLED SKILLED SKILLED

NOT , SOMEWHAT VERY.

YES MD SKILLED SKILLED SKILLED

NOT StIMEWAT VERY

YES NO SKILLED SKILLED SKILLED

NOT SOMEWHAT VERY

YES NO .SKILLED SKILLED SKILLED

NOT SOMEWHAT VERY

YES NO SKILLED SKILLED SKILLED

HOT SOMEWHAT VERY

YES NO" SKILLED ,SKILLED SKILLED

NOT SOMEWHAT VERY

YES NO ---SKILLED- SKILLED SKILLED

b..

YES. NO

NOT
SKILLED

SOMEWHAT
SKILLED

VERY,

SKILLED

YES NO

NOT

SKILLED

NOT

SOMEWHAT,
SKILLED

SOMEWHAT

VERY
SKILLED

VERY

YES NO SKILLED SKILLED CKILLED

!dr SOMEWHAT VERY

Yen NO SKILLED SKILLED CKILLED

I NOT SOMEWHAT VERY

YC MO SKILL 0 SKILLED SKILLED
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146 What inservice.experience related to your work with handicapped children have you had during the last

year? How would you rate the overall usefulness of that inservice? (List topics of each inservice

inpColumn A, and indicate usefulness of each inservice in Column a.)

A

INSERVICE°
(List topic)

VERY meow inservice was very useful

SOMEWHAT means inservice was -somewhat useful

\ NOT mans inservice was mot useful

USEFULNESS OF INSERVICE
(Circle yOur answer)

VERY SOMEWHAT NOT

VERY SOMEWHAT NOT

VERY ZOMEWHAT. NOT

VERY SOMEWHAT NOT

VERY SOMEWHAT NOT,

VERY SOMEWHAT NOT

42';

3.7 What has best prepeilifyou to perform your current job? (Circle all answers that apply)

1. INSERVICE/WORKSHOPS
2. CONVENTIONS
3. JOURNALS
4. FORMAL COURSEWORK
S. ,IIIWOU4AL PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
5. OTHER

(specify)

S.. The CoWeission for Teacher Preparation and Licensing is proposing regulations on the Resource

Specialist tertificateor Competence. Oo you basically egret or disagree with the proposed

requirements for certification? (Circle number)

1. YES

2. NO

I AM NOT AWARE.OF NEW REQUIREMENTS

What training ind experiences would you recommend for certification?



PART C. THESE QUESTIONS ARE ABOUT YOU (Circle Number For Each Item)

C.1 AGE

1. 25 OR YOUNGER

2. 26 TO 35

3. 36 TO 45

4. 46 TO 55

5. 56 OR OLDER

C.2 SEK

I. MALE

2. FEMALE

269

C.3 ETHNICITY (Optional)

1. AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE

2. ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER

3. FIL/PINO

4. BLACK, NOT OF HISPANIC ORIGIN

5. HISPANIC

6. WHITE, NOT OF HISPANIC ORIGIN

C.4 ARE YOU BILINGUAL? (Circle number)

1. NO

2. YES What Languages?

C.5 Is there anything else you would:like to tell us about resource specialiits and program specialists'

or about the questionnaire? If so, please use this space for that purpose.

Your contribution to this effort is very greatly appreciated. If you would like a summary of resultt,

please print your name and address on the back of the return envelope (not on this questiorinaire).
We will see that you getit. THANK YOU..



COUNTY DISTRICT SCHOOL CODE'

RESPONDENT CODE

-
SCHOOL PERSONNEL. QUESTIONNAIRE

, for' the
California State Department of Education

Study of Role Delineation of Program Specialists
and Resource Specialists under the .

California Master Plan.for Special Education

FalL.198O

Return within two weeks to:
Resource and Program Specialist Study ,

Graduate School of Education
University of California, Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, California 93106
(805) 961-4151

290
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION

The California Master Plan for Special Education is a state
law (SB 1870) which describes a comprehensive approach to
providing special education and services to individuals with
exceptional needs (IWENs). IWENs are those pupils who have been
identified as learning, communicatively, physically or severely
handicapped and who cannot be educated in the regular classroom
without special assistance. Two new roles which have been added
to the school system as part of this Master Plan are the Resource
Specialist and the Program Specialist.

The Resource Specialist is supposed to provide instruction
and services to pupils who are assigned to regular classroom
teachers for a majority of the school day. In addition, the
Resource Specialist is supposed to provide consultation, resource
information, and assistance to parents and regular staff
members.

The Program Specialist is supposed to provide consultation,
coordination, staff development, and assessment of program
effectiveness for the special education services provided to
IWENs.

The present study is an exaffination of the roles and
functioning of Program and ResourceSpecialists. Please answer
all questions as accurately as possible. If you find a question
that you cannot answer and there is no "Don't know" category,
please record a UNA" (Not Applicable) beside the question. Feel
free. to write in any pertinant information.

Most questions have either numbers for you to circle or
lines where an answer is to be written. We estimate that it
should take about 30 minutes to complete the form. We recognize
that this is a long questionnaire, but we are trying to get a
comprehensive description of the work and training of program and
resource specialists.

Please complete and return the questionnaire within two
weeks. You may return the completed form in the postage paid
envelope provided. If you have any questions please call
collect either Ruth Peck at (805) 961-4452 or Maurine Ballard at
(805) 961-4151.

Thank you. We appreciate your participation.

291
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PART A. THE QUESTIONS IN THIS SECTION ARE ABOUT YOUR PROFESSIONAL CONTACT wITH PEOPLE IN SPECIAL

EDUCATION

A.I How frequently are you in professional contact with handicapped students and special education

personnel other than Program and Resource Specialists?

N means NEVER - you have no contact whatsoever

R means RARELY - you have contact 1-5 times per year '

0 means OCCASIONALLY - you have contact 1-2 times:per month

F means FREQUENTLY - you have contact 1-2 times per week

D means DAILY 4 you have more or less daily contadt

a) LEARNING, COMMUNICATIVELY,
PHYSICALLY, AND/OR SEVERELY
HANDICAPPED STUDENTS . . . .....

b) SPECIAL EDUCATION PERSONNEL OTHER
THAN PROGRAM AMO RESOURCE

MTIALISTS

N

N

FREQUENCY OF CONTACT
(Circle Your AnSwer)

R 0

R 0 F

0

A.2 What is the nature of your contact with Program and Resource Specialists? FOR EACH AREA LISTED BELOW

PLEASE INDICATE IN COLUMN A THE AVERAGE FREQUENCY OF YOUR CONTACT IN THAT AREA WITH PROGRAM

SPECIALISTS. IN COLuMN 8 IMICATE THE AVERAGE FREQUENCY OF CONTACT WITH RESOURCE SPECIALISTS.

N Means NEVER - you have no contact whatsoever

R means RARELY you have contact 1.5 times per year

0 means OCCASIONALLY - you have contact 1-2 times per month

F means FREQUENTLY - you have Contact 1.2 times per week

O means DAILY - you have more or lets daily CONTACT

(a) REFERRAL: have contact with the specialist
when students are being referred
for special education programe. . .NROFD NROFD

(b) ASSESSMENT: have contact with the special-
list when assessment instruments
and techniques are selected,
developed, and/or utilized". . N' R 0 F 0 NROF0

c) INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING "I have contact with
the specialist when instructional
Plans (0.9.,IEP's) are developedo. .NRO F NROPD

(d) PLACEMENT: 11 have contact with the specialist
when students are being placed in
special education programs" N Ft 0 F 0 N R 0 F 0

(a) ICNSTRUCTION: "I have contact with the special-
list when instructional methods,
strategies, and/or materials for
special education students are
being implemented" . ..... N F 0 F 0 N R 0

(f) REVIEW: have contact with the Specialist
when student progress and/or
special programs are being
reviewed' N R 0 ,F0

A

FREQUENCY OF CONTACT FREQUENCY OF CONTACT

WITH PROGRAM WITH RESOURCE

SPECIALISTS SPECIALISTS

(Circle Your Answer) (-Dircle Your Answer)

(9) OTNER: . . . N

F 0

R 0 F 0
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PART B. THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONSARE CONCERNED WITH:YOUR Ingtam THE WORK pF PROGRAM SPECIALISTS AND

RESOURCE SPECIALISTS.-.

Given your understanding of theLwork of typical Program:Specialists and Resource Specialists"Please:.i

answer the foiloWing questions, using Coluten A for responses cOncerningProgram Specialistbmnd Column D

-for Resource Specialists. (If you are unfmniliar with the work of either of these specialists use the

, ful!.column for your answers for that specialist.)

8.1 How much responsibility does each specialist have for the delivery of services to handicapped

studenti in each of the fallowing specific areas?

a) Referral

b) Assessment

c) Instructional Planning

d) Placement

0 instruction

f) Student Review

g) Overall Manageient
FfinTudent's Case

8.2

NO
SOME

MAJOR
FULL

OK

means Specialist has no responSibilitY

.means Spetialist has some respOnsibility
means Specialist has major responsibility

means Specialist has full responsibility
means Don,t know

As

EXTENT OF RESPONSIBILITY
(Circle Your Answers For
ProuraeLSpeciaIitt)

NO SOME ',MAJOR FULL DK

NO SOME liAJOR FULL DK

NO SOME MAJOR FULL DK

NO SOME- MAJOR:, FULL DK

NO SOME MAJOR FULL DK

NO SOME 'MAJOR 1ULL DK

NO SOME MAJOR FULL DK

EXTENT OF RESPONSIBILITY

(Circle Your Answers For
Resource Specialist)

NO SOME MAJOR PULL DK

NO SOME MAJOR kULL OK

NO SOME MAJOR FULL DK

NO SOME MAJOR FULL OK

NO SOME MAJOR FULL DK

NO SOME MAJOR FULL OK

NO SOME MAJOR FULL DK

Do you feel each specialist's role and
retponsibilities are distinctly different from, pmerlap with

or are identical with the roles of other personnel?

DIFFERENT means specialist has distinCtly different roles Ind reSponsibilities

OVERLAP means specialist has overlapainrgrii-iiid responsibilities

IDENTICAL leans specialist has identical roles and responsibilities-

DK means Don't know

A

4) DESIGNATED INSTRUCTION AND

ROLE RELATIONSHIPS
(Circle Your Answer
program Specialist)

for

SERVICES INSTRUCTORS DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL OK

b) PRINCIPALS/ DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL DK

VICE PRINCIPALS

c) PROGRAM SPECIALISTS DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL DK

diREGULAR CLASS,TEACHERS DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL OK

e) RESOURCE SPECIALISTS DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL OK

f) SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS OIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL DK

1) SPECIAL CLASS TEACHERS DIFfERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL DK

h)-SPECIAL EDUCATION DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL OK

ADMINISTRATORS

ROLE RELATIONSHIPS
(Circle.Your Answer for
Resource Specialist)

DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL DK

DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL OK

DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL OK

DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL OK

DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL DK

DIFfERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL OK

DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL OK

DIFFERENT OVERLAP IDENTICAL DK

29 3
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6.3 To wnat etent dm ,,;ou thiok each sme.clalists* rule and resoosbilitles conflIct with the rmles

other mensennel.

a)

Ul

cl

dl

e'J

f)

5)

0

NO meaus on role couflict

SSME cleans .'cf.r* rOid monflot

MUCH means mufti nole monflict

SXTPEIE Teaim ;._;71-7ene role conflict

Cr, teans clOn"t

IOEWEE SF ROLE CONFLICT
ICircle Tour Answer for I
Prtqram Soecia1 is0

ICECREE CF P.ULE CONFLICT-
(Circle ?our Answer for
Resource Soecialintl

DESIGNATED INSTRUCT1G4 AND)
SERVICES InSTRUCTCn N5 SOME MUER EXTREME CK, U0 a3:,1 Mtn EXTREME CK

PRINCIPALS/VICE PRINCIPALS 45 CCME MUCH EATPEME CK 60 SUME MUCH EXTREME EK

PP'.QGRAM SPECIAL= n9 SOME MUCH EXTREME EK n5 SUME inta gAva Ez

REGULAR CLASS TEACHERS 40 SOME" MeCil EXTREME C. NO OGME MiSCH EATREME CC.

REOCTPCE SPECIALISTS NO UUME MUCR EATREME CK NO SUME MUCH
t

EXTPVE C)I

CCilOCCPSIEHO1C3MT5 NO COME MUCH EATREAE CK NO SCME MICR LORENE a.

SPEC/AL CLASO TEACHERS 45 COME MUOR EXTREME LK NO COME MUCH CATREME (TX

SPECIAL EDUCATION
ACMINISTRATCRS nO SOME MUCH EXTREME OK NO COME MUCH UTPEn Ex

3.4 H,:w effective, in oeneral do you think tact; specialist is in vmviding needed uervices to eacn ef the

folkoingI'

tOT mean "tlt effective

SOMEI:MAT rleans npny±not effective
UOLTE means mote effective

EXTREMELY means e*trenelv effective

OK %leans don't 101oU

A

OEGREE OP EFFECTIVONEs,1
ECirdle Your Answer

&SCREE EPFECTVE?lEC
l.,incle ?cue AutNon

al CESIS:lATED INSTRUCTION ,ll'e

Por Penqram SpecTalf0,0 Fur flo,!10 Sno,(7il1ist)

Sant= INSTRISQTCRS 'NOT CUMENHAT QUITE EXTREME:LT SK 0T SNI'tEWHAT QUITE EATREIlSLY L.

l)) RANOICAPPED OTUDEnTS NOT SUMEl4HAT QUITE EXTREMELT OK NOT SS-glE4AT QUIPTE EXTRSOELT

.(t) PARENTS NOT SOMblHAT OITE EXTREMELY a
'.,

Nor SUME:olORT el/TS EXTPENLle

0 IlRINCIPALSiliICE
PRINCIPALS NOT COENPAT QUITE EXTREMELY LlI NOT cvNAT', far,.., n WCEMSLY L.;

el PR031A4 SPECIALISTS na SOMEWHAT QUITE EXTREMELY Si. NOT :oNvx ';',OITS EXVSnEt? Ll.:

F 4,:3EGOLAR cLASE

TEACHERS Nor SONEvkV O5ITE E.aREIIELT Ck. NOT g*At cs,qsat: d2t,i,

(.7.; i;I:nuotE CPECIALI'JTS 0T SoNEWRAT QUITE CATREMELY

i,4)) SCHEL PSTCHULUOISTS ...dt , SOMEWHAT QWTE! EXTREdlELY

CY.'

Cl.

.lOT SUMEWltrAT QoITS. EATI;VlEt? E:*;,

NOT SCEnOAT QUITS V.TP:Civ u;

0 ZPECIA)S, CLASS
TaAcom; m g17,i0oA7,- 0Jri1C. agRtia.? EK ,o3.T 1:TEWAT ,'.tiM 1-iYun-'-'1 -:./.:

JO TOU '4' EN YUW PAS M SCMElvDAT ATE EXTRTI-a? C'r;

Iv: Too RA'EJUI _ _ IN' iuf oAVS Nu

ENTEPACTEM INfl1.71(vS4S

I

''AE.,'
Pleaue f1.12e !-PJet you uxie cumileted sotn Colln A

and CO[LLQ I; th4:-.; section, Insint;. you.

---------------------- -----

2 tni



PART C.1 THIS SECTION CONTAINS A'NUMBER OF STATSMENTS ABOUT SELECTED ASPECTS OF THE WORK OF 2Th
PROGRAM SPECIALISTS.

How do VOU feel aPout each of the following statements concerning the work uf Program Specialists?

CIRCLE THE ANSWER WHICH BEST REPRESENTS YOUR OPINION.

SA means jou strongly agree
A means you somewhat lgree
3 means neutral - you neither agree or disagree

0 means you somewhat disagree
SD means you strongly_ ofsaoree

OK means you don't know

1. Program Specialists introduce innovative methods and approaches. ,
SA A N 0 SO DK

C. Program Specialists demonstrate adequate leadership for personnel,

involved in Special Education Programs.

SA A N 0 SO DK

3. Program Specialists provide services more efficiently than
other special education personnel.

SA A N 0 SO OK

4. Program Specialists provide useful,input In the development of SA A N 0 SO DK

Individualized Education. Programs Ell for students.

6. Program Specialists play a beneficial role in providing appropriate

educational services to handicapped students.

SA A 4 0 SO DK

6. Program Specialists effectively coordinate those programs for

which they are responsible.

SA A N 0 SO DK

7. Program Specialists currently have sufficient authority to perform

their duties.

SA A I 0 SO DK

8. Program Specialists alphas-WI services which Resource Specialists

do not have time or opportunity to provide.

SA A N 0 SO DK

9. Program Specialists would do a better job if they had smaller

caseloads.

SA A N 0 SD OK

10.

U.

Program Specialists are a valuable resource for teachers

and other school personnel.

Program Specialists are effective in observing, consulting 41th

and assisting Resource Specialists, Designated Instruction and

SA

SA

A

A

N

N

0

0

SD
,

SD

DK

DK

Services Instructors, and Special class teachers.

12. Program Specialists spend adequate time in iveluatin g effectiveness

of Programs for handicapPed students.

SA A N 0 CD DK

13. Program Specialists are effective in planning programs, for

handicapped students.

SA A N D SD DK

14. Program Specialists have enough time tO perfome their duties. SA A N 0 SD DK

16. Program Specialists should all become school superintendents

if they do 4 goOd job.

SA A N 0 SD DK

16.

17.

Program Specialists effectively coordinate curricular resources

for use with handicapped students.

Program Specialists provide sufficient inservice to keep staff

updated on educational changes.

SA

SA

A

A

N

N

0

0

SO

SO

DK

,

OK

18. Program :pecialists are effective in assuring that students have

full educational opportunity regardless of district of residence.

:A A N 0 SO DK

19. Program Specialists are given inadequate support from other School SA A N D SD OK

Personnel to perform their duties.

20. Program Specialists should be advocates for the educational rights

of handicapped students.

SA A N 0 .Z OK

,..

21. Program Specialist's effectively provide leadership on the SA A N 0 SO LK

Educational Assessment Service EAS) team.

22. Program Specialists are heeded for the successful Implementation of

the Master Plan.

..;A A N 6 SD W

,-.

24,

Tne work of Program Specialists results in the improved school

performance of nandicaPped students.,

Program Specialists are effective In insuring that nandicapped

students are placed in the regular classroom whenever possible.

SA

SA

A

A

4

N

0

Li

,X

EX W

9 0(4 t-
4.0
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PART C.2 THIS SECTION CONTAINS A NUMBER OF STATEMENTS ABOUT SELECTED ASPECTS OF THE WORK SF

RESOURCE CPECIALICTS.

How do you feel about each of the folloong statements concerning the work of Resource Specialists?
CIRCLE THE ANSWER WHICH UST REPRESENTS YOUR OPINION.

CA means you strongly. agree
A means you somewhat agree
N means neutral - you neither agree or di agree
0 means yoU somewhat disa ree
SO means you strongly d'sagree
DK means you dow-t know

1. Resource Specialists are effective in timprov ng educational
performance of handicapped students.

2. Resource Specialists provide services more efficiently than
other special education pertonnel.

3. Resource Specialists provide valuable input in the development
of Individualized Education Programs 0:W for students.

4. Resource Specialists are effective in keeping teachers up to date
on curriculum innovations.

5. Resource Specialists provide helpful consultation, resource info)...
mation and materials to parents.

- .

6. Resource Specialists have sufficient knowledge and experience in
assisting students and/or parents.

7. Resource Specialists provide services whichregular classroom
teachers do not have time or oPportunity to'provide.

8. Resource Specialists would do a better job if they bad $maller
caseloads.

9. Resource Specialists are a valuable resOurCe for regular staff
members.

10. Resource Specialists provide useful information to handicapped
students and their parents regarding instructional programS.

11. Resource Specialists effectively coordinate the special education
services for handicapped students.

12. Resource SpeCielists provide services which regular classroom
teachers do not know how to provide.

13. Resource Specialists have enough time to perform their duties.

14. Resource Spetialists make useful revisions of IEPs.

15. Resource t-pecialists make it easier for regular classroom teachers
to work with their hankers.

16. Resource Specialists are needed for the successful implementation
of the Master Plan.

17.. Resource Specialists should only work with students who are placed
tn special education programs.

18. Resource Specialists
personnel to. perform

19. Resource Specialists
progress.

204 Resource Specialists
of regular classroom

are given inadequate support from other school
their duties.

regularly make valid assessments of student

have sufficient understanding of the. problems

teachers.

Resource SpecialistS do not spend enough time in direct instruction
with students.

22. Resource Specialists p ovide effe ti e instruction and serviCes for
handicapped students.

23. Resource Specialists effectively refer students w o do not make
Progress to the :EP team.

04. Resource Specialists are effective in insuring that lanuicapped

students are placed n the regular t.-lassroom whenever possible.

SA A N S SD DK

SA A N S SO DK

SA A N 0 SO

aA A N ci SD DK

SA A N 0 SD OK

SA A N 0 SO OK

SA A N 0 SO OK

SA A N 0 SO )K

SA A N D SO DK

SA A N 0 so DK

SA A N 0 SD DK

SA A N 0 SO OK

SA A N 0 SO DK

SA A N 0 SO -OK

SA A N 0 CD DK

SA A N 0 SO DK

SA A 4 0 SO DK

SA A N 0 CO DK

SA A .N 9 SD DK

CA A N S SO

SA A N 0 SO DK

SA A N 0 SD DK

SA A 4 0 SU OK

SA A 4 0 CO UK
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PART O. THESE QUESTIONS ARE ABOUT YOU AND YOUR PRESENT POSITION.

0.1 What is your present job title?

0.2 Age

1. 25 OR /0 NGER

2. 26 TO 35

3. 36 TO 45

4. 46 TO 55

5. 56 OR OLDER

0.3 SEA

1. MALE

2. FEMALE

0.4 ETHNICITY Optional)

1. AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN HATIVE

2. ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER

3. FILIPINO

4. BLACK, NOT OF HISPANIC ORIGIN

S. HISPANIC

5. WHITE, NOT OF HISPANIC ORIGIN

0.5 How familiar are you with theofollowing laws related to special education?

DEGREE OF FAMILIARITY
(circle your inswer1

a) PUSLIC LAW 94-142
(Federal law: The Education for NoT SOMEWHAT VERY

All Handicapped Children Act)....... ....... ....... FAMILIAR FAMILIAR FAMILIAR

b) Old California Master Plan NOT SOMEWHAT VERY

for Special Education (W1250) FAMILIAR FAMILIAR FAMILIAR

c) New California Master Plan NOT SOMEWHAT VERY

for Spacial Education 013-18101 FAMILIAR FAMILIAR FAMILIAR

0.6 Is there anything else you would like to tell us about program specialists and resource

specialists or about the quastionnaire? If so, please use this space for that purpose.

YOur contribution to this effort is very greatly appreciated. If you would like a summary of

results, please print your name and address on the back of the return envelope (not on this

questionnaire). We will see that you get it THANK YOO.
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APPENDIX E CASE STUDY/ INTERVIEW SCHEDULES

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
PROGRAM SPECIALISTS/RESOURCE SPECIALISTS
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xplain study as descriptive- trying to understand roles
not evaluative

Length of ti_me of interview
acknowledge wifl duplicate guestlennaire-- in depth part

Thank for sparing time/aware of teaching constraints with time

Inconvenience of being observed

Results-- sign back of questionnaire

Confidentiality / taping_

A. ctivities

1) Wow long have you been working in your present position?

2) What other related work experiences have you had?

3) Whatis your educational training that relates to your
present position?

a) What other experiences such as internships/inservice
training have you had that relates to your_present
position?

4) What is your work assignment (i.e. assigned to one/more
than one school; responsibfj for all SO classes, etc.)?

g) Describe your activis as a

Please include the percentage of time involved as you
describe the activities as well as who you i_nteract with

.... How .do you feel about this------?

Probes:

a) :recipient of servi,ces

b) kersons responsible foe delivering services to child )f
they are not

c) aersons with whom they co rdinate in delivering services
e.g. Pesource ardes; regular classroom teacher; etc.)

d) Program Spcialis s: Do you have any res_ponsibi_lities foe
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children placed in non-public settinds? If se, what are_they
and how much time does this take?

e) What are your contacts with the . ?

B. job Definition

1) Now that you have told me what you do, can you tell me what
this looks like as compared to your job description?

a) What is this descripton based upon?

b) What are.the factors that cause any differences?-

c) To whom are you accountable?

d) What instruction are you,given in yo-ur w rk?

e) What things do you determine on your own (i.e. districts
you work in; children/classrooms you aare involved wito
etc.)?

, f) Are your activities similar to /or different from ethprs
in this d'strict whp do thia job?

C. Efficiency

1) Even in the best of circumstances, probleMs do emerge. What
are some of the problems that you encounter in_your work_ that
inhibit efficiency or keep you from spending your time in the
best way?

2) Aee there times when your work overlaps With what ethers are
doing? (if so, eplain)

3) What do you do that is differe t 1:rom wht_others do? (In what
way is your role distinctive?)

0. Effectiveness

1) In Oat areas of 'our week do you see yourself ac 91Cnit.
effective? (-least effective?)

2) _f you feel that you are less e fective than you'd like tD"
be, what are some of the barriers/problems you. encounter?

, e - - , _ _ ,
, , " ,

3) Wew satAeTleJ awe you wrth your work4 (what are the most/
least satisfyind aspects?)

E. Useful. E'oeriencesiTraining far Present Poition

1) In your beginnind.years as a P.SA.S. what aspects of your

300
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traitilmoriindmostuseful (least useful)?

2) What additional training/help would you like\to be getting now
that you have been on the job years?

3) What recommendations would you make in regards to training and
experience to someone who is going into your field?

4) Are you aware that changes are occuring in the certification
requirements for Resource Specialists? What do you think of this?

F. Recommended,hanges

1) What chagges would you like to see in your work as a P.S./R.S.?
Why?

2) What changes'do you think should be made in order_that _the
needs of IWENS are better served?
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS -- Other School Personnel

Thank you for taking time out to be interviewed

Explanation of study: to attempt to understand how the R.S./P.S.
function in their jobs (e.g. what they do;
who they have contact with; how they and
others feel about their work, etc.) it is
not evaluative

Name of their Program Specialist: -

Taping/Confidentiality

Length of interview: 30-40 min.

Results of study can be gotten by indicating it on back of
questionnaire

1. Have you had any contact with a Resource (Program) Specialist?

2. Can you tell me how this person functions in your school?

3. What services/contact have you had with the Resource (Program)
Specialist?

4. Are you satisfied with how the Resource (Program) Specialist
functions? (any services not performed which you think they
should?; any services presently performed which are unnecess

suggestions for changes in way services are provided)

5. Has the introduction of these new positions changed the way in
which services are being delivered to children with exceptional
needs?

6. Do you think the needs of children with exceptional needs would be
served as well without these positions?

7. Do you think that other personnel could provide the same services?

8. (To Principal) How has this new role changed your workload/
responsibilities?


